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PREFACE 

This book started life as a doctoral thesis presented at the University of 
Lancaster in 1985. Since that time a good deal of scholarly effort has been 
expended in re-examining the relationship between the early schools of 
Indian Mahayana Buddhism and I have attempted, where appropriate, to 
draw on these fresh insights in the present text. While it is probably true 
to say that Madhyamaka philosophy has received a major share of the 
attention of English speaking scholars, a gentle shift to the Yogacara is now 
underway, particularly in the U.S.A. One must, of course, be aware of the 
more positive treatment given to the Yogacara on the continent of Europe 
and this is, no doubt, in some part due to the differing philosophical and 
cultural proclivities in that geographical region. Anyone embarking on 
work in this field must therefore be aware of their enormous debt to 
scholars such as Louis de la Vallee Poussin, Sylvain Levi, Eric Frauwallner, 
Etienne Lamotte and Lambert Schmithausen for substantial labours al
ready completed. The problem for the present writer has been in the 
drawing together of sources generally confined to hermetically sealed 
compartments in an attempt to reassess the overall development of the 
early Mahayana tradition of thought. I am all too well aware of my lack of 
competence in many facets of this work, not the least my lack of knowledge 
of relevant Chinese materials, and am conscious of the many loose ends 
and vague generalisations which I have been forced to make. A great deal 
still needs to be done on the reasons for, and background to, the new 
terminology of the Yogacara, for instance. Similarly a more in depth 
treatment of the relationship between spiritual practice and philosophy in 
a religious context, particularly in the early Mahayana period, would 
greatly enhance our overall appreciation of the interconnections between 
individual Buddhist thinkers. Nevertheless I am encouraged to publish the 
results of my deliberations, despite their provisional nature, since many of 
my conclusions appear, at least partially, congruent with those of other 
researchers. I dare say that some of the views expressed in this book will 
need to be modified in the light of constructive criticism, but my hope is 
that this work will at the least stimulate debate in this exciting area of 
Buddhist studies. 

Not surprisingly my views have undergone a good deal of evolution 
since I started work in this field a decade ago and I would particularly like 
to thank Dr Andrew Rawlinson for his encouragement and valuable 
comments. It is astonishing how a discussion on forms of negation in 
Buddhist logic can naturally progress to considerations of life in other solar 
systems, but perhaps this demonstrates the relevance of such studies in our 
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present age! Professor Ninian Smart and Dr David Bairstow have both 
read early drafts of this text and I am grateful to them for a number of 
suggestions which I have been more than happy to incorporate. I am 
especially indebted to the kind assistance given to me by Professor Chris
tian Lindtner in preparing this work for publication. His work on 
Nagarjuna, Bhavaviveka and Kambala has been a tremendous inspiration 
to a new generation of younger researchers and his compendious knowl
edge and thoughtful criticism have helped me to . appreciate the decisive 
role played by Bhavya in the late Madhyamaka attitude to the Yogiiciira. 

In view of the generous help and guidance given to me from so many 
sources it is a matter of regret that many matters are not resolved to my 
satisfaction. This of course is entirely due to my own insufficient theoretical 
and practical grasp of the texts. 

A number of institutions have supported me with generous grants and 
scholarships throughout various stages of this work. Thanks are therefore 
due to the Department of Education and Science for the award of a Major 
State Studentship (1978-1981), to the late K.DD. Henderson CMG 
(Secretary) and the Trustees of the Spalding Trust for their help in 
providing the funding necessary to bring this research to the light of day, 
and finally to the Research Committee of S. Martin's College, Lancaster 
for their generous offer of assistance over the last two years. May I also 
register my thanks to Julie Robinson for the tedious business of transfer
ring the manuscript text to disk, and Martin Lister Publishing Services for 
his technical advice. 

AIl that remains is to thank Gwen for her endless patience and support. 



INTRODUCTION 

The overall purpose of this book will be to re-examine the relationship 
between the Madhyamaka and Yogacara in early Indian Mahayana Budd
hism. It may be said that I have attempted to minimise the differences 
between these two great movements of thought, and this is certainly the 
case. Nevertheless I am fully aware of the substantial discrepancies of style, 
scope and terminology which may be traced across the work of the 
respective representatives of these traditions and I hope that I shall not 
be accused of uncritical assimilation in this context. My purpose will be to 
uncover the methodological and philosophical presuppositions present in 
the writings of authorities on Mahayana Buddhist thought, be they ancient 
or modern. 

In the first chapter the intention will be to demonstrate that Nagarjuna 
implicitly accepts a distinction between the enlightened and the unenlight
ened state. These two modes of being may be understood as mental states. 
The former will then be represented by the Sanskrit terms jfiana/prajfia, 
while the latter corresponds to vijfiana. The essential difference between 
the two is that vijfiana is contaminated by a variety of mental concomitants 
such as dichotomous thought (prapafica) and discrimination (vikalpa), 
while jfiana is not. Conditioned by ignorance (avidya), vijfiana is unable to 
reproduce a true picture of things. The world appears to be constructed 
of substantial entities. The arising ofjfiana brings about the destruction of 
this erroneous world view. Through jfiana things are understood not as 
independent, but as interdependent (pratltyasamutpanna). However, and 
this is a discussion which is examined in more detail in chapter five, since 
language is itself a form of expression entirely implicated in the distorted 
world view, it follows that the truth about reality mu&t be inexpressible. 

Chapter two examines the logical stance taken by Nagarjuna. This 
clearly shows that he does not always adhere to the prasanga method often 
associated with him. His method is based on certain axioms common to 
Buddhist tradition as a whole, and one would be wrong, in consequence, 
in seeing him as an independent thinker. It is the view of this author that 
N~garjuna both adheres to the doctrine of the inexpressibility of truth, and 
maintains the existence of an indeterminate truth realm. As such he is not 
a nihilist. Truth must be revealed beyond the borders of language. In a 
sense then it would be correct to say that for Nagarjuna the true nature of 
things lies midway between the dichotomies inherent in language; i.e. 
between existence' and non-existence. The structure of language cannot 
exhaust the way things truly are. This being the case, Nagarjuna does not 
deny the existence of reality nihilistically. In consequence, one may be 
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inclined to admit an ontologically indeterminate realm, a realm which 
cannot be determined in terms of existence or non-existence. The doctrine 
emptiness of (sunyatil) is intimately tied to this. The true nature of things 
is dependently originated (prantyasamutpanna). This state of affairs is 
falsely cognised in the unenlightened state. Enlightenment (bodhi) repre
sents the mind purged of ignorance (avidyil). Bodhi then is sunyatil in the 
sense that it is empty of the defilements of ignorance. Sunyatil is not a term 
with ontological significance, but rather a state in which there is a true 
identification of cogniser and cognised, but regrettably a state incapable 
of articulation. 

In chapter three Nagarjuna's connection with early Buddhism is 
analysed and a general continuity of thought discovered. The chapter 
continues by examining the nirvilfUl/sarrzsilra dichotomy in the light of 
foregoing discussions. As a result nirvilJ:la can be clearly associated with 
bodhi - that state of mind in which the dichotomies generated by prapafica 
have been eradicated, w~ile sarrzsilra becomes identified with the world 
picture composed through the agency of vijfiilna. Neither nirvil1Ja nor 
sarrzsilra then are ontological terms. On the contrary, they are shown to be 
orientations to one ontic, unpredictable, realm which is itself the base for 
the arising of both vijnana and jfiilna/prajfiil. 

With chapter four attention is turned to the Yogilcilra. We question 
the view of the older generation of scholars who wished to establish radical 
differences between this school and the position of Nagarjuna. We show 
that many of these attempts are based on an interpretation of Nagarjuna's 
teaching through the agency of CandrakIrti, and on certain presupposi
tions inherited from the history of Western thought. CandrakIrti's under
standing of Yogilcilra was that it was preliminary to the study of Mad
hyamaka. We are able to show that this is simply not so. CandrakIrti 
misunderstands the basis of Yogilcilra teachings and attributes views to 
them which they do not in fact hold. CandrakIrti's analysis is not of course 
a new element in the Madhyamaka arsenal but depends to a great extent 
on the prior arguments of Bhavaviveka with the Yogilcilra. these are 
analysed in some detail. On closer examination, the axioms of the Madhy
amaka and Yogilcilra are found to be held fundamentally in common. The 
idea of an initiatory scheme of Buddhist teaching, with the Madhyamaka 
in pre-eminent position is shown to be a fairly late development in the 
history of Indian Mahilyilna Buddhism, and in may respects out of sym
pathy with a correct understanding of the Yogilcilra. 

The important doctrine of the levels of truth as it crops up throughout 
the history of Buddhist thought is explored in chapters five and,six. We 
discover a bewildering assortment of differing formulations which can, 
however, be simplified quite consistently. Two strands can be identified in 
the early material. Both are underpinned by a theory of language, though 
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these theories are divergent. In the first theory two separate areas of 
discourse may be identified; implicit (nftattha) language about-things, and 
that which is termed .explicit (neyattha). The former is in accordance with 
conventional usage, while the latter reflects the Buddhist understanding 
of reality. The latter is therefore accurate and supplies a true picture of 
the world. This particular teaching is the forerunner of the dharma theory 
of the Abhidharma which seems to be refuted, or at least amended, in the 
writings of the Mahayana. In the Abhidharma, language, which takes into 
account the dharmic constitution of things, is said to be ultimately true 
(paramattha), while language which does not is only conventionally so 
(sammuti). . 

The second theory of truths, i.e. that which is developed in the 
Mahayana, can also be found in the early tradition. This doctrine is entirely 
consistent with the understanding of language discussed in chapters one 
and two and accepted by both the Madhyamaka and Yogacara. According 
to this way of thinking, whatever is expressed is essentially contaminated 
by vijiiana and its mental concomitants, and as such constitutes a false 
picture of things. Ultimately truth, and hence the teaching of the Buddha, 
is equated with silence. Truth then may not be attained through rational 
enquiry, but rather through its elimination. The problem with this particu
lar formulation is that in accepting it one is automatically led to its 
corrolary; i.e. that everything which is expressed is false. The doctrine of 
three natures (trisvabhava) expounded in the Prajiiaparamita and by the 
Yogacara sfUras and Stistras is an attempt to show that the two trll;th doctrine 
should not be taken in such a manner. There are no essential differences 
between the two and three nature formulations - the latter simply makes 
explicit what was implicit in the former. This takes us back to our distinction 
between an ontotogically inderterminate realm and its two epistemic 
orientations. In the Madhyamaka it is quite clear that the ultimate 
(paramtirtha) and the conventional (sarrzvrd) truths refer to the perspec
tives associated with jiiana and vijiiana respectively. Now, chapter three 
demonstrated that these viewpoints only have efficacy because they relate 
to the ontic realm identified with pratftysamutpada. Examination of early 
Madhyamaka thought clearly reveals a hidden central term, though it is 
less hidden in Bhavaviveka's thought than in CandrakIrti's. Hidden of 
course because it is not amenable to articulation. The three nature theory 
then merely supplies this seemingly missing term, while at the same time 
recognising its essential non-predictability. It is difficult to maintain that 
the teachings of the Madhyamaka and Yogacara are at odds on this 
particular point if this is the case. The diagram below will clarify matters. 
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Paratantra 
(Pratityasamutpada ) 

/ ~ 
Parikalpita Parini;;panna 

Sm?1vrti Paramtirtha 

Defilement Purification 

DIFFERENCE IDENTITY 

The 
ontologically 
indeterminate 
base 

The two 
orientations 

Chapter seven looks at the nature of the base for the appearance of the 
defiled and purified visions of things in more detail and finds that the 
Buddhist tradition as a whole supports the stance taken by both the 
Madhyamaka and the Yogacara. Pratftyasamutpada is the key concept in 
both Buddhist systems. It is identical with the way things truly are, and as 
such is inexpressible. It provides the rational for the workings of the Four 
Noble Truths and hence for the apparent existences of sarrzsara and 
nirval)a. Two separate treatments ofpratityasamutpada are actually found 
in Buddhist literature. Firstly, the fundamental doctrine itself which was 
discovered by, though is seemingly independent of, the Buddha. Secondly 
we have the twelve-linked formula. While the former is itself identical with 
the inexplicably true state of things, the twelve-fold formula is a rationalis
ation of the two epistemic orientations and as such helps to explain the 
Four Noble Truths. The forward sequence corresponds to the first and 
second truths, while the reverse is connected with the third and fourth. 
These different treatments of pratltyasamutpada exactly mirror the two and 
three-fold truth formulations as expounded in the previous two chapters. 

The body of this book is an attempt to argue against the traditional, 
scholarly view that the Madhyamaka and the Yogacara present two radi
cally opposed sets of doctrines. It is hoped that the foregoing discussion 
will indicate that on a number of grounds, this traditional view is difficult 
to sustain. One further problem remains however. A great number of 
scholars believe that what distinguishes the Yogacara from the rest of 
Buddhism are its idealistic tendencies. The final chapter represents an 
attempt to test such an attitude. By examining early Buddhist texts con
cerned with the notion of mind the final chapter argues that, while taken 
out of context, certain sections of texts may seem idealistc, this,is not so 
when seen against their proper background. From the earliest times 
Buddhism has recognised the distinction which was treated in the first 
chapter; namely the distinction between the defiled and the purified mind. 
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Remembering the fact that ultimate truth is inarticulable, one may equate, 
at least metaphorically, enlightenment (bodhi) With the purified mind, and 
the unenlightened state with defilement. Talk of a luminous mind (prabhas
vara citta) in the Nikayas, and at other places is a clear reference to bodhi. 
However at various stages in its history Buddhism has found the nee9 to 
explain to its critics how karma, and general mental continuity, may be 
maintained, without at the same time falling into the trap of positing any 
permanent, unchanging mental entity. This is the function of terms like the 
limb of existence (bhavii:nga) and the Yogiiciira storehouse consciousness 
(iilayavijnana). Both of these concepts should not be confused with a 
Brahmanical absolute such as iitman. They both perform an explanatory 
function while at the same time avoiding the pit falls of absolutism. If this 
is so it will be difficult to make the charge of idealism stick. The principle 
difference between the Yogiiciira and Madhyamaka on this point is that for 
the former questions of mental continuity are crucial in the attempt to 
argue agains Brahmanic tendencies, while for the latter they are not. 
However the Yogiiciira does follow a traditional line on this matter, and 
does not, as in the case of the storehouse consciousness (iilayavijiiiina) 
introduce any surprisingly novel concepts. Chapter eight then provides the 
final link in the argument. There is a certain continuity of thought from 
the early period, through Madhyamaka to the Yogiiciira. The doctrine of 
iilayavijiiiina represents no substantial deviation from tradition. In fact the 
only matters which differentiate such individual elements of tradition may 
be demonstrated to be ones basically indicative of preoccupation and not 
of essential disunity. The differing terminologies associated with 
Nagarjuna and the Yogiiciira are explained accordingly. For the former 
issues of logic and ontology are to the fox:.e. In the writings of the latter, 
while these matters are of importance, psychological and soteriological 
considerations are more prominent. 





CHAPTER ONE 

A PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF MADHYAMAKA 
ONTOLOGY 

In the past many assumptions have been made concerning the relationship 
between the Madhyamaka and Vijftanavada schools of Mahayana Budd
hism which on further analysis may prove to be unfounded. Typically the 
Vijftanavadin is seen as someone who wishes to hypostatise consciousness 
(vijftana, citta, vijftapti) leading to the conclusion that consciousness is the 
sole reality (vijftaptimiitra). On the other hand the Madhyamaka maintains 
a non-committal attitude towards ontology. It is very easy, particularly 
given the present nature of scholarship into the subject, to be led into 
adopting such an attitude but, on further reflection one is forced to ask a 
number of questions. 

In the first place when we speak of the Madhyamaka school of thought 
we ordinarily think, mainly because of its dominant position in the Tibetan 
Buddhist tradition, of the Madhyamaka-Prasangika school founded some
time in the 7th century AD. by CandrakIrti.1 That CandrakIrti was an 
opponent of a particular point of view regarding the doctrine of conscious
ness only (cittamatra) and the existence of a store-consciousness 
alayavijftana, both of which are generally associated with the Vijftanav
adins, there can be no doubt.2 

However two questions follow from this statement. Firstly, has Cand
rakIrti faithfully reproduced the doctrines of his root texts which in this 
case are the writings of Nagarjuna, and secondly, in his argument with the 
Vijftanavada, has he adhered to his prasanga method of reasoning and 
therefore not ascribed to his opponents doctrines which they do not in fact 
hold? 

The second major query concerns the doctrinal position of Nagarjuna 
and in particular the range of Nagarjuna's authorship. It has been para
digmatic among the older generation of scholars, when dealing with the 
works of Nagarjuna to brush aside the evidence of the Buddhist tradition 
and treat only those works which deal exclusively with the doctrines of 

1 Ruegg (1981 p. 71) gives the date c.60()...{j50 
A slightly earlier date (53()...{j00) is given by Lindtner inActa Orientalia 40 (1979) 
p.91. 

2 Candrakirti's critique of Vijiilinavlida is to be found in Ch. 6 of his Madhyamak
livatlira a partial translation of which was carried out by L. de la Vallee Poussin 
(1907-11). 
The Tibetan text is available (with autocommentary) as Madhyamaklivatlira par 
Candrakirti edited by L. de la Vallee Poussin (Osnabriick: Biblio Verlag, reprint, 
1970). A detailed investigation of Candrakirti's argument will be found supra Ch. 
8. 
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emptiness (sflnyatii) and the non-existence of the self nature of dharmas 
(dharmanil;7.svabhiivata) as being exclusively authentic works of our author. 
T.R.Y. Murti is a good case in point. In his study of the Madhyamaka he 
lists the works ofNagarjuna ascribed by the Tibetan and Chinese tradition 3 
and then abandons all but two, the Madhyamakakiirikii4 and the Vigrahavy
iivartani5 in the elucidation of the distinctive Madhyamaka philosophy, 
irrespective of the fact that many of the other texts, firmly held to be works 
of Nagarjuna by the Buddhist tradition, express ideas which in some 
respects would lead to an attenuation of the overall doctrine. Such a state 
of affairs could be compared to one in which for many years a group of 
researchers based all their knowledge of Shakespeare's work, life and 
times solely on the sonnets simply because as a corpus a certain underlying 
theme runs through them all. As a consequence the plays, being formally 
different and treating disparate themes, are relegated into being the works 
of others, fraudulently ascribed to the bard. 

There seem to be a number of objections to such judgements. In the 
first place why would someone having produced a major work of literature, 
and in our case elevating religious discourses, wish to deny authorship and 
by so doing pass this distinction on to someone whose output was meagre 
(two works) and in any case died possibly hundreds of years before? 
Secondly the judgement of authenticity based on doctrinal accord with an 
axiomatically authentic text, such as the Madhyamakakiirikii is really just 
as unsound as judgement based on other criteria, since we have no 
knowledge of Nagarjuna's intentions when he embarked on his writing 
career. This situation has been noted by Buddhist scholars of the younger 
generation and the tide now seems to be turning in the field of Nagarjuna 
studies. The recent publication of a book by Chr. Lindtner6 perhaps 
exemplifies more than any others this change of thinking. Although Lindt
ner regards the authenticity of the kiirikiis as axiomatic he nevertheless 
applies a number of important criteria to arrive at his list of Nagarjuna's 
works. Firstly a work may have been ascribed by a "trustworthy" witness 
such as CandrakIrti, Bhavaviveka, Santarak~ita and the like. Secondly a 
work must have a place in a grand scheme which Lindtnerwants to propose 
was really in Nagarjuna's mind. In other words it needs to be part of a 
comprehensive treatment of the doctrine and path of Buddhists of the 
Mahayana persuasion along the lines of Asailga's Mahiiyiinasa1?Igraha 7. 
Thirdly throughout the corpus of texts there should be a general agree-

3 Murti (1960) p. 88-91. 
4 cf. Niigtirjuna's Filosofiske Vaerker Lindtner (1982) and Candrakirti Prasannapadti 

Madhyamakavrtti J. May (1959). 
5 The Vigrahavytivartani Johnson, E. H. & Kunst, A. (eds.) (1951). 
6 Lindtner (1982). 
7 La Somme du Grand Vehicule d'Asaliga 2 vols. Lamotte, E. (ed. and trans.)(1938). 
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ment in style, scope and doctrine. As a result of his deliberations Lindtner 
passes nyelve works (in addition to the kiirikiis) as being authentic. These 
are the Sflnyatiisaptati, Vigrahavyiivartanl, Vaidalyaprakarm;a, Yukti$a$tikii, 
Catu/:zstava, Ratniivall, Pratltyasamutpiidahrdayakiirikii, Sfltrasamuccaya, 
Badhicittavivarm;a, Suhrllekha and the Badhisambhiira. 

With the kiirikiis themselves, the first five of the above works are held 
by the Tibetan tradition to belong to the theoretical/scholastic works of 
Nagarjuna otherwise known as the logical (yukti; Tib: rigs tshags) corpus. 
P. Williams8 has subjected Lindtner's method to scrutiny and points out 
various defects. To start with the first of Lindtner's trustworthy witnesses, 
Bhavaviveka, lived approximately 350 years after Nagarjuna9, and the 
others lived a considerable time after that. With regard to consistency in 
style, scope and doctrine, WilliamslO points out that to be convincing when 
working from Tibetan and Chinese translations of the original Sanskrit is 
in itself a highly dubious enterprise. However Williams' most severe 
criticism is very much in conformity with the views expressed by older 
scholars mentioned above. He believes that if we hold the authenticity of 
the kiirikiis as axiomatic then a putative work of Nagarjuna concerning a 
topic not dealt with in the kiirikiis is difficult to ascribe since we have left 
the safety of comparison and have given first priority to witnesses etc. in 
our criteria of judgement. Williams therefore ends up in the position 
adopted by D.S. Ruegg who feels that because of the: 

... opacity and confusion in the records as well as the uncertainty concerning the 
authorship of several works ascribed to Nagarjuna, it will be convenient for the 
historians of the Madhyamaka to take as his point of departure the treatise 
universally considered as the Madhyamakasiistra par excellence-namely the 
MMK (Mula-Madhyamakakiirikii)-together with any other texts ascribable to 
the same author that are doctrinally related, and to regard this textual corpus as 
a standard of reference when describing Nagarjuna's philosophy.ll 

As demonstrated there are no good grounds for holding such a position. 
It is my intention to adopt a modified version of Lindtner's list of authentic 
works bearing in mind the criticisms of Williams, who admits" ... my caution 
is not damning. It is simply calltion",12 As both the Tibetan and Chinese 
tradition are unanimous and Lindtner's analysis confirms tradition I intend 
to work on the basis that the texts of the logical (yukti) corpus are original 
works of Nagarjuna. 

However before turning to an examination of the doctrines of the 

8 Williams (1984). 
9 For the dates of Nagarjuna, vide Ruegg op. cit. p. 4 n. 11. Ruegg places Nagarjuna 

"early in the first millenium PC." 
10 Williams op. cit. p. 75. 
11 Ruegg op. cit. p. 8--9. 
12 Williams op. cit. p.76. 
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kiirikiis, which must nevertheless still be considered the most important of 
the texts from the point of view of the development of the latter Mad
hyamaka tradition, let us look briefly at the other works mentioned to find 
any evidence which can confirm the often expressed opinion that the 
Madhyamaka and the Vijiiilnavilda are doctrinally irreconcilable systems 
of thought. 

ONTOLOGICAL SPECULATION IN NAGARJUNA'S SUBSIDIARY WORKS 

In the first place it must be quite clearly stated that nowhere in the corpus 
of works which we accept are authentically those of Nagarjuna, is there to 
be found an explicit condemnation of the notion that prajiiil represents a 
state of awareness in which things are seen as they are (yathilbhuta). This 
is a very surprising fact given Nagarjuna's insistence that all phenomena 
(dharma) are empty (sunya) since they lack own-being (svabhilva) because 
they occur only in mutual dependence (pratztyasamutpanna). 

That which has arisen dependently on this and that, that has not arisen substan
tially (svabhiivata). That which has not arisen substantially, how can it literally 
(niima) be called arisen?13 

The nearest we find Nagarjuna coming to a specific criticism of conscious
ness is his demonstration that vijiiilna, as a member of the group of 
skandhas, is dependent and hence empty. This may be found in chapter 
four of the Madhyamakakiirikiis. However vijiiilna in this treatment is 
always considered as a thing dependent on internal and external sense
fields (ilyatana) and can not be equated with the notion of an abiding 
consciousness such as the bhavanga put forward in the Pali texts and 
subsequently elaborated by the Yogilcilra. These particular doctrines will 
be examined in detail in chapter eight of this work. However it should be 
noted that Nagarjuna's understanding of vijiiilnaskandha is totally in 
accord with that of the earliest Buddhist writings. Of equal importance is 
the fact that the Vijiiilnavildins also adopt such a position. For them the 
six evolved consciousnesses (pravrttivijiiilna), since they arise in depend
ence, must from the ultimate point of view be considered to be empty 
(sunya). This seems to be all that Nagarjuna means when he says: 

Consciousness (vijiiiina) occurs dependent upon the internal and external sense
fields (iiyatana). There consciousness is empty (sunya), like mirages and illusions 
(maricimiiyiivat). Since consciousness (vijiiiina) arises dependent on a discernible 
object (vijiieya), the discernible does not exist (in itself).14 

13 Yuktisa${ikii-karika (YS) in Nagarjunialla Lindtner op. cit. p. 102-119 
YS. v.19. 
tat tat prapya yad utpannal?1llotpanllal?1 tat svabhavata(l 
svabhiivena yall notpannal?1 utpanllal?1llama tat kathal?1 
cf. W. 22 and MMK. xxiv. 18. 

14 SUllyatasaptati-karika (S.S.) ibid. p. 34-69 
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Both consciousness and the external object. then are dependent and 
consequently devoid of own-being (svabhiiva). 

It is a curious fact that the Bodhicittavivara1;la is the only work at
tributed by tradition to Nagarjuna which features an obvious critique of a 
position similar to that adopted by the Vijiianaviida. However this work is 
never mentioned by Candrakirti, the only trustworthy witness for its 
authenticity being Bhavaviveka in his Ratnapradipa.15 In this text the 
author attacks the three nature doctrine often associated with the Yog
iiciira: 

.. the imagined (parikalpita), the dependent (paratantra) and the absolute 
(parin~panna) have only one nature of their own: emptiness. They are the 
imaginations (kalpanii) of mind (citta ).16 

but one must be aware of the fact that this is a standard canonical devise, 
found amongst other places in the Lank!ivattirasfltra, a textual source for 
the Yogtictira itself. Thus: 

When intelligently investigated, there is no imagined [nature], no dependent 
[nature] and no absolute [nature]. How then can they be intelligently discrimi
nated?!7 

As we shall see later18 the notion that the three natures are ultimately 
empty is one quite acceptable to AsaiJ.ga and Vasubandhu themselves. 
Further on in the Bodhicittavivara1;la we hear that: 

Mind (citta) is but a name (niimamiitra). It is nothing apart form (its) name. 
Consciousness must be regarded as but a name. The name has no own-being 
(svabhiiva ).19 

Ss. v. 56-7. 
nan dan phyi yi skye mched la 
brten nas mam par ses pa 'byun 
de Ita bas na mam sed med 
smig rgyu sgyu ma btin du ston 
mam ses ses bya la brten nas 
'byun Ia ses bya yod ma yin 
ses bya ses pa med pa 'i phyir , 
de phyir ses pa po iiid med 

15 ibid. p. 180. 
16 Bodhicittavivara7;la v. 28 

kun brtags dan ni gian dbQli dan 
YOils su grub pa 'di iiid ni 
ston iiid bdag iiid gcig pu yi 
no bo sems Ia brtags pa yin. 

17 Lanka. II. 198. 
buddhyii vicecyamiina;p. tu na tantraTfl niipi kalpitaTfl 
n~panno niisti vai bhiival;! kathaTfl buddhyii vikalpyate. 

18 cf. ch. 6 infra. 
19 Bodhicittavivara7;la v. 40. 

sems ni min tsam yin pa ste 
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Now if Nagarjuna is the author of this text one wonders why he is not aware 
of the fact that this statement is liable to give rise to the objection outlined 
at the beginning of the Vigrahavyavartani, an objection we will discuss in 
more depth in chapter two. The opponent in this text asks how it is possible 
for Nagarjuna to maintain the truth if he also allows that all things are 
empty. Since emptiness applies to words themselves, how can they be used 
for the purpose of demonstrating such truth? On applying ourselves to the 
statement that mind (citta) is merely a name and hence has no own-being, 
we are met by incoherence. In the first place the logic of the claim is 
confused and in the second, even if we were to accept that names have no 
svabhava, we would be unjustified in making the assumption that the object 
denoted by the name, i.e. mind (citta) is also devoid of svabhava. 

Actually reading through the BodhicittavivaralJll carefully, one is struck 
by many inconsistencies. The author at one point reverses his critique of 
the Vijiianavada by affirming a central doctrine of the school. Thus 

The (Buddha's) instruction about the aggregates, elements etc. (merely) aims at 
dispelling the belief in a self (atmagraha). By establishing (themselves) in con
sciousness only (cittamatra) the greatly blessed (bodhisattvas) also abandon that 
(instruction).20 

Returning to our theme let us ask ourselves a question. If Nagarjuna is 
totally opposed to the existence of a mind, would he not also be concerned 
to refute notions which rely for their existence and efficaciousness on such 
a mental substratum? I am in particular thinking of terms which are derived 
from the verbal root jiia. We can answer this question to the contrary. 
Nagarjuna uses many terms of this type that indicate the fact that knowl
edge (jiiana) seems to exist from the ultimate point of view. Thus we are 
told in the Yukt4a${ikii-kiirikii: 

Just as the Buddhas have spoken of "my" and "I" for pragmatic reasons, thus they 
have also spoken of the aggregates (skandha), the sense-fields (ayatana) and the 
elements (dhatu) for pragmatic reasons. The great elements etc. (mahabhutadi) 
are absorbed in consciousness (vijiii'ina). They are dissolved by understanding 
them. Certainly they are falsely imagined (mithyi'i vikalpitam ).21 

miil las gian du 'ga' yail med 
miil tsam du ni mam rig blta 
miil yail rail biin med pa yill. 

20 Bodhicittavivaraila v. 25 
bdag tu 'dzin pa bzlog pa 'i phyir 
phuil po khams sogs bstan pa yin 
sems (sam po la gnas nas ni 
skal chen mams kyis de yail spGlis. 

21 Ys. v. 33-4 
dogs pa'i dbail gis rgyal ba mams 
ila dail ila'i ies gsuils pa ltar 
phu;" po khams dail skye mched mams 
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Here then two separate domains of knowledge are explicated. The first, 
with referents such as "I" and "mine", has a pragmatic truth value which 
on a higher level is seen as characterised by false imagination. A higher 
form of knowledge appears to be born when the notions at the pragmatic 
level are dissolved in understanding (tajjfiiine vigamarrz).22 It seems diffi
cult to believe that Nagarjuna would refute the notion of mind while at 
the same time adhering to this distinction between forms of knowledge. 
Knowledge seems to presuppose some mental apparatus through which 
the former gains efficacy. 

In the above quotation from the Yukt4~tikii-kiirikii we have the 
classical distinction between a mundane form of consciousness usually 
associated with the term vijfiiina, and a higher level from of consciousness 
to which Nagarjuna gives the name jfiiina or prajfiii. These two forms of 
consciousness reflect the two level of truth doctrine held by all the 
Madhyamako.s (and as we shall see, in chapters five and six, by all the 
Buddhist schools) and would appear to represent the mechanisms by which 
the world view of an ordinary person (prthagjana) and a saint (iirya) differ. 
However this point of view is not peculiar to the Madhyamakas. The 
distinction is made inAbhidharmakosa: 

En effet la connaissance speculative (prajliii) par laquelle on penetre et com
prend, a Ie meme domaine (v;,yaya) que la connaissance vulgaire (vijfiiilla).23 

and la Vallee Poussin goes on to say: 

D'apres les Vzbhajyaviidins, Ie jfiiilla est bon en soi; Ie vijliiilla est bon quand il est 
associe ajfiiilla (Kasa iv 8b, p33 n.3): ce qui peut s'entendre que Ie jliiilla est Ie 
"savoir supramondain", et que Ie vijiiiilla savoir mondain, est bon lorsqu'il est 
consecutif au savoir supramondain.24 

The precise definition of these various psychological terms, all of which 
are derived from the rootjfiii-is a matter of some debate among scholars 
and will be left to a more suitable occasion for detailed discussion, but at 
least one point is already clear. This is the distinction between the mun
dane form of knowledge designated by the term vijfiiina and the knowl
edge, or knowledges, of a higher ordertermedjfiana or prajfia. It seems in 

de biin dgas pa 'i dban gis gsUlis 
'byun ba che la sags Mad pa 
mams par ses su yan dag 'du 
de ses pas ni 'bral 'gyur na 
log pas mam brtags ma yin nam. 

22 This verse (YS. v. 34) is also cited in theliiiinasrimitranibandhiivali cf. Thakur, A. 
(ed.)liiiinasrimitranibandhiivali Patna (1959) p. 545 and 405. 

23 Abhidharmakosa ed. par L. de la Vallee Poussin (1971) 
AK. ix. 244: prajiiavijliiinayol;l samiillav;,yayatviit. 

24 AK. ix. 248 n.v. 
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fact that prajnii and jniina are more or less interchangeable terms. J. May 
tells us that: ' 

... il existe entre citta et prajiiii la meme opposition qu'entre vijiiiina et jiiiina, 
connaissance empirique discursive et connaissance metaphysique intuitive.25 

In Nagarjuna's system one of the fundamental features is the emphasis on 
the development of higher order forms of knowledge. This is stated again 
and again. Thus: 

When one sees that which arises conditioned by ignorance (avidyiipratyaya) with 
a correct knowledge (samyagjiiiina), no origination (utpiida) or destruction (ni
rodha) whatsoever is perceived (upalabhyate).26 

When someone has developed this correct knowledge (samyagjniina) then 
reality (tattva) is seen clearly and ignorance (avidyii) is destroyed. It follows 
that since avidyii is the first link in the twelve fold chain of mutual 
dependence (dviidasiiligika-pratltyasamutpiida), it is the cause of vijniina 
(the third member in the series). Hence when avidyii is destroyed by jnilna 
then so too is vijnilna. We will examine this in detail in chapter seven. 
However this is the meaning of MMK. xxvi. 11. One who has arrived at 
such a realisation possesses a mind (citta) without a standpoint (sthilna). 27 
He achieves the eye of knowledge (jnilnaca!qu )28 and in consequence the 
errors of defilement (klesado~a), that torment due to false knowledge 
(mithyiljniina), do not arise.29 

Now most scholars recognise that the task of Nagarjuna was partly to 
bring about an integration of the thought contained in that corpus of 
literature generally called Prajnilpilramitil (P.P.). Murti typifies this notion: 

The Miidhyamika philosophy is a systematisation of the Prajiiiipiiramitii 
treatises.30 

A typical and early text of the P.P. corpus is theA$tastthasnkil. In this work 
the perfection (pilramitil) of prajnil is mentioned in a number of places as 
the chief of the other five perfections (i.e. dilna-charity, slla-morality, 
!qiintia-forbearance, dhyilna-meditation and vlrya-heroic energy) in 
the sense that it is a guiding and regulating factor by which the other five 
may operate effectively. To quote Murti again: 

25 Candrakirti Prasannapadii Madhyamakv.rtti traduit par J. May (1959) p. 104 n. 252. 
26 YS. v.IO. 

ma rig rkyell gyis bywi ba la 
yan dag ye ses kyis gzigs na 
skye ba dan ni 'gags pa'an run 
'ga' yan dmigs par mi 'gyur roo 

27 YS. v. 51. 
28 YS. v. 54 
29 Y$. v. 57. 
30 Murti op. cit. p. 213. 
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A mind swayed by passions and attached to the world cannot know the truth; the 
distracted mind (samahita citta) is incapable of perceiving the truth for lack of 
steadiness in attention. All the other piiramitas are meant to purify the mind and 
make it fit to receive the intuition of the absolute (prajiiii). It is Prajiiapiiramita 
again that can complete them, make each of them a paramita .. .31 

Given these facts, we will have difficulty in disagreeing with Lindtner's 
contention that in all the works of Nagarjuna that we are considering to 
be authentic, the notion and explication of one single piiramitii (i.e. prajfiii) 
is centra1.32 This is because it is as the result of prajfiii that a person 
embarked on a spiritual path is able to transcend the commonsense 
(vyavahiira) world view which sees things (dharmas) with respect to their 
characteristics (laksa1)a) and own-being (svabhiiva). He or she opens a field 
of cognition in which, ultimately, these things do not exist in the way they 
were formerly imputed but rather, are empty (sunya) of such defining 
marks as Zaksa1J,a and svabhiiva. If we did wish to make a clear distinction 
betweenprajfiii and jfiiina we could do no better than to endorse Lindtner's 
view that: 

The culmination of prajiiii ... is jiiana, or intuitive insight into reality (tattva) 
beyond the duality of (is) asti and (is not) niisti. Thisjiiana is also the suspension 
of avidya which, as we have seen, in the final analysis is based on the wrong 
assumption of existence and non-existence etc.33 

In the texts we are dealing with, N agarjuna does not define either of these 
two terms but we may safely assume that while prajfiii is a continually 
evolving faculty dependent on the path and involving analysis,jfiiina is the 
end result and, in consequence, is entirely empty (sunya) of the miscella
neous defilements. 

One of the major features shared by both the Madhyamaka and the 
Vijfiiinaviida is the notion that ignorance (avidyii) has as its root charac
teristic, the dichotomising tendencies of the common sense worldview. The 
Vijfiiinaviidins give pride of place to the false distinction between subject 
and object (griihyagriihakakalpanii). For Vasubandhu therefore, when the 
mind is at work in an ordinary person a transformation takes place such 
that the distinction between being conscious of something (vijfiiina) and 
that something of which one is conscious (vijfieya) arises. This process is 
called representation (vijfiapti). Of course this does not mean that the 
vijfiapti is caused by vijfiiina. On the contrary, from the vijfiapti proceeds 
the vijfiiina/vijiieya combination which in turn produces the idea of subjects 
and objects (griihya-griihaka). This is the sense of the Vijfiiinaviidin doctrine 
that everything is representation only (vijfiaptimiitra). This does not 

31 ibid. p. 267. My italicising 
cf. A$tasiihasrikiiprajiiiiparamita (Bibliotheca Indica) p. 398. 

32 op. cit. p. 268. 
33 ibid. p. 270. 
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necessarily imply the idealistic connotation that many authors have seen 
fit to put on it. For Vasubandhu reality is observed through the subject/ob
ject dichotomy: 

This transformation ofvijiilina is a (falsely constructed) dichotomy (of subject and 
object). That which is falsely reconstructed is not real. Therefore this everything 
is nothing but representation (vijiiaptimlitra).34 

A doctrine of a quite similar style is also maintained by Nagarjuna. The 
Sunyatiisaptatikiirikii, for instance, seems to demonstrate that the reality of 
things lies between the two extremes of permanence (fiiSvata) and annihi
lation (uccheda): 

If there is being (sat) there is permanence; if there is non-being (asat) there is 
necessarily annihilation ... To experience the two as mutually excluding (paraspa
raviparyaya) is a mistake (viparyaya) ... Therefore it is not logical that nirvlilJa is 
being and non-being.35 . 

Another way in which these dichotomously opposed principles lead to 
errors regarding the way the true state of things, is described in the 
Yukt4~tikii-kiirikii where we are told that: 

Those whose intelligence (buddhi) has transcended being and non-being (astin
listi), and is unsupported, have discovered the profound and inobjective meaning 
of condition (pratyaya).36 

Being and non-being are only one pair of opposites which are in
appropriate for use when talking of reality. The mind addicted to discursive' 
thought (vikalpa) automatically generates such sets in its doomed attempt 
to describe reality. Thus: 

When (someone) cognises (something) as born or unborn, present or gone, bound 
or liberated (then) he maintains duality (dvaya) (and consequently) does not know 
the truth (tattva).37 

34 Trirrtf. 17 
vijiilinaparinlimo 'ya1!l vikalpo yad vikalpyate 
tena tan nlisti teneda1!l sarva1!l vijiiaptimlitraka1!l 
Levi, S. (ed.) Vijiiaptimlitratlisiddhi: Deux traites de Vasubandhu (1925). 

35 SS. v. 21-25. 
36 YS.v.1 

astinastivyatikrlintli buddhir ye$li1!l nirlisrayli 
gambhiras tair niralamba/:t pratyaylirtho vibhiivyate 
Tibetan: 
gan dag gi blo yod med las 
mam par 'das sin mi gnas pa 
de dag gis ni rkyen gyi don 
zab mo dmigs med mam par rtogs 

37 Catuf:tstava v. 28 (Acintyastava) 
jlita1!l tathaiva no jlitam ligata1!l gatam ityapi 
buddh(J muktas tathli jiilini dvayam icchen na tattvavit 
cf. Lindtnerop. cit. p.148-9. 
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That the Vijfianavada prefer one pair of opposites over any other to 
demonstrate that the nature of things cannot be adequately shown by their 
application may be simply a matter of convenience. Any pair would do. 
The point is that knowledge devoid of thought construction (nilvikaZ
pajfiana) is knowledge devoid of dichotomy (advayajfiana). Some authors, 
such as Kunst,38 believe that by positing such a non-dual knowledge both 
of the schools of Buddhist philosophy are guilty of contradicting the law 
of the excluded middle. Ruegg39 disagrees here. For him: 

... to say that something is neither A nor non A (X) does not represent an attempt 
on the part of the Madhyamika to define some entity (bhava, i.e. a thing possessing 
svabhava) that is neither A nor X (indeterminate), but rather a way of stating the 
Buddhist theory of conditionship in terms of the Madhyamaka doctrine of emp
tiness of own being (svabhavasunyata) and non-substantially of all factors (dhar
manairatmya ). 

This means that while complementary and extreme positions based on the 
dichotomising activities of ordinary people are excluded from the 
Madhyamika conception of the Middle Way, Ruegg does not feel that the 
laws of excluded middle or of non-contradiction are being rejected, since 
no entity is posited. I do not accept Ruegg's reasoning here. By the 
rejection of false dichotomies an entity or a state is still posited, though 
from an ontological point of view its status must be considered indeter
minate. The Buddhist position is not fully defined by either Kunst or 
Ruegg. In a way one may agree that the law of excluded middle is being 
broken, but not in the classical sense since the middle term has a quite 
different ontological status from the two alternatives. The law of excluded 
middle is not really applicable here. Ruegg is equally guilty of adhering to 
Western forms of reasoning by maintaining that the law is being obeyed. 
Ruegg rejects Western conceptions when this suits him however: 

... ultimate reality ... is the domain of what Candrakirti terms tattvalakya1la proper, 
as accessible to the gnosis (jliana) of the perfected saints (arya).40 

This seems to be an acceptance of intuitive, non-rational thought. As a 
matter of fact, when pressed qy an opponent, in his commentary on MMK. 
xv. 2, CandrakIrti gives a number of metaphorical designations (upadaya 
prajfiapti) for this ontologically indeterminate reality. He calls it nature 
(prakrti) and thusness (tathata),41 synonyms which are the common 
property of both Madhyamaka and Vijfianavada. This refusal to see the 
ultimate from any position conditioned by dichotomous thought is taken 

38 Kunst (1957) p. 144. 
39 Ruegg (1977-8) p. 11. 
40 ibid. p. 11. 
41 Millamadhyamakakarikas of Nagarjuna, with the Prasannapada of Calldrakirti L. 

de la Vallee Poussin (ed.), Bibliotheca Buddhica (IV) Osnabriick (1970) reprint p. 
265-5. 
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up by virtually all Madhyamakas, Atisa being a late, though representative, 
case. Thus: ' 

... (absolute truth) cannot be the object of any kind of conceptual thinking 
(kalpanti) for reality (tattva) is not susceptible to various distinctions such as marks 
of being, non-being, own-being, other-being, truth, untruth, permanence, destruc
tion, eternal, non-eternal, pleasure, pain, pure, impure, self, non-self, empty, 
non-empty, and unity, difference, origination, cessation etc., for they possess a 
relative nature.42 

Among Nagarjuna's works such statements are echoed in theAcintyastava 
of the Catu/:zstava43 and the mangalasloka of the Millamadhyamakak
tirikiis . 44 

If we now ask ourselves the reason why reality is conceived in an 
erroneous fashion by those who have not achieved arhatship, then the 
answer must be because of vikalpa and prapaiica. In the Yukti$a$(ika45 we 
are given to assume that discrimination (vikalpa) and a fickle (cala) mind 
(manas) mutually condition one another. In other words incorrect ap
prehension of reality is the indispensable concomitant of a particular state 
of mind. Now the termprapaiica literally means something like "expan
sion". The Anguttara Nikiiya46 indicates that' the fourteen unexplicated 
points (avytikrtavastu) such as "Does the Tathagata exist after death? Does 
he not exist after death? Does he both exist and not exist after death? Does 
he neither exist nor not exist after death? etc." are imagined (prapaiicita). 
The Sarrzyutta47 gives as examples ofprapaiica such statements as "I am", 
"I shall be", "I shall not be", "I shall not be formed", "I shall be formless", 
etc. Prapaiica then is that activity of consciousness that leads us to the belief 
that we are isolated beings at large in an extended world of plurality. At 
its root prapaiica is a dichotomising tendency which endlessly generates 
principles reliant on the relationship between identity (ekatva) and dif
ference (anyatva). In other words, because ofprapaiica categories such as 
self, other, being, non-being, nirvtilJa, sarrzstira, subject, object, etc. arise. J. 
May says: 

Prapaiica, litteralement "expansion", tib.spros pa, me parait designer non pas taut 
la fonction de pensee discursive, correspondent, sons divers aspects a vikalpa, 
vitarka, victira, que I'operation de cette function, et Ie resultat de cette operation, 
c'est-a-dire Ie monde constitue en objects et concepts distincts.48 

42 Bodhicarytivattirapmijikti ad Bodhi(Sattva)carytivattira L. de la Vallee Poussin (ed.) 
p. 367 quoted in Lindtner. (1981) p. 188. 

43 CS. III. 37-36. 
44 MMK.i.l 
45 Ys. v. 36-7 
46 A. iv. 68f. 
47 S. iv. 203. 
48 op. cit. p. 175 n. 562. 
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The mode by which prapafzca informs the world picture of the unen
lighten«:!d is through discursive thought (vikalp"a), reasoning (viciira), and 
conjecture (vitarka)., Vikalpa further differentiates the basically dicho
tomised world produced by prapafzca until definite views or dogmas (drsti) 
are formed. From vikalpa concerning being (bhiiva) and non-be,ing 
(abhiiva) the twin heresies of eternalism (siisvatadarsa1].a) and nihilism 
(ucchedadarsa1].a) arise and such an attitude to the world, in turn, gives rise 
to suffering (dubkha). 

Profane people (prthagjana) with their positivistic attitude (bhiivlitmaka) are ... 
deceived by their own mind (svacitta). Those who understand see that things have 
... totally arisen as a result of ignorance (avidylihetuta!;) without beginning, middle 
orend.49 

It is jfziina that destroys the ignorance (avidyii) that arises in connection 
with prapafzca. Prapafzca is seen to be lacking in any real foundation. The 
activities of vikalpa which reify concepts of being (asti) and non-being 
(niisti) are seen, throughjiiiina, as inappropriate to the ultimate under
standing of reality (tattva). From the ultimate viewpoint everything has 
been imagined (kalpaniimiitra): 

Therefore you have declared that all phenomena are merely imagined. Yes, even 
the imagination through which emptiness is conceived is said to be untrue.50 

This sounds remarkably like a statement by Vasubandhu or Asanga. 
The idea of dependent origination (pratityasamutpiida) is central to the 

thought of Nagarjuna. The centrality of this doctrine in the Buddhist 
tradition will be discussed in chapter seven. However, in its general 
extended sense the twelve fold chain of dependent origination 
(dviidaSiingapratityasamutpiida) is mentioned in Chapter xxvi of the Mula
madhyamakakiirikiis. It may be the case that the termpratityasamutpiida 
itself is a metaphorical designation for reality (tattva). It would be difficult 
simply to treat pratityasamutpiida in its twelve-fold form as a theory of 
causality or conditionally since Nagarjuna does a thorough refutation of 
any possible conditions (pratyaya) at the beginning of MMK. The two verses 
of the mangalasloka seem to ~onfirm this since they speak of a pratitysa
mutpiida taught by the Buddha. It is said the equate with the shutting off 
ofprapafzca and is in consequence without destruction, production, neither 
annihilated nor eternal, neither differentiated nor undifferentiated and 
without coming or going. 

anirodhamanutplidamanucchedamaslisvatarrt 
aneklirthamanlinlirthamanligamamanirgarrt 

49 YS. v. 24-26. 
50 CS. III. 36. 

kalpanlimlitram ity asmlit sQ/vadhannlih prakllsitli!; 
kalpanlipy asati proktli yayli sunyarrt vikalpyate. 
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yah pratityasamutpildaT!! prapaneopasamaT!! sivaT!! 
ddayilmlisa saT!!buddhalJ. taT!! vande vandatilm varaT!! 

This sounds very much like the earlier discussed idea of reality (tattva) 
which is realised, through jiiiina, tQ be free of all dichotomously con
structed distinctions. The real must be indeterminate. Hence the Sunyat
iisaptati: 

Without one (eka) there are not many (aneka). Without many one is not possible. 
Therefore things that rise dependently (pratityasamutpanna) are indeterminable 
(animitta).51 

Having come to a realisation of pratityasamutpiida, all conventional view 
points (dr$ti) concerning the nature of things are extinguished. Ignorance 
(avidyii) ceases and one comes to understand reality (tattvajiiiina): 

Those who have come to understand that dependent origination (pratitya
samutpilda) is devoid of origination (utpilda) and destruction (vinrua) have 
crossed the ocean of existence consisting of dogmas (d!$t/bhutabhavil17)ava).52 

When we turn to this doctrine as expounded in the MMK we shall be in a 
better position to judge its exact status in Nagarjuna's system. However 
from what we have seen so far we can at least maintain that the tattvalprati
tyasamutpiida group of concepts differ in many senses from most other 
ideas examined by'Nagarjuna. They are never, like other concepts, dem
onstrated to be totally devoid of own-nature (svabhiiva) and hence empty 
(sunya) in the sens~ of non-existent. How could they be since we are told 
frequently that they cannot be apprehended in terms of existence nor 
non-existence? On the contrary they have an ontological status which 
cannot be determined since all determination depends on the workings of 
an unenlightened mind i.e. one acted upon by prapaiica. Like some 20th 
century European existentialist Nagarjuna holds that knowledge must 
always be conditioned by the stranglehold of the verb "to be" on the 
language we employ, and in consequence all speculation on the nature of 
things must resort to essentialist terminology. On this basis I agree with 
Lindtner who says: 

Instead of taking things in terms of asti and nilsti one should become aware that 

51 SS. v.7. 
gcig med par ni mail po dan 
man po med par gcig mi Jug 
de phyir rten em 'brei 'byun bai 
dnos po mtshan ma med pa yin. 

52 YS. v.23. 
gan dag rten ein brei 'byun ba 
skye dan Jig pa mam spans par 
ses par gyur pa de dag ni 
Itar gyur srid pa 'i rgya mtsho brgal. 
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all entitites are pratityasamutpanna, without, however, committing the fallacy of 
conceivingpratityasamutpada as a fact and by itself.53 

The fact is that pratltyasamutpada is ontologically indeterminate. In other 
words it cannot be determined with respect to exclusive categories. 

To sum up then it is clear that the term pratltyasamutpada is used in 
two entirely distinct manners in the writings of this school of Buddhist 
philosophy. The first may almost be termed an exoteric teaching while the 
second appears esoteric. In the exoteric we are dealing with the traditional 
twelve nidanas. Using the doctrine heuristically Nagarjuna is able to show 
that on the conventional level the basic teachings of the Buddha have a 
practical validity. As such the danger implicit in the higher truth doctrine 
(i.e. that by intellectually realising the truth of emptiness (sunyatasatya) 
someone may decide that there is no point making an effort on the spiritual 
path since from an ultimate point of view there is no such thing as morality, 
Buddhahood, nirvalJa etc. when applied indendently of the lower), is 
defused. The exoteric pratltyasamutpada is applied to demonstrate the 
mechanism of the Four Noble Truth doctrine. Whether it is entirely 
successful in this will be left to a later discussion, particularly in chapter 
seven, but we may safely say that the second and third truths are dealt with 
in this teaching. Thus the Arising of Suffering (dul;tkhasamudaya) is shown 
to be a movement towardssaYJ7Sara caused by ignorance (avidya), whereas 
the Cessation of Suffering (dul;tkhanirodha) is a movement backwards 
through the chain resulting in the extinction of ignorance (avidya) by the 
application of prajfia. This in turn leads to a direct understanding of reality 
(tattvajfiana) which is nirvalJa. This seems to be the sense of the Sunyat
asaptati: 

By understanding the truth (tattva), ignorance (avidya), which arises from the four 
perverted ideas (viparyasa), does not exist. When this is no more, the karma-for
mations (sarrzskara) do not arise. The remaining (ten members) likewise.54 

To imagine (klp-) that things (bhiiva) born by causes and conditions (hetupratyaya) 
are real (sam yak) is called ignorance (avidya) by the Teacher (sastr). From that 
the twelve members (dvadasaflga) arise. But when one, by seeing correctly, has 
understood that things (bhava) are empty (sunya) one is not infatuated (mudha). 
That is the cessation of ignorance (avidya-nirodha). Thereupon the twelve mem
bers stop.55 

It is interesting that this exoteric teaching is incapable of explaining the 
origin of suffering and its [mal end. When we turn to an examination of 
the esoteric teaching however this problem is cleared up. We are now 
dealing with a conception of pratltyasamutpada which works as a meta
phorical designation for reality uncontaminated by the working of prap-

53 OP. cit. p. 273. 
54 SS. v.62. 
55 SS. v. 64-5. 
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aflca. Now from our previous discussion we know that conceptions such 
as origin and end are merely the result of discriminative thought (vikalpa) 
working on the fundamental distinction between identity (ekatva) and 
difference (anyatva), which is the principal feature ofprapaflca. From the 
ultimate point of view however, tattva, and therefore pratityasamutpada, 
are free fromprapaflca (prapaflcopasamarrz) and it is inappropriate at this 
level to speak of a beginning or an end to reality. This is traditional 
Buddhist doctrine which is reflected in the unel'plicated points (avyakrta
vastu) such as "Is the world eternal, not eternal, both eternal and not 
eternal, or neither eternal nor not eternal?"56 It seems that, if we equate 
the exoteric teaching with the conventional level of truth (sarrzv/1isatya), 
and the esoteric teaching with the ultimate level of truth (paramiirthasatya), 
the use of limiting terms such as beginning and end are inappropriate for 
both. This is rather a conundrum and one begins to wonder whether 
Nagarjuna's theory of the two truths can really effectively deal with 
traditional Buddhist teachings since we have already identified an area in 
which a fundamental set of ideas i.e. the First and Fourth Noble Truths, 
appear problematic. 

To resolve such a problem the Madhyamaka posits the idea of different 
types of disciples. On the initial stages of the path a practitioner is treated 
to positivistic teachings. 

To begin with (a teacher) should say that everything exists to his truth-seeking 
(pupil). Later when he has understood the meaning he gains isolation (vivilctatii) 
without being attached.57 

Candrakirti distinguishes three separate types of disciple; the lower type 
(hina-vineya), the middling type (madhya-vineya) and the excellent type 
(utkma-vineya).58 The lower type is given positive descriptions of reality 
in which terms such as self (atman) apply and serve to tum such a disciple 
away from unwholesome actions. The middling type is taught in a negative 
manner. In this way notions such as non-self (anatman) free the practi
tioner from the speculative view that there is such a thing as a real 
substantial self (satkiiyadrsti). The superior type of disciple is said to be 
able to penetrate the very kernel of the most profound teaching and in 

56 A. iv. 68f. 
57 YS.v.30 

sarvam astiti valctavyam iidau tattvagave$il;IalJ. 
paSciid avagatiirthasya nilJ.smigasya viviktatii 
Tibetan: 
de fUd tsholla thog mar ni 
thams cad yod ces brjod par bya 
don mams rtogs sin chags med la 

phyis ni mam par dben pa'o 
58 Prasannapadii 18.5-6, la Vallee Poussin (ed.) op. cit. p. 360-1. 
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consequence, having attained to the stage of zealous attachment (adhi
mukti) with respect to nirvii1Ja, is taught in terms of neither ... nor type 
statements e.g. "there.is neither a self nor a non-self'. In other words, the 
Buddhist spiritual path appears, from the writings of Nagarjuna and 
Candrakirti, to be a graded one, the development of prajiiii leading to the 
understanding of reality (tattvajfiiina) being a slow process. 

Before turning to an examination of these doctrines as they are 
presented in MMK it may be worthwhile to ponder a curious fact. Most 
scholars agree that a distinctive feature of the Madhyamaka teaching is the 
two levels of truth doctrine. However in the subsidiary works ofNagarjuna 
a distinction between the conventional (safTLvrt) and the ultimate (paramiir
tha) is hardly ever explicitly stated, though a generalised appeal to such 
notions is very often implicit in many statements. It is interesting that in 
one of the few verses I have been able to identify, in which the two truths 
are both mentioned, i.e. in the Acintyastava of the Catu/:Tstava, the formu
lation of the doctrine bears distinctly Vijiiiinaviida-like connotations. Thus: 

Convention (sarrzvrti) arises from causes and conditions and is relative (paratan
tra). Thus the relative has been spoken of (by You). The ultimate meaning, 
however is absolute (akrtrima).59 

The relative (paratantra) is the middle term in the three nature (tris
vabhiiva) doctrine of the Vijiiiinaviida and is very often identified with 
pratityasamutpiida. For instance the MahiiyiinasafTLgraha gives nine essen
tial meanings ofparatantrasvabhiiva (the relative nature). These are: 

(i) The base for the appearance of entities (sarvadharmaprati-
bhii$iifraya) 

(ii) Dependent origination (pratityasamutpiida) 
(iii) Representation only (vijiiaptimiitratii) 
(iv) Neither different nor non-different (from the other two 

svabhiivas) (na bhinno niipy abhinna/:t) 
(v) Like magical illusion, etc. (miiyiidivat) 
(vi) Pertaining to suffering and cleansing (samklefiif!1,fiko 

vyavadiiniif!1,fikaf ca) 
(vii) The object apprendended by the knowledge realised in suc

cession (to the wisdom) (iilambanafTL pmhalabdhajiiiinasya) 
(viii) Nirvii1Ja without any fixed abode (aprat4thitanirvii1Ja) 
(ix) The Buddha's body constituting entities (dharmakiiya).60 

As a provisional measure, we may say that the two truths should not be 
considered ontologically but rather as epistemological orientations to
wards some undefined state which is given a number of epithets such as 

59 CS. III. 44 
hetupratyayasambhafli paratantrli ca sarrzvrti/:l 
paratantra iii prokta1:t paramlirthas tv akrtima1:t 

60 cf. Aramaki p. 954 
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pratltyasamutpada. This state cannot be said to exist or not exist in the way 
that it is possible to say cars or unicorns exist, or not, as the case may be. 
Further, we must assume that both truths can only be efficacious within 
some, as yet, indeterminate mental framework, though at this stage it may 
be possible to suggest that the perception of the conventional truth 
(saJ?1vrtisatya) is in some sense tied up with the workings of vijiiana, while 
the ultimate truth (paramarthasatya) involvesjiiana. 

Nagarjuna's use of the term relative (paratantra) for pratltyasamutpada 
allows us to speculate that there may be a great deal more of a connection 
between his two-fold truth formulation and the three nature notion of the 
Vijiianavada than is generally recognised. This theme will be picked up and 
developed at a later stage in our argument.61 However we must stay with 
Nagarjuna himself a little longer to establish his position in the most 
prominent of his works. 

61 cf. infra. ch. six. 



CHAPTER TWO 

NA.GA.RJUNA AND LOGIC 

It will be our purpose in the following chapter to investigate the doctrines 
contained in Nagarjuna's major works. We will examine the interpretation 
of some important scholars and attempt to show their various drawbacks. 
This will point the way to our own position with regard to his work, a 
position in which a specific solution with respect to pratltyasamutpada 
becomes the key concept in the understanding of reality. Pratltyasamut
pada will be shown to be as positive a description of reality as is possible, 
given Nagarjuna's, and the general Buddhist tradition's, stance on the role 
of language. It will provide the rationale for the appearance of the 
enlightened and the unenlightened states. However before this exegesis is 
possible let us examine the contemporary views on those texts which are 
indisputably claimed, by all, to be authentically written by Nagarjuna 
himself. 

It has been customary among scholars of the past to read Nagarjuna 
with the aid of a commentary. Indeed since the MMK itself was abstracted 
in the first place, and in totality, from the commentary (Prasannapada) of 
CandrakIrti,1 it is hardly surprising that the views expressed in that com
mentary are strongly associated with the doctrines of the MMK. We are 
left then with a tradition of scholarship, initiated by Stcherbatsky, and in 
the present day represented by Murti, that attempts an exposition of 
Nagarjuna's doctrines based on commentarialliterature written approxi
mately four centuries after the event. One would suppose, though here 
information is very sketchy, that after significant developments in the use 
of logic in re1igio-philosophical debate, and a general interchange of ideas, 
a somewhat modified world picture would have developed during this 
period. This view is certainly upheld by Kalupahana, in his recent transla
tion of MMK,2 who admits to having become rather uncomfortable with 
CandrakIrti's interpretation of Nagarjuna upon hearing that contempor
ary Vedantists hold CandrakIrti in high regard.3 Nevertheless scholars like 
Murti retain their position. They claim that the Madhyamika: 

... uses only one weapon. By drawing out the implications of any view he shows its 
self contradictory character. The dialectic is a series of REDUCTIO AD ABSUR
DUM arguments (prasmigapadanam). Every thesis is turned against itself. The 
Madhyamika is a prasangika or vaitandika, a dialectician or free-lance debater. 

1 Mala Madhyamakakarika de Nagarjuna avec la Prasanllapada: Commelltaire de 
Candraklrti par L. de la Vallee Poussin (1903-1913) Bibliotheca Buddhica IV 
republished by Biblio Verlag, Osnabriick (1970). 

2 Kalupahana (1986). 
3 ibid. p. xiii. 
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The Mlidhyamika DISPROVES the opponent's thesis, and does not prove any 
thesis of his own.4 

In fact, as we shall see in due course, not even Candrakirti himself can 
realistically claim to simply turn an opponent's thesis upon itself and 
reduce it to absurd conclusions, without introducing positions that the 
opponent does not hold himself. More importantly he cannot disprove the 
opponent's thesis without proving a thesis of his own. When we turn to the 
case of Nagarjuna we shall see that such a description of his method is 
impossible to uphold. Robinson5 has attempted to demonstrate that in 
some instances, Nagarjuna seems to be explicitly using at least two of the 
three traditional Western laws of thought as axiomatic to his system, 
though there is little evidence that this has been agreed by his opponent. 
Thus we have a number of ~xplicit statements of the principle of contra
diction in the kiirikiis: 

or: 

In truth, the cessation of a real existing entity is not possible. For indeed, it is not 
possible to have the nature of both existence and non-existence at the same time.6 

A completed-incompleted doer cannot create a completed-incompleted deed~ 
For how could the mutually conflicting completed and incompleted states co-exist 
as one?7 

These statements would seem to mirror the purport of the third position 
of the catu$koti, or tetralemma, employed by the Buddhists, that a thing 
cannot be both existent and non-existent, and in this general sense the 
third koti appears to conform to the principle of contradiction. Now, 
although the law of identity is nowhere found in any of the works we have 
ascribed to Nagarjuna, Robinson certainly believes that the law of the 
excluded middle is held. In support of his contention he cites: 

and 

Indeed, a passing entity does not come to pass, and neither does a non-passing 
entity. Apart from these, how could there be a third (type of) entity coming to 
pass?8 

4 Murti (1960) p. 131. 
5 Robinson (1957) p. 295. 
6 MMK. vii. 30. 

sataSca tlivabhlivasya nirodha nopapadyate 
ekatve na hi bhlivas ca nlibhlivas copapadyate 

7 MMK. viii. 7 
kliraka/; sadasadbhiUa{l sadasatkurute na tat 
parasparavimddhal']'l hi sacclisaccaikata/; kula/; 

8 MMKii.8 
gantli na gacchati tlivadagantli naiva gacchati 
anyo ganturagantuSca kastrtiyo hi gacchati 
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One who admits existence will necessarily perceive permanence and destruction. 
For, it necessarily follows that such an existence must either be permanent or 
impermanent.9 

We may simply comment at this stage that statements such as these seem 
to support the view that a law of the excluded middle is invoked .on 
occasions by Nagarjuna. Robinson's conclusions, with regard to 
Nagarjuna's putative adherence to such laws, are suitably vague. This is 
obviously advisable, particularly since at no point in his writings does 
Nagarjuna exactly state the laws of thought as such. It has been suggested 
more than once that Indian thought forms need not precisely mirror those 
adopted in the West. Robinson seems to bear this in mind as he does not 
press Nagarjuna's adherence to the laws very far, contending in his 
summing up merely that: 

Since Nliglirjuna's argument relies on numerous dichotomies, the principle of 
contradiction is necessary to most of his inferences.10 

In another article Robinsonll questions how far the view that Nagarjuna 
adopted the prasanga method with his opponents can be upheld. He 
concludes that, in fact, it is possible to tease out a number of positions that 
are Nagarjuna's alone. They do not belong to an identifiable opponent. 
Using such a method Robinson is able to show that six positive positions 
are axiomatically held solely by Nagarjuna in his MMK. These are as 
follows. 12 

(i) Whatever has extension is divisible, hence is composite and is 
therefore neither permanent nor real. In consequence an indivisible, 
infinitesimal thing cannot possess extension. Now all the schools of Budd
hism, together with the Mahtiytinasfltras, do in fact accept a category of 
non-composite, non-conditioned things (asal]1.Skrtadharma). For instance, 
in the Sarvtistivtida, space (tikti.sa), as a dharma of this category, is con
sidered to have infinite extension while at the same time being incapable 
of division. TheAcintyastava of the Catu/:zstava agrees with this definition 
since we are told: 

That which arises not, disappears not, is not to be annihilated and is not perma
nent, that is (tattva) which is like space (iikiisa) (and) not within the range ofwords 
( or) knowledge (alqarajliiina).13 

9 MMK. xxi. 14 
bhiivamabhyupapannasya siisvatocchedadarsanaTTl 
prasajyate sa bhiivo hi nitya 'nityo'tha vii bhavet 

lOop. cit. p.296. 
11 Robinson (1968). 
12 cf. ibid. p.4. 
13 CS. III. 39. 

yan nodeti na ca vyeti nocchedi na ca siisvatam 
tad iikiisapratikiiSaTTl niilqarajfi.iinagocaraTTl 
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It seems strange that, in MMK ch. 5, Nagarjuna should concentrate his 
attack on the notion of space (akiisa) by picking the relation between akiiSa 
and its characteristics (lah;a1)a) as a weak link, when it is clear that his 
opponents, by regarding akiisa as asarrzs/q1a, accept that it is devoid of 
attributes or characteristics (lah;a1)a). If Nagarjuna accepts his opponents' 
position, space would be "not within the range of words or knowledge 
(ah;arajfli1na)", and consequently would not be a legitimate target for his 
argument. 

(ii) To exist means to be arisen and consequently existence is synony
mous with manifestation. There can be no unmanifested existence. This 
axiom seems to contradict the doctrines of other Buddhists who hold that 
the real is that which has never arisen, has no beginning, no end and is 
permanent. This seems to be the meaning of the Udana where we are told: 

There is that sphere wherein is neither earth nor water nor fire nor air, wherein 
is neither the sphere of infinite space nor of infinite consciousness, nor of noth
ingness, nor of either ideation nor non-ideation; where there is neither this world 
nor a world beyond nor both together nor moon and sun; this I say is free from 
coming and going, from duration and decay; there is no beginning and no estab
lishment, no result and no cause; this indeed is the end of suffering.14 

In other places Nagarjuna holds to such a position. Hence: 

Where the functional realm of the mind ceases, the realm of words also ceases. 
For indeed, the essence of existence (dharmatli) is like nirvlil)a, without origin
ation and destruction.15 

and such a view is echoed in the mangalaSloka of MMK. We may therefore 
conclude with Robinson that: 

Nagarjuna is not alone among the thinkers of classical India in promiscuously 
adhering now to one and now to another of these (two) axioms.16 

(iii) A real thing would have to be an utterly simple individual which 
contains no diversity. If it had diversity, it would have extension and so 
would not be indivisible and real. This is a corollary of axiom (i). 

(iv) The perception of arising and ceasing is illusory. Nagarjuna makes 
such a point in the kiirikiis: 

14 U.SO 
Atthi bhikkhave tad liyatanam, yattha n'eva pathavi na lipo no tejo na vliyo na 
ilkiisilnancliyatanarrt na vinnill)ilnancliyatanarrt na likificannilyatanarrt na neva
sannilnilsannilyatanarrt n'ilyam loko na paraloko ubho candimasunyli, tad amharrt 
bhikkave n'eva ilgatirrt vadilmi na gatirrt na thitirrt na cutirrt na upapattirrt ap
patittharrt appavattarrt anlirammanarrt eva tam es' ev'allto dukkhassli'ti' 

15 MMK. xviii. 7 
nivrttam abhidhiltavyam nivrttas cittagocara/:t 
anutpannilniruddhli hi nirvill)am iva dharmatli 

16 op. cit. p.5. 
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You may think that both occurrence and dissolution can be perceived but such a 
perception only comes about from a deluded mind.17 

Very often the perception of origination and duration are compared with 
a dream, an illusion or a city of the gandharvas 

Like an illusion, a dream or an illusory city in the sky. In such a way has origination, 
duration and cessation been described. IS 

Robinson shows that Nagarjuna's attempt to demonstrate all phenomena 
as illusory (maya) is not arrived at by aprasanga treatment of an opponent's 
position. Neither is it arrived at by resort to an empirical examination of 

. perception which shows that the senses generate distorted information. 
On the contrary all that Nagarjuna is doing here is dogmatically asserting 
that perception is always distorted by false thought constructions (vikalpa, 
prapaiica etc.). 

(v) Only transitive actions and relations are allowed. A good case in 
point is MMK. vii. 7-8: 

(opponent's contention) As light illuminates both itself and other entities, so does 
origination give rise both to itself and others. 
(NagaIjuna's reply) There is no darkness in light or in its abode. What then does 
light illumine when, indeed, it destroys darkness?19 

When Nagarjuna denies that a lamp can illuminate itself, he is merely 
disallowing the making of reflexive statements. Nagarjuna will claim ,that 
the statement "Light illuminates itself' is incoherent even though that 
same statement may be reformulated as "Light is inherently bright" which 
is perfectly coherent from a commonsense point of view. It seems that 
axiom five becomes a special case of axiom three where a real thing is 
defined as being utterly simple and hence without attributes. As we have 
already shown, axiom three is corollary of axiom one, and no one except 
Nagarjuna takes this axiom seriously. One is left feeling that Nagarjuna's 
method is on occasions specious to say the least. 

(vi) It is claimed that the Buddhas teach: 

... that the dharma is based on two truths; namely the relative (sal?1vrti) truth and 
the ultimate (paramlirtha) tnlth.20 

17 MMK. xxi. 11 
d,syate sal?1bhavaS caiva vibhavas caiva te bhavet 
d,syate sal?1bhavas caiva mohlid vibhava eva ca 

18 MMK. vii. 34 
yathli maya yatha svapno gandharvanagaral?1 yatha 
tathotpadas tatM stMnal?1 tatM bhanga udahrtal?1 

19 MMK. vii. 8-9 
pradipah svaparatmanau sal?1prakasayita yatha 
utpadah svaparatmlinav ubhliv utplidayet tathli 
pradipe nandhakiiro 'sti yatra clisau prat4!hitalJ . 
/drrt. prakiiSayati dipalJ prakliso hi tamovadhalJ 
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However in chapter 24 of the ldirildis Nagarjuna's putative opponent is a 
Hfnayiinist who argues that Nagarjuna is denying the Buddha's teaching 
as contained in the Tripitaka. Nagarjuna is not really in a position to invoke 
the Buddha's teaching on the two truths as contained in the Mahiiyiinas
rUras since his antagonist will not accept such texts as authoritative. 

We are now in a position to briefly summarise Nagarjuna's method in 
the karikas. As Robinson puts it: 

It consists (a) of reading into the opponent's views a few terms which one defines 
for him in a contradictory way, and (b) insisting on a small set of axioms which are 
at variance with common sense and not accepted in their entirety by any known 
philosophy.21 

This is most definitely not the prasanga method as defined by Murti. Other 
authors have noted the inconsistencies between the reductio ad absurdum 
method extolled by Candrakirti and Nagarjuna's own particular methodo
logy. Lamotte is a major scholar who, in his introduction to a translation 
of the VimaZakirtinirde.1asutra, is prepared to put down a further six 
positions or theses which he considers are held in a positive sense by the 
early Madhymaka at least from the point of view of the conventional truth 
(sarrtvrtisatya). These are: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
(vi) 

All dharmas are without own-being (nibsvabhiiva), i.e. empty of 
self-being (svabhiivasunya). 
All dharmas are non-produced (anutpanna) and non-destroyed 
(aniruddha). 
All dharmas are originally quiet (iidisiinta) and by nature in 
complete nirviilJa (prakrtiparinirvrta). 
The dharmas are without a character (aZakyalJa) and are conse
quently unutterable (anirvacanfya, anabhiZiipya) and inconceiv
able (acintya). 
All dharmas are equal (sama) and non-dual (advaya). 
Emptiness (sunyatii) is not an entity (bhiiva, dharma, padiirtha). 

Although we may object to statement (vi), preferring to say that from the 
ultimate point of view sunyatii neither exists (asti) nor does not exist (niisti), 
nevertheless, here again, we have a respectable authority on Mahiiyiina 
Buddhism admitting the fact that Nagarjuna, far from following the pra
sanga method, is quite ready to hold a number of views which appear 
axiomatic for his own system though they are not held by any known· 
opponent. The whole debate has been recently summarised with great 
clarity by Ruegg.22 He holds that: 

20 MMK xxiv. 8 
21 op. cit. p. 8--9. 
22 Ruegg (1986) 
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What the Mlidhyamaka has disowned, then, is any thesis, assertion or view (dr~#) 
that posits the existence of some kind of bhliva or dharma possessing a svabhliva, 
and not all philosophical statements, doctrines and theories (darSana) without 
distinction.23 . 

While it is true that NagaIjuna avoids all positive assertion of entities, one 
should not see him as someone single-mindedly intent on the rejection of 
all philsosophical and ethical thought. Rather: 

The Madhyamaka philsophy is ... a non-speculative and non-constructive dis
course relating to non-substantial factors (dharma) originating in the structured 
conditionship of pratityasamutplida.24 

The pivotal point of the whole Madhyamaka system seems to be the term 
sunyatii. Nagarjuna's statement in MMK. xxiv. 11, that a wrongly grasped 
sunyatii is like a badly seized snake appears to imply that an ontological 
existence value cannot easily be predicated of it. That it cannot be either 
an existent or a non-existent seems clear since the Madhyamaka would be 
guilty of the charge of etemalism (siisvataviida) if he endorsed the former 
position, and by condoning the second would be accused of nihilism 
(ucchedaviida). Since all Buddhist schools, and the Miidhyamika is no 
exception here, stress an avoidance of adopting any extreme position, and 
in consequence tread a Middle Path (madhyama pratipad), there is no 
difficulty in accepting an idea of sunyatii which avoids these two extremes. 
P.J. Raju25 makes an interesting point in his association of the term sunya 
with the mathematical zero of Indian scientific thought. Zero is defined as 
a mathematically indeterminate number, being neither positive nor nega
tive. This seems a reasonable interpretation and the only objection to 
Raju's position here is that of Ruegg, whose argument seems more a 
quibble than anything else, since as we shall see, he is wholeheartedly 
opposed to any attempt to place a value on the notion of sunyatii. He says: 

... there is no evidence in the basic texts of the Madhyamaka school that a 
mathematical model (and place-value) had any immediate bearing on their theory 
of silnyatli. In the Madhyamaka the term silnya refers to the fact that any dharma 
is empty of own being (svabhlivasilnya) in which notion there is no mathematical 
connotation.26 I 

It seems to me that Raju has not been attempting to expand the whole of 
the Madhyamaka philosophy using a mathematical model as Ruegg seems 
to suggest. He is simply saying that the concept of zero, as a term referring 
to an entity, or. entities, which cannot be determined with regard to being 
or non-being, and which consequently have a problematic ontological 

23 ibid. p. 233. 
24 ibid. p.235. 
25 Raju, P.T. 'The Principle of Four-Cornered Negation in Indian Philosophy', 

Review of Metaphysics 7 (1954) p. 694-713. 
26 Ruegg (1977-8) p. 40 n. 154. 
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value, may quite feasibly have been borrowed from mathematics, because 
of its symbolic sense. Now MMK. xxiv. 13 holds that emptiness (sunyatii) 
may not be an object of refutation. This stands to reason. Something may 
only be refuted or affirmed if it is capable of being understood in terms of 
being or non-being. 'silnyatii is clearly not capable of being understood in 
such a way, which is why it is reported to be like a snake wrongly grasped 
(MMK. xxiv. 11). One can easily fall into the trap of assigning a definite 
value to it. This is what Lamotte is saying in his thesis (vi), i.e. that silnyatii 
is not an entity. It does not follow from this that silnyatii does not exist. It 
is not in a null class, along with mirages, etc., as Nakamura27 would have 
us believe. 

Nagarjuna's statement that: 

Whatever is in correspondence with emptiness (siinyatli) an is in correspondence 
(i.e. possible). Again whatever is not in correspondence with emptiness (siinyatli), 
an is not in correspondence.28 

shows how silnyatii is to be properly interpreted. When things are not 
understood as being empty, substantiality or own-being (svabhiiva) is 
imputed to them. Nagarjuna. shows in MMK. xv. that the concept of 
svabhiiva, when imposed on things, renders them incapable of cooperating 
in dependent origination (pratityasamutpiida). An ignorant world-view 
then destroys the essentially causal characteristic of things. Emptiness 
(silnyatii) is the abandonment of such a world-view. One comes to see how 
things actually cooperate. 

Robinson confIrms our supposition, while at the same time repudiating 
the position of Nakamura: 

(An [sQlvam]) means an mundane and transmundanedhannas (inMMK.xxiv.14), 
that is an true predicables in the Buddhist domain of discourse. It manifestly does 
not mean predications about rabbit horns and tortoise hairs ... Dependent co-aris
ing is emptiness and therefore it is cogent. Emptiness is by definition 'absence of 
own being' (svabhliva). The entire point of Nagarjuna's argument is that the class 
of entities that possess own-being is nun. Thus the class of empty phenomena 
(pratityasamutplida) is the complement of the own-being or nun class ... Thus the 
emptiness class is not nun, but is co-extensive with the universal class.29 

Things are not totally non-existence but simply falsely imputed to have 
own-being (svabhiiva). In fact these dhannas are svabhiiva.silnya and can
not be confused with any null class from a logical point of view. Actually, 

27 Nakamura, H. 'Buddhist Logic expounded by Means of Symbolic Logic' l.LE.St. 
7/1 (1958) p. 1-21. First published in Japanese 1954. cf. p. 14-15. 

28 MMK.xxiv.14. 
salVa", ca yujyate tasya siinyatli yasya yujyate 
salVa", na yujydte tasya sunya", yasya na yujyate 

29 Robinson (1957) p. 306. 
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this second, non-null or universal class has cogency simply because it is 
linked to pratityasamutpada. 

In another part of the kiirikiis we fmd that: 

Dependent Origination (pratityasamutpada) we call emptiness (si1nyata). This is 
a provisional name and indeed it is the middle path.30 

In other words silnyata is a provisional name or metaphorical designation 
(upadaya prajfzapti) for dependent origination (pratityasamutplida). It has 
already been noted that the concept of pratityasamutplida occupied an 
important place in Nagarjuna' system. Now we can see why. Pratityasa
mutpada and silnyata are synonymous. Whatever is in correspondence with 
these is ultimately true. 

Nagarjuna's method then is to show that any of the alternatives 
supplied by discursive thought to characterise things, may be convention
ally valid, but from the ultimate point of view they do not apply. In 
presenting the conventional options he clearly, as Ruegg suggests, uses a 
logical method based on Aristotelean "two-valued logic founded on the 
dichotomously structured binary nature of discursive thinking in terms of 
alternatives".31 Or again: 

... the exclusion of the middle, as an onto-logical prinCiple ... is ... one of the very 
foundations of Madhyamaka thought. And if the logical principle of excluded 
middle ... is not accepted in the Madhyamika 's procedure based on the use of the 
prasanga, this is because he considers that the subject of such sentences is in fact 
null.32 

However, since he rejects all alternatives from the ultimate point of view, 
one will be wary in applying Western logical concepts to interpret his 
system in toto. Ruegg again sums this up by stating: 

That the principle involved in the TERTIUM NON DATUR is indeed fundamental 
in Madhyamika thought follows from the consideration that, if a third position or 
value really existed, the mind would cling to it as some kind of thing, albeit one 
beyond the two values of "classical" logic. But if this were to happen there could 
be no "stillness" or "tranquility" on the level of paramartha, i.e. no absence of 
vikalpa and prapaiica. And this would be radically opposed to Madhyamaka 
theory.33 I 

We can give a qualified support for such a view, the qualification being 
that at the level of para martha , i.e. that state devoid of thought construc
tion (nirvikalpajiilina), "stillness" does not imply the complete obliteration 
of mental processes. As we have seen vijiiana is transformed into jiiana, 

30 MMK. xxiv. 18 
yab pratityasamutpada!:t si1nyata1!1 ta1!1 pracalqrnahe 
sa prajiiaptirupadaya pratipat saiva madhyama 

31 op. cit. p.51 
32 ibid. p. 50 
33 ibid. p. 49 
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and the jiitina of a Buddha has an object. This object paradoxically has no 
objectivity since at such a level of spiritual attainment objectivity and 
subjectivity have been transcended. 

Of importance in connection witl) Nagarjuna's method is the question 
of where in his writings the two-valued logic, which he generally employs, 
breaks down. It seems, from what has already been observed, that it would 
most probably do so when discussion turns away from the conventional 
and towards the ultimate nature of things. Now we know that a prtisaitgika 
is supposed to avoid the characterisation of things from the ultimate point 
of view, but is this actually the case in the writings of Nagarjuna? Ruegg 
certainly believes that it is: 

... there appears to be no doubt that Niigiirjuna, and his successors in the 
Madhyamaka school, founded many of their analyses of concepts and entities and 
their arguments based on reasoning by undesired consequences (prasafl.ga) on the 
twin principles of non-contradiction and the excluded middle, before going on to 
show that in fact none of the members of a conceptual pair or tetralemma can in 
fact apply in reality.34 

Staal35 disagrees. In his examination of the logical structure of the catuskoti 
he allows an interpretation of the fourth koti in which adherence to the 
law of the excluded middle is rejected: 

When the Miidhyamika philosopher negates a proposition, it does not follow that 
he himself accepts the negation of that proposition. Accordingly, there are other 
alternatives than A and not-A, and the principle ofthe excluded middle does not 
hold.36 

The point at issue here seems to be the aspect of Nagarjuna's doctrine 
which most disturbs his opponents. We will agree with Fenner's charac
terisation of Nagarjuna's overall approach to the conventional world such 
that: 

The assumptions that undergird the Miidhyamika analysis are these (1) that 
conceptuality depends on the consistent ascription of predicates to an entity, (2) 
that predicates arise in the context of their logical opposites, which in its strong 
interpretation, as is required by the Miidhyamikas, means that the presence of 
predicate implies its absence (and vice versa). This principle assumes a status 
equal to the aristotelean principles and its significance is that analysis is effective 
to the extent that this principle is structurally formative (in its strong interpreta
tion) for conceptuality. (3) the logical validity and formative influence and role of 
the three aristotelean principles of thought in structuring the development of 
conceptuality.37 

34 ibid. p. 50 
35 Staal, J.F. 'Negation and the Law of Contradiction in Indian Thought" 

Bulletin of the School of Oriental alldAfrican Studies 25 (1962) p. 52-71. 
and Staal, J.F. Exploring Mysticism Berkeley, University of California Press, 1975. 

36 ibid. p. 44 
37 Fenner, P. 'A Study of the Relationship between Analysis (viciira) and Insight 
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However by totally negating the predicates which arise in the context of 
their logical opposites, is Nagarjuna not opening himself to the charge of 
nihilism by appearing to suggest that such predicates in fact refer to 
nothing at all? All Buddhists, including Nagarjuna, are quick to reject the 
charge of nihilism. In fact the Vigrahavyiivartani was written specifically 
with such a purpose in mind. Ruegg himself conducts such a defense when 
he comments: 

... a thing may be said, following Mahayanil't theory to be like a magical projection 
(maya) (not in a nihilistic sense but in the sense that it is imagined to be otherwise 
than it is in its true nature of dependent origination and emptiness).38 

If this is so Nagarjuna must surely wish to negate the predicates without 
at the same time negating the ground to which they have been incorrectly 
applied. This may be the purport of Staal's aforementioned statement. 

Let us now tum to an associated problem. Of central importance in 
our study of Nagarjuna's thought is the specific form of negation he 
employs. The Buddhist tradition accepts two alternative forms of negation 
and we are now in the position to examine which of the two is most 
appropriate to Nagarjuna's work, acknowledging beforehand that no
where in those texts ascribed to him does he explicitly make the distinction 
himself. The two forms of negation of interest are the total negation 
(prasajyapratiyedha) and the limited or partial negation (paryudasa
prat~edha). Put briefly the prasajyapratiyedha is a total negation because it 
negates a thesis without at the same time affIrming any contrapositive 
thesis. In other words the total negation signifies the total avoidance of 
any thesis formulation whatsoever. The paryudiisapratiyedha or parital 
negation however is one in which, although an original thesis may be 
refuted, there is no implication that the contra positive thesis is also 
negated. As Kajiyama39 describes it the prasajya type negation is primarily 
negative as in the case of the sentence, "they do not look at the sun". Here 
there is no suggestion that they are looking at anything else. On the other 
hand a paryudiisapratiyedha may contain the suggestion of an affrrination. 
A good example here is the sentence, "He is a non-brahmin". One 
naturally assumes from this that he has some other caste status. 

Reference to a typical neither ... nor (i.e. fourth koti) statement from 
the kiirikiis will establish what is meant. In MMK. xxv. 10 we have: 

The teacher (Buddha) has taught the abandonment of the concepts of being and 
non-being. Therefore nirva7;la is properly neither (in the realm) of existence nor 
non-existence.40 

(prajiiii) based on the Madhyamakiivatiira' l.LP. 12 (1984) p. 139-197 cf. p. 164. 
38 op. cit. p. 51. 
39 Kajiyama, Y.An Introduction to Buddhil't Philosophy. An Annotated translation of 

the Tarkabhii~ii of Molqiikaragupta Kyoto, 1966. p. 38-9. 
40 MMK. xxv. 10 
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Now if we take this statement to be a prasajya type of negation then we 
are led to conclude that the twin ideas of being and non-being 'totally 
exhaust the ontological status of the concept which in this case is nirvilt;ta. 
In the prasajya negation of nirvii1;ta no further position can arise once the 
negation is concluded, which would lead to any proposition being tendered 
concerning the status of nirvil1Jil. The paryudiisa or limited negation, works 
in a different way. The initial negation here does not exhaust all that may 
be held concerning the concept to be negated. In our example one would, 
on the surface, accept the idea that nirvil1Jil is neither being nor non-being. 
Nevertheless one would not wish to state that these two positions exhaust 
themodes in which nirvilt;ta may be said to occur. On the contrary nirvil1Jil 
as we have already noted, is empty (silnya) rather than totally devoid of 
existence, as Fenner makes clear: 

... an entity is shown to be empty rather than non-existent through the exclusion 
of all possible predicates as being inapplicable to an entity. The entity A is neither 
aP nor a -P where P and not P exhaust the universal set of modalities. The nihilistic 
conclusion for the non-existence of something presupposes the applicability of 
predicates to an entity which are in actuality absent ... If A goes uncharacterised 
because all predicates are inapplicable to it, its existence or non-existence is 
unascertainable as the entity itself would be unidentifiable.41 

If we make A=nirvil1)a, the total negation will indicate that P and -P 
completely exhaust all the modes in which A can be said to occur. This 
would not however be the case for Nagarjuna since in his writings he 
implicitly holds the view that, while A "goes uncharacterised because all 
predicates are inapplicable to it", there is some indeterminate sense in 
which A may be said to exist. A useful way of indicating such indeterminacy 
will be to say that A exists ultimately in its emptiness (silnyatil) mode. This 
will be the equivalent of saying that is ultimately uncontaminated by all 
attempts to defme it existentially. This is what I mean when I talk about 
the ontologically indeterminate existence of an entity. 

Most scholars who have treated this subject are heavily in debt to 
CandrakIrti. Because he insists on the prasajya type· of negation as the 
characteristic negation of the Prilsangika-Mildhyamika it has been taken 
for granted that Nagarjuna himself, even though he makes no specific 
reference to either, avoided the use of the limited paryudilsa type. There 
is, in fact, a diversity of thought amongst more recent scholars on this 
particular issue. Fenner42 tells us that Candrakirti distinguishes his school 
from the Sviltantrika school of Bhavaviveka on the basis that while Bhava
viveka and his followers adopt the paryudiisa, the Prilsangikas plump for 

praha1;taTfl cabraVIC chasta bhavasya vibhavasya ca 
tasman na bhavo nabhavo nirva(laTfl iti yujyate 

41 op. cit. p. 187 
42 ibid. p. 188. 
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the prasajya. However, he fails to tell us precisely where Candriklrti says 
this. Ruegg is similarly vague and does not quote sources. Nevertheless he 
opts for a different interpretation. For him both the Prasangikas and the 
Svatantrikas use only the prasajya negation. He claims that: 

In this form of negation (i.e. prasajya) as used by the Madhyamika denial of a 
position does not necessarily involve commitment to any other position ... The 
Madhyamika is certainly not working towards tome ontolgical or logical third 
value between contradictories any more than he is seeking a dialectical synthesis. 
Indeed, if there really existed such a dialectical synthesis or third value, there 
would be something on which conceptual thinking could base itself and cling, and 
the whole purpose of the Madhyamaka method could then no longer be 
achieved.43 

Although this statement may be said, with some reservations, to outline 
the position of an author such as Candraklrti there does not seem to be 
any good justification to extend it to include Nagarjuna and his earlier 
followers. Let us take as an example the eight (negated) epithets of 
pratftyasamutpada in the mangalasloka of MMK 

anirodha7[! anutpada7[! anuccheda7[! asasvata7[! 
anekartha7[! ananartha7[! anagama7[! anirgama7[! 

Ruegg asks the question, do these epithets commit the Miidhyamika to a 
positive view concerningpratityasamutpada equivalent to the opposite of 
what is here negated? He answers "no". However from what has already 
been said concerning the status ofpratityasamutpada in Nagarjuna's non
MMK works, and his general method which only follows logical principles 
up to the limit of the conventional, we must be more careful than to give 
such an unqualified "no". Now Ruegg is completely consistent here. He 
applies the total (prasajya) negation in the manner that he expects 
Nagarjuna would have done: Ultimately of course pratityasamutpada can
not be characterised and Ruegg is, in this sense, correct to say "no". 
However this is only half of the truth for we have already seen that an 
entity may also exist in its emptiness mode even though an attempt at 
predication has failed. In other words it may exist in a state of ontological 
indeterminacy. Pratityasamutplida is exactly the type of thing we should 
expect to possess such indeterminacy. Being ontologically indeterminate 
pratityasamutpada will survive the partial (paryudasa) negation, and this is 
the point that Ruegg's "no" does not take into account. Pratityasamutpada 
is not non-existent. From the point of view of ultimate truth (paramartha
satya) it may not be presented as an object to consciousness. It is not the 
object of mundane consciousness (vijfiana), though it may be conceived, 
in a transcendent emptiness mode, as self and other intimately united in 
gnosis Ofiana). In other words there is such a thing as pratltyasamutpada, 

43 op. cit. pA 
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though it may not be characterised in terms of the eight epithets men
tioned. It may be said to be ontologically indeterminate. 

At another point in MMK we hear. that the Buddha may not be 
determined with regard to existence or non-existence after having attained 
nirvii1)tl, and having died. This of course corresponds with the general 
unwillingness of the Buddha to ascribe an existence value to such a state 
in the unanswered questions of the Tripitaka. Nagarjuna simply expands 
on what the Buddha has already said: 

That image of nirvii1;a (in which) the Buddha either "is" or "is not" -by him who 
(so imagines nirval)a) the notion is crudely grasped. Concerning that which is 
empty by its own-nature (svabhava),the thoughts do not arise that: the Buddha 
"exists" or "does not exist" after death.44 

However he makes it perfectly clear that the Buddha, in his ultimate 
condition, does have an ontological value for: 

Those who describe the Buddha in detail, who is unchanging and beyond all 
detailed description-Those, completely defeated by description, do not perceive 
the Tathagata. The self-existence of the Tathagata is the self-existence of the 
world. The Tathagata is devoid of self-existence and the world is likewise.45 

It would be much easier for Nagarjuna, should he have so desired, to assert 
that neither the Buddha, nor the world exist, but this he pointedly refuses 
to do. We must assume that this is not the position he wishes to adopt. 
Such a position would, as far as our researches lead us to believe, be the 
consequence of a total negation (prasajyapra~edha) of the predicates. The 
position here taken with regard to the Buddha, since it assigns some 
indeterminate ontological value to his ultimate existence, corresponds 
closely with the consequences of a partial negation (paryudiisapra~edha). 

Now, before turning to a textual analysis of MMK, let us briefly look 
at some of the logical aspects of the Vigrahavyiivartanl (VV). Our point here 
will be to decide whether, in this text, Nagarjuna applies the prasanga 
approach prescribed by Candraldrti. In other words, does he formulate 
propositions not held by his opponents, and utilise a logic at odds in many 
places from that adopted by the so-called prasanga method. In the first 
place the precise nature of his opponent in this text is an object of 

44 MMK. xxii. 13-14 
Yena graho grhitastu ghano 'stiti tathagataJ; 
nastiti sa vikalpayan nirvrtasyapi kalpayet 
svabhavatas ca siinye 'smims cinta naivopapadyate 
para1f1 ntrodhiid bhavati buddho na bhavatiti va 

45 MMK.xxn.1S-16 
Prapancayanti ye buddha1f1 prapanciitita1f1 avyaya1f1 
te prapancahatiif;l sarve na paSyanti tathagata1f1 
tathagato yat svabhavas' tat svabhavam ida1f1 jagat 
tathagato ni~lSVabhavo nif;lsvabhavam ida1f1 jagat 
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controversy. Bhattacharya46 is of the opinion that Nagarjuna's opponent 
is a Naiyayika realist and in this he has his supporters, such as Tucci.47 
Lindtner48 feels that this is incorrect. He gives five reasons to support his 
contention that the opponent is actually a BuddhistAbhidhtinnika. Unfor
tunately at the present state of Buddhist studies the problem seems likely 
to be unsolved for sometime. However, if we do accept the opponent of 
MMK to be an Abhidhtinnika, and that MMK and VV comprise a corpus 
with one specific end in view, then one has some reason to come down in 
favour of holding the opponent in VV to be from an Abhidhannic school. 

Now commenting on the function of the VV in the Madhyamaka 
scheme of things Ruegg tells us that in this text 

... a Madhyamika restricts himself to a kind of philosophical destruction-and 
therapeutic dehabituation-with respect to dichotomising conceptualisation 
while refraining from propounding any propositional thesis (pratij/ia) of his own, 
but any argument adduced to combat and refute the theory of sunyata is devoid 
of cogency, and falls into line with and reinforces the Madhyamaka theory, since 
all things can be shown to be equally non-substantia1.49 

This is simply not true for Nagarjuna never successfully answers his 
opponent's first objection. However, even if it is admitted that there is 
some substance to his replies it can hardly be held, as Ruegg would have 
us believe, that he is using the prasaliga method. 

Let us examine the argument in detail. The opponent has spotted a 
weakness in Nagarjuna's thought since if all is empty, then on what 
conceivable grounds can Nagarjuna propound, in a meaningful way, the 
emptiness of all views. Thus the VV opens: 

If own being (svabhava) does not exist anywhere in any existing thing, your 
statement (itself) being without own being is not capable of refuting own-being. 
But if that statement has (its own) own-being, then your initial proposition is 
refuted. There is a (logical) inconsistency here and you should explain the grounds 
of the difference. 50 

To what seems a justifiable complaint, Nagarjuna replies that either his 
opponent accepts that negation must always have something real as its 
negandum, in which case he must accept emptiness (silnyata), or he must 

46 Bhattacharya, K. The Dialectical Method of Nagaljuna (Vigrahavyavartani) Dehli 
(1978) p. 38 n 2 

47 Tucci, G. Pre-Difmaga Buddhist Texts on Logic from Chinese Sources Baroda (1929) 
p.xxvii 

48 Nagaljuniana (1982) p. 71 n. 110 
49 Ruegg The Literature of the Madhyamaka School p. 22 
50 vv.1-2 

sarve~arrz bhavanarrz sarvatra na vidyate svabhavas cet 
tvadvacanam asvabhavarrz na nivartayiturrz svabhavarrz alam 
atha sasvabhiivarrz etad vakyam purva hata pratijiia te 
va~amikatvarrz tasmin viSe~ahetuS ca vaktavyal; 
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give up his thesis. This is confusing but, as far as Nagarjuna's position is 
concerned there is no negating anything, otherwise one would be forced 
to accept the neganda. All he claims to be attempting to do is to suggest or 
indicate (jfiiipayate) the absence of own being. 51 In his reply, Nagarjuna 
makes a distinction between indicating an absence of own being and 
negating the existence of own being. These two activities are claimed to 
be completely different, and Nagarjuna claims to be doing the former and 
not the latter. In the accompanying auto-commentary (svopajfiiivrtti) verse 
64 is glossed. 

In the same manner, the sentence, there is no svabhiiva of the bhiivas, does not 
make the svabhava without essence, but conveys the absence of svabhiiva in the 
bhiivas.52 

Mehta53 uses an analogy to elucidate this point in his interpretation of the 
argument. He says that when one makes a statement such as "Devadatta 
is not in the house", the statement itself merely informs us of Devadatta's 
absence in the house and does not possess the power to bring about the 
existence or non-existence of Devadatta as such. However the statement 
about Devadatta is really in no way analogous to the argument in W. The 
statement concerning Devadatta is easily verifiable by sense perception 
and may be proved or disproved by a state of affairs beyond the structure 
of the sentence. Nagarjuna's contention that the statement "All things are 
without own-being" simply serves to make such a fact known may not be 
verified in the same manner. It seems that it is Nagarjuna who misses the 
point here. Since none of his contemporaries held a view that statements 
themselves have the power to bring about a state of affairs, i.e. emptiness 
(silnyatii) , Nagarjuna abandons any claim to be aPriisahgika. It seems that 

51 vv. 61-67 
sata eva prati$edho yadi sunyatvaT/1 nanu pratisiddhaT/1 idaT/1 
prati$edhayate hi bhaviin bhaviinam ni/:lsvabhiivatvaT/1 
prati$edhayase 'tha tvam sunyatvaT/1 tae ea nasti sunyatvam 
prati$edhal; sata iti te nanve~a vihiyate viidal; 
prati$edhayiimi niiham kiT/1cit pratisedhyam asti na ea kiT/1cit 
tasmiit prati$edhayasity adhilaya e~a tvaya kriyate 
yae eaharte vaeanad asatal; prati$edhavaeanasiddhir iti 
atra jfliipayate viig asad iti tan na pratinihanti 
m.rgat1;T$iidmiinte ya~1 punar uktas tvaya mahiiT/1S eareal; 
tatrapi nin;ayam Sf1:IU yatha sa dmanta upapannah 
sa yadi svabhiivatal; syiid graho na syiit pratitya saT/1bhutal; 
yas ea pratitya bhavati graho nanu sunyatii saiva 
yadi ea svabhiivatal; syad graltal; kas tam nivartayed grahaT/1 
se~e~ apy e~a vidhis tasmad eso 'nupalambhal; 

52 tadva niisti svabhava bhavanam ity etad vaeanam na bhaviinam nihsvabhiivatvaJ?'! 
karoti kiJ?'!tu sarvabhave~u svabhiivasyabhiivaT/1 jfliipayati 

53 Mehta, M. 'Sunyata and Dharmata: The Madhyamika View of Inner Reality' in 
Amore (1979) p. 30 n. 18. 
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he is putting forward this view himself. The opponent is therefore not 
objecting to this particular thesis but to the logical form of Nagarjuna's 
central theme. In other words "If all things are empty, how can you 
demonstrate, given the fact that your own words are empty, emptiness?" 
The logical structure of a sentence such as "Devadatta is not in the house" 
is simply an inadequate analogy to the Madhyamaka contention that: 

... silnyatii does not have the function of making dhannas empty since this is what 
they are; a sentence concerning silnyatii therefore serves to make this fact 
known.54 

All sentences must presumably serve to make something known, otherwise 
one would be left with an absurd theory of language. Here then we have 
evidence of Nagarjuna's technique at work. He does not attempt to answer 
the objection, but rather sidesteps it, proposes a theory that his opponent 
does not hold, which has the effect of introducing confusion, and finally 
introduces a conclusion which, because of the foregoing .argument, seems 
acceptable when viewed not too critically. It is simply not the case that by 
a remorseless application of logic based on reductio ad absurdum of the 
opponent's thesis, Nagarjuna achieves a crushing victory, and it is certainly 
not the case, as Ruegg55 would have us believe that the Madhyamaka 
theory is immune from refutation. One cannot help but agree with Streng 
here when he says that Nagarjuna's work occasionally is "an analysis which 
appears to be rather arid and often simply a play on words". 56 With 
reference to this particular argument in WBetty has recently observed: 

It is as if the objector had said to Nagarjuna, "Y our're wrong", and Nagarjuna had 
answered "Of course I'm wrong, that's precisely what makes me right". As 
alluring, as stunning, as Taoistically fascinating as such an answer is, it is not really 
an answer; it is not cogent in an argument where the rules of logic apply, as they 
do here. Nagarjuna has evaded the issue; he has seen the problem, but he has not 
treated it seriously: he has not "accepted" it.57 

Another apparent inconsistency arises in connection with vv. 29 which 
says: 

If I would make any proposition whatever, then by that I would have a logical 
error; but I do not make a proposition; therefore I am not in error.58 

The autocommentary goes on to say: 
... when all entities are empty, altogether still and devoid of a nature how could 
there be a proposition (presenting them as being something or other)?59 

54 Ruegg op. cit. p. 22 
55 ibid. p. 23 
56 Streng (1967) p. 181-182. 
57 Betty (1983) p. 128. 
58 vv. 29 

yadi kii cana pratijiiii syiin me tata e$a me bhaved dO$alJ 
niisti ca mama pratijiia tasmiin naiviisti me dO$alJ 
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The objection must be raised, that here again Nagarjuna is up to something 
fishy. Is it not true that the statement" ... I do not make a proposition", is 
itself a proposition (pratijiiii)? Since it is, how is this compatible with the 
autocommentary in which we are told that there are no such things as 
propositions. The problem from the logical point of view, here is quite 
analogous to our examination of statements concerning sunyatii, above. 
However, in this case Nagarjuna does not attempt to follow up the 
problems. Ruegg attempts to dispense with them by saying 

... this -interpretation assimilates two distinct uses of the term "proposition", and 
it would hold good only ifpratijliii meant here any sentence or statement ... But 
this sentence (i.e. niisti ca miima pratijliii vv.29) is not a pratijliii in NagiiIjuna's 
sense; for in his way pratijliii denotes an assertion and more specifically a thesis 
which seeks to establish something.60 

So according to Ruegg the term (i.e. pratijiiii) may have one of two 
meanings. Firstly it may mean any sentence. Secondly it may mean a thesis 
which seeks to establish something. If we accept Ruegg's belief (unsup
ported by reference to sources) that all that Nagarjuna is saying in vv. 29 
is that he does not make propositions which seek to establish something, 
we are still back to square one and Ruegg has done nothing to extricate 
himself and Nagarjuna from the problem. The objection still exists, "Is not 
your statement, that you do not make propositions seeking to establish 
theses, itself a proposition?" 

W is actually full of such inconsistencies and in the light of what we 
have said regarding both it and MMK, we must be forced into a different 
interpretation of these two works than that provided by Ruegg and others. 
There can be little doubt that Nagarjuna does not abide by the prasanga 
method in argumentation. If he was a PriisangikLl we could accept that he 
has no thesis of his own to put forward, but this is simply not the case. Once 
we are able to bring in to question this putative connection with prasanga 
logic there will be no obstacle in our way to accepting Nagarjuna's 
adherence to partial (paryudiisa) as opposed to total (prasajya) negation 
(pati$edha). This interpretation is certainly consistent with the texts them
selves. 

Using these conclusions as our foundation we shall be able to pursue 
the thesis that the MadhyamakLl is not as dissimilar to the Yogiiciira as is 
generally thought. Since we now understand that Nagarjuna, particularly 
in his apparent use of a three valued logic, may be implicitly able to hold 
"positive" positions concerning the nature of things, the idea that only the 
Yogiiciira adopted such an outlook seems onesided.61 It should now be 
possible to examine more parallels between the two "schools", p,!rticularly 

59 sarvabhiive$U silnye~ atyantopasiillte~u prakrtivivikte~u kutal;l pratijliii 
60 Ruegg (1977-78) p. 49 
61 Conze's point of view. This will be treated in more detail in chapters 6 and 8supra. 
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when they are treated against the background of the early Buddhist 
tradition. 



CHAPTER THREE 

NAGAR-JUNA AND THE CONTINUITY OF TRADITION 

A. K. Warder1 has attempted to ascertain the exact nature of the 
Mahiiyana teachings, if any contained, in MMK. I concur with his opinion, 
that any approach tp Nagarjuna via later commentators such as Cand
rakirti should be dealt with carefully, since it is unlikely that any school of 
thought would stay still for a period of 400 years or so. Turning to the text 
then, Warder notes that throughout the whole of MMK there is no explicit 
quotation from any known Mahiiyanasutra. However, and this is surprising 
given the fact that Nagarjuna is generally considered to be the Mahayanist 
par excellence, quotations from the Tripitaka of the early schools are fairly 
frequent. Ruegg vigorously opposes Warder's thesis that there is no good 
reason to refer to the author of MMK as a Mahiiyanist simply because he 
attacks certain ideas held by contemporary Abhidharmikas. Ruegg in fact 
unearths a verse of MMK which he claims "clearly to presuppose a section 
of the Ratnakilta collection, the Kiisyapaparivarta".2 This particular verse, 

Emptiness (sunyatti) is proclaimed by the victorious ones as the refutation of all 
viewpoints; but those who hold emptiness as a viewpoint-(the true perceivers) 
have called those incurable (astidhya).3 

however, is not found intact in the Ratnakuta. The general idea is merely 
developed in this text. Since one could in all probability ascribe similarities 
in doctrine between verses of MMK and all sorts of disparate literatures, 
without at the same time being able to bring parallel texts forward as 
evidence, the contention that Nagarjuna is a Mahiiyanist since he quotes 
Mahayanasutras cannot be upheld. However Ruegg is definite that: 

... in view of his place in the history of Buddhist thought and because of his 
development of the theory of non-substantiality and emptiness of all dhannas, it 
seems only natural to regard Nliglirjuna as one of the first and most important 
systematisers ofMahtiytinist thought.4 

Ruegg defends his position at another point by noting that, while theMMK 
may be problematic in its relationship to the Mahayanasutras, this is not 
the case with the Ratniivali which quotes at length from a number of 
Mahiiyiina sources. However as explained in detail earlier on, the Ratniivali 
does not form part of the logical (yukti) corpus of Nagarjuna's work as 
acknowledged by Tibetan and Chinese tradition and we must regard the 

1 Warder in Sprung (ed.) (1973). 
2 Ruegg (1981) p. 6. 
3 MMK xiii. 8 

sunyatti sarvad~!intim proktti ni/Jsara7.laTfl jinailJ, 
yqtim tu sunyattidmisttinastidhytin babhti~re. 

4 Rueggop. cit. p.7. 
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authorship of· this text as not fully established, although one clearly 
respects tradition on this matter. It is noteworthy, nevertheless, that the 
first chapter of Ratlliivali appears to contain "several allusions to the 
ancient siltras."5 

Other scholars have found parallels between MMK and Mahiiyiin,as
iltras, the most noteworthy of these being Lindtner.6 He believes he has 
found three allusions to the Lankiivatiirasiltra (Lanka) in MMK. These are: 

(i) MMK xviii. 7 
nivrttam abhidhiitavyalfL nivrtte cittagocare 
anutpanniiniruddha hi nirvii1JO.m iva dharmatii 
Lanka. III. 9 
astiniistity ubhiivantau yiivac cittasya gocaral; 
gocare1J.a nirudhena samyak cittalfL nirudhyate 

(ii) MMK xxi. 11 
dr§yate salfLbhavas caiva vibhavas caiva te bhavet 
drsyate sambhavas caiva mohiid vibhava eva ca 
Lanka. X 37 
salfLbhavalfL vibhavalfL caiva mohiit pasyanti biiliSiil; 
na salfLbhavalfL navibhavalfL prajfiiiyukto vipasyati 

(iii) MMK. xvii. 33 
klesiih karmii1J.i dehiiS ca kartiiras ca phaliini ca 
gandharvanagariikiira maricisvapnasalfLnibhiil; 
Lanka. X. 279 
klesiih karmapathii dehal; kartiiras ca phalalfL ca vai 
maricisvapnasalfLkiiSii gandharvanagaropamii 

While it is sufficiently clear that neither of these three pairs constitute 
parallel readings, Lindtner feels that, not only are the ideas presented in 
them identical, but the verses of MMK are themselves references to the 
Lankiivatiirasiltra. This is something of an overstatement. P. Williams 7 has 
shown that this position cannot be upheld. In the case of example (i), while 
both verses do refer to the cessation of the wandering about of the mind 
(cittagocara), MMK goes on to talk of the cessation of that which can be 
talked about (nivrttam abhidh'atavyam) and concludes on a positive note. 
In other words we are told that nirvii1J.a coincides with the true nature of 
things (dharmatii). The Lanka reading is quite different, simply saying that 
when cittagocara is brought to an end then so too is the mind (citta). This 
is certainly not implied in MMK. 

Let us look at the second example. Although both verses do refer to 
production and destruction as apprehended in delusion (moha), the La1J.ka 

5 Lindtner (1982) Nagarjuniana p. 163. 
6 op. cit. p. 122 TI. 149. 
7 Williams (1984) p. 90ff. 
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quotation contrasts such a viewpoint with that of one united with prajfia 
(prajfiayukta). MMK does not. Therefore while Lanka is comparing the 
vision of the enlightened with the unenlightened, MMK is more likely than 
not arguing with the commonly heldAbhidharmika concepts of origination 
and destruction. Example (iii) shows the most thoroughgoing overlap. 
However the comparison of conventional existents such as bodies (dehal;t) 
with the city of the gandharvas, a mirage or a dream is a stock image from 
a certain phase of Buddhist writing. This being the case Nagarjuna may 
have been referring to any of a large number of texts. Certainly Lindtner 
does not believe that Nagarjuna's use of the gandharvanagara metaphor is 
itself sufficient reason to refute Warder's claim that the author of MMK 
cannot be demonstrated to be a Mahiiyanist. It may be true that the term 
gandarvanagara does not occur in the ancient agamas. 8 Nevertheless there 
are many occasions on which Lindtner draws our attention to Nagarjuna's 
quotation from Mahiiyiinasiltras in his authentic works. Not only that, but 
in the Acintyastava we have mention of the Mahayana by name,9 closely 
followed by another reference to cities of gandharvas.10 Before returning 
to Warder though, let us merely endorse Williams' statement that although 
the verses quoted may "express similar sentiments ... there is no need to 
assume that. the ... connection ... is a reference by Nagarjuna to Lanka".l1 

The texts that are definitely referred to in MMK are mainly from the 
Sarrtyuttanikiiya of the early Tripitaka. The only siltra actually named is in 
MMK. xv. 7. This is the Kiityayanavada12 which tells us that the Buddha, 
throughout his teaching, always avoided the extremes of being (asti) and 
pon-being (nasti). Other siltras are nevertheless agreed, by most scholars, 
to be referred to in MMK. Thus the Acelakiisyapa,13 which incidentally 
follows immediately on from the Kiityiiyanavada in the Sarrtyuttanikiiya, is 
quoted in MMK. xii. 1. It appears that this siltra may be the source of 
Nagarjuna's use of the catU$koti since we are told in it that suffering 
(dul;tkha) does not come about either through self-causation (svayarrt 
lq-tarrt) , causation by another (paralq-tam), by the two together, or by 

8 op. cit. p. 21 n 67. 
9 Acintyastava 2 

yatha tvaya mahayane dharmanairatmyaTfl atmana 
viditaTfl deSitaTfl tadvad dhlmadbhya/:l karU/}avasiit 
cf. Lindtner op. cit. p. 140. 

10 Acintyastava 5. 
11 op. cit. p. 91-92. 
12 Pali S. ii. 17ff 

Sanskrit: Tripathi 167ff 
Chinese: Taisho (99) Section 12, No. 19. 

13 Pali S. ii. 19ff 
Sanskrit: Tripathi 172ff 
Chinese: Taisho (99) Section 12, No 20. 
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neither. In fact suffering is said to come about through dependent origin
ation (pratityasamutpada) which cannot itself be characterised by any of 
these four positions (catWjkoti). 

According to Warder allusions to early texts are found inMMK. xiii. 1 
where the Dhiituvibhaizgasutra14 is invoked. The rejection of extr~me 
opinions (drsti) such as whether things (dharma) are eternal or non-eternal 
contained in MMK. xxvii also seems to follow some version of the Braha
majalasutra.15 He concludes that in MMK: 

There are no terms peculiar to the Mahayana. There is no evidence that 
Niigarjuna had ever seen any Prajfiaparamita text ... for him the most important 
canonical text is the Nidana SaT}'lyukta.16 

It appears that Nagarjuna, if we accept Warder's thesis, does not stand 
outside the early Buddhist tradition in order to set up an entirely inde
pendent school of thought. In the last chapter we met with the idea that 
the purpose of the Vigrahavyavartani was not to counter the arguments of 
all-comers, but rather to check the excesses of a certain group ofAbhidhar
mikas, and this may well be the case with MMK. Rather than establishing 
a new teaching therefore, Nagarjuna can be seen as someone engaged in 
the defense of orthodoxy. The question as to whether Nagarjuna was, or 
was not, a Mahayanist is perhaps irrelevant. One can certainly sympathise 
with Kalupahana's feeling that:' 

... it is now time to exorcise the terms Theravada and Mahayana from our 
vocabulary17 

However one should be aware of the rather overstated nature of the case 
put forward by this author in his study of MMK, particularly since, as 
Williams points out,18 Kalupahana accepts that Ratnavali is a work of 
Nagarjuna. 

That a so-called proto-Madhyamaka strand of thought is to be found 
in the Tripitaka there can be no doubt. If we look at some of the earliest 
Buddhist writings, i.e. the Atthakavagga and the Parayanavagga of the 
Suttanipata, we are immediately reminded of Nagarjuna's assertion that all 
views (drsti), because they are1generated by the dichotomising tendencies 
of the mind (prapanca) which give rise to thought construction (vikalpa), 
are to be rejected. Although, as we shall see, Nagarjuna does not negate 

14 PaliM. iii. 245ff 
Chinese: Taisho (26) No 162. 

15 PaliD. i. 1ff 
Chinese: Taisho (1), No 21. 

16 op. cit. p. 80-81. 
17 Kalupahana (1986) p. 5-6. 
18 Williams, P. 'Review of D. J. Kalupahana: Niigii!juna ... (1986), l.RA.S. 2 (1987) 

p.362-366. 
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reality as such, he does reject all theories associated with pinning it down. 
This is also the position of the Suttanipata when it says: ' 

Giving up assumption, unattached, he builds no reliance on knowledge itself ... he 
does not rely on any view whatsoever .... he who has no leanings here to either of 
the two extremes; being or non-being, here or beyond, he has no moorings 
whatsoever, no clutching while distinguishing among dharmas. He has not formed 
even the least apperception in what is here seen, heard or thought . .19 

Gomez's20 study of this early material demonstrates that the origin of false 
views bears remarkable similarity to the aetiology suggested by the writers 
of the Madhyamaka. Gomez states: 

... what is the cause of our preferences and attachments? The misdirected mind, 
specifically the wrongly applied faculty of apperception (saiiiia). Apperception 
leads to dualities, graspings, conflicts and sorrow because of its two primary 
functions: its power to conceptualise and define (sarrzkha) and its tendency toward 
division and multiplicity (papaiica). The capacity of these faculties to generate 
friction and frustration is reinforced by the root apperception of "I" and "mine".21 

However, and here again the equivalence with Nagarjuna is clear, the 
author of the Suttanipata is not enunciating a position of nihilism in the 
sense that, with the rejection of all views based on the dichotomy of being 
and non-being, everything comes to an end. He is simply saying that in such 
a state an enlightened person has transcended the erroneous impulse to 
construct theories about the nature of reality. The appropriate response 
for a mind which has moved into nirva1J.a therefore is to remain at peace 
and not to be disturbed by the desire to talk since, as language itself is 
infected at its root by false dichotomies based on notions such as being 
and non-being, even an enlightened person cannot use language success
fully to give an accurate picture of reality. At best language must remain 
a heuristic device used for the purpose of hinting at things which cannot 
be successfully articulated. As the Suttanipiita puts it: 

Of him who has gone to cessation there is no measure, there is nothing in terms 
of which one could speak of him. When all dharmas have been uprooted, all the 
ways of speech have also been uprooted.22 

19 Sn.800-802 
Attarrz pahiiya anupiidiyiino lim;e pi so nissayarrz no karoti 
sii ve viyattesu na vaggasiiri ditthim pi so na pacceti kiiid 
yassilbhayante palJidhidha n 'atthi bhaviibhavaya idha vii hurarrz vii 
nivesanii tassa na santi ked dhammesu nicheyya samuggahftii 
tassidha ditthe va sute mute vii pakappitii n'atthi a~il pi saiiiiii 
tarrz briihma~arrz ditthirrz aniidiyiinarrz kenidha lokasmin vikappayeya. 

20 Gomez (1976). 
21 ibid. p. 142. 
22 Sn.1076 

Atthafl gatassa na pamii~am atthi uspasivii 
ti bhagavii: yena narrz vajju tarrz tassa n 'atthi 
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The silent one (muni) does not speak of "equal", "low" or "high", serene, having 
left all attachment to self behind, he does not grasp at anything nor does he reject 
anything.23 

Nagarjuna adopts such a position. 

The bringing to rest of all apprehending is the bringing to an end of the dichot
omising tendencies of the mind and this is peace. No dharma anywhere has been 
taught by the Buddha of anything.24 

For him the recourse to speech and language inevitably leads to error, and 
by such a recourse one can never know the true nature of things. The true 
nature of things (tattva, dharmatil) is only to be apprehended in nilYil7;a. 
Language leads away from this state. 

Those who describe the Buddha in detail, who is unchanging and hence beyond 
description, are defeated by such description and do not see the Tathiigata.25 

Only when mental discrimination is brought to an end is nilYil7;a achieved 
and at such a point language grinds to a halt. 

When the wandering of the mind (cittagocara) is brought to a halt, the realm of 
words also ceases. This indeed is nirvii(ta which is neither originated nor destroyed, 
the true nature of things (dharmatii).26 

Reality then is not contaminated with dichotomous thought (prapaftca) or 
thought construction (vikalpa) and is non-differentiated (anilnilrtham).27 
Commenting on MMK. xviii CandrakIrti holds that the world of suffering 
is brought about by erroneous views concerning tattva. At this point he 
presents his own truncated form of the classical twelve-linked pratityasa
mutpilda to account for the unenlightened state. In his schema the first link 
in the chain is appropriation (upalambha) which gives rise to the other 
members which, in turn, are dichotomising thought (prapaftca) , thought 

sabbesu dhammesu samflhatesu 
samilhatii viidapathii pi sabbe d. 

23 Sn.954 
na samesu na omesu na ussesu,vadate muni 
santo so vitamaccharo niided na nirassati: d Bhagavii d. 

24 MMK. xxv. 24 
sarvopalambhopasama/:l prapaiicopasama/:l siva/:l 
na kvacit kasyacit kascid dharmo buddhena desita/:l. 

25 MMK xxii. 15 
prapaiicayanti ye buddha1J1. prapaiiciititam avyaya1J1. 
te prapaiicahatii(l sarve na pa.syalld tathiigata1J1.. 

26 MMK. xviii. 7 
niv.rtta1J1. abhidhiitavya1J1. Ilivrttas cittagocara/:l 
anutpanniilliruddhii hi nirvii(ta1J1. iva dharmatii. 

27 MMK xviii. 9 
aparapratyaya1J1. siillta1J1. prapmicair aprapmicita1J1. 
nirvikalpam aniilliirtham etat tattvasya lalqalJ.a1J1.. 
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construction (viko.lpa), erroneous attachment to "I" and "mine" (aham
mameti-abhiniveSa), defilement (klesa), actions (ko.rma), and old-age and 
death (jartimara1J.a). 28 The generation of such a causal series is destroyed 
when the appropriation (upalambha) which causes it is destroyed. When 
this activity (the equivalent of ignorance (avidyii) in the classical formula) 
is brought to rest the factors leading to old-age and death do not arise and 
there is nirvti1J.a. Reality (tattva) is, from this point of view, always beyond 
the reach of knowledge and speech. This, according to Candrakirti, is the 
meaning of Nagarjuna's statement that the Buddha has never taught 
anything. Considering the close similarity between the early Suttaniptita 
and later Madhyamako. doctrine with regard to speech and silence there 
appears to be a case for establishigg some sort of influence of the former 
on the latter, or at the very least for proposing a tendency with regard to 
this particular doctrine common to both periods of Buddhist thought. 

The question we must now ask is, what happens to the mind once 
prapaftca etc. have been brought to cessation? Are we correct in assuming 
that this will result in a state totally devoid of any mental activity, a state 
of total unconsciousness, or will the mind continue to operate but in an 
entirely different manner from its unenlightened mode? In other words is 
there mind or some state of mind in nirvti1J.a? Let us look at the early 
Buddhist tradition first. Now the Suttaniptita itself refers to people having 
attained nirvti1J.a. Their minds (citttini) are said to be free from the ob
sessions.29 In other texts it is clear that the mind still functions for it is said 
to be "well composed and free",30 "and of such a nature that it will not 
return to the world of sense desire"31 after having attained enlightenment. 
Such a state of mind is of a different order from that characterised by the 
turmoil created by prapaftca, viko.lpa etc. It may be that these two states 
are referred to respectively by citta and vijftana, where citta is somehow at 
a deeper level and unconditioned by activities at the interface between 
mind and matter. Vijfttina on the other hand is conditioned, dependent on 
prapaftca, constantly changing and hence differentiated. It is only brought 
to a halt in nirvii1;la. Since vijfitina is one of the terms of the classical 
pratltyasamutptida series and arises dependent on ignorance (avidyti) it 
stands to reason that when avidyti is uprooted vijftiina will come to an end. 
However, and this is a very important point, it should not be assumed that 
such an event signals the total extinction of mental processes. Johansson 
confirms this supposition. He notes that, in nirvii1J.a: 

... although vmiiiina is "stopped", still an act of differentiated understanding can 

28 Prasannapadii de la Vallee Poussin (ed.) p. 350-1. For an investigation into the 
classical form of this formula cf. chapter 7 supra, particularly n. 13. 

29 Sn. 149: iisavehi cittiilli vimuccif!lSil. 
30 Theraglithii 1: cittaT[l me susamiihitaT[l vimuttaT[l. 
31 A. iv. 402: anlivattidhammaT[l me cittaT[l kiimabhaviiyii. 
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take place, so the "stopped" vmniina refers to a different layer of consciousness 
than the momentary surface processes ... There are simply, according to the early 
Buddhist analysis, two layers of consciousness; what we call the momentary 
surface processes and the background consciousness.32 

The background state is often spoken of in terms of being "an immovable, 
unfluctuating mind",33 and as "deep, immeasurable and unfathomable as 
the great ocean".34 We will come to see, in an examination of a nexus of 
doctrines connected with this mental background state which we must 
defer until the final chapter, that such images clearly anticipate some of 
the so"called developments in the psychological system outlined in the 
works of Vasubandhu and Asailga. 

One important aspect of citta, when in the state of nirvti7;la, particularly 
relevant to our discussion of the overlap between early Buddhism and 
Nagarjuna is treated in the Majjhimanikiiya. Here we are told that citta is 
associated with emptiness. In a state which clearly refers to the attainment 
of nirvti7;la, the mind (citta) is said to be free from the obsessions of 
sensuality (kama), becoming (bhava) and ignorance (avijja), and the monk 
comes to understand that such a conscious state represents an emptiness35 
of the obsessions (tisava). This emptiness (suftftatti) is associated with a 
permanent state of mind (citta), equivalent to nirvti7;la, and deriving from 
the cessation of viftftti~a.36 Nirvti7;la is also associated with emptiness in the 
Therigathti.37 These references to emptiness in the early Buddhist canon 
do seem to emphasise the fact that emptiness is a state in which subjectivity 
and objectivity break down. When processes habitually met with in the 
unenlightened state (i.e. tisravas, prapaftca, vikalpa) are eradicated the 
distinction between self and other can no longer be established. The result 
is an intimate union between the knower and the known. Although one 
may talk provisionally of the knowledge of a Buddha it must always be born 
in mind that this knowledge itself transcends any distinction between 
epistemology and ontology. Crucial in the eradication of all the factors that 
contribute to the unenlightened state is prajftti (palipaftftti). It is respon
sible for bringing to an end the obsessions (tisravas). 

32 Johansson (1969) p. 109. 
33 Theragiithii 649: asamhira1!l asa1!lkuppa1!l citta1!l. 
34 M. i. 487: gambhiro appameyo duppariyogiiho seyyathii pi mahiisamuddo. 
35 M. iii. 106-108. 

Tassa eva1!l jiinato evam passato kiimasavii pi citta1!l vimuccati 
bhaviisavii pi citta1!l vimuccati avijjiisavii pi citta1!l vimuccati. .. 
so sunna1!l ida1!l sanniigata1!l kiimiisaveniiti pajiiniiti; sunna1!l ida1!l 
sanniigata1!l bhaviisaveniiti pajiiniiti; sunna1!l ida1!l 
sunfliigata1!l avijjiisaveniiti pajiiniiti. 

36 Sn.734 vmliii1;lassa nirodhena. 
37 Theligathii 46: The arahant Uttama says she is the winner of emptiness and the 

signless (sunnatassiinimittassa liibhini) on attaining nibbiina. 
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... having seen by means of paiiiili, the obsessions (lisavli) are completely de
stroyed.38 

Prajfiii is ultimately responsible for bringing ignorance (avidyii) to an end, 
and consequent on this the entire pratltyasamutpiida series. 

If paiiiili is developed, what result will it lead to? All ignorance is abandoned.39 

In other words when prajfiii is generated, vijfiiina and all the other twelve 
links are stopped, there is no suffering, and a person enters nirviil)a. Now 
Dignaga, admittedly a later author, holds prajftii to have the same efficacy 
in the Mahayiina as it seems to have in the early texts. He says: 

Prajiilipliramitli is non-dual knowledge (advayajiilina), and that is the Tathligata. 
The treatise and the spiritual discipline, as leading to this end, receive the same 
application.40 

In fact, as has already been mentioned in Chapter One, many commenta
tors hold the major function ofthePrajftiipiirimitii corpus to be to expound 
and help generate prajfiii, which is felt to be the chief of the perfections 
(piiramitiis). Many scholars, not least Murti, have held that the 
Prajfiiipiiramitii is the major literary influence on Nagarjuna. However 
since there is no direct reference to prajftii in the MMK one must agree 
with Warder that the thesis has not been proven. What evidence do we 
possess to suggest that a notion of prajftii, even though not explicitly 
expressed, is important for an understanding of MMK? Let us follow up 
Dignaga's hint thatprajftii is a synonym for non-dual knowledge (advaya
jftiina). In the first place Candrakirti, (and we are bearing in mind the fact 
that as a commentator 400 years removed from Nagarjuna we should not 
place too much trust in his interpretations) at the very beginning of his 
Prasannapadii, comments on the centrality of non-dual knowledge (advay
ajftiina) in the Madhyamaka system.41 Murti of course bases his interpre
tation of the Madhyarnaka on Candrakirti. For Murti: 

Non-dual knowledge (jiilinal!'l advayal!'l) is the abolition of all particular view
points which restrict and distort reality.42 

The sole concern of the Mlidhyamika advayavlida is the purification ofthe faculty 
of knowing. The primordial error consists in the intellect being infected by the 
inveterate tendency to view Reality as identity or difference, permanent or 

38 M. i. 477: paiiiiliya c'assa disvli lisavli parikkhilJli honti. 
39 A. i. 61 Paiiiili bhlivitli kal!'l atthal!'l anubhoti? Yli avijjli sli pahiyati. 
40 Quoted inAbhisamaylilal!'lklirliloka of Haribhadra. G. Tucci (ed.) Gaedwak Orien

tal Series, Baroda Vol LXII (1932) p. 153. 
The quotation is from Dignaga's Prajiilipliramitli Pindlirtha Nirdesa 
prajiilipliramitli jiilinam advayam sli tathligatal; 
slidhyli tlidarthayogena tlicchabdyal!'l granthamlirgayol;. 

41 . Prasannapadli de la Vallee Poussin (ed.) p. 26. 
42 Murti (1960) p. 214. 
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momentary, one or many etc .... With the purification of the intellect, intuition 
(prajiili) emerges; the Real is known as it is, as Taihatli or bhutakoti.43 

Now one problem with Murti's approach, even though we have examined 
many of the doctrines of MMK and found them to generally support his 
view, is that he is too heavily reliant on the Prajfiaparamita texts. Although 
we may find support for the P.P. notion that the non-appropriation of all 
things (yo 'nupalambhab sarvadharmiinam) is the perfection of prajfia, 44 
there is no evidence to suggest the fact that Nagarjuna held the view that 
"non-dual knowledge (prajfia) is contentless intuition".45 Nagarjuna's 
psychological position in connection with questions as to whether prajfia, 
or for that matter any form of consciousness, has content or is contentless, 
is not sufficiently well developed. One cannot fall on one side or the other 
in this matter. This issue remains essentially undeveloped until a much later 
date in the history of Buddhist thought. Centuries after Nagarjuna it 
became the subject of a heated debate with the self-confessed Sakiirav
adins, like Jiianasrimitra and Ratnakirti, holding there to be a content to 
consciousness while the Nirakiiravadins, such as Ratnakarasanti, thought 
consciousness to be devoid of an object.46 As far as we are aware the first 
writer to introduce such a distinction is Bhavaviveka, in his late work the 
Madhyamakaratnapradipa. 47 Here he retrospectively assigns the former 
position to Dignaga and Dharmakirti and the latter to Vasubandhu and 
Asariga. Murti is therefore jumping to conclusions which cannot be justi
fied. 

What then can we know concerning the existence or non-existence of 
consciousness in the enlightened state? In the first place, nowhere in the 
MMK does Nagarjuna reject the existence of consciousness as such. In fact 
his position appears to be very much the same as that presented in the 
Suttanipata. How is this so? Well, to start with, Nagarjuna seems to attach 
a greater degree of conditionality to vijfiana than to any other mental state. 
This is not surprising since in the early tradition, vijfiana is seen to be 
conditioned by the pratityasamutpada process and can be brought to a halt. 
In his critique of the five faculties (ca/quradlndriya) Nagarjuna brings his 
thesis to light: I 

43 ibid. p. 217. 
44 A$taslihasrikliprajiilipliramitlisutra Bibliotheca Indica p. 177: 

Skandha dhlitvliyatanam eva hi subhute sunya'll 
vivikta'll slinta'll iti hi prajiilipliramitli ca skandadhatvliyatana'll 
clidvaya'll etad advaidhiklira'll sunyatvlid viviktatvlid eva'll 
slintatvlin nopalabhyate yo'nupalambhal;! sarvadharmlinli'll 
sa prajiilipliramitetyucyate. 

45 Murti op. cit. p. 219. 
46 In connection with this debate cf. Kajiyama (1965) p. 26-37. 
47 MRP. IV. 2, cf. Lindtner Bhavya's Critique ... (1986) p. 248. 
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As a son is said to have corne about through the mother-father relationship, so 
therefore does vijiiiina corne about through the relationship between the eye and 
material form.48 

Similarly in his analysis of the twelve links (dvtidastinga) of pratityasamut
piida Nagarjuna holds that vijfztina is conditioned by mental predispositions 
(sarrzskiira) while at the same time being the cause of name and form 
(niimarilpa).49 This is entirely consonant with the classical formulation of 
the twelve links found in the Tripitako..50 Now we have already seen how, 
in the early literature, vifzfziina is said to be stopped once nirviiI:za is reached. 
Nagarjuna holds exactly the same position since for him: 

By the cessation of every (link of pratityasamutpiida) none function. Thus that 
single mass of suffering is completely destroyed.51 

In other words, once the momentum of the chain of becoming is broken, 
none of its individual links can be maintained and they consequently cease 
to function. This is the suppression of suffering (du/:zkha) and is equivalent 
to nirvii1;la. Since vijfziina is one of the links concerned we must assume that 
for Nagarjuna nirvti1;la may be characterised as, among other things, the 
cessation of vijfztina. Are we to assume by this that nirvti1;la must be a state 
devoid of consciousness? Nagarjuna is quick to point out that this is not 
the case. He makes a distinction between the enlightened and the unen
lightened person. The distinction between the two is that, while the latter 
under the influence of ignorance (avidyii) creates mental predispositions 
(sarrzskiira) etc., the former has cut ignorance at its root through the 
application ofjfztina. Whenjfziinais operative ignorance does not arise and 
all the factors conditioned by ignorance have no efficacy. The enlightened 
one therefore, through the agency ofjfziina, sees reality (tattva) as it is. 

Thus the ignorant create the mental predispositions which are the root ofsarrzsiira. 
One who creates (such predispositions) is ignorant. The wise person is not (one 
who creates) because he sees reality (tattva). When ignorance ceases mental 
predispositions do not corne into existence. The cessation of ignorance comes 
about through the cultivation ofjiiiina.52 

48 MMK. iii. 7 
pratitya miitiipitarau yathoktal; putrasambhaval; 
calquriipe pratityaivam ukto vijiiiinasaJ7lbhaval;. 
Professor Lindtner has kindly pointed out that this verse is not really from MMK 
but from Ratniivali. cf his Niigiirjuna's Filosofiske Vaerker. 

49 MMK. xxvi. 2 
vijiiiinaJ7l saJ7lniviSate sarrzskiirapratyayaJ7l gatau 
saJ7lniviyfe'tha vijiiiine niimariipaJ7l niyicyate. 

50 e.g. M. iii. 63-64. 
51 MMK. xxvi. 12 

tasya tasya nirodhena tat tan niibhipravartate 
dul;khaskandhal; keva!o 'yam evaJ7l saJ7lyag nirudhyate. 

52 MMK. xxvi. 10-11 
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Now we have already noted that the term prajiiii is not used on any 
occasion in MMK. This must not in itself be conclusive evidence that 
Nagarjuna does not entertain the notion of such a faculty. AB we have 
already noted the terms prajiiii and jiiiina form a nexus in which it is very 
difficult to distinguish the precise significance of each term. The most we 
have been able to suggest is that jiiiina may designate the end process in 
the development ofprajiiii. Be that as it may, it is clear that there is a well 
defined distinction between the mental state or states designated by 
vijiiiina and that designated by prajiiii/jiiiina. We have already seen, in the 
earliest strata of Buddhist literature, that while vijiiiina refers to a condi
tioned surface state of consciousness only available to the unenlightened, 
prajiiii/jiiiina refers to the unconditioned vision of reality. If this is the case, 
let us not be over influenced by subtle semantic points. Rather let us cast 
our attention to the structure of MMK to ascertain whether Nagarjuna 
admits the possibility of prajiiii, even though it be under another name. 

We have seen that the characteristic of the unenlightened mind is its 
habitual tendency to distort reality. This is brought about by a number of 
factors includingprapaiica and vikalpa which, in turn, are conditioned by 
ignorance (avidyii). NirviilJa is the cessation of these factors. AB Nagarjuna 
has it: 

On account of the destruction of karma and defilement (kannaklesa) there is 
liberation (mokya). The kannas and defilements are mentally constructed (vikal
pata/:l). They arise because of dichotomous thought (prapaiica). Dichotomous 
thought is brought to cessation through emptiness (sunyatii).53 

Emptiness (sunyatii) then is a state of consciousness in which dichotomous 
thought (prapaiica) no longer holds sway. It is a state of mind dehabituated 
from its ignorant tendency to distort. AB such the attainment of emptiness 
(sunyatii) must, by definition, be incommunicable and unknowable since it 
is the transcendence of all dichotomies, including subjectivity and objec
tivity. The attainment of emptiness may be understood as the dawning of 
gnosis, though remembering our previously stated view, all description 
must remain provisional. Ultimately there can be no differentiation be
tween knower and known in such an elevated state, and the distinction 
between epistemology and ontology collapses. 

Now we have noted that in the Majjhima Nikiiya emptiness represents 
a state of mind which is free from the defilements of the obsessions 

sarrzsiiramiiliin sarrzskiiriin avidviin sarrzskaroty ata/:l 
avidviin kiiraka/:l tasmiin na vidviirrzs tattvadarsaniit 
avidyiiyiil!l niruddhiiyiil!l sarrzskiiriilJiim asal!lbhava/:l 
avidyiiyii nirodhas tu jiiiinenasyaiva bhiivaniit 

53 MMK xviii. 5 
kannakleSiikyayiin mokya kannaklesii vikalpata/:l 
te prapaiiciitprapaiicastu siinyatiiyiil!l nirudhyate. 
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(asrava). We are consequently in a better position to interpret the curious 
MMK. xviii. 7. ' 

nivrttam abhidhatavyam nivrttaS cittagocaral;! 
anutpannaniruddhil hi nirval)am iva dharmata 

in which nirvalJil is equated with the cessation of cittagoeara. Noweitta
goeara has variously been translated as the realm of thought, the domain 
of thought, the mind's functional realm etc., but it is clear that these are 
unsatisfactory renderings since they imply that the mind is l;>rought to a 
halt in nirvalJil. Although the term goeara does imply the range of some
thing, such a meaning is secondary since in many cases it implies ranging 
in the sense of wandering about. In such circumstances the term eittagoeara 
would be better translated as the wandering about of the mind. As the cow 
(go, gaus) is an undisciplined animal wandering wherever its fancy takes it, 
so also is the mind of an unenlightened being. Nirva1J,a then is the sup
pression of an unruly mind, made to wander here and there by the action 
of prapanea etc. This interpretation of nirvalJil is quite congruent with our 
understanding derived from early Buddhist literature. In many senses it 
also rescues Nagarjuna from one aspect of the charge of nihilism (since if 
nirva1J,a was total unconsciousness why should anyone be motivated to 
strive for it, or rather could it not be attained through suicide?), and fits 
in well with the general tenor of the text of MMK. Nowhere are we told 
that nirva1J,a is a non-conscious state. Rather it is always defined as a state 
free from those mental factors which are associate with vijfl.iina. Hence: 

Not related to anything in a conditional way, at peace, not elaborated by dichoto
mous thought, free of thought construction, undifferentiated. Such are the char
acteristics of reality (tattva).54 

In the last verse of this chapter Nagarjuna goes on to say, quite explicitly, 
that enlightenment is a state of mind. 

If fully accomplished Buddhas do not arise, and the Sravakas disappear, then 
independently the jni1na of the Pratyekabuddhas is produced.55 

We are now in a good position to tie together most of the central concepts 
of Nagarjuna's system and subject them to our own interpretation. In the 
first place silnyata is not a metaphysical ontological concept. Nagarjuna is 
not an absolutist. Stcherbatsky56 is quite wrong to find in the term silnyata 

54 MMK. xviii. 9 
aparapratyayarrz santarrz prapaiicair aprapaiicitarrz 
nirvikalparrz ananartharrz etat tattvasya lalqanarrz. 

55 MMK. xviii. 12 
sarrzbuddhilnam anutpade sriivakal)iirrz punal;! lqaye 
jiiiinarrz pratyekabuddhanarrz asarrzsargilt pravartate. 

56 Stcherbatsky (trans.) Madhyantavibhanga: Discourse on Discrimination between 
Middle and Extremes. Calcutta (1971) p. 3 (reprint ofBibliotheca Buddhica XXX). 
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a concept similar to the Absolute Idea of Hegel. There is no evidence in 
the MMK that sunyatii has an ontological dimension, that it develops in a 
dialectical process, or .that it may be rendered in English as "relativity". In 
factSunyatii is something quite the opposite of a thing. It is a state in which 
the imputation of "thingness" (svabhiiva) is no longer operative. All of t:pis 
is quite clearly borne out by the important Chapter XXIV of MMK 
(Aryasatya pan/qii). By contrasting the conventional (sarnvrti) with the 
ultimate (paramiirtha) truths, Nagarjuna here distinguishes between 
worldly understanding and the understanding of the wise. He goes on to 
demonstrate that while the latter has its basis in the former, nevertheless 
the ultimate vision of things is free from the substantialising tendency of 
the conventional. Since this substantialising tendency is intimately con
nected with the imputation of self-nature, the ultimate (paramiirtha) must 
be empty of such self-natures. The ultimate then is emptiness (sunyatii). 
We may be tempted to infer that this state is equivalent to ji'iiina. When 
the mind is empty of the deftlements which lead to a distorted picture of 
reality (tattva), i.e. the deftlements leading to the imposition of notions such 
as being and non-being, the mind is no lon~er held in the turmoil of 
ignorance (avidyii) and becomes enlightened. Sunyatii therefore describes 
the state of enlightenment or nirviilJO.. NirviiIJa seems to correspond to a 
mind empty of the defilements. In sarnsiira, on the other hand, a general 
condition of mind operates in which factors determined by ignorance 
(avidyii) predominate. This being so, a distorted vision of reality, depend
ent on the individual's personal desires and cravings is established. 

The status of the birth-death cycle is due to grasping (upiidayii) and dependence 
(pratiya). That which is neither grasping nor dependent is taught to be nirviilJ.a.57 

NirviiIJa represents an exalted state of mind, and the achievement of this 
state, empty of the deftlements, will not entail a fundamental change in the 
structure of reality. It is rather a radically different way oflooking at reality. 
This is why Nagarjuna says that nirviilJO. can be neither described in terms 
of existence nor non-existence. 58 It is essential to bear in mind the 
previously stated view that nirviiIJa transcends any distinction of subjectiv
ity or objectivity. 59 In this sens~ it would be wrong to assign any ultimate 
epistemological or ontological value to it. NirviiIJa signifies a condition in 
which there is an intimate union of seer and seen. It is a state in which 
thought constructive processes which generate dichotomies of all kinds are 
no longer operative. 

57 MMK. xxv. 9 
ya iijavaTfl javibhiiva upiidliya pratitya vii 
so 'pratityiinupiidliya nirviilJ.aTfl upadiSyate. 

58 MMK. xxv. 10 
... nabhiivo niibhlivo nirviilJ.am in yujyate. 

59 supra p. 56. 
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Sarrzsara may more readily be understood as an epistemic state in 
whichprapaiica operates. Nagarjuna's statement that: ' 

There is no difference between sa'f'lSlira and nirvlilJ-a; 
There is no difference between nirvlilJ-a and sarrzslira . 60 

correctly interpreted, is true in the provisional sense that, since sarrzsara 
and nirvalJa seem to be orientations towards one ontological category 
which Nagarjuna calls reality (tattva), there can be no essential difference 
between them. They are both states of mind. They do not refer to radically 
different reality structures. Reality (tattva) is the ontological base for the 
appearance of both the enlightened and the unenlightened world views. 
The difference between them is purely conventional since, while the 
samsaric epistemological orientation generates an imaginary world picture 
complete with internal contradictions which lead to suffering, the nirvanic 
orientation reveals things as they are (yathabhfltam), involves no contra
dictions, and is at peace (santa). Its operations reveal the true nature of 
things (dharmata). 

If we look at MMK. xxiv. 14 again (cf. supra chapter 2 n. 28) 

sarvarrz ca yujyate tasya filnyatli yasya yujyate 
sarvarrz na yujyate tasya filnyarrz yasya na yujyate 

it is clear what is meant. When it is said that whatever is in correspondence 
with emptiness (sflnyata) is in correspondence, we may suspect Nagarjuna 
of holding the view that when the mind is empty of defilement, everything 
is seen correctly. Conversely when the mind is not empty, things are not 
seen correctly. 

Having ascertained that in speaking of nirvalJa or sarrzsara Nagarjuna 
is dealing with epistemological orientations towards reality (tattva) we may 
now decide the exact status of tattva in Nagarjuna's system. Actually there 
has been a great deal of scholarly debate as to the correct interpretation 
of MMK xxiv. 18. 

yal; pratityasamutplida~l filnyatlirrz tlirrz pracaksmahe 
sa prajiiaptir upadaya pratipat saiva madhyama 

It is clear that in the overall context of its appearance in a chapter devoted 
to examining the doctrine of the four noble truths, which in the process 
counters an opponent's claim that sflnyatavada leads to an abandoning of 
these truths and to a position in which morality appears absurd, Nagarjuna 
tries to give his own version of the Middle Way (madhyamtipratipad) which 
avoids the extremes of nihilism or eternalism. We have already discussed 
at some length the fact that these extremes depend on notions o~ existence 

60 MMK. xxv. 19 
na sarrzsarasya nirva(laf kirrzcid asfi viSe$alJarrz 
na nirva(wsya sarrzslirlit kirrzcid asti viSe$alJ-arrz. 
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and non-existence, which in their tuni are the result of the actions of 
prapafica, vikalpa etc. This is why it is said that nirvii1J,a cannot be charac
terised in terms of either of these concepts. It is concept-free. In the light 
of this how will we interpret MMK. xxiv. 18? 

The first hemistitch reads "We declare that dependent origination is 
emptiness (sunyatii)." On the relationship between pratityasamutpiida and 
sunyatii Stcherbatsky states that: 

InMahliylina it (i.e.pratityasamutplida) is synonymous with the central conception 
oftheMadhyamikas and means theit idea of Relativity or Negativity (madhyamli 
pratipad = silnyatli = pratityasamutplida). cpo XXN 18.61 

We may wish to disagree with Stcherbatsky's translation of technical terms, 
but will accept that emptiness and dependent origination are ultimately 
synonymous. Now, from a provisional point of view, emptiness refers to a 
state of mind devoid of defilement and appears to be used epistemically 
inMMK. Again dependent origination (pratityasamutpiida), particularly as 
treated in the mangalaSloka, is provisionally an ontologically indeterminate 
existence realm; indeterminate in that it cannot be spoken of in terms of 
mutually exclusive categories such as existence and non-existence. It is free 
from dichotomous thought and at peace. The synonymous nature of 
sunyatii andpratityasamutpiida is revealed from the ultimate point of view, 
since while conventionally they refer respectively tomental and extra-men
tal entities or processes, ultimately there is union between the two. The 
knowledge of the Buddha transcends the distinction between self and 
other. 

Turning to the second hemistitch we notice first of all that sunyatii of 
the first hemistitch is now termed a metaphorical designation (prajnaptir 
upiidiiya). The meaning of this is quite clear. Sunyatii should not be 
hypostatised, as Stcherbatsky wants it to be. Also it is a metaphorical 
designation 1;10t meant to convey the fact that pratityasamutpiida is essen
tially empty, in the sense of non-existent, but rather that in reality prati
tyasamutpiida may not be characterised in terms of dichotomously opposed 
concepts. This is the true meaping of the Middle Way. Put simply MMK 
xxiv. 18 conveys the fact that Nagarjuna adheres to the Middle Way laid 
down by the Buddha and expounded by the early traditions. Although 
reality (tattva = pratityasamutpiida) is essentially non-describable in terms 
of existence or non existence (it is ontologically indeterminate-the true 
sense of the Middle Way which avoids the two extremes), the unenlight
ened mind confers such definitions upon it. Only when the mind is emptied 
of the defilements which lead to superimposition will it appreciate tattva 
as it is. While sunyatii may provisionally be taken as the nirvanic state of 
mind, ultimately it refers to a condition which transcends epistemology and 

61 Stcherbatsky (1927) p. 81. 
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ontology. The fmal verse of Nagarjuna's analysis of the four noble truths 
puts his entire system into perspective. ' 

He who perceives prantyasamutpiida also sees suffering, the arising of suffering, 
its destruction and the path.62 

In fact,pratityasamutpada is the base not only for the arising of dubkha but 
also for its extinction. Through ignorance (avidya) the other eleven factors 
arise which contribute to the distorted vision of this base. Through knowl
edge which has been purged of those same factors the basis is seen as it is. 
It is clear that in the final analysis NagaIjuna does hold to a concept of 
prajilii even though it is not specifically referred to in MMK. Implicit in his 
system is a concept of mind purged from all the factors which lead it to a 
distorted vision of reality and this purified mind is structurally related to 
the idea of prajilii found in both. the early Buddhist writings and the 
Prajiliiparamita literature. Finally, to follow up one loose strand, we may 
add that there is justification in saying that, for NagaIjuna, this state of 
mind may be referred to as non-dual knowledge.(advayajnana) since we 
have already seen that it transcends states in which things are described in 
dichotomously related terms. 

Returning to Warder's initial thesis, it appears that much that has been 
said above tends to confirm his position. With the possible exception of a 
couple of novel terms, such as the reference to the city of the gandharvas 
(gandharvanagara), it has hopefully been demonstrated that the central 
core of MMK deals with doctrine which differs very little from that 
contained in much of the early Buddhist writings. That Nagarjuna does 
have an opponent to whom his arguments are addressed is certain. It seems 
an overestimation to say that his target is early Buddhism in general for 
two good reasons. Firstly, he appears to quote some early texts. with 
approval, but secondly, and perhaps more importantly, there is a strong 
congruence between his position and the position of early texts. The idea 
that NagaIjuna has somehow abandoned the whole of the early teaching 
and set up a new school called the Mahayana must be seen as an inadequ
ate understanding of his role in the history of Buddhist thought. 

It is far more likely that Nagarjuna stands as someone attempting the 
defence of orthodoxy against new and possibly heretical teachings. The 
heterodox teachings which are most likely to have been his target will be 
those which concentrated strongly on the dharma theory of existence. 
Schools, such as the Sarvastivada, held that only dharmas are ultimately 
real (paramartha) while other things which were believed to be built out 
of combinations of these primary building blocks, in other words .the things 

62 MMK xxiv. 40 
ya/;! prantyasamutpiidam pa§yandam sa pa§yati 
du/;!khaTfl samudayaTfl caiva nirodhaTfl miirgam eva ca. 
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of the everyday world, were merely conceptual. As Warder63 has pointed 
out, one of Nagarjuna's principle targets in MMK is the idea of the 
existence of dharmas. The heart of this critique is that the existence of 
dharmas is incompatible with the concept of dependent origination (prati
tyasamutpada). Both the Abhidhiirmikas and Nagarjuna accept pratitya
samutpada, but Nagarjuna shows that an assumption that dharmas exist 
implies "exist always", and this is the extreme position of eternalism. He 
goes on to prove that a process of dependent origination is made absurd 
if one holds that dharmas always exist. Given the fact that pratityasa
mutpada is the central teaching of the Buddha, and hence inviolable, for 
dharmas are to be operative in pratityasamutpada they cannot be immut
able and must be devoid of own-nature (ni/:zsvabhiiva). 

The own-nature (svabhiiva) doctrine was probably formulated in the 
Sthaviravada commentaries before 100 AD64 and is not explicitly men
tioned in the tradition of the Sarvastivada. However given the time 
Nagarjuna was probably writing, and particularly some of the contents of 
MMK (e.g. ch xv-Examination of svabhiiva), it seems highly feasible that 
MMK serves a two fold purpose. Firstly as a polemic against the increasing 
widespread influence of the Abhidharmika dharma theory and its later 
developments including the theory of own-nature (svabhiiva), and sec
ondly as an attempt to reinforce and renew an essentially unchanged 
treatment of the central doctrines of liberation according to the early 
teaching. As Warder puts it: 

From all this it seems clear that Nagarjuna accepts the Tripitaka, in an ancient 
form recognised probably by all schools of Buddhists as the teaching of the 
Buddha, but attacks what he sees as misinterpretations of it by the scholastic 
traditions of the schools. He professes to be simply restoring the original meaning 
ofthe oldsiltras, showing that the innovations 'Of the schools lead to contradictions 
and in particular conflict with what he takes to be the essential teaching, namely 
conditioned origination. This-is hardly going over to the new Mahayana movement 
... 65 

We conclude this chapter with many more questions left to answer, but we 
have seriously examined the icJea that Nagarjuna overthrew the whole of 
the Buddhist tradition to establish a new school. We can now see him not 
as an innovator, but as an expositor following in a long and honorable 
tradition. Our next task is to establish the correct position of the Vijflana
vadin authors Asanga and Vasubandhu in the Buddhist tradition, and once 
this is done to compare what they have to say, particularly concerning the 
nature of reality and the enlightened and unenlightened mind, with 
Nagarjuna's own position. It is only through such a process that one can 

63 op. cit. p. 82-3. 
64 cf. AdikaramEarly History of Buddhism in Ceylon Migoda (1946). 
65 Warder op. cit. p. 84. 
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attempt a reliable comparison between the so-called Yogtictira and Mad-
hyamaka schools of Buddhism. . 



CF.APTER FOUR. 

THE PROBLEM OF MAHA.Y ANA "SCHOOLS" 

The second great moment in the history of Mahiiyiina Buddhism is gen
erally considered to coincide with the establishment of the Yog
iiciira/Vijfiiinaviida school of Maitreya, Asailga and Vasubandhu. The 
dating of this entire period of Indian history is beset with a multitude of 
problems connected with both the paucity of sources and the ambiguous 
identifications of authors and writings prevailing at this time. 

The case of Nagarjuna himself is paradigmatic. Warder1 asserts the 
existence of more than one author of this name, but since his Nagarjuna I 
is attributed with all the works that concern us, his theory need not detain 
us unduly. Accepting Bu-ston's statement that Nagarjuna is a pupil of 
Rahulabhadra (c. 120 AD), Warder assigns the former to the second 
century of the Christian era2 and in this he is supported by Lamotte,3 
Winternitz,4 and Murti.5 Either side of this date we find Shackleton 
Bailey6 going for the end of the first century, and Walleser placing 
Nagarjuna 7 in the third. Ruegg8 is altogether more cautious, being content 
to say that: 

Nagarjuna is generally believed to have been born and to have worked in South
Central India (South Kosala or Vidarbha?) early in the first millenium P.C. 

Opinions on the date and identities of the authors of the Yogiiciira are 
equally diverse. Those accepting the historicity of Maitreya tend to place 
him at the tum of the fourth century AD,9 with Asailga, on whom the 
former's dates are calculated, generally coming out as being active some
time within the mid-fourth century. Both Warder,10 and Yamadall more 
or less agree here, though the actual dates do not correspond exactly. 

With Vasubandhu matters are complicated yet again. In an influential 
article, Frauwallner has argued, on the basis of discrepancies in the 
traditional accounts (particularly in Paramartha's Life ofVasubandhu),12 

I 
1 Warder, AK. Indian Buddhism. Varanasi (1970) p. 375. 
2 ibid. p. 374. 
3 Lamotte, E. Trait.! de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse. Louvain (1944) Vol. I, p. x 
4 Winternitz, M. History of Indian Literature. Calcutta (1933) Vol. II, p. 342. 
5 Murti (1960) p. 87. 
6 Shackleton Bailey, D. Satapaflclisatka of Mlitrcefa. Cambridge (1951) p. 9. 
7 Walleser, M. 'Life of Nagarjuna in Asia Major' in HirtAllniversary Volume (1923) 

p.423. 
8 Ruegg (1981) p. 4. 
9 Yamada (1977) p. 158, gives Maitreya's date as c.270-350 AD. 
lOop. cit. p. 436, gives Asailga's date as c.260-360 AD. 
11 op. cit. p. 158, gives c.310-390 AD for Asailga. 
12 Takakusu, J. (trans.) 'The Life ofVasubandhu by Paramartha' T'oung Pao Leiden, 
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for the existence of two authors with the name Vasubandhu. Again this 
need not worry us over much since the writer of the Mahayanist texts which 
are of interest to us is claimed, by Frauwallner13, to be the younger brother, 
and therefore contemporary, of AsaiJ.ga. We should note in passing that 
more recent research by Schmithausen14 suggests that Sautrantika ele
ments in both the Mahayanist Virrz§atikii and Tnrrz§ikii, attributed to Va
subandhu, reveal him to be the author of theAbhidhannakosa and not the 
brother of AsaiJ.ga. Be that as it may the problem of the "Vasubandhus" 
is far from resolved and need not overly detain us here. Jaini nicely sums 
up the research on this question of dating: 

Takakusu favoured AN. 1100 and proposed AD. 420-500 as the period of 
Vasubandhu. In 1911 P.N. Peri, after a thorough investigation of all available 
materials on the subject, proposed A.D. 350. Over a period several scholars, 
notably Professor Kimura, G. Ono, V. Woghihara, H. Vi, and many others, 
contributed their views on this topic, which were summed up in 1929 by J. 
Takakusu, who again tried to establish his previously proposed date of the fifth 
century AD.15 

Clearly Takakusu'sl6 date is too late to allow us to maintain a close 
relationship between him and AsaiJ.ga and we will be better off sticking to 
the date Frauwallner gives to Vasubandhu I, in which he agrees with Ui17 
and others, of sometime in the fourth century. 

We have, or will have, cause to refer to a number of other important 
writers in this book. Regarding later Yogacanns the consensus seems to 
put Vasubandhu's commentator Sthiramati in the mid sixth century18 thus 
making him a contemporary of Bhavaviveka.19 We tend to find 
Nagarjuna's important, though late, commentator Candraldrti unani
mously held to have lived in the mid-seventh century, though la Vallee 
Poussin puts him a little earlier, "towards the end of the sixth and the 
beginning of the seventh century".20 

Taking into account the details of the foregoing discussion we should 
be wary about ascribing exact dates to any of the authors mentioned. We 

Vol. 5 ser. II (1904) p. 269-296. 
13 Frauwallner, E. On the date of the Buddhist master of the law, Vasubandhu Serie 

Orientale Roma, III. Roma (1951). 
14 Schmithausen (1967). 
15 Jaini, P. S. 'On the Theory of Two Vasubandhus' Bulletin of the London School of 

Oriental and African Studies Vol. XXI (1958), p. 48. 
16 Takakusu, J. 'The Date of Vasubandhu' Indian Studies in Honor of Charles 

Rockwell Lanman. Cambridge, Mass. (1929) p. 79-88. 
17 Vi, H. ibid. p. 101ff. . 
18 Kajiyama (1968) p. 203. 
19 Warder (op. cit. p. 465) gives the end of the sixth century AD. Ruegg. (op.cit. p. 71) 

prefers c. 600-650 AD. 
20 Madhyamaklivatlira la Vallee Poussin (trans.) p. 250. 
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may however be fairly confident in putting forward a general chronological 
schema which will allow us the luxury of determining a rough progression. 
The chart below will be appropriate: 

Nagarjuna 1st-2nd century AD 
(Maitreya ?), Vasubandhu 
and Asanga 4th century AD 
Sthiramati 6th century AD 
Bhavaviveka 6th century AD 
Candrakirti 7th century AD 

Now, while the Madhyamaka school has received a good deal of attention 
from Western scholars and possesses a burgeoning secondary literature, 
the Yogtictira/Vijfttinavadii has been relatively neglected. This neglect has 
contributed to a long standing misunderstanding concerning the principle 
doctrines expounded by the authors of this "so-called" new school. A 
number of influential writers have attempted to put forward the idea that 
the establishment of the Yogtictira/Vijfttinavtida heralded an entirely new 
epoch in the development of Buddhist thought. This epoch is characterised 
by an abandonment of the principal positions of the old Buddhist tradition 
and the erection of a new intellectual edifice which has as its fundamental 
feature an interpretation of Buddhist doctrine from an idealistic point of 
view. This problematic approach to the subject has a number of sources. 
We have already noted how the use of commentarial texts, particularly 
those written some time after the root text itself, can give rise to misleading 
results. One of the earliest studies on the subject is a work by S. Levi21 

which attempts an outline of the Vijftaptinultra system as contained in 
Vasubandhu's Virrz§atikii and Trirrz§ikii. To do this Levi relied entirely on 
Chinese and Japanese sources. Now the Chinese mind was already strongly 
influenced by Mencian idealism before the arrival of Buddhism in that 
country. It is therefore hardly surprising that Chinese translations of 
Sanskrit texts, which deal predominantly with psychology, epistemology 
and ontology, would convey a strongly idealistic flavour. That Levi should 
reach the conclusion that Vasubandhu, having criticised the realistic 
systems of both Buddhists and non-Buddhists, would set about the task of 
erecting a system based upon an idealistic absolute is not unexpected. 
Thus, talking about the Virrz§atikii, Levi says: 

Vasubandhu, avant d'exposer en detail sa propre doctrine de l'idealisme absolu 
s'attache a refuter les objections de principe qu'on peut lui opposer a I'interieur 
de l'eglise bouddhique elle-meme; puis il s'attaque a Ia theorie atomique des 
VaiSe$ikas, !'interpretation physique de l'univers la plus puissante que Ie genie 
hindou ait elaboree, et qui s'etait insinuee dans Ie bouddhisme, jusque chez les 
Vaibhii$ikas du Cachemire que Vasubandhu avait longtemps suivis avec sym
pathie.22 

21 Levi (1932). 
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Levi gives the impression that this work represents a radical disjunction 
from what has gone before, both among Buddhists and their opponents. 
The Swiss scholar J. May, substantially repeats Levi's position, though in 
an attenuated form, that here we are confronted with a new school of 
Buddhist thought, propounding a new philosophical idealism. 

Du Ille au VIle siecie de notre ere, selon la chronologie la plus souvent admise, 
la pensee bouddhique en Inde a trouve une expression particulierement brillante 
dans l'ecole dite du Vijiilinavlida ... Les categories qui gouvernent la pensee 
philosophique en Occident s'appliquent mal, en general, a la pensee indienne. 
Pourtant on peut admettre, sans trop forcer les choses, que Ie Vijiilinavlida est un 
idealisme.23 

The other major source of problematic interpretation is Stcherbatsky who 
has also influenced a generation of scholars. Stcherbatsky did not depend 
on Chinese sources, for the most part concentrating his efforts on Sanskrit 
originals, supplemented by Tibetan translations when necessary. Although 
the general problem of translation still arises when Tibetan materials are 
used things are a little more straightforward. While the Chinese already 
had a long history of philosophical speculation and literature which was 
bound to influence the reception of Buddhist ideas, this was not the case 
with pre-Buddhist Tibet. While it would be over simplistic to claim that the 
Tibetan mind was a tabula rasa before the arrival of Buddhism, in compari
son to China the level of philosphical speculation would be expected to be 
relatively low and the influence of earlier traditions probably had a limited 
impact on the reception of Buddhist philosophical ideas. Of course this 
would not necessarily have been the case with regard to other religious 
elements such as, ritual, cosmology, demonology, etc. Although Stcherbat
sky did not have the problems which beset the predominantly French 
Sinologists, his handicap was just as serious. His work indicates a great 
desire to demonstrate the fact that Buddhist thought, in its many aspects, 
mirrored the central position of the German idealist philosophies. He was 
particularly keen to show a correspondence between Mahayana Buddhism 
and Hegel or Kant, although on many occasions other luminaries of the 
Western philosophical flrmament are invoked to demonstrate the essential 
similarity between Eastern and Western philosphical speculation. There
fore, while Stcherbatsky's overall work has been immensely influential in 
the growth of Buddhist studies, he is one of the flrst Buddhist apologists 
in the West. His conclusions on the Yogacara reflect this stance. For him 
authors like Vasubandhu are expounding a species of absolute monism. 
Yogacara philosophy is: 

... the denial of Pluralism and the vindication of Monism, with the implieation that 
this Monism has a superstructure of phenomenal Relativity or that the phe-

22 ibid. p. 7. 
23 May (1971) p. 265 
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nomenal Relativity has a subjacent foundation of Absolute, non-relative Reality 
... This Absolute represents the unique substance of the Universe (ekamdravyam). 
There is no other substance. It embraces the totality of everything relatively real, 
but is itself the nori-relative Absolute.24 

This attitude has spilt over into more recent work in much the same yvay 
that Levi's has. Thus Murti, who seems to follow the line taken by 
Scherbatsky, takes the view that: 

The Idealism of the Yogliclira (Vijiilinavadli) school has to be understood as a 
significant modification of the Mlidhyamika silnyata on a constructive basis.25 

It appears that Indian authors who have taken a particular interest in the 
Yogacara have, without exception, been under the influence of these two 
prevailing tendencies. For them the Yogiicara is both idealistic and a form 
of absolute monism. AK. Chatterjee is a good example of this synthetic 
approach. Concluding his book "The Yogacara Idealism" he says: 

Idealism is one of the greatest philosophies of the world, and the Yogliclira system, 
it has been the contention of this essay, represents idealism in its pure epistemo
logical form. It cannot be stigmatised as merely subjectivism, since absolutism is 
its inevitable logical goal. In spite of being absolutism however it does not give up 
its idealistic bias.26 

Finally a more recent book on the work of Vasubandhu reiterates all that 
has been said before. For K. N. Chatterjee27 the Yogacara school set itself 
the task of avoiding the nihilistic tendencies of the Madhyamako. by 
proposing the idea that everything that exists is mind-only (cittamatra).28 
Williams, in a recent survey of Mahayana Buddhism, is aware of the pitfalls 
inherent in such an approach. Nevertheless, basing himself squarely on the 
Tibetan characterisation ofYogiicara as cittamatra (Mind-only) (Tib: sems 
tsam), he starts his chapter on this phase of Buddhist thought by stating 
rather ironically 

Something, as we shall see, really exists!29 

The stimulus for this a statement appears to come from his reading of 
Madhyantavibhaga.Mv. 1.2 where we are told that "the imagination of the 
unreal (abhfltapariko.lpa) existS". Williams finds the view that the cittamatra 
tradition assigns no greater reality to mind than to any other entity 
unconvincing and adds 

... in these cases the negation of mind (cittajvijiilina) is not a negation of the really 

24 Stcherbatsky, Th.Madhlintavibhmiga (reprint 1971) p. 4-5. 
25 Murti op. cit. p. 104. 
26 ChatteIjee (1975) p. 229. 
27 Chatterjee, K.N. Vasubandhu's Vijiiaptimlitratlisiddhi with Sthiramati's Commen

tary Varanasi (1980). 
28 ibid. p. xxxvi. 
29 Williams (1989) p.80. 
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existing non-dual system of perceptions which are by their very nature mental, but 
only of the mind as subject.30 

I partially concur here but do not believe that this statement has the force 
that Williams would wish to claim. The Yogiiciira clearly wants to refute 
the ultimacy of the subject/object dichotomy but there is no justification 
in taking abhUtaparikalpa to be a non-dual mental reality. We will come 
back to this objection later)1 

In the last few pages I have attempted an outline of what has come to 
be the established orthodoxy among Buddhist scholars in relation to the 
position ofYogiiciira school both historically and philosophically. However 
there have been a number of people who have disagreed with this point 
of view. For them the small discrepancies between Nagarjuna and the 
Yogiiciira authors are far outweighed by the overwhelming concord of their 
writings. According to these authors neither Nagarjuna nor Asailga nor 
Vasubandhu are system-builders in the generally accepted sense of the 
term. Rather, they have set themselves the common task of rendering 
traditional Buddhist doctrine in such a way that it can be used to tackle 
particular problems. Furthermore it is pointless categorising them as 
nihilists or idealists or anything else as the kind. They should be seen as 
expositors, adapting traditional doctrine to meet the needs of particular 
tasks while at the same time leaving the body of doctrine fundamentally 
unchanged and unquestioned. 

D.T. Suzuki seems to have been the first person to take up this matter 
and argue for a de-emphasis of the Madhyamaka and Yogiiciira "schools" 
approach: 

Most Buddhist scholars are often too ready to make a sharp distinction between 
theMadhyamika and the Yogacara school, taking the one as exclusively advocating 
the theory of emptiness (silnyata) while the other is bent single-mindedly on an 
idealistic interpretation of the universe. They thus further assume that the idea of 
emptiness is not at all traceable in the Yogacara and that idealism is absent in the 
Madhyamika.32 

What Suzuki appears to be getting at here is that one should be cautious 
of identifying a Buddhist school merely on the basis of its treatment of a 
single issue. In some senses it is a misnomer to refer to the Madhyamaka 
as Silnyatiiviida because this indicates that the doctrine of silnyatii is the 
central doctrine of such a school. As we have already seen this would be 
a simplistic interpretation. Similarly the use of the term Vijfiiinaviida as 
descriptive of the writings of Asailga and Vasubandhu tends to overem
phasise the position played by vijfiiina in their works. 

30 ibid. p. 89. 
31 cf. Ch. 6 infra. 
32 Suzuki, D.T. Eastern Buddhist N (1928) p. 255. Reprinted in Suzuki, D.T. Studies 

in the Lankavatarasiltra London (1968) p. 170. 
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L. de la Vallee Poussin is an exception amongst scholars working in 
French. He is less inclined to make a hard and fast distinction between 
Mahayanists. It seems that in his statement: 

Peut-on douter qu'il y aitMtidhyamikas etMtidhyamikas, Yogtictiras et Yogtictiras? 

he is suggesting that some authors have associated themselves as adherents 
of one school or the other, while other Mahayana authors have not. It 
appears to me that the idea of belonging to a school of thought was a fairly 
late development in the history of Buddhism in India and in all probability 
neither Nagarjuna, nor Asailga, nor Vasubandhu considered themselves 
in such a manner. This is a major topic which we shall return to later in the 
chapter. 

In more recent times W. Rahula has outlined the above position in 
more detail. For him the idea that the authors of the early Mahayana were 
involved in the expounding systems of philosophy in contradiction with 
each other is clearly absurd. On the contrary: 

Their contribution to Buddhism lay not in giving it a new philosophy, but provid
ing, in fascinatingly different ways, brilliant new interpretations of the old philos
ophy. But they all solidly based themselves on the ancient Canonical texts and 
their commentarial traditions)3 

Rahula believes, that in many senses, the work of writers like Nagarjuna 
and Vasubandhu are analogous to the Pali commentarialliterature some
times ascribed, though he believes incorrectly, to Buddhaghosa. Nagarjuna 
then, while he places emphasis on the doctrine of silnyata, is not introduc
ing anything new into Buddhist thought. We have already seen the concept 
of emptiness is found at a number of places in the Tripitaka. Similarly the 
Yogiicara concern with consciousness (vijiiana, citta) is not in the slightest 
bit innovative. The interaction between the external world and mental 
processes and the consequent world views generated is a theme at all 
periods in the history of Buddhist thought. Rahula, however, very firmly 
points out the error in interpretations that attempt to show that the 
Yogiicara teaching of vijiiaptimatratii is one which introduces a notion of 
absolute reality into Buddhist! doctrine. This appears to me to be exactly 
the tone of Stcherbatsky, and his followers', interpretations. For Rahula 
this position is totally opposed to the fundamental axioms of Buddhist 
thought and hence quite unacceptable. In conclusion he says: 

The silnyatti philosophy elaborated by Nagarjuna and the cittamtitra philosophy 
developed by Asanga and Vasubandhu are not contradictory, but complementary 
to each other. These two systems known as Mtidhyamika and Yogtictira or 
Vijiitinavtida, explain and expound, in different ways with different arguments, the 
very same doctrines of nair tit my a, silnyatti, tathata, pratityasamutptida, but are not 
a philosophy of their own which can properly be called Nagarjuna's or Asanga's 

33 Rahula (1972) p. 324-330. 
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or Vasubandhu's explanations, arguments and theories, postulated to prove and 
establish the Canonical teaching of sunyatti, cittamtitra or nairtitmya. If any 
differences of opinion exist between them, these are only with regard to their own 
arguments and theories, advanced to establish the old fundamental Canonical 
teaching, but not with regard to the teaching itself.34 

It is clear that the controversy we have been looking at is nothing new. 
Many other early Buddhist commentators have left a similarly confusing 
message. It seems to me that the root of the problem may be traced to a 
passage in the Sandhinirmocanasutra which mentions the threefold turning 
of the wheel of Dharma (dharmacakrapravartaT:W-). Unfortunately the 
Sanskrit text is no longer extant, but Lamotte translates the passage that 
concerns us, from Tibetan, thus: 

At first in the deer park in Varanasi, the Lord set the wheel of Dharma in motion 
for adherents of the Disciples' Vehicle (srtivakaytina) in the form of teaching 
about the four Noble Truths .. However this setting in motion was surpassed, gave 
rise to criticism, contained an implicit meaning (neytirtha) and became the subject 
of controversy .. As a result the Lord set about teaching that all phenomena are 
without essential nature, not produced, not destroyed, originally quiescent and by 
nature in a state of Nirvti1Ja. This second wheel of Dharma he set in motion for 
adherents of the Mahiiytina in the form of teachings about emptiness ... Finally 
the Lord taught that all phenomena are without essential nature ... This third 
wheel of Dharma which is perfectly expounded he set in motion for adherents of 
all vehicles. This setting in motion is unsurpassed, does not give rise to criticism, 
contains an explicit meaning (nittirtha) and is not a subject of controversy}5 

Now, although it seems fairly clear what the first turning of the wheel of 
dharma refers to since it appears to be the Buddha's first sermon on the 
Four Noble Truths, it is less obvious how the second and third turnings 
should be interpreted. In fact the subject is open to a good deal of debate, 
but I have been unable to fmd any Indian Buddhist author who specifically 
associates individual Mahayana schools with the last two turnings. It is 
more usual to associate these turnings with particular sections of Ma
hayana canonical literature. There is no harmony of opinion here however. 
According to Tibetan sources36 BMvaviveka held the second turning to 
reflect the teaching of the Sandhinirmocanasutra while the third was in 
conformity with the Prajfiaparamita corpus. In another source, Dharma
pala inverts the sequence identifying the Prajfiaparamitiisutras with the 
second and the Sandhinirmocanasiltra with the third turning. The author 
of this source, Won ch'uk, gives us his opinion on the subject. He feels that 

34 ibid. p. 326-7. 
35 Sandhinirmocanasutra. L'explication des mysteres Texte tibetain edite et traduit par 

Lamotte, E Paris (1935) 
. Saitdhi VIII 30. 

36 Tibetan Tripi!aka Vol. 10614d: 3-8. 
quoted in Hirabayashi and !ida (1977) p. 347-9. 
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the second turning was initiated by Nagarjuna's authorship of several 
sastras including MMK. The third coincides with the composition of sastras 
by Maitreya, Asanga and Vasubandhu. This is substantially the same 
position as that held by Tson-kha-pa.37 It seems likely that the ascription 
of different turnings of the wheel of dharma to different "schools" of the 
Mahiiyana was a fairly late development in Buddhist history. It is note
worthy that for Won ch'uk, even at the time of Dharmapala (since 
Prabhamitra was DharmapaIa's disciple), there was thought to be no 
fundamental conflict between the work of Nagarjuna and Vasubandhu. 
Thus: 

At that time (i.e. the time ofVasubandhu) there was no controversy over sunyatii 
and bhiiva (existence). This is the reason why Bandhuprabha or Prabhamitra said, 
"A thousand years ago, the taste of the Buddha's teaching was one. Thereafter, 
the smrti (dran pa) and prajiiii have gradually deteriorated, which caused the rise 
of controversy over existence and non-existence".38 

We must take care that the picture of Mahiiyanist harmony at this period 
is not seen through rose tinted spectacles. It seems likely that Bhavaviveka 
was a rough contemporary of Dharmapala and we shall see later in our 
discussion that the former author manifests the first real desire to reduce 
the continuum of Mahayana thinking into a series of relatively discrete 
philosophical moments. Nevertheless another piece of evidence to suggest· 
that a widely held notion of Mahiiyana schools was a late development, 
possibly contemporaneous with the transmission of Buddhism to Tibet, is 
provided by AtiSa (c.980-1056AD). In his Bodhimiirgadipapanjikii, the 
autocommentary to his famous Bodhipathapradipa, we are given the dis
tinct impression that the matter of "schools" and their relative merits have 
still not finally settled, since he speaks of his own gurus as if they had not 
really plumped for one side or the other in the dispute. He says: 

In India learned men have claimed that Arya Asailga advocated a modification 
of the Teaching (desaniiparyiiya) for he took the meaning of prajiiiipiiramitii to be 
representation-only (vijiiaptimiitra) and at present this is also the opinion of my 
guru Suvarnadvipa and guru Santipa. Acarya-Nagarjuna however preached the 
essence of the Teaching (d!esaniisiira) for he understood the meaning of 
prajiiiipiiramitii in the deep sense of the Middle Way (mahiimadhyamakiirtha) 
transcending being and non-being and this was also advocated in the tradition of 
other learned men. At present this is also the opinion of my guru Bodhibhadra 
and bhattiiraka Kusulupa,39 

From what we can gather from this quotation AtiSa acknowledges his debt 

37 Tson-kha-paLegs-bSad-siiin-po T. no 5396 quoted by E. Conze and S. !ida (1967) 
p.231. 

38 Tibetan Tripi{aka Vol. 106, 16b 7-8 and 16c 1-2 quoted by Hirabayashi and !ida 
op. cit. p. 355-6. 

39 Bodhipathapradipa and Bodhimiirgadipapaiijikii Peking ed. Tibetan Tripitaka No. 
5344 Ki foI322al-324b4lines 205-208 quoted by Lindtner (1981) p.210. 
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to a number of gurus, some of whom accept Asailga to be the source of a 
correct tradition for the interpretation of the Dharma, others accepting 
Nagarjuna. In a later verse Atisa comes down on the side of the latter, but 
it seems to me that since he regards all of his teachers with respect, and 
claims AsalJga and Nagarjuna to be Arya- andAcarya respectively, we are 
not even at this point in Buddhist history, looking at someone who 
considers one teaching to b~ inferior to the other. 

Sectarian rivalry certainly seems to be even less evident several hun
dred years before AtiSa. Arya Vimuktisena probably lived about a hundred 
years before Candrakirti, which means, according to Ruegg,40 around the 
first half of the sixth century. Vimuktisena is considered by the Tibetan 
pseudo-historians to be the founder of the "so called" Yogacara
Madhyamaka synthesis. It is thought that such a synthesis came about 
partially through Vimuktisena's studies in the school of Dignaga and 
partially through his studies of the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature. N ow we know 
that the Buddhist traditions hold Nagarjuna's main scriptural influence to 
have been thePrajniipiiramitii corpus, and Dignaga to have been a member 
of a lineage of exegesis which stems from AsaiJ.ga and Vasubandhu. It 
seems strange that someone could bring together two radically opposed 
systems of thought and end up ~th a workable system, as Vimuktisena is 
alleged to have done. We must conclude that, here again, we have someone 
who, to all intents and purposes, seems quite happy to study in two separate 
traditions of exegesis. This conclusion must strengthen the case that these 
two. traditions were not hostile to one another. 

An interesting point in connection with Arya Vimuktisena concerns 
his commentarial works, and in particular his commentary, on Maitreya's 
Abhisamayiilarrzkiira. TheAbhisamayiilarrzkiira is a summary and commen
tary on all the important doctrines of the Prajiiaparamita corpus and was 
written, according to Bu-ston41, from the point of view of the Yogacara
Miidhyamika-Sviitantrika school (Rnal-'byor-spyod-pa'i-dbu-ma-ran-rgyud
pa), which is curious since Maitreya is generally considered to be the 
mythical instructor of AsaiJ.ga, and therefore for those who see Miihiiyana 
Buddhism in terms of schools, to be the founder of the Yogiicara
VijfilZnavada. One wonders why someone seeking to establish a rival school 
to Nagarjuna should wish to write a treatise on the Prajiiaparamita if, as 
many authors believe, it is amenable only to an interpretation from the 
standpoint of the Priisangika-Madhyamaka. Now according to Obermil
ler42 the Tibetan tradition assigns all the great Madhyamaka authorities 
on the PrajfilZpiiramitii to the branch which we have referred to as theYog-

40 Ruegg op. cit. p. 87. 
41 cf. Obermiller, 'The Sublime Science of the great Vehicle to Salvation' Acta 

Orientalia IX (1931) p.83. 
42 op. cit. 
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acara-Madhyamiko.-Svatantriko.. He goes on to say, that the exponents of 
this commentarial work include Arya Vimuktisena, Bhadanta Vimuktisena 
and Haribhadra, and that Tibetan writers of Tson-kha-pa's school also 
follow the same method of interpretation. This is a strange fact since 
Tson-kha-pa considers himself to be a Priisangiko.-Madhyamako. following 
the line laid down by Candrakirti in his Prasannapadii and Mad
hyamakiila7f'/.kiira. Taking all this into account it looks very much as though 
we have confirmation for our view that the development of Indian Ma
hayana Buddhism should not be seen as a series of discrete and diverging 
schools. Rather fundamental doctrines were illuminated in different ways 
by different seminal writers for non-sectarian purposes. Each of these 
important authors seems to be applying doctrine to the solving of particular 
problems, such as attack by opponents, heretical views, or the cultivation 
of spiritual discipline, all within a given context. 

Ruegg, who is generally resistant to this interpretation, preferring his 
own ideas which involve the evolution of schools, acknowledges the 
position, although quite unconsciously. He mentions the fact that "several 
Yogacarin/Vijiianavadin masters wrote commentaries on works by 
Nagarjuna and Aryadeva".43 This is borne out by the fact that Atisa44 
mentions one of the eight standard commentaries on MMK used in his day 
to be that written by Acarya Sthiramati. As we shall see, Sthiramati is 
mainly relevant in modern Buddhist studies as the major commentator on 
Vasubandhu. To most scholars he is a Yogacarin. Ruegg goes on to suggest 
that the authors that followed Nagarjuna and Aryadeva paid particular 
attention to those details of the Buddhist tradition which are given scant 
attention in the writings of the Yogacara. In his discussion of the work of 
Santara~ita, Ruegg says: 

the Yogacara-Madhyamaka synthesised the pure Madhyamaka which it regarded 
as perfectly valid and adequate with respect to the paramartha-with a form of 
philosophical analysis derived from the Yogacara/Vijiianavada, a school which by 
the eighth century had attained a high degree of development and whose achieve
ments could not, it was evidently thought, be ignored by the Madhyamaka.45 

This statement gives the impression that the fusion of the two "schools" 
was made for negative reasons, since it was perceived by the Madhyamako. 
that it would be better to have the Yogaciira as an ally than as an enemy. 
It seems much more likely that the synthesis has no origin in a particular 
point of time. The two ways of treating fundamental doctrines run parallel 
to and mutually condition one another. The advent of the Yogiicara-Mad
hyamako., which to a certain extent seems to be a retrospective invention 

43 Ruegg op. cit. p. 87. 
44 cf. Bodhimargadipapmijika in Lindtner (1981) p. 211. 
45 Ruegg op. cit. p. 88. 
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of the Tibetan pseudo-historians, is only formally established at a much 
later period in Buddhist doctrinal history. ' 

There is a section in Santara~ita's Madhyamakiilarrzkiira in which, 
according to Ruegg, he compares the VijfuJ.naviida with the Madhyamaka. 
This section is supposed to demonstrate the fact that the outlook of the 
former may be considered to be a philosophical propaedeutic which 
ultimately leads to the outlook of the latter. However if one examines the 
text this view cannot be upheld. It says: 

On the basis of cittamlitra one is to know the non-existence of external things and 
on the basis of this system one is to know complete non-substantiality, riding the 
chariot of the two systems and holding the reins of reasoning (yukti)4J the philos
opher) therefore attains the sense as it is, the Mahliylinist one itself. 

Ruegg interprets this to mean that the cittamatra viewpoint, once it is won, 
is superseded by a system that establishes complete non-substantiality 
(ni/:zsvabhiivatii or silnyatii). However this is an idiosyncratic rendition. In 
the fIrst place we have already suggested in our treatment of Nagarjuna's 
work, particularly in chapter three above, that while he holds to a doctrine 
of non-substantiality or emptiness, this is in a very specifIc sense. For 
Nagarjuna unenlightened cognition, infected with thought constructive 
tendencies (vikalpa,prapafica etc.), distorts reality leading to the imputa
tion that entities (dharmas) possess substance or own-being (svabhiiva). 
However in reality the existence of such entities cannot be established 
since they exist only due to distortion caused by ignorance (avidyii). In 
other words mentally constructed phenomena overlay true reality (tattva) 
and prevent its gnosis by the unenlightened. These mentally constructed 
phenomena do not exist in reality. In Nagarjuna's works, we have two 
stages in the development of the enlightened mind outlined. In the fIrst 
there is the realisation that all things perceived by the ignorant are actually 
mental constructions, and in the second these mental contents are realised 
to be devoid of substantiality. This being so, Nagarjuna can be said to 
progressively combine the doctrine of cittamatra with that of complete 
non-substantiality. As we shall see in the following chapter, exactly the 
same can be maintained by a careful analysis of the work of Asailga and 
Vasubandhu. For them the realisation that the unenlightened world view 
is characterised by mental construction (cittamatra; vijfiaptimiitra) leads to 
a rejection of the basis for such a view. This is followed by subsequent 
transformation to the state ofgnosis Ofiiina) in which things are understood 
without the thought constructive tendencies of the unenlightened state 
intervening. This results in knowledge devoid of thought construction 
(nirvikalpajfiiina ). 

46 Madhyamaklilamklira 92-93 (Madhyamaklilaf!1klira v[tti fol. 79a-b), quoted by 
Ruegg op. cit. p. 90. 
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Returning to the quotation from Santara~ita's Madhyamakala1?1kara 
then, it seems that Ruegg's interpretation is inadequate. Nowhere does 
Santara~ita refer to the terms Madhyamaka or Vijfziinaviida. On the 
contrary he simply refers to the Mahiiyiinist as someone who has moved 
from a realisation of cittamiitra to the realisation of complete non-substan
tiality, and as we have said this position is held by both Nagarjuna and 
Vasubandhu. It seems clear that there is no evidence to suggest that 
Santara~ita holds the Yogiiciira/Vijfziinaviida to be a preparatory stage on 
a path to the Madhyamaka outlook. It would be nearer the spirit of the 
quotation to say that he held both outlooks to be the core of the Mahiiyiina, 
although it may be said that they complement one another. 

It may be noted that at the present stage of historical scholarship into 
the development of the Mahiiyiina it is impossible to say exactly when the 
differentiation into schools actually happened but, from what we have 
noted above, a reasonable assumption may be that it took place shortly 
before, and probably during, the transmission of the tradition to Tibet. It 
is probable that the nature of the transmission was such that Buddhism 
was introduced by Indian teachers brought up in particular lineages. This 
was certainly the case with Santara~ita, Atisa, etc. Each lineage could be 
expected to have its own peculiar method of interpretation and, in the 
early days, those unfamiliar with the tradition as such could easily confuse 
methods of interpretation, based on differing terminology, with sectarian 
differences. Such an attitude would naturally be passed on and formalised 
by the later systematisers and pseudo-historians such as Bu-ston. Their 
work, which as been utilised by students of Indian Buddhism, has coloured 
attitudes with the result that nowadays most authors accept the proposi
tion that Indian Mahiiyiina Buddhism comprised a number of exclusive and 
doctrinally incompatible schools of thought, even though there is little 
early evidence from primary sources to support such a conclusion. 

Now the traditional Buddhist view about the path to Buddhahood is 
that it is gradual and progressive. It was this view that defeated the 
Ch'an-like notion of sudden enlightenment put forward by the Chinese 
protagonist the Hva-sal) at th'e Council of bSam-yas sometime in the 8th 
century. The view can be traced back to the early Tripi{aka: ' 

Just as the great ocean dips gradually, ebbs gradually, slopes gradually and not 
suddenly like a precipice, so in my doctrine and my discipline, the access to perfect 
knowledge (aiiiilipa#vedha) is achieved by gradual practice (anupubbasikkhli),a 
gradual action (anupubbakiriyli), a gradual way (anupubbapa#padli) and not 
directly (na liyatakena). 47 

47 Vm. ii. 238;A. iv. 200-201; Udlina 54. 
seyyathli pibhikkhave mahasamuddo anupubbaninno anupubbapOl)o 
anupubbapabbhliro n 'liyataken 'eva paplito evam eva kho bhikkhave imasmirrt 
dhammavinaye anupubbasikkhli anupubbakiriyli anupubbapa{ipadli 
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This position is observed by many Mahiiyiinist authors who developed a 
teaching which emphasised the sense of gradual progress. The form which 
such a teaching takes is very often one in which a particular stage in the 
path is. linked with the realisation of a particular attainment characteristic 
of a certain stage of mental development. The stages (bhumi) in the 
progress of the Bodhisattva are one example in point, but others more 
relevant to our present discussion are to be found in the early Yogiiciira, 
as well as in the writings of Bhavaviveka and CandrakIrti. In these texts we 
find the progress of someone seeking Buddhahood described in four stages 
characterised by progressively higher comprehension of reality. The Yogii
ciirabhilmi, which was probably written by Asailga, gives the following 
stages: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

The stage of reality established by the world (loka-prasiddha
tattviirtha) 
The stage of reality established by reasoning (yukti-prasiddha
tattviirtha) 
The stage of reality in which the mind is purified of the obstacles 
of the defllements (klesiivaraT;la-visuddhi-jiiiina-gocara-tattviirtha) 
The stage of reality in which the mind is purified of the obstacles 
of the knowable (jiieyiivaraT;la-visuddhi-jiiiina-gocara-tattviirtha) 48 

The first two stages refer respectively to common sense and the world-view 
formulated through philosophical thought. Stage three is supposed to 
come about upon the realisation of non-existence of self (pudgala
nairiitmya), while stage four follows from the realisation of the non-sub
stantiality of things (dharma-nairiitmya). Stage four is in fact the equivalent 
of the purest knowledge of ultimate reality (yathiibhuta, tathatii, dharmatii, 
sunyatii), according to the text. In other words it is equivalent to nirviiT;la. 

There are some structural similarities between this scheme and the 
one outlined in Bhavaviveka's Madhyamakaratnapradipa (MRP). In chap
ter 4 of this text we are told that the generation of prajiiii comes about in 
a three-fold manner. Firstly, through learning Buddhist doctrine (sruta
may!), secondly by thinking about it (cintiimayi) and lastly, by meditating 
on it and putting it into practice (bhiivaniimayi). Only in the final stage are 
all forms of mental discrimination brought to cessation. At this level one 
obtains the ultimate truth beyond inference (aparyayaparamiirthasatya). In 
probably the earliest exposition of its kind, Bhavaviveka links this scheme 
to a hierarchy of Buddhist and non-Buddhist teaching such that the 
disciple is held to move from ignorance of the word of the Buddha, through 
the position of the Sravakas, and the Yogiiciira and [mally to tbat of the 
Madhyamaka. A very similar doctrine is presented in CandrakIrti's Prasan-

n'iiyataken'eva aflliiipativedho. 
48 Yogiiciirabhumi (No 1579; Vol. 30, 486b-c) quoted by Yamada op. cit. p.160. 
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napadii. Commenting on MMK. xvii. 8, which m~ntions the graded teach
ing of the Buddhas (buddhanuSiisanam), Candrakirti reveals that there are 
four levels of understanding corresponding to that of an ordinary person, 
that of someone who has not eradicated the obstacles (avaralJll), that of 
someone who has partially eradicated the obstacles,. and finally that of the 
Arya.49 This corresponds very well with the previous schemes of Asailga 
and Bhaviviveka. Interestingly enough it also ties in with the account of 
the three turnings of the wheel of dharma (dharmacakrapravartal)a) given 
in the Saiulhinirmocanasfltra. There we are told of three teachings, the first 
being introductory, the second and third being implicit and explicit (hence 
unsurpassed) respectively. 

It appears that the first level of understanding given by Asailga, 
Bhavaviveka and Candrakirti refers to a non-Buddhist understanding and 
is therefore not mentioned in the Saiulhinirmocanasfltra. However once 
someone enters the path they enter the second stage or the first turning 
of the wheel of dharma. Consequently the second turning corresponds to 
the third stage, and so on. It is clear that what has been thought to be a 
reference to schools and their respective merits in the Sandhinirmocana
sfltra, may in fact be reference to distinct levels of attainment in spiritual 
practice. Neither Asailga nor Candrakirti associate these levels of attain
ment with any particular school of thought. Certainly Bhavaviveka does 
make this explicit connection, though it is interesting to us that it is not 
picked up by Candrakirti. In fact little more seems to be heard of the 
distinction until the Tibetan period. 

One further point needs to be cleared up before we tum to an 
examination of the thought of Asailga and Vasubandhu. Many of Bhava
viveka's works contain extensive and often ill-tempered attacks on the 
Yogticara. Among other uncomplimentary descriptions he accuses Vasa
bandhu and Asailga of "possessing mediocre minds"50 and having an 
"undigested conceit [like the] ... stench of hatred's putrid meat". 51 Similarly 
it is well known that there is, in Candrakirti's Madhyamakiivatara,52 a 
celebrated critique of the Vijfzanavada. A number of articles53 in recent 
years have used this critique td point out radical differences between the 
Prasangika-Madhyamaka and the Vijfi.iinavada. As P.G. Fenner makes 
clear: 

There is some controversy among contemporary scholars as to whether the 
Vijiiiinaviida is a genuine idealism. Independent of the outcome of that con
troversy it is clear that Candrakirti interprets the Vijiiiinaviida as "idealism" .54 

49 Malamadhyamakakiirikii avec la Prasannapadii la Vallee Poussin (ed.) p. 37Of. 
50 MRP. IV.IO cf. Lindtner 'Bhavya's Critique .. .' (1986) p. 252. 
51 MHK V.75-83. cf. ibid. p. 241 
52 Madhyamakiivatiira par Candrakirti la Vallee Poussin (ed.) (1970) p. 117f. 
53 Including (a) Olson (1974) (b) Fenner (1983). 
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It is certainly true that during the course of his critique Candrakirti uses 
the term Vijniinaviidin, although it must be said that it only crops up in the 
autocommentary. The problem is that the doctrines ascribed to the 
Vijfliinaviida do not correspond with those expounded by Vasubandhu or 
AsaiJ.ga. Candrakirti directs his main criticism at notions adopted by the 
Yogiiciira such as the store-house consciousness (iilayavijniina), and the 
doctrine of the three natures (trisvabhiiva), but these are represented in a 
way not intended by the latter. Let us examine the view offered by 
Candrakirti that, for the Vijniinaviida, reality is ultimately (paramiirtha
satya), nothing other than mind (cittamiitra). 

Now, many canonical texts state that mental processes have a pro
found effect on the way reality is understood and one of the most influen
tial sources in this connection is the Dasabhilmikasiltra which states that: 

This triple world is nothing but mind (cittamiitra); the twelve members of existence 
(bhaviiilga), which have been distinguished and proclaimed by the Tathagata, they 
all depend on mind.55 

Since this is a canonical source of Candrakirti cannot reject it, so he 
attempts to interpret it in an unusual way. 56 For him the siltra has a 
provisional meaning in the sense that it draws on the conventional truth 
(sarrzv,-tisatya). It has been spoken by the Buddha to destroy adherence to 
the notion of a permanent and personal agent (kartr) which results in 
action (karman). This is precisely Bhavaviveka's objection inMRP. IV. For 
him Yogiiciirasiltras such as the Lankiivatiira, Sandhinirmocana, Gha
navyilha, as well as the Dasabhilmika, are all to be understood in a 
provisional sense (neyiirtha) when they refer to mind-only (cittamiitra). 
Thus: 

... the Buddhas and the Boddhisattvas have only advocated mind-only (cittamiitra) 
in order to refute the [soul or] agent (kartr) and enjoyer (bhoktr) conceived to be 
different from consciousness (vijiiiina) by the heretics (paratirthika). It is not in 
order to refute the external empirical world (biihyav~aya).57 

The notion of cittamiitra should not be viewed in an absolutely idealistic 
sense. For Bhavaviveka, then, it is propogated as a doctrine merely to 
uphold the ancient notion of non-self (aniitman). Before moving on, it will 
be worth our while to briefly investigate the earlier quoted passage from 
the Da!abhilmikasiltra in context. Schmithausen58 has noted that this 

54 Fenner ibid. p. 258 n2. 
55 DaSabhilmikasiltra Ch. VI (Rahder's ed. p. 4ge-f) 

CittamatraTfl idaTfl yad idaTfl traidhiitukaTfl Yiiny apimiini 
dViidasa bhaviiftgiini tathiigatena prabhedaso vyiikhyiitiiny 
api sarviiny eva cittasamiisritiini. 

56 Madhyamakiivatiira p. 182f. 
57 Lindtner KalyanamitriiriigafJ,am (1986) p. 192; MRP. N. 1. 
58 Schmithausen (1979), p. 245. 
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apparently striking assertion of universal idealism is rather isolated from 
the body of the text which adopts a more customary realistic ontological 
note.59 It is clear then that Bhavaviveka is probably correct in his inter
pretation and: 

... the statement that this whole world is only mind (cittamatra) must be inter
preted as directed not against the existence of real objects but against the existence 
of a substantial self (atman). 60 

What seems particularly surprising to me is that the Yogtictira commenta
tors should not have realised this. My thesis is that, of course, they did. 

The doctrine of mind-only (cittamatra) is true then only from the 
conventional point of view. For Candrakirti the mIstake made by the 
Vijfitinavtidins is that they hold this doctrine to be true from the ultimate 
point of view. Such a position leads to a rejection of the Buddhist teaching 
and the establishment of full-blown idealism in which the absolute exist
ence of mind is posited. The Vijfitinavtidins have misinterpreted the 
Dasabhumikasutra. Candrakirti re-emphasises this argument by quoting 
from the Lankiivattirasiltra: 

The person, continuity, aggregates, causal conditions, atoms, primal matter, 
!svara, a maker-I say they are all mind only.61 

By this quotation Candrakirti proves that he has scriptural authority for 
his view that all terms for ultimate principles have no validity from the 
ultimate point of view. They are all mentally constructed. In this he appears 
to be following Bhavaviveka who often appeals to the Lanka in many of 
his arguments with the Yogtictira. At the end of the fourth chapter of MRP 
he quotes from Lanka. II. 123 to the effect that: 

Just as a physician ordains (various kinds of) medicine to each of his suffering 
patients, thus the Buddha also advocates (the doctrine of) mind only (cittamatra) 
to some living beings.62 

It must be borne in mind that this position is actually adopted by Nagarjuna 
in the Bodhicittavivaral)a. 

The teaching of the Muni that everything is only mind (cittamatra) is intended to 
remove the fear of fools, it is not to be taken as a true statement.63 

59 Dasa. (Rahder ed.) 32. I1f. 
yasmin vastuni ragasamyuktaTJ1. cittaTJ1. utpadyate, tad vijiianaTJ1. ... 

60 Schmithausen op.cit. 
61 Madhyamakavatara p. 183 quoting Lanka. II. 137 

pudgaZal; saTJ1.tatil; skandhal; pratyaya anavas tatha 
pradha1}aTJ1. iSvaral; karta cittamatraTJ1. vikalpyate 

62 ature ature yavad bhisag dravyaTJ1. prayacchati 
buddha hi tadvat sattvanam cittamatraTJ1. vadanti val 

63 Bodhicittavivara1}a. v. 27 
cittamatram idaTJ1. sarvam iti ya desana munel; 
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It is interesting in this connection to note that there is a text ascribed 
to Nagarjuna, by Ansa in his Bodhimiirgadipapafijikii, which performs 
exactly the same interpretation on the Dasabhumika quotation. This text 
is the Mahiiyiinavirrz.fikii64 which is generally not included in the list of 
authentic Nagarjuna works since it deals with topics usually of more 
interest to the Yogiiciira. However since it follows the line adopted by 
CandrakIrti its authorship by Nagarjuna may be worth reconsidering. 

Having noted Bhavaviveka and Candrakirti's interpretations of mind
only (cittamiitra) and their subsequent condemnations of the Vijfiiinaviida 
doctrine, let us now examine the works of a representative of this viewpoint 
in order to assess the actual position. In fact nothing said by either former 
authors would be contradicted by Vasubandhu. He opens his autocom
mentary on the Twenty Stanzas (Virrz.fatikii) with the assertion that: 

... in the Mahliylina it has been established that those belonging to the three worlds 
are only representations of consciousness (vijnaptimlitram).65 

This is a clear reference to the Dasabhumika, with the exception that the 
term mind-only (cittamiitra) in the former has been replaced by repre-

. sentation-only (vijfiaptimiitra) in the latter. Now T. Kochumuttam66 has 
pointed out that the term traidhiituka1!L in the above quotation has the 
adjectival meaning "belonging to the three worlds". As a matter of fact this 
is the case for the Dasabhumika excerpt also. Kochumuttam argues that 
the term traidhiituka1!L, being adjectival, should qualify a noun. From an 
examination of Vasubandhu's other works he comes to the conclusion that 
the noun, or rather nouns, in question are the mind and mental states 
(cittacaitta). Kochumuttam's strongest piece of evidence comes from the 
Trirrz.fikii of Vasubandhu. In this text we are told that all that is considered 
as representation only (vijiiaptimiitra) is confined to consciousness and its 
evolutes (vijiiiinapariniima). 

This (threefold) transformation of consciousness is Gust) the distinction (between 
subject and object). What is thus distinguished, does not exist as (subject and 
object). Therefore all this is representation-only (vijnaptimlitra).67 

In other words, due to the transformations of consciousness, in three stages 
according to Vasubandhu, distinctions arise which take a dichotomous 

uttrlisaparihlirthal7l blillinlil7l sli na tattvatal;t 
64 MahliylinavirrrSikli 

Tibetan text in Tucci, G. (ed.) Minor Buddhist Texts Vol. I Rome (1956) p. 20lff. 
65 VimS. vrtti. 1 from Vasubandhu's Vijnaptimatrlitlisiddhi Chatterjee, K.N. (ed.) 

Varanasi (1980) 
mahliyline traidhlitukal7l vijnaptimlitral7l vyavasthi'ipyate. 

66 Kochumuttam (1978) p. 203. 
67 TrimS.17 

vijnanapari1;tlimo 'yam vikalpo yad vikalpyate 
tena tan nllsti tenedal7l sarval7l vijnaptimlitrakal7l. 
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form, usually treated in these texts as the division into a false subject/object 
paring.· These vikalpas and their concomitants are the representations 
(vijfiapti), since the· word vijfiapti is a causative form of vijfiana and 
therefore means "caused by consciousness". Vikalpas then are brought 
about by vijfitina. 

If we look at the term vijfitinaparintima more closely we find that 
vijfitina has three modes, the most fundamental (out of which the other 
two develop) is the storehouse consciousness (alayavijfiana). Of the 
alayavijfitina we are told that: 

... it is like a torrent of water which ceases with the attainment of arhatship.68 

In other words the basis to vijfitinaparintima (Le. alayavijfitina) comes to 
an end somewhere towards the conclusion of the Buddhist path. Now if 
the Yogacara was an idealistic system it would want to hold that, at the 
attainment of Buddhahood, nothing exists apart from mental phenomena. 
It is clear from a reading of Vasubandhu that this is not the position that 
he holds. For him the unenlightened mind is one in which representations 
(vijfiapti) are delusively held to be real. Once the mind has freed itself from 
this state of ignorance it realises the mistakes of its previous state, attains 
the condition of gnosis devoid of thought construction (nirvikalpajfiana), 
and sees things as they are (yathtibhutam). This is Sthiramati's interpreta
tion of the penultimate stanza of the Trirrz§ikii: 

That indeed is the supramundane knowledge, no mind (acitta), without a support. 
It is the revolution at the basis (iiSraya pariivrm) through the removal of the 
two-fold wickedness.69 

Vijfiana is brought to a halt by a revolution at the basis (asraya) which 
results in the removal of the two wickednesses which are the obstacles of 
the defilements (klesavaralJO.) and the obstacles of the knowable (jfieyava
ra7;a). The basis is the store-house consciousness (alayavijfitina). When this 
is brought to an end supramundane kno~ledge (lokottarajfiana) dawns. 
Two considerations arise for us here. Firstly, Vasubandhu cannot hold to 
the sole existence of mind. If he did the idea that the alaya comes to 
cessation at arhatship would 'entail that he was a nihilist, a view which is 
naturally strongly proposed by all Buddhists. The second consideration 
concerns some of Bhavaviveka's many objections to the Yogacara idea of 
non-discursive knowledge (nirvalkajfiana). In his Karatalaratna, "the pur
pose of which is to help the student generate [supramundane non-discur
sive knowledge] (lokottaranirvikalpajfiana)",70 we are told that thusness 

68 TriTfl$. 4-5 
tacca vartate srotasaughavat. Tasya vyiivrtir arhatve. 

69 T'rirrIS. 29 
acitto 'nupalambho 'sau jfi.iinaTf! lokottaraTf! ca tat 
iisrayasya pariivrttir dvidhii da~thulya hiinitalJ. 
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(tathatii), the ultimate state ofthings (dharmiiniirrz paramiirtha) "cannot be 
the object of any kind ofjftiina". 71 Similarly in the Prajftiipradpa we hear 
that the Yogiiciira is unjustified in claiming that thusness can be cognised. 
In this connection Bhavaviveka quotes theAk.yayamatinirdesasutra approv
ingly: 

What is ultimate truth? Whatever gives no opportunity for thought, let alone for 
words.72 

It is with some surprise then that MRP has it that a Miidhyamikil, on the 
level of paramiirthasatya, 

... can certainly generate the transcendental non-discursive cognition (lokottara
nirvikalpajnana) by eliminating object-subject (griihyagriihaka) 73 

This is exactly Vasubandhu's position, and in consequence Bhavaviveka's 
objection seems a little misdirected. 

If we now return to our original point which was, "how does Vasu
bandhu interpret the Dasabhumikil passage?", we are in a better position 
to give an answer. The statement that the tripe world is mind-only (cittam
iitra) simply means that for the unenlightened person what he or she takes 
to be reality is in fact nothing but mind and its concomitants (cittacaitta). 
The enlightened being on the other hand sees things as they are (yathabh
utam). Sthiramati takes this line of reasoning: 

The above mentioned threefold transformation of consciousness is just thought 
construction (vikalpa). This is nothing but the citta and caittas belonging to the 
triple world which have for their object mentally constructed forms. Hence it is 
said; the citta and caitta of the tripe world are non-existent imagination.74 

Kochumuttam seems to be vindicated in his assertion that the nouns 
qualified by "belonging to the three worlds (traidhatukilrrz)" are citta and 
caitta. Here we have a situation in which Vasubandhu, CandrakIrti and 
Bhavaviveka are in agreement over the interpretation of the Dasabhumikil 
passage. For all of them it has a provisional meaning in the sense that, while 
it may be correct to say that for an unenlightened being the world is purely 
mental, upon the attainment of Buddhahood this could not be said to be 
so. The mind of the Buddha has been transformed in the sense that it is 

70 KIR. II. 274c.4-275a.12 cf. Lindtner 'Bhavya's Critique .. .' (1986) p. 242. 
71 PPD. cf. Lindtner 'Bhavya's Controversy .. .' (1984) p. 94-5. 
72 MCB. II. (1932-3) p. 113. 

paramiirthasatyam katamat yatra jfiiinasyiipi apraciirah ka~l punar viido 'k$ariinii,!! 
cf. Lindtner ibid. p. 9417-8[15]). 

73 MRP. IV. 6. 
74 Tn,!!s. bha$)la. 17 

Yo 'yam vijfiiinapariJ:ziimas tnvidho 'Ilamara'!! abhihital; 
so 'yam vikalpal; adhyiiropitiirthiikiiriil; traidhiitukas 
cittiicaittii vikalpa ucyate. yathoktam abhiltaparikalpastu 
cittiicaittiis tridhiitukiil; 
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no longer contaminated by the vikalpas,prapafzcas etc., which are caused 
by ignorance. Candrakirti does not hold that the enlightened mind is 
conscious of nothing or he would be open to the charge of nihilism. Rather, 
and this is entirely consistent with his overall stance, he refuses to speculate 
on the nature of reality. Vasubandhu and Bhavaviveka are quite similar 
here. Vasubandhu also distinguishes between an unenlightened state in 
which one may be justified in saying that mind only or representation only 
operates, and an enlightened state which is equivalent to a radical trans
formation of the mind which has now been freed to see reality as it is. There 
is no hint of idealism here. For Vasubandhu enlightenment is the realisa
tion that, in the unenlightened state, one has been deluded into taking the 
representations of consciousness to be real. This is the true interpretation 
of the term vijfzaptimiitratti. ' 

All three authors then give an entirely consistent treatment of the· 
notion of mind only (cittamiitra) as outlined in the Dasabhflmikasfltra, and 
we must conclude from this that when CandrakIti refers to the Vijfztinavtida 
and Bhavaviveka to the Yogtictira, they are either misinterpreting what the 
Yogtictirins have said or, what is more likely given what we have said about 
the early mutual development of the Mahtiytina, are taking issue with a 
point of view which was never held by exponents of classical interpretation 
and therefore represents a definite deviation from Buddhist principles. 
While many authors have chosen to see CandrakIrti and Bhavaviveka as 
being radically opposed to the Vijfztinavtida, our investigations seem to 
suggest that, at the level of deep structure, harmony does exist. What 
differences there are derive predominantly' from nuance rather than 
fundamen~al doctrinal opposition. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE CONCEPTION OF TRUTH IN EARLY BUDDHISM 

Many of the commonly held presuppositions concerning the distinction 
between Madhyamaka and Yogiiciira revolve around their conceptions of 
truth. In order to determine the nature of these views we turn our attention 
to the earliest Buddhist notions of truth (sacca; satya) before tackling the 
central issue in the next chapter. 

On the surface this is an enormously complex subject since many 
apparently conflicting formulations are found throughout the develop
ment of Buddhist thought. In the earliest strata of the tradition we meet 
with the notion that truth is unitary. 

There is one truth without a second. People, being confused on this point, claim 
there to be many truths.1 

Are we to assume that the idea of truth (satya) being one should be 
understood in the sense given it by a system such as the Advaita Vediinta 
of Sailkara? Is this satya an ontologically unitary absolute of the monistic 
variety? It seems unlikely. Jayatilleke has an alternative theory. He argues2 

that in the context of the discussion taking place in the Sutta Nipiita, it is 
more likely that when the Buddha talks about truth being unitary he 
actually means that statements should not contradict one another. In other 
words, if someone makes a series of statements on a particular matter it is 
important that they should all point in the same general direction, or rather 
that they should cohere. Someone whose statements do not meet this 
condition may be dismissed as someone who does not expound a unitary 
truth. There is nothing uncommon in this procedure in the history of 
Buddhist thought. It is one of the primary methods employed by Nagarjuna 
in his attempt in MMK to discredit potential opponents and is the basis of 
the prasanga method of reasoning extolled by CandrakIrti. If an opponent's 
position can be shown to be internally inconsistent the force can rapidly 
be taken out of his attack. This does not mean however that the Priisangika 
himself must accept the fact of a unitary (in the sense of absolute) truth. 
He merely insists that any series of statements must conform to a co
herence theory of truth in order to be taken seriously. This particular 
aspect of the Buddhist truth formulation then is entirely independent of 

1 Sn. 884 
ekaTfl hi saccaTfl na dutiyam atthi 
yasmin pajano vivade pajanaTfl 
nana te saccani sayaTfl thunanti 
tasma na ekaTfl samana vadanti 

2 J ayatiIIeke (1963) p. 353. 
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any ontological speculation since it rests solely. on the non-contradictory 
nature of statements. 

Other concepts of truth are also met within the early literature. We 
are told that it is possible to entertain both true and false notions with 
regard to facts and that such notions may be proved or disproved. by 
recourse to pseudo-empirical methods. Thus: 

When in fact there is a next world, the belief occurs to me that there is no next 
world, that would be a false belief ... When in fact there is a next world, the belief 
occurs to me that there is a next world, that would be a true b,elief.3 

It is clear that this is a primitive correspondence theory oftruth. Statements 
which do not accord with the way things really are must be false, while 
statements which are true conform to the facts. This is the sense of the 
Sanskrit termyathiibhiltam-as it is. If something is said to be yathiibhiltam 
it must be true forjt corresponds with reality (bhilta). Again there is no 
question that simply because something is true by this criterion we must 
conclude that reality is a unitary absolute. Furthermore there is no par
ticular conflict between this correspondence theory and the statement 
already quoted from the Sutta Nipiita. The former may still be seen to yield 
a unitary truth in the sense that all true statements may now be said to 
cohere with the true state of things. 

Another important distinction which is made in the Pali canon, which 
we shall soon see has a direct bearing on the conception of truth in later 
Buddhism, is that between two different types of suttas; i.e. those with a 
direct meaning (nitattha) and those with an indirect meaning (neyyattha). 
Thus: 

There are these two who misrepresent the Tathiigata. Which two? He who 
represents a sutta of indirect meaning as a sutta of direct meaning and he who 
represents a sutta of direct meaning as a sutta of indirect meaning.4 

Now the Pali canon itself gives no information on how to identify a passage 
of either direct or indirect intention, and further there exists no positive 
evidence which would lead to the placing of one sutta in a more exalted 
position that the other. It seems that the nitattha/neyyattha distinction is 
basically one with a pedagogical purpose. One kind of sutta being suitable 
for a person of a particular disposition, or at a certain stage in the path, 
the other for someone else. The strictures contained in the above quota-

3 M.i.4D2-3 
santaTTl- yeva kha pana paraTTl- lakaT?1; na'tthi paro laka ti'ssa ditthi han, sii'ssa hoti 
miehhiiditthi santaTTl- yeva kha pana paraTTl-lakaTTl- : atthi para laka ti'ssa ditthi han, 
sii'ssa hoti sammii ditthi 

4 A.i.60 
dve'me tathiigataTTl- abbhiicikkhanti katame dve? yo eli neyyatthaTTl- suttantaTTl- nitat
tho suttanto ti dipeti; yo ea nitatthaTTl- suttantaTTl- neyyattho suttanto ti dipeti 
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tion are aimed merely against mixing up teaching materials. They support 
the use of appropriate teachings for the appropriate kind of disCiple. 

It is actually the Pali commentarialliterature which makes the distinc
tion between nUattha and neyyattha suttas one of degree. Since these 
commentaries were written some time after the rise of the Mahiiyana one 
may suspect a certain amount of cross-fertilisation. Be that as it may, it 
appears that in these writings suttas of indirect meaning (neyyattha) are 
placed in a subordinate position to those of direct meaning (nltattha). This 
is because, while the latter are deemed to be true from the ultimate point 
of view (paramattha), the former are only conventionally so (sammuti). 
The Pali canon contains no passage in which statements of ultimate and 
conventional meaning are contrasted and we may suspect that this distinc
tion is a commentarial development. However there is little doubt that 
such an idea exists implicitly in the Abhidharma literature, even though 
there may be no explicit formulation. TheAbhidharma recognises the fact 
that, while conventionally language about persons (puggala) etc., may be 
understood and acted upon by the ordinary person, the psycho-physical 
continuum is in reality nothing but a mirage caused by the constant 
interplay of countless impermanent, insubstantial, and unsatisfactory ele
ments (dharma). It looks clear that the Pali commentarialliterature draws 
on the Abhidharmika tradition in its attempt to make the distinction 
between sayings of indirect meaning and those of direct meaning, for we 
are told: 

A sutta of the form "there is one individual, 0 monks", etc., is a sutta of indirect 
meaning ... Here although the perfectly Enlightened One speaks of "there is one 
person, 0 monks", etc., its sense has to be inferred since there is no individual 
from the ultimate point of view ... One should speak of asutta of direct meaning 
(as of the form), "this is impermanent, unsatisfactory and devoid of a soul".5 

There seems to be a case for the view that the concept of two levels of 
Buddhist truth is a fairly late development in the evolution of doctrine. As 
we have already said, the early texts tend to speak of only one truth, or 
rather one interconnected series of statements which together may be 
taken as expounding the truth. This interlocking formulation results in a 
coherent vision of reality as such and corresponds with the Buddha's 
teaching (dharma). While it could be maintained that it is possible to hold 
to a two-level truth doctrine, in the sense that everything conforming to 
dharma must be true while everything contrary to it must be false, this is 
not what is generally meant by two levels of truth in the Pali commentarial 

5 Manorathapilrani [AAJ. ii. 118 
ekapuggaZo bhikkhave ... ti evarfipo suttanto neyyattho nama. ettha hi kiiicapi samm
lisambuddhena ekapuggaZo bhikkhaveti adi vuttaTfl paramatthato pana puggaZo 
nama n 'atthi ti evaTfl assa attho netabbo va hoti. .. Mtatthan ti aniccaTfl dukkhaTfl 
anatta ti evaTfl kathitatt"haTfl 
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work or in the writings of the Mahiiyiina. In fact both of the two truths are 
held, under certain circumstances, to possess veracity, though it is clear 
that the parameters which limit one do not necessarily apply to the other. 

If we return to the nitattha/neyyattha distinction of the early literature 
we notice again that no explicit value judgement has been placed on the 
two forms of teaching. The distinction merely refers to the appropriateness 
of their use in the pedagogical process. How then did the position arise in 
which the Pali commentators felt the need to introduce a novel formula
tion in which, for the first time, the teaching of direct meaning becomes 
linked with ultimacy, while the indirect teaching is relegated to a position 
of inferiority? It is more than probable that in the period marked by the 
rise of the Mahiiyiina and the development of the schools of the Abhidht'ir
mikas a need was recognised to systematise, to a degree that had not been 
done before, some of the many seemingly conflicting references to truth 
in an already burgeoning ocean of doctrine. This would probably have 
been due to the fact that a coherent dharma needed to conform with the 
influential Sutta Nipiita statement that "truth is one without a second". At 
the same time it would have protected Buddhist doctrine from the criticism 
of opponents. As we have noted, the Abhidhiirmikas promoted the idea 
that while persons, trees, etc., possess a conventional reality, only the 
dharmas underlying these objects are true from the absolute point of view. 
It was more or less inevitable therefore, that a systematiser would come 
along and graft this idea on to the nitattha/neyyatha concept and arrive at 
a synthesis not unlike that presented by the commentator of theAnguttara 
Nikilya. 

It is impossible to say who was responsible for this new departure but 
from approximately the fifth century AD it becomes an important doctrinal 
element. Candraklrti6 gives a reference to a canonical work of unknown 
date, theAryiilqayamatisutra, in which sutras of indirect meaning (neyiirtha) 
are said to deal with conventional ideas such as living things Viva), souls 
(puru:fa) and persons (pudgaZa), while sutras of direct meaning (nitiirtha) 
concern doctrines such as selflessness (aniitman). It is possible that 
Nagarjuna regards the Alqayamatinirdesa as the canonical source of the 
neyiirtha/nitiirtha distinction in his Acintyastava.7 

Asariga, in his BodhisattvabhUmi, classifies truth (satya) in ten ways. At 
the top of the list he says that "truth is one in the sense of being 
non-contradictory",8 while seemingly contradicting such an assertion im
mediately afterwards by saying that "truth is two-fold as conventional truth 

6 Mulamadhyamakakiirikiis de Niigiirjuna avec la Prasannapadii de Candrakirti la 
Vallee Poussin (ed.) p. 43.4 and n. 2-3. 

7 Acintyastava 56-57 cf. Lindtner Nagarjuniana p. 158-9. 
8 Bodhisattvabhumi Wogihara (ed.) (1908) p. 292 

avitathiirthelJa tiivad ekaTJ'l eva satyaTJ'l na dvitiyam asti. 
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and ultimate truth".9 While noting that Asanga must surely have realised 
the variance between these two statements, we will wait until a more 
appropriate stage in our argument to see how he resolved such obvious 
difficulties. The conflict between a one truth doctrine and a two truth 
formulation was an obvious stumbling block. The Buddha had insisted 
from the very beginning of his teaching that the dharma consisted of Four 
Noble Truths. How could this be consistent with the ideas expressed in the 
Sutta Nipilta? The Vzbhii:}il asks the same question, 

If there are four truths, why did the Bhagavat say that there is only one truth?10 

It goes on to answer that there is no inconsistency. The way that this is 
done supports the idea that a concept of a unique truth should not be taken 
in any absolute sense. It should, on the contrary, merely refer to coherence 
within a matrix of doctrinal formulations. The Vzbhil:}il seeks support from 
Parsva and his contention that the one-truth concept is the only correct 
interpretation of the four-noble truths. It seems that many heterodox 
teachers had taken each of the noble truths to refer to a number of 
different attainments. To take an example from the Vzbhii:}il,l1 many 
heretical teachers are said to confuse the truth of cessation (nirodhasatya) 
with the four formless attainments (ilrflpyasamiipatti), i.e. 

(i) The stage of infinite space (ilk!isilnantyilyatana) 
(ii) The stage of infinite consciousness (vijfiilnilnantyilyatana) 
(iii) The stage of nothingness (il/drrzcanyilyatana) 
(iv) The stage of neither consciousness nor no-consciousness (nai

vasarrzjfiilnilsarrzjfiiiyatana ). 
However none of these attainments actually represent deliverance 

(vimukti). Rather they are forms of existence in the non-material sphere 
(ilrflpyabhava). This being the case, when the Buddha taught the truth of 
cessation (nirodhasatya) he was referring only to the one true deliverance 
(vimukti) , in other words nirvil1Ja. The same technique is used by the 
Vzbhii:}il to demonstrate that the other three noble truths can be correctly 
interpreted in one, unique and coherent manner and the attempt to 
segment any of them is non-Buddhist. 

Sarpghabhadra puts the whole problem of the one and the four into 
perspective. In his commentary on theAbhidharmakosa, theAbhidharma
nyilyiinusilrasilstra, written from a Vaibhilsika standpoint, and making par
ticular reference to the one-truth doctrine of Sn. 884, he maintains: 

9 ibid. 
dvividhaJ?l satyaJ?l saJ?lv[tisatyaJ?l paramiirthasatyaii ca 

10 cf.la Vallee Poissin, L. 'Documents D'Abhidharma. Les Deux, les quatre, les trois 
verites. Extraits de la Vibh1Wi et du Kosa de SalJlghabhadra' MCB. 5 (1937) p. 161. 

11 ibid. p. 162. 
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The expression 'one-truth' indicates a general manner of proclaiming the truths 
in the holy teachings (iiryiidesaniisiisana).12 . 

What he means here is that there is no real dispute over the question of 
the four and the one since the expression "one-truth" merely refers to the 
correct and consistent interpretation of the four noble truths, and all other 
Buddhist doctrines for that matter. This is a general manner of under
standing which is available only to those far-advanced on the Buddhist 
path. This interpretation stands in conformity with the true intention of 
the Buddha when he formulated his doctrine. Following on from this 
particular problem, SaIp.ghabhadra tries to reconcile the doctrine of the 
unity of truth with that of the two truth concept. For him the correct 
interpretation of the noble truths (iiryasatya) corresponds with ultimate 
truth (paramiirthasatya). In other words Srupghabhadra implicitly links the 
"one-truth" of Sn. 884 with paramiirthasatya. With regard to conventional 
truth (sarrzvrtisatya), we are told that it js connected with the manner of 
worldly speaking (loko.janapadanirukti), and that such discourse is itself 
based on false and vulgar designations. It is not the concern of the 
enlightened. They no longer have recourse to such conventions, and have 
no dispute with conventional truth. However the method of discourse 
implicated in these truth formulations prevents the possibility of pointing 
out ultimate truth. Put more simply SaIp.ghabhadra holds that sarrzvrtisatya 
is an inherently unsatisfactory, but nevertheless the best possible, means 
of articulating paramiirthasatya. For this reason sarrzvrtisatya is entirely 
dependent on paramiirthasatya. The duality of this truth formulation is 
merely apparent and the two-truth doctrine becomes quite compatible 
with Sn. 884, or as our text says: 

As the conventional truth (sa1!!v,.nsatya) comprises the ultimate (paramiirtha) 
there is no contradiction with the unity of truth taught by the great sage 
(mahiimuni)}3 

The Vibhii.yii follows a slightly different track by trying to find agreement 
between the two-truth and four-truth formul'ations, but in the end comes 
to the same conclusions as SaJjl1ghabhadra. It mentions14 four separate 
theories concerning supposed connections between these various doc
trines. The first connects the first two noble truths (dubkhasatya and 
samudayasatya) with the conventional truth (sarrzvrtisatya) since these two 
deal with mundane concepts, while the third and fourth of the noble truths 
(nirodhasatya and miirgasatya) connect with a supramundane reality (10-
kottaratattva) and are ultimately true (paramiirthasatya). The second opi
nion places the first three noble truths within the sa;"'vrtisatya leaving only 

12 ibid. p. 181. 
13 ibid. p. 183. 
14 ibid. p. 163f. 
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the miirgasatya as ultimately true, since according to this theory only the 
fourth truth is uncontaminated by mundane designations. The third opi
nion makes all the noble truths merely of conventional application, while 
the fourth; said to be associated with P'ing-kia, allows the noble truths to 
be both sarrzv,-ti and paramiirtha depending on one's point of view. L. de la 
Vallee Poussin15 has pointed out that other theories were also current 
which differed from the four enumerated in the Vibhi4il. However, what 
is clear in all of these attempts at synthesis is a deep seated desire by many 
Buddhist authors to reconcile the apparently contradictory statements of 
the Buddha concerning the nature of truth. 

The Vibhii.$il presents these various attempts in a light which shows 
that they are not entirely satisfactory solutions to the problem. They may, 
in a sense, be considered as cul-de-sacs in the development of a compre
hensive solution to this knotty problem. The Vibhil$il does however present 
its own solution, which we have already noted corresponds quite clearly 
with that of Sarpghabhadra. Responding to the objection that, "If there is 
only one truth, why then establish two truths?", the author equates the 
one truth with paramilrthasatya. He goes on to elaborate a kind of corre
spondence theory. Reality itself transcenqs the construction of truth 
formulations. It is, however, the basis of two different points of view. The 
first point of view is not entirely accurate since, though it takes reality as 
its starting point, it is affected by many subsidiary factors associated with 
worldly convention. It departs from the true state of affairs but is recog
nised as truth in conventional discourse. This is conventional truth 
(sarrzvrtisatya). The second point of view is uncontaminated by worldly 
convention and conforms with reality as it truly is (yathilbhutam). This is 
the ultimate truth (paramiirthasatya). Now, since these two judgements 
have their roots in a world independent of the processes of thought the 
Vibhil$il reasons, quite justifiably, that it is entirely consistent to maintain 
one onto-logical truth. It is this world, independent of thought, which gives 
rise to the two-truth formulations, one of which is in total correspondence 
(i.e. paramilrthasatya), the other being less so (i.e. sarrzvrtisatya). Paramiir
thasatya then is completely congruent with reality (tattva) while the sarrzv,-ti
satya, taking reality as its basis and being dependent on paramiirthasatya, 
is not fully congruent. Nevertheless it must be appreciated that conven
tional truth is not entirely devoid of veracity. 

If we may now summarise a little, it becomes clear that while many 
Buddhist authors may have introduced confusion in their treatment of the 
miscellaneous truth doctrines attributed to the Buddha, there is a perfectly 
satisfactory way of explaining an overall coherence. In the fir-st place all 
the evidence points to the Buddha's identification as a realist. There is a 
real world external to and independent of the processes of mundane 

15 ibid. p. 165. 
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thought. This reality is the ontological basis upon which two epistemic 
orientations have their foundation. The first epistemic orientation is 
dependent not only on its prime datum (i.e. reality) but is influenced by 
thought constructions which lead to a distorted picture of things. The 
second is the complete identification with and accurate reflection of reality 
and is available only to those who, having progressed sufficiently along the 
Buddhist path, have eradicated the influences of convention. In other 
words, one ontological truth (i.e. reality (tattva» gives rise to two epistemic 
truths, i.e. the conventional (sarpv{1i.) and the ultimate (paramiirtha). The 
Buddhist teaching (dharma) is itself a body of disparate doctrines such as 
the four noble truths, the theory of dharmas, the three marks of existence, 
etc. which cohere into an overall picture with the explicit intention of 
providing an antidote to the conventional way of seeing things. It event
ually leads to the realisation of ultimate truth. The dharma then, while it 
may appear contradictory to a superficial examination, in fact has a 
coherent unity which it points towards the true nature of reality. 

This leads us back to the nftattha/neyyattha distinction. There is no 
doubt that, if what we have said above is correct, these two categories of 
discourse cannot ultimately be at variance with one another. If this were 
so we could not talk of the Buddhist doctrine as being internally coherent. 
It is clear therefore, that the Pali commentators were adopting a peculiar 
tactic when they allied nftattha with sammuti and neyyattha with paramat
tha, particularly since there is no basis for such a development in the Canon 
itself. Furthermore, analysis of these commentarial writings reveals that, 
in the hands of their authors, the terms sammuti and paramattha are used 
in a sense which differs somewhat from that used by both the Mahayana 
and theAbhidharma. In the Pali commentarial treatment of the two kinds 
of truth there is no implication that one is actually superior to the other: 

The Perfectly Enlightened One, the best of teachers, spoke two truths; the 
conventional and the absolute-one does not come across a third; a conventional 
statement is true because of convention and an absolute statement is true as 
(disclosing) the true characteristics of things.16 

More importantly both "truths'" are equally efficient in bringing the auditor 
to an understanding of the true state of affairs since they differ not so much 
in degree, but rather in the way that two foreign languages differ. They 
both express the same meaning though in ways designed to suit different 
individuals. 

Just as if there were a teacher, who explains the meaning of the Three Vedas and 
is versed in the regional languages; to those who would understand the meaning· 

16 AA.i.95 
duve saccllni akkhllsi sambuddho vadata7fl varo sammutbrz paramatthaii ca tatiya7fl 
n 'ilpalabbhati sa7flketavacana7fl sacca7fllokasammutikllra7;lli paramatthavacana7fl 
sacca7fl dhammllna7fl bhiltaklira7;l1l. 
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if he spoke in the Tamil language, he explains it in the Tamil language and to 
another who would understand (if he spoke in) the Andhra language, he speaks 
in that language.17 

This suggests that: 

But whether they use conventional speech or absolute speech, they speak what is 
true, what is factual and not false.18 

According to this view either form of teaching is capable of leading a 
person to the realisation of the nature of things and we must conclude that 
this particular usage of the terms conventional (sammuti) and ultimate 
(paramattha) is different from that adopted by the rest of the Buddhist 
tradition. In our case they are merely used as synonyms for the two forms 
of teaching recorded in the discourses of the Buddha. One could almost 
say that, in this usage, the only difference between the two is that sayings 
of direct meaning (nltattha) are regarded as absolute (paramattha) because 
of the Buddhist technical jargon they employ, while those of indirect 
meaning (neyyattha) are conventional (sammuti) and reliant on customary 
language. 

What is commonly held, principally in the Abhidharma, to be the 
distinction betweenparamiirtha and sarrzvrtisatya? There can be no doubt 
that the explicit distinction is entirely absent from the Theravada tradition. 
This does not necessarily mean that there is no trace of such a doctrine in 
early Buddhism as a whole. We are told iI;l the Milindapanha that the 
person Nagasena is merely a name and only conventionally true (sammuti), 
for from the ult4nate (paramattha) point of view there is no person to be 
got hold of.19 Light can be shed on such a theory by reference to Samghab
hadra and his attempt to expound the doctrines of the Vaibha$ikas. His 
view is that existence may be subsumed under two headings, i.e. substantial 
existence (dravyasat) and designated being (prajfzaptisat). The former may 
be considered as a primary form of existence, the latter in consequence, 
being secondary. Samghabhadra gives a number of examples of what it 
means to constitute each of these classes of entity. Primary existents are 

17 M.1.95 
tatrayam upama: yatha hi desabhiisakusalo til;l1;ta1!1 vedana1!1 atthasamva7;t1;tako 
acariyo ye damilabhasaya vutte attha1!1 janan ti tesa1!1 damilabhasaya acikkhati ye 
andhabhiisadisu aiiliataraya tesa1!1 taya bhiisaya 

18 Kathavatthuppakara1;tatthakathii p. 36 
te sammutikatha1!1 kathenta pi sacca1!1 eva sabhavam eva amusa'va kathenti. para
mattha1!1 kathenta pi saccam eva sabhavam eva amusa'va kathenti 

19 Miln. p. 37 
sadhu kho tvav1!1 maharaja ratham janas~ evam eva kho maharaja mtiyham 'pi kese 
ca pa#Cca lome ca pa{icca pe matthalungaii ca pa#Cca rnpaii ca pa#Cca vedanaii ca 
pa#Cca sankhare ca pa#Cca viiiiianaii ca pa#Cca nagaseno ti sankha samaiiiia 
paiiiiatti voharo namamatta1!1 pavatta~ paramatthato pan 'ettha puggalo'nupalabb
hati 
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considered to be sense-data such as form and sensation, while an object 
like a chair would of necessity be a secondary existent, depending for its 
being on primary existents (dravyasat). As Williams says: 

Secondary existence is the sort of existence pertaining to entities which can be 
further analysed and which are therefore conglomerates composed out of primary 
existents.20 

Returning to the Milindapafiha reference then, it becomes clear that 
"Nagasena" must be regarded as merely a secondary existent (prajfiapti
sat). He may only be regarded as conventionally true (sarrzvrti). This does 
not mean that he is devoid of an underlying substantial existence (drav
yasat), a primary nature, that may exist from the ultimate point of view 
(paramiirtha), since as Williams again notes: 

A secondary existent is an existent solely because it is an intentional and primarily 
linguistic referent. But primary existents too are linguistic referents for the SaTV
iistiviida, the point of difference being that the secondary existent is dependent 
and therefore has no self-essence, in its own right it is nothing, that is, it lacks a 
uniquely individuating description.21 

It seems that for the Vaibhii~ikas the real distinction between a dravyasat 
entity and a prajfiaptisat entity is that the ontological status of the former 
is more certain than that of the latter. One could say that a prajfiaptisat 
entity such as a "person" refers to something with reality merely in the 
conventional sense. It is empirically real, but it can be analysed into more 
fundamental existents which cannot be broken down any further. What 
the Vaibhii$ikas seem to be getting at is the notion that when an external 
object is presented to consciousness the primary cognitive content is 
rapidly turned into a linguistic form for the purpose of conventional 
discourse. The mental activity which causes this transformation is identi
fied by another Sarviistiviidin, Subhagupta in his Biihyiirthasiddhikiirikii,22 
as a thought constructive consciousness (vikalpajfiiina) which superim
poses unity, and hence a convenient linguistic label, upon a series of 
separate primary elements. For this school of Buddhists it seems that the 
distinction betweenprajfiaptiyat and dravyasat entities is parallel to that of 
conventional truth (sarrw!1isatya) and ultimate truth (paramiirthasatya). 
What is not clear is whether or not dravyasat entities can be articulated 

20 Williams (1981) p. 247 
21 ibid. p. 249. 
22 Subhagupta, "Bahyiirtha Siddhi Kiirikii" edited by N.A..8hatri 

v.36 
bIos yis rtag tu rgyun chags dan. 
rigs mthun pa la 'dzin mod kyi 
mam par rtogpa'i shes pa yis 
de gcig iiid du nges pa byed 
cf Bulletin of Tibetology 4/2 (1967) p. 1-96 
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linguistically, or in other words whether it is possible to speak of ultimate 
truth. In another article Williams tells us: ' 

There is nothing for the Sarviistiviida which has no name, although there may be 
situations such as samiidhi which are of a nature that precludes utterance. The 
inability to name does not render something ineffable, and this incoherence of 
ineffability is found not only in the Sarviistiviida texts but also in those of the 
Iheraviida and seems to be a notable feature ofAbhidharma Buddhism. Followers 
of the older schools seem to have been united in holding that all existents can be 
named. Buddhaghosa observed that there is nothing which escapes being named, 
for if we say that a thing is ineffable then that thing is thereby named as 'ineff
able'.23 

This quotation supports Williams' earlier contention,24 and simply stated 
conveys the idea that experience, even from the ultimate point of view, can 
be successfully articulated. His basic position seems to be that someone 
far advanced on the path has awareness of "the contents of the world 
independent of thought. He or she "sees" the underlying substantial 
entities (dravyasat), or prime existents. He views the dharmas. As such his 
language will refer to the dravyasat level. He will be able to successfully 
articulate his experiences, though one may suppose that his use of lan
guage, conforming to the specifications of theAbhidharmic system, will be 
necessarily technical. In other words he is likely to list the prime consti
tuents of a chair rather than report that "it is a chair". The corollary to this 
is that an ignorant person, not trained in "seeing" dharmas will indulge in 
illegitimate thought construction and use conventional discourse to de
scribe the secondary (prajfzaptisat) entities which he inevitably experiences. 
The Sarvastivadin position comes down to the following: all known entities 
whether primary or secondary can be referred to linguistically. Denotation 
will be of a more or less technical nature, and will reveal, particularly to 
one adept in "bringing dharmas into view", the level of insight of the 
speaker. The use of conventional discourse may reveal a speaker as 
experiencing a secondary level of reality, while someone usingAbhidhar
mic jargon will be assumed to have penetrated to the primary. 

The outline above clearly coheres with the nltartha/neyartha distinction 
already discussed in which talk of dharmic constituents of reality con
stitutes an unambiguous message from the Buddha, while conventional 
discourse is held as merely implicit and hence requiring further orthodox 
interpretation in order to reach full intelligibility. This doctrine appears to 
be quite interchangeable with Sarvastivadin notions. Language of substan
tial entities (dravyasat) is synonymous with talk of an explicit or direct 
intention (nltartha), while language of designated entities (jJrajfzaptisat) 
will only have an indirect (neyartha) sense. • 

23 Williams (1980) p. 2 .. 
24 supra n.21. 
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The section of the Milindapafiha, previously quoted, clearly relegates 
discourse on "Nagasena" to what is conventionally true and we have 
already stated that this should not lead us to the conclusion that "Naga
sena" is totally non-existent; i.e. that no substantial existent or existents 
underlie the name. However it is not at all clear from the text whether 
there is a possibility of referring to the dravyasat entities that presumably 
comprise Nagasena. 

The Mahayana, on the whole, is clearer on this point. In the writings 
of the Mahayana relevant to our investigations there is a consensus that 
the sphere of discourse does not touch the true nature of things. Cand
rakirti will be a case in point. For him names (abhidhana) and prajfiaptisat 
entities are one and the same thing. They are ultimately non-existent.25 

This seems a development distinct from that of the nltartha/neyartha 
distinction. Words no longer sometimes refer to a true state of affairs and 
sometimes to a distorted reality. In this view words themselves, irrespective 
of the precise ontological status of the thing to which they refer, must all 
be taken on the same level. A word denoting a dharmic constituent has no 
greater truth value than the word "Nagasena". The net of language has 
become a meta-system thrown over the world, but standing apart from it. 
This net is inherently unsatisfactory in explicating things. One may say that 
language becomes a metaphor for reality. 

This doctrine seems to be quite at odds with the prajfiaptisat/dravyasat 
distinction of the Sarvastivada. It is however at the root of Nagarjuna's 
contention that the Buddha never uttered a word. 

All mental perceptions (upaZambha) are (basically) quiescent, free from dicho
tomisation (prapaiica) and at peace. No dharma has anywhere been taught by the 
Buddha of anything.26 

Candrakirti's idea that nirva1)a cannot be commented on by the saints 
(arya) follows on from this. However the view that reality cannot be 
properly articulated may not be an invention of the Madhyamaka. In the 
unanswered or inexpressible (avyakata) questions of the Pali Cuia Maiun
kyasutta27 we meet with the Buddha's refusal to answer on the grounds 
that any response to fourtee~ philosophical questions: 

(i) Is the world eternal, or not, or both or neither? 
(ii) Is the world finite, or infinite, or both or neither? 
(iii) Does the Tathagata exist after death, or not, or both, or neither? 

25 Madhyamaklivatlira p. 139.16 
mngon par brjod pa ni btags pa 'i 
mam par 'dzin pa 'i phyir te 

26 MMK. xxv. 24 
sarvopaZambhopasama!; prapaiicopasama!; siva!; 
na kvacit kasyacit kascid dharmo buddhena defita!; 

27 M. i. 426-432. 
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(iv) Is the soul identical to the body or not? 

would result in misleading consequences. The Abhidhiirmika interpreta
tion of this refusal to answer would seem to be that by accepting the 
premises of these questions the Buddha would be giving credence to a view 
that concepts such as "world", "Tathiigata", "soul" etc. exist in reality 
rather than being, composite entities made up of more fundamental 
constituents. Another interpretation however is possible. We have already 
noted that Nagarjuna makes implicit reference to the Brahmajiilasutta in 
MMKxxvii. Now this sutta makes the fundamental point that in all cases 
the Buddha wishes to avoid dogmatic speculation (ditthiviida) since such 
activity inevitably leads to the participants being caught up in the "net" of 
Brahma (Brahmajiila). It seems that the Buddha not only explicitly refused 
to answer the fourteen avyiikata questions, but also implicitly refuses to 
answer any questions of the type "Is it true that ... ?" If he were to give a 
yes or no answer he would be guilty of the crime of dogmatism (ditthiviida) 
which he repudiates in others. The Buddha therefore treads a middle path 
(madhyama pratipad) when it comes to speculation of a metaphysical 
nature. He avoids the extremes of etemalism (fiifvataviida) and nihilism 
(ucchedaviida). This does not of course imply that the Buddha taught a 
sort of golden mean with respect to truth. As Jayatilleke comments: 

Logically there is no reason why truth should lie in the middle rather than in one 
of the two extremes ... The problem, however, is whether it was dogmatically 
assumed that the truth must lie in the middle or on the other hand whether it was 
considered that the truth in the above instances happened to lie between two 
extremes. The second appears to be the more plausible alternative in the light of 
the facts.28 

There is much to commend what Jayatilleke is saying but one must also 
bear in mind the fact that while truth may occupy the mid ground between 
the two extremes, it is also entirely dissimilar since it is inarticulable. The 
two extremes are dogmatic theories, the Buddhist "truth" is not. 

The Tathagata, 0 Vaccha, is free from all theories .. , Therefore the Tathagata has 
attained deliverance and is free from attachment, inasmuch as all imaginings, or 
agitations, or false notions concerning a self, or anything pertaining to a self, have 
perished, have faded away, have ceased, have been given up or relinquished.29 

28 . JayatiIleke (1963) p. 360. 
29 M.i.486 

ditthigatanti kho vaccha apanftameta/?1 tathagatassa dittha/?1 h' eta/?1 vaccha tath
agatena: iti Tilpam, iti Til-passa samudayo, iti Tilpassa atthagamo; iti vedana, iti 
vedanaya samudayo, iti vedanaya atthagamo; iti safifia, iti safiliaya samudayo, iti 
safifiaya atthagamo; iti saflkharll, iti saflkharana/?1 samudayo, iti saflkharana/?1 
atthagamo; iti vififialJa/?1, iti vififialJassa samudayo, iti vififialJassa atthagamo ti. 
tasma tathagato sabbamafifdtana/?1 sabbamathitana/?1 sabba-ahi/?1kara
mami/?1kara-mananusayana/?1 khaya viraga nirodhti caga pa#nissagga anupada 
vimutto ti vadamiti. 
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While it cannot be denied that the Buddha did speak a great deal about 
all manner of things, the importance of the "silence of the Buddha" 
doctrine is to put a certain provisional significance on his statements. The 
Buddha's teaching is merely a raft which should be abandoned when the 
stream has been crossed. It is not intended to have any ultimate value. As 
we are told in the Kacciiyanavtida,30 (incidentally the only sutta of the 
Tripitaka to be explicitly mentioned by Nagarjuna) it is impossible to 
formulate statements without appeal to the "it is" (atthitam) and "it is not" 
(ntitthitam) duality. Reliance on language inevitably involves these two 
extremes. As the Buddha's teaching is said to be the middle position 
between the two it may be possible to infer that, in this particular strata of 
the canon at least, the dharma is ultimately inexpressible. This position 
corresponds well with the linguistic theories previously assigned to 
Nagarjuna and Candrakirti. 

The early Buddhist tradition then shows a certain tension with regard 
to its notion of the meaningful bounds of language. On one side we 
recognise that two levels of discourse are held to be possible; a lower, 
worldly usage and a higher, accessible to those who "see" the world, of 
ultimate dharmic realities. On the other hand there appears to be tacit 
approval of the fact, that when it comes to matters of ultimate importance, 
language, by its very nature, leads the seeker for truth away from his goal. 
While recognising the pragmatic value of language, this second outlook 
suggests that language itself is so infected with dichotomies which always 
implicate it in a constructed world picture, that it is an unworthy vessel for 
the articulation of truth. In the light of this tension it is hardly surprising 
that the idea of a reality entirely free from the dichotomies inherent in 
language would eventually arise in Buddhist thought. It is similarly unsur
prising that an author like Nagarjuna, who repudiates the doctrine of 
dharmasvtibhava and therefore has no need for a level of discourse which 
articulates dharmic realities, would adopt the kind of position with regard 
to language, which he does. Although the precise historical route by which 
the tension was overcome is not so far established, and one would be 
foolish to be too specific, there 'are important indications that a provisional 
solution was being considered by two Buddhist groups-the Prajfiaptiv
tidins, and the followers of Harivarman. 

We possess an important indication that such a doctrine may have 
played a major role in the teachings of the Mahtistirrzghikas31. It has already 

30 S. ii. 17 
dvayanissito khviiyam, kaccliyana, loko yebhuyyena atthitQli ceva natthitaiica ... 
sabba1!l atthiti kho, kacciiyana, ayam eko anto; sabba1!l natthiti aya1!l dunyo anto; 
ete te, kacciiyana, ubho ante anupagamma majjhena tathiigato dhammam deseti. 

31 cf. Bareau, A "Trois Traites sur les Sectes Bouddhiques Attribues a Vasurnitra, 
Bhavya et Vinitadeva. Part 1.' JoumalAsiatique (1954) p. 237. 
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been noted that designation (prajiiapti) was considered to be a feature of 
conventional truth (sarrzv,-tisatya) in the Milindapafiha. In his Samayab
hedoparacanacakra, Vasumitra32 maintains that the Mahasarrzghikas very 
quickly split into nine sub-groups, one of which is called the Prajfiaptivada. 
In the subsequent discussion of the doctrines of these sub-groups Vasumi
tra tells us that, for the Prajiiaptivadins, all conditioned things (i.e. second
ary existents IJ7rajiiaptisat]) are unsatisfactory (dul;kha) since they are 
merely designations (prajiiapti). 

Les compositions (saTllSkiira), qui sont des assemblages (siimagri) evoluant en 
interdependance, sont nommees douleur par simple designation (prajiiapn). n 
n'ya pas d'homme agent (puruya kartr).33 

Paramartha (557-569 AD), the Chinese translator and commentator, tells 
us that the main point of controversy which led to the split between the 
Mahasarrzghikas and the Sthaviras was over the status of the Buddha's 
teaching. For the former the exposition of various Buddhist doctrines is 
merely a heuristic device, while for the latter doctrinal concepts such as 
nirvar;a etc. are denotative. 

L'ecole Mahiisii1flghika soutenait que la transmigration (saTllSiira) et Ie NirviilJ.a 
sont tous deux les denominations fictives (prajiiapn); l'ecole Sthiiviriya soutenait 
qu'ils sont tous deux reels (dravya).34 

Paramartha goes on to say that the sub-group Bahu1TUtika-Vibhajyavada 
(Prajfiaptivada) derives its authority from the teachings of Maha
Kiityayana. This is interesting since it is precisely the Kaccayanasutta of the 
Tripitaka that Nagarjuna quotes with approval. We have seen that this sutta 
may be interpreted as promoting the view that the Buddha's teaching is 
essentially incommunicable owing to the fact that statements about reality 
inevitably rely on the false dichotomy of "it is" (atthitam) and "it is not" 
(natthitam). Since Kaccayana, the Prajfiaptivadins, and Nagarjuna, do have 
important doctrinal features in common one cannot help speculating as to 
whether there was a direct line of transmission from one to another. Be 
that as it may, Paramartha holds that for the Prajfiaptivada, the Buddha's 
teaching is of provisional importance since it has to rely on prajfiapti: 

... Ceci a ete enonce par Ie Buddha entant que denomination fictive (prajiiapti), 
ceci est l'enseignement reel du Buddha; ceci est verite absolute (paramiirtha
satya), ceci est verite contingent (sa1flvrtisatya).35 

We seem to be· moving towards the fully developed position of the 
Mahayana concerning the doctrine of two truths. However before we do 
so, let us briefly examine one further lead. 

32 ibid. 
33 ibid. p. 247. 
34 Demieville (1931-2) p. 33. 
35 ibid. p. 50. 
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Demieville tells us that the diverse processes which led to the estab
lishment of the various groups associated with the Mahiisa1?lghikas resulted 
in what he calls "un syncretisme de Hlnayana et de Mahayana". 36 What is 
particularly of note is the fact that one of the texts to come out of this 
tradition is the SatyasiddhiSastra of Harivarman. This is an Abhidharmic 
document, the only surviving version being Kumarajlva's Chinese transla
tion of 412 AD.37 According to Paramartha, Harivarman was a follower 
of the BahuSrutikas (Prajnaptivada?) and so must have accepted some 
distinction between the two truths. Now the Satyasiddhi occupies an 
interesting position in the history of Buddhist philosophy, belonging to a 
time of Hlnayana/Mahtiyana synthesis and containing many ideas which 
are found in elaborated form in the writings of either the Madhyamaka or 
the Yogacara.38 For instance it makes great use of the emptiness (sunyata) 
concept and goes on to create a teaching based on three truths. What is 
important to us at the moment is Harivarman's doctrine of three kinds of 
awareness: 

(i) Awareness of concepts (prajnapti) 
(li) Awareness of phenomena (dharma) 
(iii) Awareness of emptiness (sunyata).39 

The examination of these groups comprises Harivarman's chapter on 
emptiness. The first awareness, i.e. that of prajnapti, however is of most 
interest, since here we are told that: 

... concepts are names conventionally attached to associations of phenomena 
(dharmas); the concept of a wagon is thus dependent on the association of wheels, 
axles and so forth, and the concept of a man is dependent on the association of 
the Five Groups (skandhas). These concepts are unreal, for there are no entities 
to which they correspond; but they are useful to us in the ordinary course of 
living.40 

Harivarman uses the terms conventional (sa1?lvrti) and ultimate (paramar
tha) truth and maintains that, while the former is a truth in terms of 
concepts (prajnapti), the latter corresponds to reality as such.41 He also 
asserts that prajnaptis are devbid of own-characteristics (svalakya1)a) and 
can not therfore be the source of true knowledge. We are left to infer that 
true knowledge can only come through paramarthasatya. The Satyasiddhi 
also contains a long discussion of the possible relations between concepts 
and real phenomena. Using the example of a pot, Harivarman argues that 

36 ibid. p. 22 
37 cf. Priestley (1970). 
38 T. 1646 p. 327a 1.8. 
39 Priestley op. cit. p. 31. 
40 T. 1646 p. 327a 1.21. 
41 T. 1646 p. 328c 1.18. 
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it would be incorrect to hold that there is a total non-existence of such an 
object. If this were the case, the same may be applied to guilt,' merit, 
bondage, release, etc. In other words a nihilistic attitude would easily spill 
over into the moral field and render Buddhist soteriology meaningless. 
Such an argument is analogous to that employed by Nagarjuna in MMK. 
xv. The imaginary opponents of Harivarman and Nagarjuna take the view 
that a consequence of maintaining the emptiness of concept (prajfiapti), 
or in Nagarjuna's case own-being (svabhava) , renders that which is 
denoted non-existent. Both Buddhist authors vigorously reject such a 
conclusion. For them the correct understanding of the relationship be
tween concepts and real phenomena is the key to the Buddhist path. Both 
reject nihilism. In the case of Harivarman the rejection of the ultimate 
value of concepts does not negate the underlying reality. Pots, and so forth, 
do exist from the conventional (sarrzvrti) point of view, and the Buddha 
chooses to use convention as a vehicle to lead the ignorant towards 
awakening, even though ultimately (paramartha) language makes no par
ticular contact with reality. 

Harivarman seems to have accepted the classicalAbhidharmic theory 
that conventional things are in reality associations of primary existents and 
added the implicit notion that concepts only apply to conventional con
structs. In the final analysis these constructs are devoid of reality. Although 
Harivarman's position is not as explicit as that found in the Mahayana, 
there are some grounds for suggesting that his theory, along with that of 
the Prajfiaptivada, represents a halfway house between the truth formula
tions of the Sthaviravada proper and the Mahayana. 

In conclusion let us survey the doctrines relevant to truth in the texts 
of the early Buddhist period. In the earliest phase of the canon we find the 
idea that the Buddha's teaching comprises a coherent whole, and in that 
sense truth may be claimed to be one. Although it is impossible at this stage 
to pinpoint a chronology in the development of Buddhist thought, we may 
note the early existence of an idea concerning two levels of discourse; 
implicit (neyartha) and explicit (nitartha). The first reflects worldly usage 
while the second is technical and indicates the user's Buddhist insight and 
particularly his knowledge of dharmas. Some texts, notably the Milinda
pafiha, come tantalisingly close to the Mahayana position and may be 
interpreted as promoting the view that everything which can be articulated 
is only conventionally true. From lack of evidence we should not push this 
too far, but we may note that both the Prajfiaptivadins and Harivarman 
seem to be moving towards a resolution of their respective truth and 
linguistic doctrines in a Mahayana-like direction. In their case $e have 
some reason to suggest an adherence to the view that what can be 
articulated is ultimately non-existent, while that which is ultimately the case 
must be inexpressible. 
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This is the general position we have arrived at through examination of 
early sources. In the next chapter we must discover what the authors of 
Mahayanist works have to say on the subject. We shall then be in the 
position to judge whether or not there was a continuity of thought on this 
particular point. 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE TWO TRUTHS AND THE THREE NATURES 

With a foundation in the investigations of the previous chapter we are now 
in a position to examine any distinctive features of the truth formulations 
of the Mahtiytina. In the process the veracity of the commonly held belief 
that Madhyamaka and Yogtictira hold differing doctrines with regard to the 
truth may be tested. 

The theory of two truths is found in the Prajfitiptiramitti literature, 
though explicit statement of it is not common. Murti's statement that: 

The doctrine is already well-developed in the A$tasiihasrikii and other 
Prajiiiipiirarnitii texts .. .1 

is therefore something of an exaggeration. It seems that the terms salflv{ti
and paramtirthasatya are not in fact contrasted in the earliest texts of this 
corpus.2 While we have noted in the previous chapter that the two terms 
were extensively used by some of the schools of the early Buddhism, it is 
to Nagarjuna that we turn for the first rigorous treatment of this particular 
doctrine. However before doing so let us examine the Prajfitiptiramitti 
literature a little more fully, particularly since these texts are considered 
authoritative by both the Madhyamaka and the Yogtictira. 

It is certainly the case that the Prajfitiptiramitti distinguishes between 
the understanding of the wise, and that of ordinary people: 

Those who course in duality cannot grow in merit. All the fooljsh common people 
are supported (niSrifa) by duality, and their merit cannot grow. But a bodhisattva 
courses in non-duality} 

In other words the understanding of non-enlightened persons is infected 
by false dichotomies which arise from ignorance (avidyti). The enlightened 
person however has developed a non-dual form of knowledge (advaya
jfitina) which transcends the distortions imposed on the minds of the 
common folk. We have met with such an idea before. 

Another important notion in the Prajfitiptiramitti literature concerns 
the relationship between words and the entities that they signify. Now the 
entities in question are termed dharmas and Conze tells us that the 
ontological status of dharmas in the Prajfitiptiramitti literature may be 
considered in a five fold manner. They are non-existent, they are devoid 
of a mark (lak:im;a), they are isolated (vivikta), they have never come into 

1 Murti (1960) p. 244. 
2 cf. entries: Sarrzvrtisatya and Pararniirthasatya in Conze, E. Materials for a Diction

ary of Prajiiiipiirarnitii Tokyo (1973). 
3 Paiicavirrz.fatisiihasrikii fol. 486 Dutt, N. (ed.) Calcutta Oriental Series, No. 28, 

London (1934) quoted in Conze (1952) p. 126. 
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existence, and finally their existence may be understood to be purely 
nomina1.4 The last member of the list implies that dharmas are merely 
words, being nothing more than conventional expressions (vyavahtira) for 
the purpose of discourse among the unenlightened. In like manner the 
Buddha may be said to be "the same as speechless silence". 5 Now this does 
not seem to mean that the entity "the Buddha" is totally non-existent since 
this would necessarily entail a nihilistic attitude towards the spiritual life. 
Rather the word "Buddha" cannot itself properly represent the ineffable 
nature of that which it signifies. This interpretation is upheld by another 
quotation: 

... words are merely artificial constructions, which do not represent things 
(dharma) ." (they are) adventitious designations, which are imagined and unreal. 6 

From the fact that words are said to be adventitious (tigantuka) designa
tions one may infer that the relation between a word and the thing it 
putatively signifies is problematic. Nevertheless it does not follow that one 
will be justified in negating the existence of the thing denoted. If this is the 
case then the Prajiitiptiramitti merely expresses a theory which has already 
been met with in our earlier investigations concerning the proto-linguistic 
doctrines outlined in the Milindapaiiha, the more fully worked out ac
counts of the Bahusrutika-Vibhajyavtida (Prajiiaptivtida), and in the Sat
yasiddhiStistra of Harivarman. As we have seen, these doctrines harmonise 
quite closely with a two-truth system of thought. We may then be justified 
in saying that the Prajiitiptiramitti literature contains implicit reference to 
the conventional (sa1?'!v[ti) and the ultimate (paramartha) truths. 

The text of the Paiicavi1?'lfatistihasrikiiprajiitiptiramitti sutra, which was 
at some stage revised according to the divisions of the Abhisamaytila1?'!kiira 
contains a section known as "The chapter preached at the request of 
Maitreya" (Byam shus-kyi le'u). It is found in one Sanskrit and three 
Tibetan recensions, all of which are in close agreement, although it is 
totally missing from all the Chinese sources. These facts combined with 
the apparently distinct nature of the doctrines contained in the chapter 
have led some scholars to assert that it is a later interpolation. Let us now 
analyse these claims in some detail. 

The chapter starts off by putting forward the view that things 
(dharmas) may be said to possess three aspects. 

Maitreya, that which is imagined form (parikalpitaY(! rilpaY(!) should be seen to be 
without substance (adravyam). That which is discerned form (vikaZpitaY(! rilpay(!), 
because of its substantiality (sadravyatiiY(!), should be viewed as substantial, 
although it never exists independently (svatantra). That which is the essential 
nature of form (dharmatii-rilpa) should be seen to be neither substantial nor 

4 ibid. p. 122-4. 
5 Masuda, J. (ed.) Saptasatikii inJoumaZ of the Taisho University 6-7/2 (1930) p. 221. 
6 Satasiihasrikii p. 118-119, quoted by Conze. op. cit. p. 122. 
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non-substantial, being an appearance of ultimate reality (paramiirtha prabh
iivitaTfl).7 

Each of these aspects is elaborated during the course of the chapter. With 
regard to the first: 

Maitreya: (If 0 Bhagavat, all dharmas have no own being), how then should the 
Bodhisattva, who courses in Prajiiiipiiramitii train in all dharmas, i.e. from form to 
the Buddhadharmas? Being asked thus, the Bhagavat replied: He should train in 
the fact that all (things from form to the Buddhadharmas) are mere names 
(niimamiitra ).8 

This first part of the teaching seems to be a reiteration of the designation
only (prajiiaptimiitra) which we have already noted plays an important role 
in some early schools. Tsong-kha-pa confirms this interpretation when 
commenting on the above quotation, in his Legs-bshad snying-po.9 He 
understands the quotation to imply that names are something adventitious 
(iigantuka) to the entity they are supposed, by the unenlightened, to signify. 
In other words, it is not the real existence of form (rapa) that is negated in 
the sfltra but the existence of form (rapa) in so far as it is merely a 
conventional designation (niima-sarrtketa-svabhii). As far as the statement 
"this is form" is concerned therefore, it is nothing but a nominal designa
tion (niimaprajnapti). This should not lead us to negate the form (rflpa) 
itself which is the basis (iisraya) of the designation (prajiiapti). In its own 
treatment of this ftrst aspect the sfltra tells us: 

From form etc. to Buddhadharmas exist by way of worldly social agreements and 
conventional expression (vyavahiira) but not from the ultimate point of view 
(paramiirthata!J )10 

Translated into modem terminology, the author seems to be getting at the 
idea that language forms a net which has been cast about reality. This net 

7 Maitreya Chapter (MC) IV. 43-45 
cf. Conze and !ida (1968). 
yan maitreya parikalpitaTfl rilpaTfl idaTfl adravyaTfl drastavyaTfl. yad vikalpitaTfl rilpaTfl 
idaTfl vikalpitaTfl rilpaTfl sadravyatiiTfl upiidiiya sadravyaTfl dr~tavyam na tu svatantra 
vrttita!J. yad dharmatii rilpan tan naiviidravyaTfl na sadravyaTfl paramiirtha prabh
iivitaTfl dra~!avyam 

8 ibid. I. 1-11.6 
atha khalu maitreyo bodhisattvo mahasattvo bhagavantam etad avocat : yadi bha
gavann abhiivasvabhiivii!J sarvadharmiis tadii bhagavan prajiiiipiiramitiiyiiTfl caratii 
bodhisattvena mahiisattvena bodhisattva silqiiyiim silqitu kiimena rilpe kathaTfl 
silqitavyam? .. buddhadharme~ kathaTfl silqitavyam? 
evam ukte bhagaviin... evam aha ... niimamiitrakaTfl rilpam iti silqitavyam ... 
niimamiitram yiivad buddhadharma iti silqitavyam 

9 cf. !ida (1980) p. 259-269. 
10 MC. III. 26 

loko saTflketa vyavahiirato maitreya rilpam asti, na tu paramiirthato 
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possesses a certain coherence and is conducive to social intercourse, but 
is itself a meta-structure which obscures the concrete beneath it. 

Tsong-kha-pa draws parallels between the three aspect doctrine of the 
Prajfiaparamita and a similar notion to be found in the Sandhinirmocana
siltra. In this latter text the aspects are referred to as marks or charac
teristics (laksa1)a) and with regard to the first it says that it is: 

Determination by means of names and conventional terms (niima sal?'!keta
vyavasthiipanam) of self nature (svabhiiva) and specifications (viSe$a) in the sign 
of something conditioned (salTlSkiiranimitta) in speaking of form (rilpa) etc.ll 

This is interesting because a virtually parallel passage exists in the Maitreya 
chapter. In this passage the first aspect, imagined form (pariko.lpita-rilpa), 
is said to be: 

False imagination (parikalpanii) with regard to the entity which is the sign of 
something conditioned (salTlSkiiranimittavastu) as having self-nature (svabhiiva) 
of form etc. based on the name (niima), notion (samjiiii), designation (prajiiapti), 
conventional term (sal?'!keta) or expression (vyavahlira) i.e. form etc.12 

Unscrambling this rather complex terminology it appears that both texts 
accept an entity which underlies designation. This entity or property 
(vastu) is the sign of something conditioned. The problem with signifying 
such an entity (vastu) nominally is clearly stated. By the use of language a 
self nature (svabhava) or substance is imputed to that entity which it does 
not in fact possess. False imagi:nation (pariko.lpana) therefore, the first of 
the three aspects, results in the false attribution of self nature (svabhava) 
to conditioned things. 

This is made clearer when we look at the second of these aspects. This 
is termed discerned form (viko.lpita rilpa) and the Maitreya chapter defines 
it in the following way: 

Discerned form is the stable state (avasthlinatli) of that entity which is the sign of 
something conditioned in its true nature (dharmatii) and merely discerned (vikal
pamlitra). Having depended on the discernment there is a verbal expression ... 
'this is form'.13 

A distinction is being made between these first two aspects, which in 
Western terminology parallels the distinction between apperception and 
perception. On the difference between these two Leibniz tells us: 

11 Sandhi. vii. 25-27 
12 MC.N.39 

... yii maitreya tasmin salTlSkiiranimitte vastuni rilpamiti nlimasal?'!jiiii sal?'!keta 
prajiiaptivyavahliran niSritya rilpa svabhlivatayli parikalpanii idal?'! parikalpital?'! 
rilpal?'!. 

13 MC.N.40 
yli punas tasya salTlSkiiranimittasya vastuno vikalpamiitra dharmatiiyiil?'! avas
thiinatli vikalpa pratitya abhilapanatii tatra idal?'! nlimasal?'!jiiiisal?'!keta prajliaptiv
yaviiharo rilpal?'! iti 
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The passing state ... is nothing other than what is called perception, which must 
be carefully distinguished from apperception or consciousne~s .. .14 ' 

Perception is a momentary contact with an external object which in the 
instant it takes place precisely. mirrors that object on the surface of 
consciousness. Apperception follows on, immediately shaping the mirror 
image in such a way as to make it cohere with past images. In other words, 
as soon as the mirror image is received it is modified by the processes of 
consciousness and ceases to be uniquely individual. As Leibniz says, it 
becomes confused. If we apply these ideas to an interpretation of the first 
two aspects then the discerned form (vikalpita rnpa) in some senses 
conforms with the initial perceptual image. It represents a stable state 
(avasthanata) of the entity which is a sign of something conditioned 
(sarrzskiiranimittavastu), or rather it is in complete correspondence with the 
true nature (dharmata) of the entity (vastu). This is why it is said at this 
point to be merely discerned (vikalpamatra), since no process has so far 
taken place to disturb, modify or confuse its stability. The attempt to fit it 
into a coherent picture which will be amenable to treatment by language 
however gives rise to the imagined form (parikalpita rnpa) or the form 
which has putative self-nature (svabhava). 

The Sandhinirmocanasutra gives the second aspect the title, the de
pendent characteristic (paratantralalqalJa), since the first aspect is depend
ent upon it and it acts as the support for the imagined characteristic 
(parikalpita-lalqalJiiSraya). For this sutra the dependent (paratantra) ap
pears to be the dharmic world itself, although this world is not comprised 
of individual dharmas possessing self nature (svabhava) as believed by the 
ignorant, but a plenum of mutually conditioned things in a constant state 
of flux. This second aspect then has a substantiality (sadravya) which the 
first does not possess, but this substantiality is not to be understood as the 
sum of a multiplicity of individual self-natures (svabhava). Concluding a 
discussion on the first two aspects, Tsong-kha-pa says: 

We negate the basis, which is constituted by name which is not postulated as being 
by means of conventional expression. On the other hand, we do not totally negate, 
in general, the place [or property (vastu)] of the basis which is constituted by 
name.15 

Tsong-kha-pa is clearly using the partial (paryudasa) negation which, as we 
mentioned in chapter two, can be found implicitly in use in MMK. In the 
present case the name itself is totally negated as constituting an entity, 
while the entity which is signified by the name is affirmed. 

Let us move on to the third aspect mentioned in the Maitreya chapter 

14 Monadology. 14 
quoted in Leiblliz Philosophical Writings ed. Parkinson, G.H.R. (ed.) London 
(1973), p. 180. 

15 Quoted in Iida op. cit. p. 267. 
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where it is designated the true nature of form etc. (dharmatii rilpa). This 
true nature of form is said to be equivalent to the true nature of things 
(dharmiinilm dharmatii) the dharma element (dharmadhiitu), suchness 
(tathatii), the reality limit (bhUtakoti), eternally and constantly devoid of 
self-nature (ni/:zsvabhiivatii). It is said to be equivalent to the absence of 
the first aspect (parikalpitarilpa) from the second (vikalpitarilpa).16 The 
Sandhinirmocana calls it the accomplished characteristic (parini:;panna
lak.ya1)O.) and corroborates what has been said above. The parini:;panna is 
simply stated as the middle aspect (i.e. paratantra) eternally devoid of the 
first aspect (i.e. parikalpita) which is itself devoid of self nature (nibs
vabhiiva) and consequently without correspondence to anything absolute 
(aparini:;panna ).17 

To summarise, the three aspect doctrine may be said to concern the 
nature of things, and their possible understandings by people of differing 
degrees of spiritual development. The doctrine itself hinges on the second 
aspect which is referred to variously as the discerned form (vikalpita rflpa) 
or the dependent characteristic (paratantralak.ya1)O.). Now, bothsutras hold 
this second to be identical with the third, once imagination has been 
destroyed. Imagination, the result of ignorance (avidYii), leads to the 
construction of an external world constituted by substantial entities. The 
extirpation of this world-view leads to destruction of the subjectivity and 
objectivity which are characteristics of the imagined nature (parikalpita). 
Speaking of the purified aspect of the dependent nature (paratantra) the 
sutra informs us that: 

Whatever is discerned form, because of its substantiality, is viewed as substantial, 
although it never occurs as an independent reality (svatantravrttah).18 

This means that something must still be present once ignorance has been 
uprooted and the mental concepts associated with it have been suppressed. 
However this can no longer be presented as merely external existents. 
Reality is no longer seen as independent, or other, to self. In this state 
there is a union of self and other. This is the accomplished nature 
(parini:;panna). , 

In a sense the vikalpitarilpa!paratantrasvabhiiva may be seen as the basis 
for the arising of the other two, though ultimately there is no separation 

16 MC.N.41. 
yli utplidlid vli tathligatlinlim anutplidlid va sthitaiveyam dharmlinlim dharmatli 
dharmasthititli dharmadhiftur yat tena parikalpitarilpe/J.a tasya vikalpita rilpasya 
nitya1fl nityaklila1fl dhruvan dhruvakiila1fl niT;ISVabhlivatli dharma nairlitmyan ta
thatli bhiltakotir ida1fl dharmatli rilpa1fl 

17 Salidhivi. ~10. 
18 MC.N.44 

yad vikalpita1fl rilpa1fl ida1fl vikalpita1fl rilpa1fl sadravya1fl 
uplidaya sadravya1fl dra~tavya1fl na tu svatantra vrttal:J,. 
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between it and the parin4panna; there merely appears to be separation of 
the pair under the conditions of ignorance. Under such conditions the 
imagined (parikalpita) aspect operates abstractively in that it isolates 
specific items from the flux of exis.tence, conjuring up discrete existents 
when there are, in reality, no such things. The Maitreya chapter tells us that 
the third aspect represents the total absence of the first. This corresponds 
with things seen as they truly are (yathiibhutam), free from the superimpo
sition of individual self-natures (svabhiiva). This vision of things is said to 
be ultimate (paramiirtha), devoid of language and consequently inex
pressible (nirabhilapyii), the true nature of things (dharmiiniimdharmatii) 
and suchness (tathatii), amongst other synonyms. As we shall see sub
sequently these are the usual synonyms employed by the Mahiiyiina when 
talking about ultimate truth (paramiirthasatya). 

Earlier in this chapter we noted a Leibnizian parallel to the first two 
aspects of the three nature theory. Such a parallel becomes even more 
prominent in the works of later Yogiiciirins, particularly in the writings of 
Dignaga and DharmakIrti. In their attempt to work out a thorough going 
theory of knowledge they hold that perception (pratyakya) consists of one 
pure moment of sensation immediately followed by subsequent moments 
of thought activity in the minds of the unenlightened. While the first 
moment is uncontaminated and in the enlightened provides true knowl
edge, further moments will distort the image in a direction determined by 
the past actions and predilections of the perceiver. This distorted image 
finally coheres into a speculative theory of reality which, because of its 
mistaken prenllses, inevitably leads to suffering when applied to the "real" 
world. Such a situation is clearly described as parikalpita svabhiiva in the 
three-natures theory. For Dignaga the initial moment of perception is pure 
since mental contamination is not yet at work. This will correspond to the 
dependent nature (paratantra). At this point subjectivity and objectivity 
have not arisen and knowledge may operate in a manner in which extern
ality has no real sense. Now Dignaga holds out the possibility of all 
moments being like this. This will be equivalent to the attainment of 
nirvii1;la since all thought construction will have stopped and things will be 
seen as they are (yathiibhutam). Such knowledge, though one must be 
careful to distinguish it from conventional knowledge dependent on the 
subject/object dichotomy (prapafica) , is the accomplished nature 
(parin4panna ). 

The above interpretation suggests that the three-natures theory may 
be used to provide a soteriologica1 scheme for the aspiring Buddhist. 
Parikalpitasvabhiiva will represent the starting point of the path in ignor
ance while paratantra becomes the bedrock of this samsaric condition but 
at the same time signifies those moments of pure sensation at the base of 
everyday experience which may be met with more powerfully in medita-
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tion. Parini<;panna corresponds to the end of the path in which nothing but 
pure sensation exists and there is no knower and nothing known. This is 
nirvii1)a. 

Now the Maitreya chapter is not found in all the recensions of the 
Prajiiiipiiramitii text in question. Since the doctrine of the three aspects it 
contains corresponds closely to the trilalqa1)a teaching of the Sandhinir
mocanasutra, which is understood by Buddhist tradition to be authoritative 
for the Yogiiciira, many scholars have considered it to be a later interpola
tion in a body of text which is at doctrinal variance with it. As Obermiller 
puts it: 

As this differentiation appears to be identical with the teaching of the three 
aspects of existence, as we have it in the Sarruihinirmocana, the Yoglicliras consider 
the Pancavi7[1Satislihasrikli to be a text, the main standpoint of which is quite the 
same as that of the said Sutra, i.e. a Yogliclira work.19 

Bu-ston, in his history of Buddhism, confirms this point of view by main
taining that the chapter containing Maitreya's questions was never re
trieved by Nagarjuna during his visit to the realm of the Niigiis, as was all 
the rest of the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature. The foremost modern scholar on 
the subject, E. Conze, goes along with the consensus when he points out 
that: 

A modern historian, on the other hand, cannot fail to note that this "Maitreya 
chapter" differs radically from the remainder of the Prajiilipliramitli in vocabulary, 
style and doctrinal content.20 

If we tentatively disregard the testimony of Bu-ston, since the only evi
dence to support his claim is mythological tradition, both Obermiller and 
Conze take their stand on the ground that the chapter in question differs 
doctrinally from the body of the text. This is not a view that has been 
universally shared by the Buddhist tradition. Tsong-kha-pa, for instance, 
sees the Maitreya chapter as quite compatible with the rest of the text.21 

Now many commentators before Tsong-kha-pa, who wrote from a Mad
hyamaka point of view, held that while the body of the sutra was written 
as direct meaning (nitiirtha), rthe Maitreya chapter has only an indirect 
meaning (neyiirtha) and consequently needs further elaboration by a 
qualified teacher. Tsong-kha-pa disagrees. For him the whole of the text 
has a direct meaning (nltiirtha). However he is still at pains to make a 
distinction between the three aspect theory and the three self-nature 
(trisvabhiiva) doctrine ofthe Yogiiciira. As we have already seen he will not 
equate the teachings of the Maitreya chapter with the trilalqalJa theory of 

19 Obermiller (1935) p. 97-98. 
20 in Conze and Iida op. cit. p. 233. 
21 Tsong-kha-pa Legs-bshad snying-po 

Tokyo reprint 150, 203, 4ff 
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the Saiuihinirmocana sLUra. His position seems to entail a denial of the fact 
that the Sandhinirmocanasiltra is iigama for the Yogiiciira, otherWise he 
would have to accept that the trilalqalJ-a and trisvabhiiva doctrines are 
essentially the same, and that the Yogiiciira teachings must be in accord 
with the three aspects of the Maitreya chapter. He fails to do this explicitly 
and to a certain extent this puts him in an awkward position. This is because 
he wishes to maintain a distinction between Madhyamako. and Yogiiciira 
teachings. How far is he justified in making such a distinction? Let us turn 
to an examination of Nagarjuna's understanding of reality to see whether 
this will throw light on the matter. 

One must first of all see Nagarjuna's teaching in its correct context. 
The doctrine of two truths (satyadvaya) is first raised in MMK. xxiv. The 
truths are actually brought forward in argument with an opponent who 
asserts that since Nagarjuna teaches everything to be empty (tunya), 
certain consequences of a nihilistic nature follow. These consequences 
include the rejection of the existence of the Four Noble Truths, the 
impossibility of true knowledge (parijfzii), the pointlessness of developing 
any spiritual discipline (bhiivana) and the incoherence of the triple jewel 
(triratna), i.e. the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha. Nagarjuna re
sponds by arguing that his opponent has misunderstood his particular 
doctrine of emptiness (sunyatii). As such the charge of nihilism will not 
hold. Nagarjuna seems to mean that the opponent has confused emptiness 
with non-existence, and when Nagarjuna claims dharmas to be empty 
(sunya) this is not meant to imply that they are devoid of existence. He 
merely wishes to point out that dharmas are empty of something in 
particular and this something is in fact self-nature (svabhiiva). 

It is to elaborate this argument that Nagarjuna introduces the two 
truths. 

The teaching of the Dharma by various Buddhas is based on two truths; namely 
the worldly conventional truth and the ultimate truth.22 

He goes on to add that this teaching of the Buddha is profound (gambhira) 
precisely because it makes the distinction between two truths.23 The 
reader has the impression that Nagarjuna considers the Buddha to be the 
initiator of this specific doctrine. He is not claiming it as his own. Such a 
view confirms the previous chapter, in which we identified a two fold 
theory of truth in the writings of the Sthaviras. 

It is also clear that, for Nagarjuna, the two truths follow directly upon 

22 MMK. xxiv. 8 
dve satye samupiisritya buddhliniiTfl dharmadesanii 
lokasaTflv(tisatyaTfl ca satyaTfl ca paramlirthatal; 

23 MMK. xxiv. 9. 
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the establishment of the doctrine of emptiness (silnyatil) since his first 
comment to his critics is that: 

... you do not understand the real purpose of sunyattl, its nature and meaning. 
Therefore there is only frustration and hindrance (of your understanding).24 

As a consequence, 

If you perceive the various existences as true beings from the standpoint of 
self-nature (svabhtlva), then you will perceive them as non-causal conditions.25 

Now Nagarjuna, as evidenced by the mahgaiasioka of MMK, holds fast to 
the central Buddhist doctrine of causality or dependent origination (prati
tyasamutpiida), but his opponent has not grasped this fundamental Budd
hist revelation. By taking things to possess self-nature (svabhiiva) the latter 
has precluded the possibility of them being causally efficient, As such they 
cannot contribute to the flux of existence. Nagarjuna's position therefore 
is that: 

Any factor of existence (dharma) which does not participate in relational origin
ation (prautyasamutpanna) cannot exist. Therefore any factor of experience not 
in the nature of silnya cannot exist.26 

Nagarjuna has effectively turned the opponent's criticism upside down and 
directed it back at him. The opponent has accused Nagarjuna of nihilism. 
In response Nagarjuna has shown that by maintaining self-nature 
(svabhiiva), causal efficiency in both the moral order and in the dharmic 
world is negated. Under such an attack the opponent becomes the nihilist, 
while Nagarjuna, in maintaining the existence of things, though empty 
(silnya) of self-nature (svabhiiva), can go on to show that his teachings are 
conducive to the practice of the Buddhist path, the operation of the four 
Noble Truths, etc. 

Nagarjuna certainly does not feel himself to be a nihilist. In fact MMK. 
xxiv.19 implies the existence of dharmas capable of causal relations. It is 
likely that he would agree with someone who maintains the existence of 
the world in a general way, though not necessarily in every specific detail. 
In consequence there is no p~rticular reason why he would disagree with 
the realistic claim of the suttas that: 

... because of the sensitive surface of the eye as support, and the four originating 

24 MMK. xxiv. 7 
atra brilma/:! silnyatiiytlm na tvarrt vetsi prayo janarrt 
silnyattlrrt silnyattirtharrt ca tata evarrt vihanyase. 

25 MMK. xxiv. 16 
svabhtlvad yadi bhavtlnarrt sadbhtlvam anupaSyasi 
ahetupratyaytin bhavafTIS tvam eva1]'l sari paSyasL 

26 MMK. xxiv. 19 
aprautyasamutpanno dharma/:! kascin na vidyate 
yasmat tasmad asilnyo hi dharma/:! kascin na vidyate. 
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material elements as the object, there "rises eye consciousness. By the meeting of 
those three arises contact. 27 

although he would object that neither eye, external object or eye con
sciousness could be possessed of self-nature (svabhiiva) for such a situation 
in his view of things would preclude the possibility of contact. Since 
Nagarjuna does show some sympathy towards realistic thought, though 
obviously his particular version of it, how then are the truths to be 
understood? 

In the first place they are not mutually exclusive since the absolute can 
only be understood with the conventional as its basis. 

Without relying on everyday common practices (i.e. the conventional truth) the 
absolute truth cannot be expressed. Without the absolute truth, nirvalJa cannot 
be attained.28 

Since the two truths appear to have a certain dependence on one another 
it is unlikely that they were designed to fulfill the function performed by 
the two categories of a dualistic system such as Stirnkhya or Cartesianism. 
For instance, Stirnkhya deals with two mutually exclusive realities [primor
dial matter (pralqti) and souls (pulU.)'a)], not a single reality which can be 
treated in a twofold manner. The two fundamental principles of Stirnkhya 
may be termed truths in the ontological sense of the word, i.e. when the 
word truth is used as a synonym for being. Certainly the Sanskrit term for 
truth (satya) has this connotation since it contains within itself the word 
for being (sat). Under these circumstances, and since Stirnkhya puts for
ward the notion of two mutually incompatible spheres of being, one may 
be justified in claiming that it teaches two truths. However, this is not the 
sense given by Nagarjuna to his notion of two truths (satyadvaya). He is 
not a dualist and does not recognise two entirely independent ontological 
realms. Rather, he recognises two epistemic orientations towards one 
reality. These are the orientation of the ordinary person, and the orienta
tion of the enlightened person. This is made clear by his references to the 
states of sarnstira and nirvti/Ja. 

Sarrzsara is nothing essentially different from nirvalJa. NirvaIJa is nothing essen
tially different from sarrzsara. The limits of nirvaIJa are the limits of sarrzsara. 
Between the two, also, there is not the slightest difference whatsoever.29 

27 M. ii.75 
Avuso nissayabhavena cakkhuppasadafica aramma~labhavena catusamutthani
kampe ca pa{icca cakkhuvififiaIJarrz nama uppajjati tiIJIJam saIJgati phasso ti tesam 
tiIJIJam sangatiya phasso nama uppajjati. 

28 MMK. xxiv. 10 
vyavahararrz anasritya paramartho na de.§yate 
paramartharrz anagamya nirvalJarrz nadhigamyate 

29 MMK.xxv.19-20 
na sarrzsarasya nirvalJat kirrzcid asti viSe~alJam 
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Nagarjuna wishes to establish a link between the two truths on the one 
hand, and sarrzsara and nirva1)a on the other. Now sarrzsiira and nirvii1)a are 
said to be identical since they have the same limit (leoti), which probably 
means that they refer to the same reality seen in the first case under the 
condition of ignorance (avidyii) and in the second through the ey~ of 
wisdom (prajflii). It is clear then, that the conventional truth (sa1?lvrtisatya) 
must be closely connected with samsiira while the ultimate truth (paramiir
thasatya) corresponds with nirvii1)a. 

Sa1?lvrti is defined in Candrakirti's commentary on MMK in three 
senses. It is said to be (a) the obscuration of the true nature of things 
through ignorance, (b) reciprocal dependence and fmally (c) social con
vention involving the world of ordinary language and translation.30 
Sprung31 argues that sa1?lvrti involves the belief in a person (Le. concep
tions such as "I" and "mine") and in existence understood in terms of the 
defilements (klesas). We may add to this by noting that sa1?lvrti is particu
larly associated with the kind of defilement (klesa) which leads to the 
imputation of self-nature (svabhiiva) to dharmas, through the cooperation 
of language. As a consequence, information obtained through verbal 
transaction, though having a pragmatic value is, from the ultimate point of 
view, untrue. 

The Blessed One has said that elements with delusive nature are untrue. All 
mental conformations (saTflSkiira) are delusive in nature. Therefore, they are 
untrue.32 

When Nagarjuna talks about elements with a delusive nature, what he 
means are things which possess self-nature. He is not totally denying the 
existence of things in the above statement. We have already seen how 
Buddhists assign a pragmatic truth value to attempts to articulate ultimate 
reality. The Parable of the Raft in M. i. 173 shows this clearly in that the 
Buddhist teaching is said to be promulgated so that it may be used as a 
vehicle on the path, though from the ultimate point of view it is without 
meaning and in the end must be abandoned. The articulation of Dhanna 

, 
na nirvii1)asya saTflSiiriit kiT{!cid asti viSe$a1)am 
nirvii1)asya ca ya kopl;l. kopl;l. SaTflSiira1)asya ca 
na tayor antaraT{! kiT{!cit susalqmam api vidyate 

30 Prasannapadii p. 4921.10-12, commenting onMMK. xxiv. 8 
Samantiidvaranam saT{!v.rtil;l. ajliiinaT{! hi samantiit sarva padiirtha tattviivacch
iidaniit samv(tir ity ucyate. parasparasaT{!bhavanaT{! vii samrtir anyonya 
samiiSraye1)etyarthalJ,. atha vii samv[til:l samaketo lokavyavahiira ityarthal;l. sa 
ciibhidhiiniibhidheya jliiinajlieyiidi lalqa1)al;l. 

31 Sprung, M. 'The MMhyamika Doctrine of Two Realities as Metaphysic' in Sprung, 
M. (ed.) (1973) p. 41. 

32 MMK. xiii. 1 
tanm~ii mO$adharma yadbhagaviinityabhii$ata 
sarve ca mO$adharmii1)a~! saTflSkiiriistena te m~ii 
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then pertains to the path and this is why Nagarjuna says, at MMK. xxiv. 
10, that the conventional truth (smpvrtisatya) is the basis (iiSraya) for the 
ultimate truth (paramiirthasatya). The articulated Dharma may be said to 
contain within itself the seed of its own transcendence since it hints at the 
ultimate reality of things which is inexpressible. 

None of this is particularly novel. As Nanananda comments, in the 
context of the Pali canon, 

However the Buddha, for this part, was content to treat all of them (i.e. teachings) 
as sammuti (=sa'!lvrti). For him, they were merely worldly conventions in com
mon use, which he made use of without clinging to them". (D. i. 202).33 

Nagarjuna would interpret such a statement as indicating the fact that the 
Buddha, while he recognised the substantialising tendency connected with 
language, was forced to use such language for the purpose of leading the 
unenlightened towards enlightenment. Actually when one comes to un
derstand that the putative self-natures implicated in the realm of discourse 
are empty (sunya), then all views concerning the nature of things are 
uprooted for good. The notion of emptiness (sunyata) then, merely indi
cates the non-existence of self-natures and should not be taken as yet 
another view concerning the status of the world, etc. This is what 
Nagarjuna means when he says: 

Emptiness (silnyata) is proclaimed by the victorious ones as an escape from all 
view points. It is said (therefore) that those who hold emptiness as a view point 
are incurable (asadhya). 34 

The second or ultimate truth (paramarthasatya) is not a view point since it 
is not arrived at by the intervention of language. Sprung35 considers it to 
be synonymous with many of the terms which are normally employed by 
the Mahayana when referring to reality as it really is. The terms in question 
include sunyata, tattva, dharmata, nirvalJa. One may hint at an under
standing of paramiirtha, though it must be borne in mind that for the 
Madhyamaka it is fundamentally inaccessible through language. Of course 
we should remember that this notion is not peculiar to the Madhyamaka. 
As we have noted more than once, it is found in the earliest strata of 
Buddhist thought. Acknowledging these strictures, and using worldly 
convention, we may intimate, and no more, the structure of the ultimate 
truth. Any language we use must be predominantly apophatic. 

Paramiirtha may be said to involve the cessation of concepts such as 
"I" and "mine": 

33 Bhikkhu NaI)ananda (1971) p. 40. 
34 MMK. xiii. 8 

silllyata sarvad~(illa'!l prokta llif:zsara~Ja'!l jillai/:! 
ye~a'!l tu silnyatad.mis tan asadhyan babha~ire. 

35 Sprung, op. cit. p. 43. 
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If the individual self (titman) does not exist, how then will there be something 
which is "my own"? There is lack of possessiveness and no ego (aharrzktira) on 
account of the cessation of self and that which is "my own".36 

Since sarrzvrti is tied up with and conditioned by the workings of the 
unenlightened mind and motivated by ignorance (avidya), paramiirtha 
must be a state in which dichotomy (prapanca) and thought construction 
(vikalpa) have come to rest. The wandering of the mind (cittagocam) ceases 
and one achieves nirvaIJa37. One understands the true nature of things 
(dhannata). This is really so (tathyam). 38 It is a state of peace (santa). 

Not conditionally related to anything else, peaceful, not elaborated by dichoto
mous thought, without thought construction, undifferentiated: such are the (true) 
characteristics of reality)9 

It is liberation from the tyranny of the conventional (sarrzvrti). Paramiirtha
satya is incapable of being taught or proved, though it may be hinted at 
through the spoken word. We meet with statements such as these time and 
time again in Mahayana SLUms. For example the Pitaputrasamiigamasutra 
tells us: 

This much should be understood, the conventional and the absolute ... Among 
these (two) convention was seen by the Tathtigata as worldly usage, while the 
absolute is inexpressible, unknowable, non-experiential, imperceptible, unre
veaIed, unmanifest ... not deed, not doer ... not gain,not loss, not pleasure, not 
pain, not fame, not infamy, not form, not without form.40 

The ultimate truth is free from the duality associated with the conventional 
and as such is non-dual (advaya). It is therefore devoid ofprapanca. 

Now, as we have already said, the ultimate is dependent on the 
conventional for its expression, but an objection can be raised as to 
whether there is any way in which the two truths can really" exist". Lindtner 
has found the seed of such an objection in the Mahavibhii$a. 

A very early piece of evidence to this effect has found its way into the Mahtivibhti~ti 
where objections were raised whether the relative (sarrzvrti) exists in a relative 

36 MMK. xviii. 2 I 
titmany asati ctitmiyarrz lalta eva bhaviyJati 
nirmamo niraharrzktira!; samtid titmtitmaninahyo!; 

37 MMK. xviii. 7 
38 MMK. xviii. 8 
39 MMK. xviii. 9 

aparapratyayam stintarrz prapaiicair aprapaiicitarrz 
nirvikalpam antintirtham etat tattvasya lalqalJam 

40 Pittiputrasamtigamasutra Peking Tibetan Tripitaka Vol. 23 p. 215-2 
quoted by Wayman (1969) p. 149. 
ettivac caiva jiieyarrz yad uta sarrzvrfil:t paramtirthas ca ... tatra sarrzvrtir lokapractiratas 
tathtigatena dma ya!; puna!; paramtirtha!; so 'nabhiltipya!; antijiieya aparijiieya!; ... 
ytivan na ltibho ntiltibho na sukharrz na du!;kham na yaso ntiyaso na rilparrz narilparrz 
itytidi 
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sense (saT!!v!1ital,l), or in the absolute sense (paramlirthatal,l). Whatever the 
answer, only the absolute (paramlirtha) exists, and thus the theory of two truths is 
absurd.41 

Kumarila (early seventh century) is the most prominent non-Buddhist to 
criticise the two truth doctrine of Nagarjuna, actually quoting MMK. xxiv. 
8 in his commentary on the Slokaviirttika.42 He maintains that it is totally 
nonsensical to have two separate truths. If paramiirtha is ultimately true 
then it follows that sal?1-vrtf, is not truth at all. It would be better described 
as untruth (mithyii). Kumarila makes the point that the Madhyamaka claim 
to teach two truths is actually misleading, because what they in fact put 
forward is one truth (i.e. paramiirtha) together with one falsehood (i.e. 
sarrLVrtf,). We must assume that Kumarila's position is a summary of 
previously held views on this matter. 

Amongst the Miidhyamikas, it is Bhavaviveka who first takes up the 
challenge of these criticisms. Bhavaviveka probably lived c. 500--570 AD, 43 
and consequently occupies a position in the history of Madhyamaka 
thought intermediate between Nagarjuna and Candrakirti. We could say 
that, with Bhavaviveka, we see the beginning of the split between the 
Madhyamaka and Yogiiciira which manifests itself to the fullest estent in 
the writings of the Priisahgikas. Now Bhavaviveka has been unfairly treated 
by many scholars of the Madhyamaka who have based their understanding 
of Nagarjuna's seminal works on the commentaries of Candrakirti, al
though this position is now changing. Bhavaviveka tries to show how 
Nagarjuna's statement in MMK. xxiv. 8 that the ultimate truth has the 
conventional truth as its basis (iisraya) is true. For him nonsense would be 
made of the Buddhist Dharma if no connection were possible, as oppo
nents of Buddhism, such as Kumarila, claim. Now we have already seen 
that Nagarjuna answers exactly the same criticism in his Vigrahal!Yiivartani 
when he replies to an opponent's objection that if everything is empty then 
surely his (i.e. Nagarjuna's) words are empty and hence his teaching 
meaningless. Nagarjuna responds: 

... if there is the self existence of good dhannas, while not being related to 
something else, there would be no state of a spiritual way of life. There would be 
neither vice nor virtue, and worldly practical activities would not be possible.44 

41 Lindtner (1981) p. 162. 
42 Kumarila Slokavlirttika, Nirlilambanavlida Section v 6-10 

cf. Kumari/a: Mimli7!lSa-slokavlirttika Rama Shastri Tailanga Manavalli (ed.) 
Benares (1898) 

43 cf. Kajiyama (1968) p. 200 and Lindtner (1984) 
44 vv. 54-55 

atha na pratitya kiT!! cit svabhava utpadyate sa kuSalli1;lam 
dhannli1;llim evaT!! sylid vliso na brahmacaryasya 
nadhanno dhanno vli saT!!vyavahliras ca lauldka na syul,l 
nityas ca sasvabhlivlil,l syur nityat vlid ahetumatal,l 
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In other words it is precisely because all dharmas, and particularly the 
concep~s of Buddhist Dharma, are empty ot" own-being that they are 
efficient, and since they are efficient they have the capacity to lead towards 
liberation. This is in complete conformity with MMK. xxiv. 8, so it appears 
that Bhavaviveka's attempt at exegesis has a basis in the writings of the 
master. It is surprising therefore that Bhavaviveka's contemporary, the 
Priisahgika Buddhapalita, and his later follower CandrakIrti, should both 
choose to disregard the objections of Kumarila, et ai., dismissing: . 

such controversies as symptomatic of obsession (graha) and themselves retain a 
non-committed attitude.45 

towards ontology and epistemology. On this evidence it is not surprising 
to hear E. Conze say of the school of Bhavaviveka, the Madhyamaka
Svtitantrika, that they: 

... have upheld the well-nigh incredible thesis that in Madhyamaka logic valid 
positive statements can be made.46 

Again Murti tells us that the SVtitantrikas are: 

... against the correct standpoint of the Madhyamaka",47 

although it should be noted that Lindtner48 regards the term SVtitantrika 
to be a misleading attribution with regard to Bhavaviveka's work. Murti's 
objection is quite clearly incorrect as we have seen by reference to 
Nagarjuna's own works. Conze's statement is more complex, since it is 
coloured by an implicit assumption that the interpretation of the 
Prtisahgika, and particularly of Candrakirti, is the correct understanding of 
Nagarjuna's position. Now the Prtisahgikas make a distinct and radical 
separation between the two truths. In their writings they emphasise the 
fundamental contradiction between the absolute and human under
standing and stress th~ notion, that paramartha completely transcends 
thought and language. Bhavaviveka does not disagree here but since, in 
this form, the doctrine is open to the previously mentioned criticism of 
Kumarila, he modifies it somewhat. 

The most sympathetic wQrk of exegesis on Bhavaviveka has been 
carried out relatively recently and mostly by Japanese scholars, ~1though 
both Lindtner and Eckel have made major contributions to the field of 
late. One of their number, Kajiyama, observes: 

Although yearning for the absolute truth is naturally accompanied by negation of 
the relative and conditioned knowledge ... a question should in this context be 
reflected upon: that is, whether the system of the relative knowledge can be, so 

45 Lindtner op. cit. p. 163. 
46 Conze, E. Buddhist Thought in India Ann Arbor (1967) p. 239. 
47 Murti, T.R.V.A Survey of Buddhism Bangalore (1966) p. 346. 
48 Lindtner ibid. p. 165. 
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far as the phenomenal world is concerned, recognised as valid or not, though it is 
always delusive from the absolute point of view. This very problem seems to have 
been a fork which divided ... the Madhyamaka itself into the PriisangiJca and the 
SViitantrika.49 

Bhavaviveka takes the view that relative knowledge does have value and 
is efficient with respect to the Buddhist path. In fact for Bhavaviveka 

the conventional is the focus for whatever reality there is.50 

To avoid the radical disjunction between the two truths characteristic of 
the Priisangikas he makes a distinction between two forms of the conven
tional (sarrtvrti); the real (tathya) and the erroneous (mithya). In the 
Prajfiapradipa,51 his commentary on MMK, he tells us that while water may 
be said to be real (tathya) from the conventional point of view, the water 
in a mirage is not so and is in fact false (mithya) from the same point of 
view. He bases his opinion on Nagarjuna's statement that "everything is 
so, or not so". 52 By making this point Bhavaviveka succeeds to a certain 
extent in deflecting the criticism of Kumarila and others-the Buddhists 
do accept a conception of falsehood, but in a more particular sense than 
that used by their opponents. Something is false (mithya) if it does not exist 
from the conventional (sarrzv[1i) sense, such as water in a mirage, or the 
horns of a hare. In the later and more mature Madhyamakaratnapradipa 
(MRP) Bhavaviveka talks of two differing kinds of prajfiti. The first corre
sponds with samvrtisatya, while the second is concerned with paramartha
satya. Samvrtiprajfia may be either erroneous (bhranta = mithya), and as 
such lines up with the various forms of non-Buddhist philosophy, or correct 
(tathya). To complicate matters further tathyasamv[1iprajfia is subdivided, 
each subdivision corresponding: 

respectively to the three major trends of Buddhist thought: Sravaka and Yogiiciira 
belong to the level of neyiirtha, MadhyamIka to the level of nitiirtha. 53 

Bhavaviveka does not stop here. He also allows that ultimate truth 
(paramartha) may be similarly divided into an ultimate truth which may be 
inferred (saparyayaparamartha) and one which is beyond inference (apa
ryayaparamartha ). 

!ida comments: 

49 Kajiyama, Y. 'Bhavaviveka and the Prasaiigika School' Nava-Nalanda Mahavi
hara Research Publication (no date). p. 291. 

50 Eckel (1985) p. 42. 
51 Dbu ma' i rtsa ba'i 'grel pa shes ,ab sgron ma (Prajiiiipradipamillamadhyamaka vrttz) 

Tohoku3853 
For Tibetan text cf. ed. Walleser, M. (ed.) Prajiiiipradipa (incomplete) Bibliotheca 
Indica, New Series, Calcutta (1914). 

52 MMK. xviii. 8a 
sarva11'l tathya11'l na vii tathya11'l 

53 Lindtner BhaVya's Critique ... (1986) p. 245. 
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Bhavaviveka grades ultimate reality into two kinds, i.e. supramundane ultimate 
reality and mundane ultimate reality. The former-has no attributes (nirlalqa1;la) 
and- is inexpressible. However the words and deeds of the lirya who has some 
experience of paramlirtha differ from those of worldlings ... In other words, the 
words and deeds of the iirya based on ultimate reality should be pure and true 
knowledge of the world (tathya-sal!1v{tijiilina).54 

This does not imply that, for Bhavaviveka, the expression of truth by an 
iirya is the highest of truths, since he still admits the inexpressible paramiir
tha ofthePriisaizgikas. In his Madhyamakiirthasa1?"graha55 he seems to state 
that the truth formulations of the Hinayiina, and of the heretical systems, 
both belong to the saparyayaparamiirtha, though this is contradicted in his 
later writings, where only the nitiirthatathyasamvrti associated with the 
Madhyamaka is accorded full ultimacy. 

The most important aspect of his system from our perspective is the 
linking of tathyasa1?"vrti with saparyiiyaparamiirtha. The following chart 
shows clearly what Bhavaviveka intends. 

sakalpa [illusion] 

/ 
mithyii 

/ d;,lpa [nnn-Bud_,] 

samvrtisatya 

\ 7 M [YogIlcara] 

tathya saparyayaparamiirtha 
"-... [Madhyamaka] 

nitiirtha 

'" aparyiiyaparamiirtha 

saprapafica 

J- niJjprapanca56 

The tathyasa1?"vrti provides the connecting link between the two truths. 
This is the connecting link which the Priisaizgikas do not possess. It is this 
lack which leaves them open to the criticism of the likes of Kumarila. 

To fully appreciate this particular point we must look at something 
Bhavaviveka says in his Madhyamakahrdayakiirikii. In this text the real, 
conventional knowledge, or true knowledge of the world (tathyasa1?"vr-

54 !ida, S. An Introduction to Sviitantrika-Mlidhyamaka unpublished PhD Thesis. 
University of Wisconsin (1968) p. 244 n. 16. 

55 cf. Katz (1976) p. 257. 
56 Based on the diagram of Lindtner op. cit. p. 246. 
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tijftana) is said to "correspond to the direction ofthe real object (bhutartha
pravivekiinugU1Jyata)".57 Similarly in MRP we here that: 

[a Miidhyamika] maintains the existence of the external realm (biihyavi.yya) [on 
the level of samvrtimtya ] ... 58 . 

though one must of course bear in mind that at the level ofparamiirtha this 
realm is lacking substantially. This strongly indicates the fact that, for 
Bhavaviveka, a realm of some sort does exist, and that it provides the basis 
for both the enlightened and unenlightened points of views; a position 
which we have already found in the Maitreya chapter of the Paft
cavirrz!atikasahasrikiiprajfli1paramitasutra, and implicitly in the writings of 
Nagarjuna. It is Candrakirti and the other Prasangikas who somehow seem 
out of step with mainstream Mahayana thought. Because they maintain a 
strict adherence to an inexpressible absolute (paramiirtha), while at the 
same time rejecting the conventional (sarrzvrti) absolutely, the mid-term 
which links the two together is absent from their system. In consequence 
they are exposed to criticism. This is a result of their remorseless pushing 
of the logico-linguistic transcendality of paramiirtha over sarrzvrti to its limit. 
This in turn results in a seeming rejection of the Buddhist notion of reality 
(tattva), which is the basis of the two point of view. If we cast our minds 
back to our prior discussion of logic in chapter two we can see why the 
Prasangikas are forced into total negation (prasajyapratiyedha) while 
Bhavaviveka's negations take the partial form (paryudasapratiyedha). 

If we return to Conze's astonishment that Bhavaviveka was able to 
make positive statements we can see his partisan view more clearly. Since 
he follows Candrakirti in his interpretation of the Madhyamaka he will not 
accept the saparyayaparamiirtha ofBhavaviveka, even though Bhavaviveka 
admits that this is only a provisional stage on the way to aparyayaparamar
tha which is the final stage ofMadhyamaka praxis (bhavana). This attitude 
incidentally is also at the root of Conze's contention that the Maitreya 
chapter of the Prajfli1paramita is a later interpolation. He follows the 
interpretations of a 7th century AD writer! 

Tsong-kha-pa on the other hand was a Svatantrika-Madhyamaka. As 
such he bases his interpretation of the Maitreya chapter on the hermeneu
tical scheme of Bhavaviveka. One must bear in mind at this point that the 
latter author, while accepting that the Maitreya chapter concerns the three 
nature (svabhavatraya) doctrine, regards this section of P.P to be not 
definite in sense (nitartha), as maintained by the Yogacara, but merely 
provisional (neyartha).59 This need not concern us unduly however, since 

57 MHK. III. 7c-d quoted in !ida, S. (1973). 
58 MRP.IV.6 

cf. for Tibetan text Lindtner Kalyanamitrliriigm)am (1986) p. 194. 
59 MRP.IV.9 

cf. Lindtner Bhavya's Critique ... (1986) p. 252. 
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Bhiivaviveka regularly downgrades Yogiiciira iigama when a response 
based on reason (yukti) eludes him in his various debates. Now, while 
Bhiivaviveka is in some senses a figure of transition, Tsong-kha-pa cer
tainly holds the Maitreya chapter to be of direct meaning. 60 At last then we 
are able to fully assess the content of the nitiirtha/neyiirtha distinction apd 
clearly relate it to the two truth doctrine. Bhiivaviveka provides the key to 
do so. It is not quite the case, as some scholars have insisted and as we 
have already noted in the previous chapter, that nitiirtha and neyiirtha are 
respectively synonymous with the paramiirtha and sarrzvrti satyas. The point 
made by Bhavaviveka is that it is the ultimate truth which can be inferred 
(saparyayaparamiirtha) which must equate with statements of direct 
meaning (nitiirtha) while the truth which is in conformity with real conven
tional knowledge (tathyasarrzvrti) is of an indirect meaning. Such a distinc
tion allows for both falsehood and non-Buddhist doctrine in the bipartite 
shape of false conventional knowledge (mithyiisarrzvrti) , while still allowing 
that at the highest level (aparyayaparamiirtha) the true nature of things is 
inexpressible (anabhiliipya). The relationship between the nitiirtha/ neyiir
tha formulation and the two truth doctrine is therefore more complex than 
some scholars have believed and this error on their part has led, in some 
cases, to a presentation of Mahiiyiina Buddhist doctrine which is open to 
various objections. 

Conze and Iida actually record a conversation with a Tibetan lama, 
Dezhung Rinpoche, who repeats Bhavaviveka's interpretation.61 Briefly, 
he equates the understanding of ordinary people (prthagjanii) with con
ventional truth (sarrzvrti) and that of the iiryas with the ultimate truth 
(paramiirtha). However for the iirya full understanding or paramiirtha only 
comes with Buddhahood. An iirya between the first stage (bhumi) of a 
Bodhisattva and Buddhahood itself has recourse to a subsidiary level of 
paramiirtha (mam-grans-pa'i don-dam bden pa i.e. saparyayaparamiirtha). 
Dezhung Rinpoche elaborates on this by saying that the scriptures are 
understood by people of differing levels of attainment in three separate 
ways: 

(i) 
(ii) 

By hearing about them (srutamayl) one grasps their general sense 
By thinking about them (cintiimayl) one comes to a greater 
understanding of their significance 

(iii) By meditating on them (bhiivaniimayl) one has direct experience 
face to face (mnon-sum-gyi-rtogs-par ID'ur). 

This all fits quite clearly with Nagarjuna's teaching of MMK. xxiv. 10 where 
paramiirtha is said to have its basis in sarrzvrti. Though an enlightened 

60 Thurman, R.A.F. (trans.) Tsong-kha-pa's Speech of Gold in the Essence of True 
Eloquence Princeton, Princeton u.P., (1984) p. 355-363. 

61 cf. Conze and !ida op. cit. p. 231. 
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person knows that the summum bonum of the Buddhist path lies beyond 
conceptual thought and is "silent", to lead others to enlightenment he 
promulgates a teaching (neyiirtha) which when inspected deeply (nUiirtha) 
leads to its own abandonment. This is the skillful means (upiiya) of a 
Buddha and the ultimate paradox of the Buddhist Dharma. 

While the neyiirtha/nltiirtha distinction refers to differing levels of 
attainment with respect to the promulgation (Dharma), the two truth 
distinction refers to differing levels of understanding of reality (tattva). 
SafTlv,-ti and paramiirtha both have efficiency through their reference to an 
ontological basis, i.e. tattva. Now, we have seen that Tsong-kha-pa accepts 
the Maitreya chapter as the closest approximation to ultimate truth (sapa
ryiiyaparamiirtha = nUiirtha) possible through language. He therefore 
endorses the three aspect doctrine as the correct interpretation of the two 
truth notion of Nagarjuna. We have shown independently that this is so. 
Nevertheless Tsong-kha-pa is unhappy to identify this doctrine with the 
three nature (trisvabhiiva) teaching of the Yogiiciira even though for them, 
as for Tsong-kha-pa, the Safldhinirmocanasfltra is iigama and seems to deal 
with just such a doctrine. Funnily enough Conze is less dogmatic on this 
point, allowing that there may be a close correlation between the three 
aspects of the Maitreya chapter and the trisvabhiiva of the Yogiiciira. In his 
words the chapter in question concerns: 

... a doctrine of the three svabhavas which mayor may not, be identical with the 
Yogacarin division into parikalpita, paratantra and parini:jpanna.62 

Now is the time to examine the doctrine of three natures and to determine 
whether Tsong-kha-pa is right in maintaining a distinction between the 
Madhyamaka and the Yogiiciira on this matter. As we have already noted, 
the notion of three natures (trisvabhiiva) finds scriptural authority in the 
Safldhinirmocanasfltra and plays a major role in the Laflkiivatiirasfltra. It is 
however in the writings of Vasubandhu and Asanga that we find it treated 
in a systematic manner. 

Before examining the writings of these authors it will be worthwhile 
to pause to consider the origin of the Yogiiciira. The tradition retold by the 
Tibetan doxographer Bu-ston is that Asanga, while residing in the TWiita 
heaven, had five treatises revealed to him by the Bodhisattva Maitreya, 
which he promptly wrote down on his return to earth. According to this 
account Maitreya is the mythological founder of the Yogiiciira, though to 
Asanga must go the credit for composing the seminal texts. Recently 
however certain authors, and particularly H. Ui63 and G. Tucci64 have 

62 ibid. p. 233. 
63 Ui, H. 'Maitreya as an Historical Personage' Indian Studies in Honour of Charles 

Rockwell Lanman (various authors) Cambridge, Mass (1929). 
64 Tucci, G. 011 Some Aspects of the Doctrines of Maitreya(natha) andAsanga Calcutta 

(1930). 
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suggested that, rather than being a mythological character, Maitreya was 
in fact an historical personage and the true founder of the school. Since 
they bring no true historical evidence to bear in their discussions, reaching 
conclusions on the grounds that the writings generally ascribed to Asailga 
are heterogeneous, so it is convenient to posit another author besides 
Asailga, the theory of the historicity of Maitreya is not proven. Obermil
ler65 on the other hand is of the opinion that Asailga is the author of the 
works ascribed to him, the differences in doctrine presented representing 
his need to treat different topics for different classes of readership. We 
have already seen that the same may be true of Nagarjuna. It is likely then 
that the real reason for associating these particular works with the name 
of Maitreya is the heavenly imprimatur they would receive from the 
connection, although it must be borne in mind that we are very far from 
hearing the last word on this matter. 

More importantly for us is another interesting factor. We have seen 
that the Maitreya chapter of the Prajfuiptiramitti contains one of the earliest 
explicit formulations of the three aspect doctrine. Now one of the fun
damental characteristics of the Yogtictira is its own exposition of exactly 
such a doctrine. Would it not therefore be quite feasible to suggest, 
assuming this section is earlier than the Yogtictira, that the Asailga's 
connection with Maitreya is not with any heavenly bodhisattva but rather 
with the character in the Prajfitiptiramitti? Is it not possible that the 
development of this doctrine by the Buddha, based on Maitreya's promp
tings, led to Maitreya's name being linked with the trisvabhtiva teaching 
such that Buddhist tradition considers him the originator of its exposition? 

The three nature (trisvabhtiva) doctrine of the Yogtictira concerns the 
imagined nature (parikalpitasvabhtiva), the dependent nature (paratantras
vabhtiva) , and the accomplished nature (parini!;pannasvabhtiva). For 
Asailga,66 this doctrine derives its scriptural authority through the 
Vaipulyasfltra, theAbhidharmasiltra and the Ghanavyilha. It receives more 
thorough treatment however in the Bodhisattvabhilmi, the Mahtiy
tinasa1'f1graha, and the Madhytintavibhanga ofAsanga, and the Trisvabhtiva
nirdefa and the Tril'(lfikii bothl ascribed to Vasubandhu. 

The author of the Madhytintavibhanga has the following to say with 
regard to these natures: 

The imagined, the dependent and the accomplished are taught respectively to be 
objects (artha), the imagination of the unreal (abhiltaparikalpa) and the non-ex
istence of duality (dvayi'ibhiiva).67 

65 Obermiller, E. 'The Sublime Science of the Great Vehicle to Salvation' Acta 
Orientalin IX (1933) p. 81-306. 

66 AsangaMahliyi'inasal{lgraha II. 26ff 
cf. Lamotte (ed.) (1938) p. 12Off. 

67 Madhyi'intavibhmiga (MV) 1.5 
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Sthiramati, commenting on the stanza, says that the imagined (parikalpita) 
nature represents objects (artha) in so far as they are constructed through 
the processes of thought, appearing as self existent entities (svabhava). 
Once such a process has been acco~plished a subject/object dichotomy 
(grahyagrahaka) is set up which leads to the belief in self and objects as 
independent existents. It should be noted here that this position does not 
in itself mean that Sthiramati and, by implication, Asailga are idealists. This 
interpretation would assume that they wish to go further than the evidence 
suggests and state that external objects are caused by subjective thought 
processes. This is not the case. All they are saying is that self and objects, 
as imagined (parikalpita), are in fact devoid of any self existence (svabhava) 
or substantiality. The third nature, the accomplished (parinispanna) is the 
total non-existence of those factors which lead to the false view of things 
entailed by the first. Parini$panna must, in consequence, be an absence of 
parikalpita, and since the latter establishes the subject/object dichotomy, 
parinispanna is said to be devoid ophis duality (dvayabhava). 

All this is quite consistent with doctrines we have already noted iri 
connection with the works of Nagarjuna and earlier writers. For him the 
unenlightened mind, through thought construction (vikalpa), creates false 
dichotomies (prapaiica) leading to the belief in a world constructed of 
building blocks (dharma) possessing own-being (svabhiiva). The enlight
ened mind however is empty (sanya) of such concepts and the task of 
someone on the Buddhist path is an attempt to bring about this enlight
ened state. The conclusion of the path coincides with the awakening of 
gnosis (prajiiii) which is a non-dual knowledge (advayajiiana). We have 
noted that all previous writers have acknowledged, albeit implicitly, a 
reality (tattva) which gives efficaciousness to these two forms of knowledge. 
We may now correlate what has so far been discussed before going to look 
at the second or dependent nature (paratantrasvabhava) of the Yogacara. 
For Nagarjuna the unenlightened world view coincides with the conven
tional truth (sarnv,-tisatyoJ which he equates with sarnsara. This is quite 
clearly the first or imagined nature (parikalpita). Similarly for Nagarjuna 
the enlightened world view is the ultimate truth (paramartha), a non-dual 
gnosis which equates perfectly with the third or accomplished nature 
(parinispannasvabhiiva). This is nirvalJa. Now, again consistent with 
Nagarjuna's position, nirvana andsarnsara are not two separate ontological 
realms of existence. He says there is no difference between the two, and 
we havefsuggested the reason for this is that they both represent epistemic 
orientations towards one reality (tattva). 

kaIpital} paratantra.sca parin~panna eva ca 
arthiid abhiltakaIpiicca dvay ii bhiiviicca kathyate. 
cf. Bhattacharya, V. and Tucci, G. (eds.) Madhyiintavibhiigasiitrabhii$Yatzkii of 
Sthiramati Part 1, London (1932) p. 19. 
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This corresponds well with Asailga's position. For him the second 
nature (paratantra) is also called the imagination ofthe unreal (abhiltapari
kalpa). To understand this notion we must quote Asailga again. 

The imagination of the unreal (abhutaparikalpa) exists. There is no duality 
(dvayal!!) in it. There is emptiness (sunyatii) and even in this there is that.68 

In his commentary on this curious stanza Kochumuttam asserts that it 
contains four clear statements: 

(i) an assertion of the imagination of the unreal (abhUtaparikalpo 'sn) 
(ii) a negation of duality (dvayam tatra na vidyate) 
(iii) an assertion of emptiness (sunyatii vidyate tu atra) 
(iv) an assertion of the co-existence ofthe imagination of the unreal (abhUtapari-

kalpa) and emptiness (sunyatii) (tasyam api sa vidyate).69 
This is a clear indication that, for Asailga at least, the dependent nature 
(paratantra) does exist (asti) though it seems that its existence precludes 
an implication of duality (dvayaJ?1.) and hence, of discrete entities. It is in 
fact empty (silnya) of all dichotomies. This is the true sense of emptiness 
(silnyatii) in the Yogiiciira system. 

Here then abhiltaparikalpa (=paratantra) is pivotal. It is the uncon
taminated state of things and as such is identical with the accomplished 
nature (parin4panna). In this ultimate condition all forms of dualistic 
thought are uprooted and one sees things as they are (yathiibhiltam). When 
thought construction appears there is the imagined nature (parikalpita). 
This regards reality as external to self and composed of substantial entities 
(dharmasvabhiiva). Actually, however, things are empty (silnya) of any 
imputed own-being (svabhiiva). All of this is quite consistent with our 
interpretation of Nagarjuna. 

The doctrine, essentially unchanged, is reiterated in the works of 
Vasubandhu. In theTrisvabhiivanirdesa we are told: 

That which is known as the dependent (paratantra) depends on causal conditions. 
The form in which it appears is the imagined (kalpital;) for it is merely an 
imagination. The perpetual absence of the form in which it (i.e. paratantra) 
appears is to be understood as the accomplished nature (parin~pallna) for it is 
never otherwise.7o 

Similarly in the TriJ?1.!ikii Vasubandhu says: 

68 Mv.l.2 
Abhutaparikalpo 'sti dvayam tatra na vidyate 
sunyatii vidyate tu atra tasyiim api sa vidyate 

69 Kochumuttam (1978) p. 37. 
70 Trisvabhiivanirdesa (TSN) v 2-3 

yat khyiiti paratantro 'sau yathii khyiiti sa kalpital; 
pratyaya adhina vrttitviit kalpaniimiitra bhiivatal; 
tasya khyaruryathii iikhyiillam yii sadii avidylimanatii 
jiieyal; sa parin~palllla svabhiivo 'Ilanyathiitvata(l 
Mukhopadhyaya, S. (ed.) Trisvabhlivanirdesa ofVasubandhu Calcutta (1939) p.l. 
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The accomplished (pari1li$panna) is the latter's (i.e.paratantra) perpetual devoid
ness of the former (i.e. parikalpita).71 

In an interesting article on the paratantrasvabhtiva, N. Aramaki72 has found 
a number of meanings of this concept as presented by Asanga in his 
Mahtiytinasarrzgraha. Among such meanings the most important from our 
point of view is that it is (i) the base for the appearance of all entities 
(sarvadharmapratibhti:;tiSraya), (ii) dependent origination (pratityasamut
ptida) and (iii) pertaining to suffering and pertaining to cleansing 
(samkJestirrzSiko vyavadtintirrzSikas ca).73 

I intend to postpone an examination of position (ii), i.e. the identity of 
pratityasamutptida and paratantra, until the next chapter which will deal 
with the concept of dependent origination in some detail. Nevertheless let 
us clarify positions (i) and (iii). We see thatparatantra is referred to as both 
a base (tisraya) for the appearance of things, and that state which gives 
coherence to the twin notions of bondage and release. In fact positions (i) 
and (iii) are mutually interconnected and may be explained with reference 
to what has already been said about the three natures. 

Paratantra may, in a sense, be considered under two aspects. In its first 
it is contaminated by imagination with the result that a world of appearance 
(pratibhii:;a) is constructed. Appearances are imputed to possess owo
being or substantiality while from the ultimate point of view they do not 
exist in this way. We have seen that appearance cannot come into being 
without some more indeterminate form of existence as its foundation. This 
is why paratantra in its imagined aspect is called the base (tisraya) for the 
appearance of all entities. Since one is trapped by imagination into a false 
view of things leading to suffering, paratantra is said to pertain to suffering. 
Looked at in its second aspect, in which it is uncontaminated by the above 
processes, paratantra is identical to the accomplished nature (parini{pan
nasvabhtiva). This is said to be the aspect pertaining to cleansing. 

and 

Asanga puts these notions in the following manner: 

The dependent (paratantra) is on occasion the dependent, on occasion the same 
is the imagined; and on occasion the same as the accomplished.74 

71 TrirrzS. 21b 
ni$pannas tasya purve{!a sadli rahitatli tu yli 
cf. L de la Vallee Poussin (trans), Vzjiiaptimlitratlisiddhi Paris (1928) p. 527. 

72 Aramaki, N. (1967). 
73 ibid. p. 954. 
74 Mahliylinasa7!lgraha (MS) II.17 

gtan gyi bdafl gi flo bo iiid IIi mam gratis kyis na gtan gyi dbafl no 
mam gratis kyis na de iiid kun brtags pa/:lo 
mams grails kyis nd de iiid yoils su grub pal;o 
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Sa1!lSiira is referred to the dependent nature in its aspect of defilement. Nirvii1J.a 
referred to the same in its aspect of purity.75 

Expanding a little we may say that paratantra is the basis for the arising of 
all the pairs of concepts which define the distinction between enlighten
ment and unenlightenment, be they nirvii1)a/saTflSiira, purity/defilement, 
paramiirtha/sa1fLvr!i, bliss/suffering, self/non-self etc.76 As Sthiramati has 
pointed out, it is impossible to accept something as relative or absolute 
without recourse to an underlying substance.77 The only stipulation we 
need to make is that this basis (iiSraya) must not be assumed to have 
equality of relationship with both elements of the pair. Taking nirviir;a/ 
saTflSiira as an example it is clear that saTflSiira represents a falling away 
from the base; a failure to understand it as it is. Nirviir:za on the other hand 
is complete identification with the base for objectivity and subjectivity do 
not exist at this point. The first aspect then reflects disunity in a way that 
the second does not. 

A late text in the Yogiiciira corpus, Kambala'sAlokamiilii, dating from 
the early sixth century AD, refers frequently to the three nature doctrine. 
Thus: 

Homage to the Buddha (munindra) who has declared that [the entire universe] is 
only mind [consisting] in the development of the three natures in order to abandon 
the three kinds of ignorance.78 

The commentary tells us that the three kinds of ignorance are ignorance 
of the imagined (parikalpita), dependent (paratantra) and accomplished 
(parin~panna) natures and we are clearly led to believe that the svabhiiva
traya doctrine is a kind of philosophical and practical propaedeutic, for 
ultimately all svabhiivas are empty, as we are so regularly told by the 
Laftkiiratiirasutra, e.g. 

There is no self-nature, no thought construction, no reality, no AIaya; these indeed 
are so many discrimations cherished by the ignorant who like a corpse are bad 
logicians.79 

75 MS.IX.i 
de la l;khor ba ni gian gyi dba~ gi no bo iiid de kun nas iion moils pal;i char gtogs 
pal;o 
my a nan las l;das pa ni de iiUl mam par byan bal;i char gtogs pal;o 
gnas ni de iiUl giii gal;i char gtogs pa ste 
gian gyi dban gi no bo iiUl do 

76 MS. II. 30. 
77 TrirrIS. bhii~a Uvi (ed.) p. 16.-

atas ciiyam upagamo na yuktilqamo vijiiiina'!l api vijiieyavat sa'!lvr{ita eva, na 
paramiirthata in, sa'!lv[tito'py abhiivaprasangiin na hi sa'!lvrtir nirupiidiinii yujyate 

78 Lindtner (1985) p. 121 
AM. 1 
ajiiiinatrayiisiiya svabhiivatrayabhiivanii 
namas tasmai munindriiya yenoktii cittamiitratii 
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Kambala, despite the impression sometimes given by Lindtner, does not 
wish to establish the sole existence of mind, but sees that the unfolding of 
the three natures in praxis leads to the realisation of vijfiaptimiltra. This is 
none other than the realisation of emptiness. 

It is the limit of the real, it is thusness, it is emptiness, if is sameness, it is liberation, 
it is the state of representation only.SO 

Vijfiaptimiltriitii then is the complete elimination of discursive and dichot
omous thought and is equivalent to the attainment of the accomplished 
nature: 

But here [i.e. pariniypannasvabhava] there is nothing outside or inside, because 
both are mutually established. It is not between. But is is certainly not totally 
non-existent, for it is established as mere mind.81 

On the surface this could be interpreted as a statement supporting the sole 
existence of mind, but of course there is no duality of subject and object 
present. This being so it makes little sense to talk in terms of realism or 
idealism at this point. Externality and internality lose their meaning here. 
Kambala adequately deals with this non-dual gnosis when he says: 

A Buddha does not understand [things] thus [by way of subject-object] as other 
people do, for he is in fact the only one who knows this state of dependence of 
this [consciousness] as such.82 

To characterise this position as idealism completely misses the point. What 
we are talking of here is a state in which subject and object are fully realised 
to be devoid of self nature (svabhiiva). They are truly in a state of mutual 
dependence. One can only agree with Hall when he says: 

Mistaking taxonomy for understanding is a fault not limited to modern writers on 

79 Lanka. ill. 48 
na svabhavo na vijiiaptir na vastu na ca ataya 
batairvikalpata hyete savabhiltaih kutarkikai./:t 
cf. also Lanka. II. 198 (surely Lindtner is wrong about Lanka II. 193 cf. ibid. p. 121) 

80 Lindtner op. cit. p. 125 
AM: 11 
bhutakotiS ca sa saiva tathata saiva silnyata 
samata saiva muktiIJ saiva vijiiaptimatrata 
A similar list of synonyms is found atMv. 1.14; Lalika. 10.174,MS. 2.26 and Sandhi. 
28 (cf. TrimS. 25). 

81 Lindtner, ibid. p. 129 
AM 27 
natra lci1rI cid bahir nantar itaretarasiddhitul;t 
nantarate na nasty eva cittamatravyavastitel;t 

82 Lindtner ibid. p. 139 
AM. 54 
buddho hi na tatha vetthi yathayam itaro janal;t 
pratityatal'J'l tu tasyaiva tal'J'l janati sa evahi 
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Buddhism. A simlar excessive concern for and trust in doctrinal labels can be seen 
in ancient Indian philosophers and Tibetan scholastics, and even in the Abhid
hanna itself. Instead of seeking the correct label for Vasubandhu's [and by 
implication Kambala's] philosophy, we would do better to try to understand it in 
its own terms. The identification of one school with another (such as that of 
Vijiiiinaviida with some Western form of idealism) is not only likely to be mislead
ing; it is all too often the point at which the argument stops.83 

Before concluding this chapter it will be valuable to examine Bhavaviveka's 
view of the three nature (svabhavatraya) doctrine, since, in his early works 
in particular, its examination provides the focus for his attack on the 
Yogacara. In the Prajfiiipradipa there is a criticism of the imagined nature 
(parikalpitasvabhava) which takes the form: 

Imagined nature consists of mental and spoken utterances ... and to claim that this 
[imagined nature] does not exist is a denial (apaviida) of mental and spoken 
utterances.84 

Apart from being remarkably similar to the opponent's objection to 
Nagarjuna at the beginning of Vigrahavyavartanl, and as such liable to the 
same defense,85 a Yogacarin, such as Vasabandhu, would agree with 
Bhavaviveka that conventionally words and utterances do exist. Their 
non-existence may only be asserted from the ultimate point of view. Again, 
when discussing the accomplished nature, the Prajfiapradipa takes issue 
with the idea that parini$pannasvabhava can be grasped. Thus 

All dharmas are utterly unestablished. Thus, while the referent (gocara) of om
niscience (sarviikarajiiiina) is called Reality (tattva), it is by understanding that the 
dhanna element is the non-arising of the object (jiieya), reality (tattva), the 
referent (gociira) and the subject (jiiiina) that one becomes a Buddha.86 

We have already noted87 the real lack of conflict between Bhavaviveka 
and the Yogacara on this point. Actually both admit'the non-referential 
nature of non-discursive knowledge (nirvikalpajiiana). The real crux of 
Bhavaviveka's objections has recently been elegantly highlighted by 
Eckel. 88 For him all Mahayanist philosophy operates within the territory 
between denial (apavada) and reification (samiiropa). 89 This is what makes 
it the middle way. As such 1)0th Bhavaviveka and the Yogacara authors 
make a point of avoiding these extremes, but 

What one school considers a denial is precisely what the other thinks is necessary 

83 Hall (1986) p. 18-19. 
84 Eckel (1985) p. 50; cf. Lindtner Bhavya's Controversy ... (1984) p. 80 paras. 3 and 4. 
85 cf. n. 44 supra. 
86 Eckelop. cit. p. 73; cf. Undtner op. cit. p.95 1. 8-12[15] 
87 cf. chA supra 
88 op. cit. 
89 ibid. p. 31 
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to avoid reijication and vice versa. Yet both schools agree that a valid ontology is 
worked out only in the middle ground between the two extremes.90 , 

As Eckel makes clear, there is an inherent polarity between denial and 
reification at the root of Mahiiyana .thinking. Thus at MMK. xxiv. 18 we 
hear that the middle path (madhyama pratipacf) is both emptiness and 
pratltyasamutpiida. Eckel takes the Madhyiintavibhanga (.MY) 1.291 to be a 
sort of Yogiiciira commentary on this, such that: 

The understanding of Emptiness involves the awareness of both an absence [i.e. 
lack of duality] and a presence (sat) [i.e. existence of abhiltaparikalpa ].92 

There is then, an excellent overlap between MY. 1.2 and the svabhiivatraya 
doctrine. This is illustrated below. 

MY: 1.2 
Duality 
Imagination 
Emptiness 

Three Natures 
Imagined 
Dependent 
Absolute93 

Bhavaviveka's problem then is primarily hermeneutical. He fails to recog
nise the complexity of the Yogiiciira system. 

In its own terms, the (Yogiiciira) system gives a constant answer ... to the problems 
of freedom to and freedom from. But when Bhavaviveka takes the Yogliclira 
concepts and projects them onto a Madhyamaka system with Madhyamaka 
presuppositions they give rise to certain obvious anomaIies.94 

Bhavaviveka's objections are fme within a narrowly circumscribed frame
work but fail to take into account the essential overlap between the two 
systems. As Eckel concludes: 

Bhavaviveka's argument exhibits a fine symetry. He objects to the Yogliclira 
devaluation of imagined reality on the grounds that it involves a denial (apavlida) 
of things whose reality should be admitted. On the other hand, he objects to the 
attribution of reality to the Absolute on the grounds that it involves a false 
reification.95 

Both systems identify alternate extremes but are agreed on the identity of 
the middle ground. 

Hall clearly has similar considerations in mind when he cautions us 
against the misleading designation ofVasubandhu's thought as "absolute 
idealism". He sees "Vasubandhu's argument... as one more attempt to find 

90 ibid. 
91 cf. n. 61 supra 
92 Eckelop. cit. p.35 
93 taken from ibid. p.38 
94 ibid. p. 39 
95 ibid. p. 41. 
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the Buddhist middle way between positive and negative extremes".96 and 
goes on to note that: 

The argument over whether Vijiilinavlida is idealistic or realistic bears a marked 
resemblance to the controversy as to whether Madhyamaka is nihilism or tran
scendental absolutism.97 

While we must be continually aware of any uncritical assimilation of 
Madhyamaka and Yogaciira we may bring this chapter to an end by noting 
a surprising similarity of outlook shared by their representatives. In the 
past it was generally concluded that the two systems are not in harmony, 
particularly over their respective three-nature and two-truth formulations. 
One hopes that the above examination has demonstrated that this is not 
actually the case. In Nagarjuna's system we have shown that the two truths 
implicitly suggest the existence of an ontologically indeterminate existence 
realm. In consequence Nagarjuna is saved from a charge of nihilism. 
Bhavaviveka, not surprisingly, lines up with his master on this. The mech
anics of the Yogiiciira three-nature doctrine precisely mirrors this, the only 
difference being that the mid-term (if we may refer to it so) is explicitly 
included. This makes no difference on close examination, though it has the 
tendency to open the Yogiiciira to the unjustifiable charge of holding to a 
positive depiction of reality. 

96 Hall op. cit. p. 17 
97 ibid. p. 18. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE NATURE OF REALITY 

We have reiterated many times the fact that Buddhism steers a middle 
course between the extremes of nihilism (ucchedavada) and eternalism 
(siiSvatavada), since the adoption of either of these two is thought to lead 
to a rejection of the efficaciousness of the Buddhist path (mtlrga). As 
Buddhists have consistently maintained this position it is hardly surprising 
that with regard to the theory of causation, a similar rejection of the 
extreme positions of indeterminism (yadrcchiivada) and strict determinism 
(niyativada) should be upheld. In the Nikliyas these doctrines are associ
ated with Makkhali Gos~i.la and PTIral)a Kassapa. The former maintains 
that neither the unenlightened nor the enlightened state has any cause 
(hetu), while the latter holds to the belief that the " ... past, present and 
future is unalterable and flXed".! Since both of these contemporaries of 
the Buddha deny any positive basis on which a person can exert themselves 
to gain enlightenment, their teachings are referred to as "teachings without 
a basis" (ahetuvada) in the Nikliyas. This is because, while the Indetermin
ists hold that things may arise without cause or reason (adhiccasamu
panna), or in other words are entirely random, the Strict Determinists felt 
that all the factors in the causal process were completely set since the 
beginning of time. Both doctrines make nonsense of the desire to obtain 
enlightenment through gradual stages, and of the Buddha's claim to have 
accomplished such a state in just such a manner. The Buddhist must hold 
to a doctrine of causality which allows the possibility of the enlightened 
and unenlightened states and of necessity he must be more flexible than 
his two opponents' positions allow. 

The Buddhist doctrine of arising in dependence or dependent origin
ation (Pali = paticcasamuppada; Sanskrit = pratityasamutpada) possesses 
the above mentioned adaptability since, as we shall see, it provides both a 
picture of the world based on causally conditioned entities and allows for 
the successful operation of the Buddhist path. The first point which we 
must clarify however, is the status of dependent origination. Since it helps 
to explain the understanding of the deluded and the wise, is it purely 
subjective? Jayatilleke2 certainly does not think that it is, holding that 
Buddhist scripture itself assigns an objective status to causality. The sfltra 
itself says: 

Causation (papccasamuppiido) is said [to have the characteristics of] objectivity 
(tathatii), necessity, invariability and conditionality} • 

1 Jayatilleke (1963) p. 143. The story of the teachings ofPuraI)a Kassapa is found in 
D. i. 53. Makkhali Gosiila crops up atM. ii. 408. 

2 ibid. p. 447. 
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It is interesting to note in passing that layatilleke gives "objectivity" as his 
translat~on for the term tathata, a term to which we will refer again in due 
course. We shall be il,l a better position to judge whether or not this is a 
justifiable translation shortly, but at least it is clear from this scriptural 
excerpt that, even in the Nikiiyas, tathata acts as a synonym for causation 
or, as we shall normally translate the term, "dependent origination" 
(pafi,ccasamuppada ). 

Other sections of the Nikiiyas confirm that dependent origination is 
not an entirely subjective phenomenon, since it is said to exist inde
pendently of its cognition. 

What is dependent origination? On account of birth arises decay and death. 
Whether Tathiigatas arise or not, this element (dhiitu) exists as the fixed nature 
of things (dhammatthitatii), the normal order of things (dhammaniyiimatii) or 
conditionality (idappaccayatii). This the Tathiigata discovers and comprehends 
and having comprehended and discovered it, he points it out, teaches it, lays it 
down, establishes, reveals, analyses, clarifies it and says "look"!4 

Even if Buddhas do not exist and dependent origination is not discovered, 
this process remains the key principle which keeps the world in being. This 
fact suggests that early Buddhism did not work with a subjectively idealistic 
world picture since the process appears to remain in force whether it is 
cognised or not. 

At this point in our examination of the concept there is little evidence 
that the causal process referred to is subjective-this supports layatilleke. 
It seems more likely that pafi,ccasamuppada has some connection with the 
ontological existence realm we have mentioned previously. It is noteworthy 
that the central Buddhist notions of tathata and dhatu are intimately 
connected with it. In regard to this second point, we shall probably be 
justified in regarding the concept of dependent origination as of central 
Buddhist concern. This is confirmed by the evidence. One of the most 
famous stanzas in the Nikiiyas· equates the central content of the Buddhist 
teaching (dharma) with the realisation ofthe fact of dependent origination. 

He who sees dependent origination sees the Buddhist teaching. He who sees the 
Buddhist teaching sees [the nature of] dependent origination.5 

3 S. ii. 26 
tathatii avitathatii anannathatii idappaccayatii ayarrt vuccati ... papccasamuppiido 

4 S.ii.25 
katamo ca ... papccasamuppiido. jatipaccayii ... jariimaralJam uppiidii vii tathiiga
tiilJam anuppiidii vii tathiigatiinam !hitii va sii dhiitu dhamma!!hitatii dhamma
niyiimatii idappaccayatii. tarrt tathiigato abhisambujjhati abhisameti abhisam
bujjhitvii abhisametvii acikkhati deseti pan/japeti pauhapeti vivarati vibhajati uttiini
karoti passathiiti ciiha 

5 M.i.191 
yo papccasamuppiidarrt passati so dhammarrt passati 
yo dhammarrt passati so papccasamuppiidarrt passati 
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The nature of existence, understood as dependent origination (paticca
samuppada) is then the central discovery of the Buddha which, along with 
the Four Noble Truths, marks him out as an enlightened being. The 
explication of this discovery provides the substance of the Buddhist teach
ing. Jayatilleke confirms this impression through his assertion that some 
of the earliest parts of the Buddhist canon stress the centrality of the causal 
process. It appears that these particular sections remain remarkably un
changed when translated into the Mahayana context.6 For instance an 
early verse of the Vinaya which tells us that: 

The great recluse (mahiisamalJo) says that the Tathiigata has spoken of the cause 
of things, which arise from causes and also of their cessation.? 

is found in virtually identical form in both the Laf1.kiivatarasfltra and the 
AryasalistambasUtra.8 

While there is little doubt that the concept of paticcasamuppada may 
be regarded as central to the Buddha's teaching, it may also be safely said 
that the doctrine underwent considerable development in the course of 
time. In the earliest strata of the literature the concept is already promi
nent. The Sutta Nipiita for instance praises "the one who sees paticcasa
muppada",9 but in this particular text no mention is found of the paticca
samuppada formula which contains twelve members (dvadasaf1.ga) so fam
iliar in later writings. Even in a text as early as the Sutta Nipata however, 
an incipient form of this twelve membered doctrine can be discerned. 
N akamuta seems to be the scholar who has done the most to highlight this 
particular issue. As he points out: 

There [i.e. the Affhakavagga of the Suttanipiita 1 the theory is not set forth in a 
systematised way, each link (or item) in the same pattern, as in the case of the 
Twelve Link Dependent Origination, but rather in a crude, disorderly form which 
betrays its primitive character.10 

Of particular interest to us is the way this incipient formula begins. Before 
the various linkages are enumerated, the first of the classical linkages, 
ignorance (avijja), is announced in the following way. 

The world (loka) is shrouded by ignorance (avijjii). On account of avarice (vevie
eha) and sloth (pamadii) it does not shine.ll 

6 op. cit. p. 454 
7 Vin. i. 41 

ye dhammii hetuppabhavii tesaT(! hetuT(! tathiigato 
iiha tesaii ea yo nirodho evaT(!viidi mahiisamalJo 'ti 

8 Lankiivatarasiltra Nanjio (ed.) p. 444 
Aryasiilistambasiltra Sastri (ed.) p. 26 
ye dharma hetuprabhavii hetuT(! te$iiT(! tathagato 'hyavadat 
te$iiii ea yo nirodha evaT(!viidi mahiisramalJal;t 

9 S1I.1033 
10 Nakamura (1980) p. 167. 
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If we read this metaphor carefully it seems that the incipient paticca
samuppQ.da formula starts from an acknowledgement of the existence of 
the world (loka). However once ignorance (avijja) is aroused the other 
links follow on inexorably producing a vision of things which is not entirely 
in accord with the way things really are. The implication is that wh,en 
ignorance is eradicated the world will appear in its pristine glory; it will 
"shine". In one way we must disagree with Nakamura's interpretation of 
this verse however. He holds that, "the term world (loka) means 'human 
beings' collectively".12 This seems problematic, for such an interpretation 
of the verse would lead to the charge of subjective idealism against its 
author. If the term loka does refer solely to a subjectively human world, 
and even if it was capable of being cleansed of ignorance (avijja) and its 
concomitants, the result would still be entirely subjective. But as we have 
noted, the dependent origination doctrine may not readily be interpreted 
subjectively since it exists whether it is discovered by a Tathagata or not. 
Given this, it would seem that in the present context, the term loka is not 
tied to a purely human realm. This interpretation would appear more 
feasible in the light of the fact that the term crops up in a context in which 
subtle doctrinal points are unlikely to be dominant for the Sutta Nipata is 
one of the most ancient Buddhist texts. In view of this, Nakamura's 
translation of loka appears unduly technical. 

In an attempt to more clearly understand the Buddhist theory of 
causality, we must tum to an examination of the fully developed twelve 
linked version found in the Nikityas, bearing in mind that while this 
represents the classical form of the doctrine, there are other formulae, 
buried in intermediate strata of the canon, in which the total number of 
links does not add up to twelve. The twelve links or factors are laid down 
in the following section of the Majjhima Nikitya: 

When this is that is; through the arising of this that arises, namely [1-2] Condi
tioned by ignorance (avidyli) are karmic formations (saTflSkara); [3] conditioned 
by karmicformations is consciousness (vijiilina); [4] conditioned by consciousness 
is name and form (nlimarilpa); [5] conditioned by name and form are the six 
[internal] bases of consciousn~ss (~a4liyatana), the [five physical organs and the 
mental organ]; [6] conditioned by the six bases is contact (sparSa); [7] conditioned 
by contact is feeling (vedanli); [8] conditioned by feeling is thirst (t!¥.lli) or desire; 
[9] conditioned by thirst is grasping (uplidlina), [10] conditioned by grasping is 
existence (bhava); [11] conditioned by existence is birth (jlin); [12] conditioned by 
birth is old-age and death (jarlimarana) and also sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief 

11 Sn.1048 
sa'1lkhliyti 10kasmi'1l parovarlini purp;aka ti bhagavli 
yass'iiijita'1l n 'atthi kuhiiici loke 
santo vidhilmo anigho nirliso 
atliri so jlitijaran ti brilmi ti 

12 op. cit. p. 165. 
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and despair. Such is the origin (samudaya) of the whole mass of suffering (dul;k
haskandha ).13 

The whole process from ignorance through to old-age and death is, 
according to this version, an explanation of the second of the four Noble 
Truths, since all twelve links are said to bring about the arising (samudaya) 
of suffering (dul;kha). Now, as an immediate correlate to this formulation 
the Buddha goes on to enumerate the twelve links in a reverse order, the 
meaning of which is obviously equivalent to the third of the Noble Truths; 
the truth of the cessation of suffering (dul;khanirodha). 

[11/12] Being born, ceasing, becoming old and dying cease ... [1/2] Being ignorant 
ceasing, kannic formations cease. When this is not, that is not; This ceasing that 
ceases ... From the ceasing of ignorance, kannic formations cease [1/2] ... from the 
ceasing of being born, old age and death cease [11/12] and sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, grief and despair do not arise ... Such is the ceasing of this whole mass of 
suffering.14 

It appears then that the twelve linked dependent origination formula 
(dvtidasahgikapratltyasamutpada) has two sequences. The first moves off 
from ignorance (avidya) which conditions the next member, and so on 
resulting in old-age and death (jaramara1)[l). In this way the origin of the 
world of suffering is explained. This is compatible with the second Noble 
Truth. The reversal sequence shows the means by which suffering can be 
eradicated. By the cessation of ignorance (avidya) the other eleven factors 
are rendered incapable of arising. This is basically compatible with the 
third of the Noble Truths. In fact there are sections of the Nikiiyas in which 
the Buddha states that the doctrines of suffering (dul;kha) and its cessation 
(nirodha) are the heart of the teaching. 

Formerly, and now also, bhikkhus, it is just suffering and the cessation of suffering 
that I proclaim.15 

This seems to be reiterated in the Buddha's instructions to Udayin where 

13 M. i. 261ff (Mahlita1J.hlisailkhayasutta No. 38) 
imasmirp. san ida1!l hod; imass'upplidli ida1!l uppajjan 
... avijjli paccayli sa1J.khlirli ... jlin paccayli jarlimara1J.a1!l 
sokoparidevadukkhadomanass'upliylisli sambhavann 
... evam etassa kevalassa dukkha kkhandhassa samudayo hon 

14 ibid. 
jlin nirodhii jarlimara1J.a nirodho ... avijjli nirodhli sailkhlira nirodho 
... imasmirp. asan ida1!l na hod; Imassa nirodhli ida1!l nirujjhati. .. 
avijjli nirodhli sailkhlira nirodhob ... jlin nirodhli 
jarlimara1J.am sokaparidevadukkhadomanass' upliylisa nirujjhann 
... evam etassa kevalassa dukkha kkhandhassa nirodho hon 

15 M.i.140 
pubbe cliha1!l bhikkhave etarahi ca dukkhaii c'eva 
paiiiilipemi dukkhassa ca nirodha1!l 
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an implicit linkage is made between the two sequences of the pratitya
amutpiida formula (i.e. forward and reverse), and the Buddhist Dharma. 

Wherefore, Udayin, let be the past, let be the future. I will teach you Dharma. 
When this is, that is; this arising, that arises. When this is not, that is not; this 
ceasing, that ceases.16 

Now on the connection between the Four Noble Truths and Dependent 
Origination, Lamotte has written an illuminating article.17 He notes the 
connection between the forward and reversal sequence of pratityasamut
piida and the second and third truths respectively. On the four truths he 
comments: 

... in dealing with the four Aryasatyas, theAflguttara (I. pp. 176-177) reproduces, 
for the first and fourth, the wording of the Sermon at Viirlil)asi, but defines the 
second by stating the pratityasamutplida in direct order, and the third by the 
pratityasamutplida in inverse order. Under such conditions it is difficult to see how 
one could acquire knowledge of the four Noble Truths without discovering 
through so doing the law of Conditioned Co-production and vice-versa.18 

Since the texts make a strong connection between the doctrines of the 
Four Noble Truths and pratityasamutpiida it is clear that the discovery of 
both is the sine qua non of an enlightened being. TheMahiivastu19 confirms 
this when it identifies supreme and perfect enlightenment with knowledge 
of the Four Noble Truths, the complete destruction of the impurities 
(iisrava), the pratityasamutpiida in direct and reverse order, and the four
fold dharmoddiina (i.e. impermanence, suffering, non-self, peace). 

Now it may be noted thClt the two sequences ofpratityasamutpiida do 
not come into the range of the first and fourth Noble Truths and it may 
be objected that the doctrines are not fully compatible. Ifwe look at these 
two particular truths, however we shall see that there is no real problem. 
The former is nothing more than a bold assertion of a fact, i.e. that 
everything is conditioned by suffering. The first truth then does not have 
the force of an explanatory statement. It is the second truth which explains 
the first. Thus, while the first and second members of the Four Noble Truth 
formulation are traditionally held to be separate, it is clear that the first, 
without the second, has little fueaning from a soteriological point of view. 
The second illuminates the first and in a logical sense they collapse into 
one another. Similarly the relationship between the third and fourth Noble 
Truths may be simplified. The third, in its connection with the reversed 

16 M.ii.32 
api c'Udliyi, titthatu pubbanto, titthatu aparanto, dhammaTf! desasslimi; imasmirrt 
sati idaTf! hoti; imass'upplidli idaTf! uppajjati; imasmiTf! asati idaTf! na hoti; imassa 
nirodhli idaTf! nirujjhatiti 

17 Lamotte (1980). 
18 ibid. p. 119. 
19 Mahlivastu ii. 285. 
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pratltyasamutpiida formula, explains the mechanics by which cessation 
(nirodha) comes about. The fourth on the other hand is an elaboration of 
this fact with particular reference to the field of soteriology, for practicing 
the path (miirga) is equivalent to the gradual bringing about of an end to 
ignorance (avidyii) and its concomitants. In a sense therefore one may be 
justified in regarding the Buddha's earlier quoted statement that he 
proclaimed simply suffering and its cessation,20 as a reference to two 
processes, i.e. the arising of ignorance and its cessation. In other words the 
doctrine of pratltyasamutpiida is quite compatible with the Four Noble 
Truth doctrine and these two must hereafter be considered as interchange
able formulations representing the central Buddhist understanding of 
things. 

Now each of the twelve links in the classical pratltyasamutpiida formula 
are said to be: 

impermanent (anieea), conditioned (saftkhata), that which has arisen depend
ently (patieeasamupanna), that which has the nature of withering away (khayad
hamma), that which has the nature of passing away (vayadhamma), that which 
has the nature of fading away (virligadhamma) and that which has the nature of 
coming to cease (nirodhadhamma ).21 

The individual links therefore must not be considered as eternal and 
ultimate existents, but rather as factors which arise through the principle 
of dependency (idappaccayatii), the principle by which all the factors are 
related. Since the links are impermanent (anicca) they are consequently 
suffering (dukkha) and not self (anattii) for: 

That which is impermanent is suffering (dukkha). That which is suffering is not 
self (anattli) and that which is not-self is not mine (na mama) ... In this way one 
should see this as it really is (yathlibhiitam) with right comprehension.22 

Now the Abhidhiirmikas further sub-divided the causal process outlined 
by the twelve linked pratityasamutpiida in such a way that the whole of 
reality may be understood as the interplay between 75 or so factors of 
existence (dharma). One might call them fundamental building blocks. In 
consequence dependently originated things, cognised through the eyes of 
ignorance (avidyii) must, for theAbhidharma, be considered as unreal. This 
false understanding, identified with the forward sequence ofpratltyasamut-

20 cf. n. 15 supra. 
21 S. ii. 26. 

katame ea bhikkhave patieeasamuppannli dhammli. jarlimara1;la1?Z bhikkhave an
ieea1?Z saftkhata1?Z patieeasamuppannam khayadhamma1?Z vayadhamma1?Z virligad
hamma1?Z nirodhadhamma jliti bhikkhave anieeli ... 

22 S. iii. 22 
yad anieea1?Z ta1?Z dukkham ya1?Z dukkha1?Z tad anattli, yad anattli ta1?Z n' eta1?Z mama 
n'eso 'ha1?Z asmi na m'eso attliti eva1?Z eta1?Z yathlibhiita1?Z sammappanJiliya 
datthabba1?Z . 
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pada and hence with the Second Noble Truth leads to suffering (du/:zkha) 
and its associated conditions of old age and death (jaramara1;la). However 
the abolition of this diseased vision of things leads to the understanding 
that dependently originated things are not ultimately real since they are in 
fact constructed out of the true building blocks of reality; i.e. toe 75 (or 
so) dhannas. For theAbhidhanna then, the reversal sequence ofpratityasa
mutpada brings about the realisation that the world of dependently orig
inated things (i.e. people, houses etc.) is unreal. The true state of affairs is 
nothing more than a causal interplay of the dharmas. When theAbhidhiir
mika sees things as they are (yathiibhutam) he penetrates their conven
tional form and understands their ultimate dharmic reality. 

This is not necessarily in conformity with the teachings of the Nikiiyas. 
This is because theAbhidhiirmika must accept his ultimately real dharmas 
as being devoid of suffering (sukha), permanent (nitya) and possessing self 
(atman). To use Mahiiyanist language, theAbhidhiirmika is committed to 
the view that dharmas possess substantiality or own-being (svabhiiva). Such 
a position is at odds with that held in the early period of Buddhist thought 
where all things (dhamma) are conclusively taught to be devoid of self 
(anatta).23 It seems likely then that when the Buddha talks about seeing 
things as they really are (yathabhutam), he is not referring to a dhanna 
theory such as the one outlined in the texts of the Abhidhanna. 

It is clear from a variety of texts that a person is only capable of seeing 
things as they are (yathiibhiltam) when in a state of mind inaccessible to 
the ordinary person. In other words, seeing things as they are (yathii
bhutam) is not synonymous with ordinary sense perception. It is a different 
stage of consciousness. Now we are told that: 

It is the true nature of things (dhammata) that a person in the state of (meditative) 
concentration knows and sees what really is (yathabhatam ).24 

Jayatilleke interprets this to mean that seeing things as they are (yathii
bhutam) is entirely natural. It is not a supernatural occurrence.25 He 
intimates that the term dhammata simply means "it is natural that...". This 
may be true in many instances o~the appearance of the word "dhammata", 
and in fact Rahula26 has demonstrated this to be so. However it is difficult 
to believe that in this particular instance the Buddha is saying that it is 
natural for people to be in meditative states which lead to seeing things as 
they are (yathiibhutam), when this is self-evidently not the case. The 
overwhelming majority of people do not see things as they are, according 

23 Dhammapada. v. 279 
sabbe dhamma anatta cf.A. i. 286 

24 A.v.3 
dhammata esa ... yaTfl samahito yathabhatam janati passati 

25 Jayatilleke op. cit. p.420-21. 
26 Rahula (1974) 
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to Buddhism. Amore accurate rendition ofthis passage, gives seeing things 
as they are (yathiibhiltam) as equivalent to seeing the true nature of things 
(dhammatii). This interpretation has the benefit of avoiding JayatiIIeke's 
rendering, but also corresponds more with other canonical references to
the connection betweenyathabhiltam and dhammatii. Following on from 
our previous quotation theAnguttara Nikiiya holds that one who sees things 
as they are (yathiibhiltam) experiences the knowledge and insight of 
emancipation (vimuttifiiilJildassana).27 This particular attainment is often 
synonymous withpaiifiii.28 One is led to conclude that what is "seen" in 
paiifiii must be the true nature of things (dhammatii). For theAbhidhiir
miko.s the term dharmatii refers to the dharmic constituents of reality. In 
this instance the person capable of engagingpaiifiii penetrates through the 
outward form into the essential dharmic structure of the object. However 
it is unclear that yathiibhiltam means this in the suttas. What is more likely 
is that the vision of dharmatii is a vision of reality in which ignorance 
(avidyii) has been uprooted, so that things are no longer obscured, but 
revealed in their true state, i.e. as they are (yathiibhiltam). This kind of 
understanding is certainly contained in metaphorical form in the Nikiiyas. 
The statement: 

... just as if a man possessed of sight were to observe the reflection of his face in a 
basin of water disturbed, shaken, tossed about by wind and full of ripples, but fail 
to know and see (his face) as it really is (yathiibhutam ).29 

distinguishes between a distorted and undistorted vision of the face. We 
are led to infer that seeing things as they are (yathiibhiltam) means seeing 
things unencumbered by any defect. Now while the Abhidharmic world 
view obviously coincides with this notion to a certain extent, there is no 
evidence in the Nikiiyas that a view of things devoid of distortion coincides 
with a knowledge of the dharmic constitution of reality. Rather the sense 
being conveyed is one in which a form of the correspondence theory of 
truth holds good. However this is a correspondence theory with adif
ference, the difference being that knowledge only corresponds with the 
external object once a process of meditative training has been undergone. 
Before such training the external object will be distorted through ignor
ance and its concomitants. Keith recognises this when he says that: 

The Buddha, like the sage of the Upan#ad, sees things as they truly are (yathii
bhutam) by a mystic potency, which is quite other than reasoning of the discursive 
type.30 

27 A. v. 3 cf. n. 24 supra. 
28 Jayatilleke op. cit. p. 421. 
29 S.v.123 

seyyathiipi. .. udapatto viiterito calito bhanto umijiito tattha cakkhumii puriso saka1/'l 
mukhanimitta1/'l paccavekkhamiino yathiibhuta1/'l na jiineyya na passeyya 

30 Keith, AB. Buddhist Philosophy in India and Ceylon Oxford (1923) p. 90 
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We have already noted that: 

... mental concentration is the cause of knowing and seeing things as they are.31 

and that such knowledge is sometimes referred to as pafifiii (prajfiii). We 
may conclude this section by asserting that pafifiii reveals things as they 
are (yathiibhutam) and that this knowledge is knowledge of the true nature 
of things (dharmatii). Since such knowledge is totally unobstructed by 
ignorance (avidYii), and its concomitants, it is ultimately true: 

Knowing things as they are, wherever they are, is the highest knowledge.32 

Ultimate truth comes about through the application of a form of practice 
which leads to the destruction of the forward sequence of the pratityasa
mutpiida. Taking up Keith's notion of a "mystic potency" however, one 
must not assume that the attainment corresponds to the Upan~adic 
realisation of the absolute primacy of the monistic Brahman. For the 
Buddhist prajfiii reveals a real world independent of thought construction 
(vikalpa), and false dichotomy (prapafica), both of which are engendered 
by ignorance (avidyii). Since ignorance has been eradicated the knowledge 
of things as they are (yathiibhutam) indicates: 

... what exists as "existing" and-what does not exist as "not existing".33 

In other words, the reversal sequence of pratityasamutpiida destroys the 
misconception of reality but does not negate reality itself. Neither does it 
replace reality with an ontological absolute such as Brahman. 

The canon recognises three forms of prajfiii:34 that arising from the 
teaching (srutamayi), that based on reflection (cintiimayi) and that born 
from meditation (bhiivaniimayi), though only the last of the three brings 
about a total and complete freedom from sa1?1Siira: Commenting on the 
third form of prajfiii, which he calls wisdom devoid of impediment (prajfiii 
aniisravii), Yasomitra maintains that in such a state the object is perceived 
directly (pratya/qiirthatviit), excluding any inductive knowledge (iinumiini
kajniina). This prajfiii is non-subjective (iidhimo/qikajfiiina), has an object 
which is real (bhiltiirthatviit) and is consequently pure (viSuddhii).35 From 
all that has been said, one maybonclude that an objective world, sometimes 
referred to as the true nature of things (dharmatii), or its synonym dhar-

31 S. ii. 30 
yathiibhutaniil;ladassanassa upanisii samiidhi 

32 A. v. 37 
etad anuttariyam ... niil;liina1?l yadida1?l tattha tattha yathiibhutaniillam 

33 A. v. 36 
santa1?l vii atthi'ti nassati asanta1?l vii natthi 'ti nassati 

34 D. iii. 219 and Vibhaliga 324-325 
35 Kosavyiikhyii p. 580-581 

cf. Wogihara, U. (ed.) SphutiirthliAbhidharmakosavyiikhyii 2 vols Tokyo (1971) 
Quoted in Lamotte op. cit. p. 127. 
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madhatu, is revealed to the knowledge of one who has completed the 
Buddhist path, which consists in engaging the reversal sequence of prati
tyasamutpada. 

A hint that the true nature of things relates to a world independent of 
thought, is contained in the Buddha's condemnation of the idealistic 
viewpoint of Sati Bhikkhu, who contends that: 

In so far as I understand the Dharma taught by the Buddha, it is this consciousness 
(viiiliiilJa) itself that runs on fares on, not another.36 . 

Now since Dharma is itself a synonym for pratityasamutpada, it must be the 
case that the latter should not be understood as the running on of vijMna. 
It seems that Jayatilleke37 was correct to assign an objective existence to 
pratityasamutpada. In its forward sequence it is the cause of the distorted 
vision equivalent to that of an unenlightened being, while in its reversal 
sequence it reveals the true nature of things (dharmata) consistent with 
the vision of the enlightened. This true nature of things is sometimes 
referred to as element (dhtitu) or suchness (tathata). 

Let us now tum to the Mahayana understanding of pratityasamutpada 
to determine how, or if, it differs from what has already been stated. In the 
case of Nagarjuna pratityasamutptida is clearly central. He opens MMKby 
stating: 

I bow down to the Buddha, the best of teachers, who taught the dependent 
origination, free from dichotomous thought and auspicious (siva111), being without 
destruction or production, neither created nor eternal, neither differentiated nor 
undifferentiated and without corning or going.38 

Expanding this key statement one may say that Nagarjuna accepts the 
teaching we have already discussed in which the central event in the career 
of the Buddha was the discovery of dependent origination (pratityasamut
pada). Nagarjuna elaborates the doctrine by stating that pratityasamutpada 
shouldnot be understood in a dogmatic sense since this method relies on 
the construction of false dichotomies. Implicit in such a position is the idea 
that one must maintain a middle course in order to come to a true 
understanding ofpratityasamutpada. This idea is made explicit in the course 
of MMK so that at one point the Buddhist path is actually connected to 

36 M.i.2S6 
tathii'ha111 bhagavatii dhamma111 desita111 iijiiniimi yathii 
tad ev'ida111 viiiliiilJa111 sandhiivati saTMarati analilian 'ti 

37 cf. n. 3 supra. 
38 MMK.l 

anirodhamanutpiidamanucchedamasiisvata111 
anekiinhamaniiniinhamaniigamamanirgama111 
yal; pratityasamutpiida111 prapalicopasama111 siva111 
desayiimiisa sa111buddhasta111 vande vandatii111 vara111 
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pratityasamutpada in the sense that correct understanding of this concept 
is the goal of the spiritual life. 

Dependent origination we call emptiness. This is metaphorical designation and 
is, indeed, the middle path,39 

Any attempt to put into words such a realisation can be nothing more than 
a metaphorical designation (prajiiaptirupadiiya). 

When it comes to a more precise understanding of pratUyasamutpada 
it is clear that Nagarjuna rejects the doctrine of the Sarviistivadin Abhid
harma. We have noted that the latter system depends upon the presuppo
sition that each factor of existence possesses substantiality or own-being 
(svabhiiva). The problem with such a view is that the causal process implied 
in the pratityasamutpada doctrine runs into difficulties. If things are totally 
self-existent, how can they be causally related to anything else? This central 
paradox of theAbhidhiirmika system is at the crux ofNagarjuna's argument 
as presented in MMK, an argument which rejects the innovations of the 
Abhidhiirmikas while preserving the fundamental doctrines of pratityasa
mutpada which we have already isolated from the Nikiiyas. Thus Nagarjuna 
tells his opponent, who one assumes must be putting forward toAbhidhar
mic position, 

At nowhere and at no time can entities ever exist by originating out of themselves, 
from others, from both,or from a lack of causes ... In· relational conditions the 
self-nature of entities cannot exist.4O 

Since one must accept dependent origination, and hence causality, [this 
being axiomatic to the whole Buddhist system], the idea of self-existent 
entities (dharmasvabhava) have to be rejected. Entities must be empty 
(silnya) of self nature (svabhiiva). The opponent seizing on his opportunity 
contends that if Nagarjuna denies the self-existence of entities,then he 
must accordingly accept the non-existence of the Four Noble Truths. In 
other words Nagarjuna appears as a soteriological nihilist. This is an 
unreasonable charge, for a state of being devoid of own-being (ni/:lsvabh
avata) is not synonymous with non-existence. Nagarjuna responds to his 
opponent by showing that it is he who does not understand the true 
significance of emptiness (silnyata). Nagarjuna goes on to maintain that: 

Any factor of existence which does not participate in relational origination cannot 
exist. Therefore, any factor of experience not in the nature ofSunya cannot exist.41 

39 MMK. xxiv. 18 
yal;t pratityasamutpadal;t sunyata1!l ta1!l pracaksmahe 
sa prajnaptirupadaya pratipatsaiva madhyama 

40 MMK. i. 1 and 3a 
na svato napi parato na dvabhya1!l napy ahetutal;t 
utpanna jatu vidyante bhaval;t kvacana ke cama ... 
na hi svabhiivo bhiivana1!l pratyayadiyu vidyate 
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Actually, it is the acknowledgement oftlle emptiness of entities (dhannas) 
which really allows the positing of dependent origination at all. The system 
of theAbhidhiinnikas then, by adherence to own-being (svabhiiva), makes 
nonsense of the Four Noble Truths. 

If everything were of the nature of non-sunya, the.n there would be neither 
production nor destruction ... Where could suffering in the nature of non-rela
tional origination arise? ... the extinction of suffering in terms of self-nature does 
not happen ... If the way to enlightenment possesses self-nature, then its practice 
will not be possible.42 

The acceptance of such a doctrine precludes the notion of Buddhahood 

According to your assertion, anyone who is not a Buddha in virtue of self-existence 
cannot hope to attain enlightenment even by serious endeavour or by the path of 
the Bodhisattva.43 

By implication theAbhidhiinnika falls into the same camp as those teachers 
such as Makkhali GosaIi and PTIral.1a Kassapa whose teachings are without 
a basis (ahetuviida). Further, by asserting own-being (svabhiiva), theAbhi
dhiinnikas negate the possibility of a graduated path to enlightenment and 
preclude any notion of causality, since: 

From the standpoint of self-existence, the world will be removed from the various 
conditions and it will be non-originative, non-destructive and immovable.44 

At the end of the chapter in MMK dealing with the Four Noble Truths, 
Nagarjuna affirms a central idea we have already discussed with reference 
to the Nikilyas, i.e. that the pratftyasamutpiida formula is interchangeable 
with the Four Noble Truths. Nagarjuna accepts the centrality of these two 
doctrines and goes on to add that without an understanding of pratftyasa
mutpiida the Four Truths will remain a mystery: 

One who rightly discerns dependent origination will, indeed, rightly discern 
suffering, its origination, its extinction,and the path to enlightenment.45 

41 MMK. xxiv. 19 
apratityasamutpanno dharma!; kascin na vidyate 
yasmlit tasmiid asunyo hi dharma!; kascin na vidyate 

42 MMK.xxiv.20a,21a,23a,24a 
yadyasunyamida/!l sarvamudayo niisti na vyayah. .. 
apratityasamutpanna/!l kuta du!;kha/!l bhav~ati ... . 
na niradha!; svabhiivena sata dU(lkhasya vidyate .. . 
svabhiivye sati miirgasya bhiivanii napapadyate 

43 MMK. xxiv. 32 
yasciibuddha!; svabhiivena sa bodhiiya ghatann api 
Ila bodhisattvacaryiiyii/!l bodhi/!l te'dhigam~ati 

44 MMK. xxiv. 38 
ajiitamalliruddha/!l ca kUtastha/!l ca bhavwati 
vicitriibhir avasthiibhi!; svabhiive rtlhita/!l jagat 

45 MMK. xxiv. 40 
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The implication in all of this must be that, whether one understands reality 
to be comprised of entities such as people, mountains, houses, etc. (i.e. the 
commonsense view), or of more fundamental building blocks like the 
dharmic constituents of reality (the position of the Abhidhilrmikas), one is 
still attached to an essentialist view of things. These views both rely on the 
idea of self-existent entities possessing own-being (svabhilva), a view which 
Nagarjuna has shown to be erroneous since it does not conform with the 
central discovery of the Buddha, i.e. that things are mutually dependent. 
This being so, the world view of a person holding to these theories is 
deluded. Only the understanding of reality in terms of pratityasamutpilda, 
i.e. on the basis of entities (dharma) devoid of own being (ni/:tsvabhilvatil), 
leads, through eradication of ignorance (avidyil), to the seeing of things as 
they are (yathilbhutam). 

In MMK, the twelve fold formula of pratityasamutpilda is dealt with in 
the traditional manner, first in the forward sequence and then in the 
reverse. Once again the forward sequence, beginning with ignorance, is 
shown to lead to sarrzsilric states of existence. 

Those who are deluded by ignorance create their own threefold mental confor
mations in order to cause rebirth and by their deeds go through the various forms 
oflife (gati).46 

The threefold conformations (tridhilsarrzskaril/:t) are those of body, speech 
and mind. The process initiated by ignorance (avidyil) leads inexorably on 
to old-age, death etc. This is in complete conformity with the formulae of 
the Nikayas. Nagarjuna adds: 

Consequently, the ignorant creates the mental conformations (sar(lskiirii~l) which 
form the basis ofsar(lSiiric life. Thus the ignorant is the doer while the wise, seeing 
the true state of things (tattva), does not create.47 

The initiation of the reversal sequence of pratltyasamutpilda is a necessary 
preliminary for someone to enter the state of the wise. Through this 
process one understands the true state of things (tattva). The uprooting of 
the links in pratityasamutpilda, a gradual process brought about through 
the cultivation of the Buddhist'path, leads to the extinction of the states 
of existence characterised by suffering. 

when ignorance ceases mental conformations (sar(lSkiiriil;.) do not come into 
being. The uprooting of ignorance is dependent on the knowledge Uiiiina) of 

yal;. pratityasarnutpiidarn pa.fyatidarn sa pa.fyati 
dul;.khar(l sarnudayar(l caiva nirodhar(l rniirgar(leva ca 

46 MMK. xxvi. 1 
punarbhaviiya sar(lSkiiriin avidyiiniv.rtas tridhii 
abhisar(lskurute yiir(ls tair gatir(l gacchati karrnabhil;. 

47 MMK.xxvi.l0 
sar(lsiirarniiliin sar(lskiiriin avidviin sar(lSkartoy atal;. 
avidviin kiirakal;. tasrniinna vidviir(lS tattva darsaniit 
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practicing (bhava/)a) [the Buddhist path]. By the cessation of every [link of 
prantyasamutpiida] none functions. Thus this single mass of suffering is completely 
extinguished.48 

From what we have said with regard to Nagarjuna's understanding of 
prantyasamutpiida, it is clear that he follows very closely the form of 
doctrine found in the Nikiiyas. Both sources regard the dependent origin
ation as central to the Buddhist experience and both regard it as essential 
to the understanding of the enlightened and the unenlightened states. If 
one could isolate any innovation in the doctrinal development of 
Nagarjuna it would be his implied negative criticism of the Abhidhiirmikas, 
and his insistence on the notion of emptiness. While the Nikiiyas and 
Nagarjuna recognise the unenlightened state to be one characterised by 
ignorance (avidyii), dichotomous thought (prapalica), thought construc
tion (vikalpa) etc., Nagarjuna adds the important proviso that the enlight
ened state may not be understood according to the Abhidharmic system 
for all things must, once ignorance has been uprooted, be empty of all 
conceptions, including the conception of own-being (svabhiiva). Only then 
will the true objective state of things (tattva = dharmatii = tathatii) be seen 
as it is (yathiibhatam). For Nagarjuna then, this is the meaning of emptiness 
(sunyatii). He uses emptiness as a synonym for pratztyasamutpiida.49 As 
Yamada says: 

Emptiness (sunyatii), then, is not another entity or absolute on which dharmas are 
based or from which phenomenal existences originate, but it is a ... principle of 
how the most concrete things exist in the matrix of factors of existence, which are 
related interdependently and which are present at the eternal now and bound
aryless here. 50 

On turning to the doctrine of dependent origination (pratityasamutpiida) 
in the writings of the Yogiiciira, one is immediately conscious of the desire, 
shown by some modern scholars, to effect a radical distinction between 
the interpretation of this concept by Asailga and Vasubandhu, and that of 
the Madhyamaka. Stcherbatsky, for instance, maintains that Asailga's 
Madhyiintavibhaizga was written to indicate the middle course between the 
extremes of the Madhyamaka and the Sarviistiviida. However Stcherbatsky 
has no textual basis on which to form such an opinion. Sthiramati, com
menting on the text, reveals that the two extremes being avoided by Asailga 
are fIrstly the blanket denial of everything (sarviipaviidapra!4edhiirtharrz) , 51 

48 AfAf}(.~.11-12 

avidyiiyiil!l niruddhiiyiil!l samskiirii~liim asal!lbhaval; 
avidyiiyii nirodhas tu jiiiinenasyaiva bhiivaniit 
tasya tasya nirodhena tat tan niibhipravartate 
dul;khaskandhal; kevalo 'yam eval!l samyag nirudhyate 

49 cf. AfMlr. xxiv. 18; cf. n. 39 supra. 
50 Yamada (1977) p. 277 
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and secondly the belief that form (rilpa) etc., is substantial (dravyata) and 
hence .exists independently of the mind an-d its concomitants (citta
caittah).52 The first .extreme is clearly the extreme of nihilism (ucche
davada), which we have already shown to be avoided by the Madhyamaka, 
so Stcherbatsky is quite incorrect in asserting that Asailga's doctrine i~ at 
odds with the Madhyamaka on this point. There is more reason for 
maintaining that the second position is one held by the Sarvastivada. 
Nevertheless when Sthiramati points out that Asailga's doctrine avoids 
extremes he may merely be indicating that, along with all other mainstream 
Buddhist authors, Asailga steers a middle course between the nihilism and 
eternalism of the non-Buddhist systems. There is no evidence that it is in 
Asailga's mind to condemn the doctrines of other Buddhists. 

Asailga's position onpratityasamutpada is actually tied up with another 
concept we have mentioned before. This is the imagination of the unreal 
(abhiltaparikalpa). In the texts, this term is said to steer clear of the two 
extremes since it exists, though it is free of duality.53 In other words, 
abhiltaparikalpa does not imply nihilism since it is an existent, yet at the 
same time it is non-eternal because it is devoid of the subject/object 
(grahyagrahaka) dichotomy which gives rise to the notion of eternal, 
substantial entities. One might say that it is devoid of the imagined nature 
(parikalpitasvabhava). At another place abhiltaparikalpa is given as a sy
nonym for paratantrasvabhava54 the dependent nature, the second of the 
three natures propounded by the Yogacara. 

We have already dealt with the three natures in the previous chapter. 
We found that paratantra has a pivotal role in the theory. It can be 
externalised through imaginative activity as the imagined nature (parikal
pitasvabhava), while in it pristine condition it is necessarily uncontami
nated. In this circumstance it is referred to as the accomplished nature 
(parin~pannasvabhiiva). The accomplished nature of course represents a 
level of knowledge in which independent existence of self and other are 
precluded and there is perfect union of knower and known, epistemology 
and ontology. In this state things are seen as they are (yathabhiltam). This 
is conveyed by the Tri",sikii: I 

The accomplished nature is the latter's (i.e. the dependent nature's) perpetual 
devoidness of the former (i.e. the imagined nature).55 

51 Sthiramati Madhyiintavibhligasutrabhli$yatika, Bhattacharya and Tucci (eds.) p. 
9.20 

52 ibid. p. 10.9--10 
athavii cittacaittasika riipato dravyatasca santiti ye~iim dmtiste~iiT]1 pra!i.yedhiirtha
muktaT]1 

53 MV.1.2a 
abhutaparikalpo'sti dvayam tatra na vidyate cf. ch. 6, n. 68. supra. 

54 MVBh. 1.6. 
abhiltaparikalpal;! paratantrasvabhiival;! 
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Reality (tattva) may of course be incorrectly cognised through the eyes of 
ignorance. Conversely, when purged of ignorance it is seen as it is (yatliabh
utam). One would expect the latter mamler of "seeing" to be described by 
words such as tathata, dharmata, sunyata etc., if what we have already noted 
in earlier texts on the pratityasamutpada doctrine was also taken up by the 
Yogacara. This is in fact the case. Let us concentrate our attention on one 
text, the Madhyantavibhanga. This text has an unusual version of the twelve 
limbed formula. The author maintains that: 

This world (jagat) is defiled by (i) being concealed, (ii) being raised, (iii) being led, 
(iv) being seized, (v) being completed, (vi) being trebly determined, (vii) enjoying, 
(viii) being attracted, (ix) being bound, (x) being orientated and (xi-xii) being 
subjected to suffering.56 

and Vasubandhu, in his commentary (bha$Ya) on these two verses, gives 
the traditional twelve members of the formula as alternatives to the ones 
given above, making it perfectly clear what Asanga is talking about. This 
discussion relates to the context of the dependent nature (paratantra = 
abhUtaparikalpa) being contaminated by the imagined nature (parikalpita). 
Under such circumstances: 

The imagination of the unreal (abhutaparikalpa) is citta as well as caittas belonging 
to all the three worlds.57 

since the imagination of the unreal (abhUtaparikalpa), like the dependent 
nature (paratantra) is the basis for the arising of ignorance, as has already 
been noted in the previous chapter. This quotation is actually highly 
reminiscent of a section of the Dasabhumikasutra58 which is considered 
canonical by both the Madhyamaka and Yogacara. That the triple world is 
synonymous with an unenlightened world view contaminated by implica
tions of own-being (svabhtiva) to entities, and conditioned by ignorance 
(avidya), is brought out by Sthiramati's commentary on this verse. 

Citta and caittas operate with reference to the own-nature and qualities of the 
things which though unreal are imagined.59 

55 TrirrzS. 21b 
n~pannas tasya purvena sada rahitata tu ya 

56 MV. 1. 11-12 
chadanad ropa1J.acca iva nayanat sa1!lparigrahtit 
puralJ.at triparicchedad upabhogacca kaT'$anat 
nibandhanad abhimukhyad dul;khanat kliSyate jagat 
tredha dvedhti ca samklesal; saptadha 'bhutakalpanat 

57 MV.1.8 
abhiitaparikalpasca citta caittas tridhatukal; 

58 Dasabhumikasutra Rahder (ed.) p. 49c 
cittamatra1!l ida1!l yad ida1!l traidhlituka1!l 

59 MVBhT. 1.9 
abhutaparikaipya vastunal; svabhavaviSe$a 
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In fact exactly the same sentiments are expressed in the opening stanza of 
Vasubandhu's VirrzSatikii. 

Let us now ascertain what relationship, if any, the three-nature doc
trine has with the concept of dependent origination. As has already been 
noted, particularly with reference to the mahgaia§ laka of MMK, dependent 
origination defines the ontological condition of things prior to thought. 
This state of things is the case whether a Buddha exists or not. Using 
Whiteheadian terminology we may be tempted to suggest that, for the 
Buddhist, reality is a process. We lmow that another way in whichpratl
tyasamutplida is presented in the literature is as a forward and reverse 
sequence, respectively defining the process of bondage and release. We 
are now in the position to reconcile what appear on the surface as two 
irreconcilable notions. Pratltyasamutplida, in the first sense of ontological 
process, is objectified as a mass of discrete, substantial entities. This 
movement away from initial integrity is put in train by ignorance (avidyli) 
and leads to suffering (duf:tkha). This is the forward sequence of the 
formula. However, by taking the appropriate measures (i.e. following the 
Buddhist path) an individual may destroy his or her ignorance and restore 
the original integrity. This is accomplished by initiating the reversal se
quence and leads to nirvlilJa. In this state no differentiation exists. Conse
quently we must not assume that nirvlilJa is a form of knowledge in which 
an external reality is presented to the senses, for in this state epistemology 
and ontology may be said to have collapsed. 

From the non-perception of the duality [of subject/object] there arises the per
ception of the dharmadhlitu. From the perception of the dharmadhlitu there arises 
the perception of unlimitedness.6O 

This is unsurpassed enlightenment. Vasubandhu identifies the perception 
of the dharmadhlitu with the purging of imagination from perception. The 
imagined nature corresponds to the forward sequence of pratltyasamut
plida. The extirpation of imagination returns the dependent (paratantra) 
to its pristine condition as the accomplished (parini:;panna), for the accom
plished is nothing more that the dependent in its non-contaminated form, 
completely devoid of all dich~tomies. The accomplished nature then 
represents the dawning of prajfili which Vasubandhu terms supramundane 
knowledge (lokattarajfilina), since it transcends the world view presented 
in imagination. Having overcome the false dichotomies on which such a 
world view is based this supramundane knowledge, or state of realisation, 
is: 

parikalpanayii cittacaittliniim pravrttatvlit 
60 TrisvabhiivanirdeSa (TSN) 37 

dvayor anupalambhena dharmadhiitilpalambhatii 
dharmadhiitilpalambhena sylidvibhutva upalambhatli 
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... the pure element (aniIsravadhiItu), incomprehensible, auspicious and un
changeable, being delightful it is the emancipated body (vimuktikiIya) which is 
also called the dharma of the great sage.61 

The accomplished nature (parini$pannasvabhiiva) of the Yogiiciira then is 
quite interchangeable with the completion of the reversal sequence of 
pratityasamutpiida. Both represent identical forms of spiritual attainment, 
and both merely restore the integrity of the initial, indeterminate and 
undifferentiated condition of things. All the synonyms that we are accus
tomed to associate with this state are found with reference to the accom
plished nature. Vasubandhu for instance says that, since it is totally devoid 
of any false dichotomies, it reveals: 

The ultimate state of things (dharmiInalfl paramiIrtha) and this is also (called) 
suchness (tathatiI).62 

At this stage one realises that, up to this point, one has taken the products 
of discursive thought to be real (vijfwptimiitratii). One attains an under
standing of things devoid of thought construction (nirvikalpajfiiina) and 
sees things as they are (yathiibhatadarsaI;a).63 

We noted in the last chapter that Asailga held pratityasamutpiida and 
paratantra to be synonymous. It is now clear why this is so. They both 
operate in a way that makes sense of the worldly discrimination between 
the ignorant and the enlightened state. The explanation of these two states 
is undertaken with either pratityasamutpiida or paratantra as the central 
term in all the Buddhist writings we have examined, be they the Nikiiyas, 
or the writings of Nagarjuna, Asailga and Vasubandhu. All our authors 
then recognise the centrality of pratityasamutpiida/paratantra, that unpre
dictable state of things which provides the rationale for the arising of 
bondage/release, svabhiivatii/Sunyatii, sarrzsiira/nirviilJa, defilement/purifi
cation, sarrzvrti/paramiirtha, du/:tkha/ sukha, parikalpita/par4nispanna, etc. 
The first half of each set represents an epistemic falling away and conse
quent objectification of the real state of things, while the second, as the 
uprooting of the first, reveals things in such a way that the distinction 
between epistemology and ontology no longer holds. Because of the 
inherent contradictions of language the state referred to by the second 
part of the pair is inexpressible (anabhiliipya) and can never be known in 
the way things of the world are known, for true understanding transcends 
the subject/object dichotomy. Since reality is essentially empty (sunya) of 
all predicates one can only speak metaphorically about it; 

61 TrilflS. 30 
sa eva aniIsravo dhiItur acintyal;. kuSalo dhmval;. 
sukho vimuktikiIyo 'sau dharmiIkhyo 'yalfl mahiImunel;. 

62 TrilflS. 25a 
dharmiIlJiIm paramiIrtha.fca sa yatas tathatiI api sal;. 

63 cf. VasubandhubhiI$Ya and Sthiramatitika on TrilflS. 28. 
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Suchness, the extreme limit of existence, the uncaused, absoluteness, the dharma
dhlitu; these are summarily the synonyms of emptiness.64 

The alternative is to use the apophatic terminology charcteristic of nega
tive mysticism. 

It is clear that the doctrine ofpratityasamutpiida provides the key.to 
the understanding of the two fold truth doctrine, the three nature teach
ings, and their eventual harmonisation. Pratityasamutpiida is reality as such, 
unpredictable in terms of existence or non-existence. This is confirmed by 
the Buddha's statement that it exists independently of the rising of a 
Buddha, by Nagarjuna's mangalaSloka of MMK which merely reiterates 
the previous statement, and by the Yogiiciira doctrine of the dependent 
nature (paratantra). In its defiled state this base (iisraya) proliferates in 
twelve stages, according to the twelve fold pratityasamutpiida formula, 
through the agency of ignorance. This gives rise to sa1'f1.Siira, the imputation 
of own-being (svabhiiva) to entities, the conventional truth (saTfl.vrtisatya), 
or the imagined nature (parikalpita), since all are synonymous. However, 
when the twelve stages are reversed, ignorance is uprooted. As a result 
nirviiTJ.ll, the ultimate truth (paramiirthasatya) and the accomplished nature 
(parinispanna) are achieved. Here again, these are all synonyms. Having 
achieved this state one understands things as they are, devoid and there
fore empty (sunya) of previously imputed substantiality (svabhiiva). Things 
are now known to be mutually dependent (pratityasamutpiida). 

When all is said and done the understanding of the distinction between 
sa1'f1.Siira and nirviiTJ.ll, etc., can only come about as the result of following 
the Buddhist path and not through philosophical discourse. As Nagarjuna 
has it: 

All perceptions as well as false dichotomies are [essentially] of the nature of 
cessation and quiescence. No dharma whatsoever of any kind was ever taught by 
the Buddha.65 

For the enlightened person reality itself is not an object of knowledge for 
such knowledge presuppose the possibility of articulation. The gnosis of 
the Buddha has no object. The, Buddha is ultimately silent. 

64 MV.1.14 
tathatli bhutakofij clinimitta11'l paramlirthatli 
dharmadhatufca paryliylil;t sunyataylil;t sa11'llisatal;t 

65 MMK. xxv. 24 
sarvopalambhopasamal;t prapaiicopasamal;t sival;t 
na kvacit kasyacit kakUl dharmo buddhena desital;t 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE PROBLEM OF IDEALISM 

There are many sections of the Pali Tripitaka which, on casual scrutiny give 
the impression that an idealistic line is being put forward. The opening 
stanza of the Dhammapada,l for instance, asserts that things (dhamma) 
are dependent on mind (manas). Mind then seems the primary existent 
while dharmas are secondary. Similarly, at another point we hear that: 

By mind (citta) the world is controlled, by mind it is emancipated. By this one 
element, of the mind alone, are all things secured.2 

or again: 

o Bhikkhu, the world is led by mind (citta), by mind is it drawn along. When mind 
has arisen it (i.e. the world) goes under its sway.3 

There is a strong flavour here of a doctrine which we find much repeated 
in the Mahliylina, fmding its classical formulation in the DasabhClmikasCltra, 
to the effect that: 

This triple world is nothing but mind (cittamiitra).4 

Now we have already stated that the evidence of such quotations is not 
sufficient to make the charge of idealism stick. It will be our present task 
to examine this problem in a little more detail. 

The opening stanza of the Dhammapada continues by claiming mind 
(citta) to be the base for defilement and purification,5 a doctrine which is 
supported by reference to other sections of the Tripitaka. Thus 

By the defilement of the mind (citta) are beings defiled; by the purification of the 
mind (citta) are beings purified.6 

We understand from this that the mind (citta/manas vijiilina-since ac-

1 Dhammapada. v.I. 
manopubbangama dhamma manoset!hii manomayii 
manasa ce paduuhena bhasati vii karoti vii 
tato naT(! dukkhaT(! anveti ca kkhaT(! 'va vahato padaT(! 

2 S. i. 39 
cittena niyati loka, cittena parikissati 
cittassa ekadhammassa sabbeva vasam anvagilti 

3 A.ii.177 
cittena kho bhikkhu lakoniyyati cittena parikassati 
cittassa uppannassa vasaT(! gacchatiti 

4 Dasabhilmika Rahder (ed.) p.4ge 
cittamatraT(! idaT(! yad idaT(! traidhatukaT(! 

5 n.lsupra. 
6 S. iii. 151 

cittasaT(!kilesa bhikkhave satta saT(!kilissanti cittavodiina satta visujjhanti 
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cording to the Buddha all terms are synonymous 7) is capable of grasping 
things from a defiled or a purified point of view depending on its own 
condition. This is entirely in conformity with the view we formed in the last 
chapter when we considered the general features of the pratityasamutpada 
formula in both early Buddhism and in the Mahayana. Things (dharma) 
themselves are not totally constructed by mind, but rather the mind has a 
structure which permits two basic epistemological orientaitons towards an 
external reality. As we have reiterated many times already, when the mind 
operates under the condition of ignorance (avidya) the world picture 
becomes distorted as the result of a complex of karmic causes-this is the 
aspect of defilement. However, when ignorance has been eradicated the 
mind operates in its wisdom (prajiili) mode, a mode in which transforma
tions of one kind or another cease to come into being and things appear 
as they are (yathabhiltam). 

What becomes apparent is that Buddhism, since it accepts the possi
bility of a revohition in the way we actually see the world, may not be easily 
defined in terms abstracted from Western philosophical discourse. This is 
because Western systems, both secular and religious, generally fail to 
accept the notion of the perfectibility of man to the extent that it is 
employed in the East. Buddhism, in consequence, may only be ap
prehended by Western thought forms when small portions of it are 
examined in vacuo. In a partial sense we may decide that the Buddhist 
understanding of the workings of the unenlightened mind approximates 
to certain sense-datum theories of contemporary philosophy, while again 
we may feel that the treatment of the enlightened state is conducive to a 
more realistic interpretation. Nevertheless the overall package presented 
by Buddhist thought has a structure quite different to that of mainstream 
Western systems of thought. We will be wise therefore to treat this pattern 
of thought in a manner which keeps such matters in mind. 

For the Buddhist, external reality exists, but not in a way which can be 
usefully articulated from the soteriological point of view. The mind simi
larly exists, though the precise nature of its form of existence is likewise 
problematic. The mind does seem to possess a variable structure. We may 
imagine it metaphorically as a mirror which, under certain conditions [i.e. 
those conducive to wisdom (prajfia)], produces an accurate image of 
externality. However, should conditions change the structure of the mirror 
loses is immaculacy. It becomes dislocated and distorted, and produces 
images much the same as those generated by the crazy mirrors popular in 
fairgrounds. 

The early Buddhists themselves imply just such a system of metaphors 

7 s. ii. 95 
yarrt ca kho etarrt bhikkhave vlIccan cittarrt in pi mano in pi vinniilJQrrt in pi ... 
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to account for the enlightened and unenlightened states. In the Nikiiyas 
we may note as an important seminal statement the fact that: 

This mind, 0 monks, is luminous though contaminated by adventitious defile
ments; that mind, 0 monks, is luminous since it is cleansed of adventious defile
ments.8 

The notion of a naturally luminous mind is a metaphor quite analogous to 
the clear mirror we constructed above and was in fact an image used not 
only by the Sthaviras but also by the Mahasa/flghika,Andhaka and Vibhajya
vada.9 A similar idea, found in the ChineseAgamas, also has its root in the 
Pali Tripi{aka. 

Beings are defiled by the impurities of the mind and purified by the cleansing of 
themind.10 

The cleansed mind of this verse shows a remarkable correspondence to 
the luminous mind (prabhiisvara citta) of the previous extract, and it is 
interesting in this connection to note that Monier-Williams, in his Sansk
rit-English dictionary, gives "enlightened" as one of the meanings of 
prabhiisvara. Though it is a metaphor for enlightenment there is no good 
reason to hold the prabhasvara citta to be some sort of monistic absolute 
with a strongly idealistic flavour, such as SaJ;lkara's Brahman. This would 
be totally unexpected anyway considering the traditional opposition of 
Buddhism to the speculative nature of Upanisadic systems. 

Another synonym for the enlightened mind, very often associated with 
prabhiisvara citta is the innate mind (citta prakrti). Takasaki holds that this 
concept was rejected by the Sarvastivada, but was nevertheless accepted 
by many schools including the Theravada, Vaibhasika, Vatsiputriya and the 
Mahiisa/flghika. ll The A~tasahasrikii Prajiiaparamita actually equates the 
two in the statement that "the innate nature of mind is luminous"12 and 
doctrines describing the mind (citta) in this manner are found throughout 
the history of the Mahayana, as well as in the earliest texts. 

Other longer, and hence later, recensions of the Prajiii1paramita ela
borate the luminous mind (prabhasvara citta) concept. The result is the 

8 A.i.10 
pabhassaram ida'7l bhikkhave citta'7l tan ca kho 
iigantukehi upakkilesehi uppakkili!!am ... pabhassaram ida'7l bhikkhave 
citta'7l tan ca kho iigantukehi upakkilesehi vippamutta'7l 

9 Bareau (1955) pp. 67-68, 147, 175, 194. 
10 Samyukta Nikiiya (PTS: S. iii. 151) 

cittasamklesiit sattvii~l sa'7lk1iJyante, cittavyavadiiniid viSuddhyante 
cf. n. 6. supra. 

11 Takasaki (1966) p. 34 n. 57 
12 A~!asiihasrikii Prajniipiiramitii Vaidya, P.L (ed.) Darbhanga (1960) p. 3.18 

prakrtiS cittasya prabhiisvarii 
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idea that mind is devoid of the contamination of the defIlements in its 
enlightened state. 

Sariputra said, "What is it that the luminous mind consists of?" SubhTIti replied, 
"The luminosity of the mind 0 Sariputra is such that it is neither associated with 
passion nor non-associated with it. It is neither associated with hate, delusion, the 
irruptions, the obstructions, the residues, the hindrances and the false views nor 
non-associated with them".13 

It is interesting to note here that we have a neither ... nor relationship 
between the luminous mind and its various contaminants and May makes 
the pertinent comment: 

De telles formules contradictoires apparaissent frequemment dans les 
Prajiilipliramitli et dans les ouvrages Mlidhyamika, elles s'y referent toujours au 
rapport sui generis qui existe entre la verite empirique et la verite absolue. Dans 
Ie cas particulier, la pensee (citta) peut-etre associee, en verite relative, avec les 
passions qui, rappelons-Ie, sont adventices (ligantuka), c'est-a-dire existent exclu
sivement sur Ie plan du relatif. Mais, en verite absolue, I'autonomie de la pensee, 
sa Iimpidite, sa luminosite sont parfaites. On retrouvera dans Ie Vijiilinavlida ce 
double point de vue, applique au vijiilina.14 

May indicates the connection between this particular line of thought and 
the two truth doctrine of the Madhyamako.. There is an implicitly con
tinuous development to be drawn out here. From May's statements one 
may trace a coherent line of thought leading from the Nikiiyas, through 
Prajiiiipiiramitii and Madhyamako. which reaches its conclusion in the 
Yogiiciira/Vijiiiinaviida. This is of course the line of development we have 
argued for throughout this book. While Nagarjuna does not himself make 
the connection between the conventional truth (saJTlvrti) and the mind 
contaminated by adventitious defilements (iigantuko.klesa), it is abundantly 
clear, particularly with reference to what has been said in chapter six above, 
that the conventional is the mentally constructed. This seems to be the gist 
of the Prajiiiipiiramitii texts, in particular the later ones, in which the idea 
of saJTlvrti is discussed. It is certainly the sense of the Yogiiciira notion of 
the imagined nature (pariko.lpitasvabhiiva). In its uncontaminated, innately 
luminous, condition the mind reveals things as they are (yathiibhutam). The 
Prajiiiipiiramitii and Madhyamako. term this the ultimate point of view 
(paramiirtha), while the Yogiiciira (and incidentally the Maitreya chapter of 
the Prajiiiipiiramitii) calls such a state the accomplished nature (parin4pan
nasvabhiiva). We have noted that, in their representative works, the 

13 PaiicavirrzSatislihasrikliDutt, N. (ed.) London (1934) p.121.14-122.3 
... prakrtiS cittasya prabhlisvarli sliriputra liha kli punar liy~man subhute cittasya 
prabhlisvaratli subhutirliha yad liy~man sliriputra cittam na ragliger;a sa7flyuktam 
na visamyukta7fl na dve$er;a ... na moher;a ... na paryuttlinail; nlivaranail; ... 
nlinuSayail; ... na samyojanail; ... na d.mikrtail; ... iyam sliriputra cittasya prabhiisva-
ratli. 

14 May (1971) p. 273 
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authors of these "schools" acknowledge an intermediate ontological term 
which gives efficaciousness to the two states of mind. We may conClude 
that the doctrine of luminous mind (prabhiisvaracitta) acts in the same 
manner. In other words, the innate character of the mind is such that it 
gives an accurate picture of the world, despite the ubiquitous fact that 
mental states may be adversely conditioned so that knowledge becomes 
far from accurate. 

In another Mahiiyana text, the SamiidhirajiisUtra, the concept of the 
luminous mind is linked to the inverse pratityasamutpada formula. Here 
the luminosity of mind only appears once the conceptions (sarrtjfia) which 
give rise to name and form (nama-rilpa), etc., have been suppressed. 15 This 
seems to supports our viewpoint and, with what has already been said so 
far, conclusively demonstrates that the luminous mind is not a monistic 
absolute besides which all other existents have a dream-like status. It is 
rather a state of mind in which the processes associated with the unen
lightened state have ceased. Quite apart from textual evidence, the doc
trine cannot be in any way indicative of monism or idealism on grounds 
purely connected with internal consistency. If one accepts, and this ap
pears to be axiomatic in Buddhism, that the vast majority of sentient beings, 
since they are bound to the cycle of birth and death (sarrtSara) are 
unenlightened, while holding out the possiblity of enlightenment, one is 
forced to hold that there must be two possible states of mind; one veridical, 
the other not so. Now we noted in the previous chapter that Buddhism 
rejects those teachings without a basis (ahetuvada), such as the Ajivaka 
doctrines, which suggest that things come about indepently of causes. Since 
the luminous mind (prabhasvara citta) , though possibly innate, is still 
nevertheless only fully operative in a small minority of sentient beings (i.e. 
the enlightened), it cannot be a state of mind shared by all, for the corrolary 
of this would be that all beings are enlightened, which we have already 
admitted is axiomatically not so. The ignorant being moves to a state of 
wisdom (prajfia) by means of a gradual process, the Buddhist path, and not 
acausally. If this is so the luminous mind, since it is not fully shared by all 
in its fully operative sense, cannot be an all encompassing psychic entity 
like Jung's collective unconsciousness, but must refer to the condition of 
an individual's mind at a certain stage of spiritual development. One might 
say that it is a useful psychological metaphor for the soteriological goal of 
Buddhism. Lindtner regards this kind of metaphorical treatment as accept
able. In his commentary on Bhiivaviveka's MRP, and on the authority of 
Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Candrakirti, Kambala, and Dharmakirti, he lists 

15 Samiidhiriijasutra in Dutt, N. (ed.) Gilgit Manuscripts Srinagar (1941-1954) Vol II. 
2, p.300.9-10 
yasya ca mrduki sa1fljiiii niimarilpasmi varttate 
agrdhra1,! niimarilpasmi citta1fl bhoti prabhiisvara1fl 
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both nirvtil;a and vijfiiina prabhiisvaral?1 as synonymous with paramiirtha
satya.16 

It may be argued that the contaminations of its luminosity, since they 
are adventitious (iigantuka), are never essentially part of the mind. In 
consequence its innate nature is never really defiled. Such a position would 
undoubtedly be adopted by some Vediintist schools but this idea sits rather 
poorly on the Buddhist tradition. In the first place the preservation of the 
innate nature of mind greatly diminishes the disjunction between the 
enlightened and unenlightened state which as we have noted is axiomatic 
for Buddhism. Secondly, although it seems possible on the surface to 
construct a number of idealist positions, both monistic and pluralistic, on 
the basis of this doctrine one is still left with the problem of the defilements. 
Since they come from without they may not be mental phenomena at all 
and one is left wondering what status they may have. By accepting both an 
external reality, and individual minds capable of two fundamental epi
stemic orientations to that reality, some of the problems we have en
countered disappear. Adventitious defilement may then be regarded as 
the result of minds, in their delusory mode, making initial contact with 
external reality. Of course this begs the question of how the delusory 
process started in the first place, but this and questions of a similar order, 
are never seriously entertained by the Buddhist tradition. The story of 
Malunkyaputta's questions and the Buddha's refusal to answer proves this 
point. Rather than speculating on questions concerning origins the 
Buddha relates a story of a man who, rather than accepting treatment for 
his ills, prefers to ask questions and dies as a result. 

Before turning to the complex problem of whether in the Yogiiciira the 
doctrine of mind gives rise to idealism, let us deal with one further doctrine 
of early Buddhism which has sometimes provoked such a charge. This is 
the teaching concerning the·"limb of existence" (bhavanga). Now this term 
only occurs in one section of the Pali canon17 where it is said to precede 
reflection (iivajjana) in the process of perception, but it is nevertheless 
extremely widespread in post-canonical writings, particularly the Milinda
pafiha, Vzsuddhimagga and the Abhidhamma commentaries. The main 
purpose of the doctrine is to demonstrate that there is a continuous mental 
stream persisting throughout an individual's life processes which can be 
used to explain memory, the survival of a being throughout numerous lives, 
and the karmic consequences of past actions. A doctrine which only 
accepts the momentary sequence of self-contained points of consciousness 
(lqanaviida) is of course unable to do this adequately. The recognition of 
the need for such a concept can be found in early canonical references to 

16 Lindtner 'On Bhavya's MRP' ... (1984) p. 156--D. 
17 Patthtinapakarana II. pp. 34, 159, 160, 169. 
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the stream of consciousness (vinnilr:zasata) , which seems to perform the 
same function here as bhavanga does in the later literature. ' 

... he understands a man's stream of consciousness (viiiiiiilJasota) as uninterrupted 
at both ends and supported both in this world and in the other world.18 

It is the vinnilr:zasota, then, which allows the progress from one existence 
to another while still retaining an idea of continuity. This concept seems, 
in the early literature, to provide the psychological counterpart to the 
stream of existence (bhavasota), a notion which 

give( s) expression to the Buddhist philosphical concept of flux, of life considered 
as a flowing stream, never the same for any two consecutive moments (S.i.15 and 
S. iv. 128).19 

However, there is little evidence in the early material that the authors had 
given much thought to the implications of their theories of mind. We find 
little speculation on the problems raised by the condition of mind of a 
person in deep sleep or deep meditation, when the standard theory of 
vinnilr:zasota is discussed. For instance, if the mind is a sequence of thought 
points, never the same for any two consecutive moments, how does it 
become re-established once the flow is interrupted by deep sleep etc.? 
Speculation of this sort was common among the Brahmanic thinkers who 
held that the state of deep, dreamless, sleep (su:juptilvasthil) coincided with 
the primordial state of things (prilgavasthii). 

when a man sleeps he becomes united with that which is, Somya; he has gone into 
his own self.20 

One cannot help but speculate, although there is little hard evidence to 
support such a view, that the Buddhist notion of bhavanga represents an 
attempt to explain deep psychological processes in response to Brahmanic 
objections, without at the same time falling into the absolute monist 
position of the Upani$adic sages. The latter would have been quite out of 
the question as the Buddhists would have been 

... anxious to avoid making of bhavanga an unrelated, anoetic consciousness. To 
regard mind as the source of consciousness would be alien to the spirit of early 
Buddhism. Mind was always a conditional relationship. There could be no such 
thing as unconditioned mind ... Consciousness always involves reference to an 
object.21 

18 D. iii. 105 
purisassa ca vbiiiiilJasota1J1. pajiiniiti ubhayato 
abbocchinna1J1. idhaloke patiffhitaii ca paraloke patitthitaii ca 

19 Encylopedia of Buddhism Malasekera, G.P. (ed.) Ceylon, Government Press 
(1961-65) Vol. III, Fascicle I, p.17 Bhavanga 

20 Chiindogya Upan~ad V1.8.1 
yatraitat pUru:ja/.! svapi# nama satii saumya tada 
sampanno bhavati; svam apito bhavati 
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It is in the quasi-canonical Milindapaftha (c.100AD) that the problem 
seems first to have been tackled. Replying to the King's inquiries about 
the psychology of dreams and sleep, Nagasena states that, for a man 
entered into a state of deep sleep, his thought (citta) has gone into 
bhavanga.22 Now it should be noted that, in this example, the term 
bhavanga is only used with reference to the problem of dreams and deep 
sleep and we would be unjustified, in this instance, to extend its function 
to the carrying of kannic effects throughout long periods of time, or to 
providing a continuity of consciousness in the cycles of sarrzsara. Bearing 
this in mind, one may spot an important difference between the theory of 
bhavanga and Upanif;adic notions. For the Brahmanic tradition a person 
in deep sleep is united with the true nature (svarnpa) of Brahman, which 
is pure being (sat).23 However, in the present theory, when in a condition 
of deep sleep the mind (citta) has gone to bhavanga, this state is merely a 
limb or aspect (anga) of the universal flux of becoming (bhava). As 
Sarathchandra points out: 

The word [i.e. bhavanga] had ... the necessary dynamic import to distinguish it 
from the ideas of soul in the Upan~ads and other systems of Indian thought.24 

Bhavanga in fact avoids reference to any soul-theory by its close association 
with the dynamic theory of causation (prafftyasamutpada) characteristic of 
Buddhism, while at the same time providing the possibility of under
standing the continuity of consciousness and its concomitants. It seems 
probable that the elaboration of a comprehensive theory of mind along 
these lines was precipitated by arguments with rival schools, since: 

For the Buddha the matter was of no consequence. He was only intent upon 
showing that empirical consciousness was evil and could be stopped and that 
intuitional consciousness [i.e. prajl'ia] could be cultivated. He was not concerned 
with the problems of survival, and as far as it mattered to him, deep sleep might 
have been a mere physical state. But it was not possible for his adherents to 
maintain silence in the face of persistent questioning, particularly when all other 
systems were developing an elaborate metaphysic of their own.25 

Now it would be a great mistake to take bhavanga to be equivalent to a 
permanent subconscious statd as understood by contemporary Western 
psychological theory. In theAbhidhannic texts, in which the term appears 
frequently, it is quite clear that bhavanga is cut off when ratiocination takes 
place. Bhavanga merely represents mind in a passive condition, free from 
any thought processes (vlthimutta). When the mind becomes active 

21 Encyclopedia of Buddhism op. cit. p. 19 
22 Milindapafiha p. 299 

middhasamarillhassa maharaja citta1!l bhavangagata1!l hod 
23 cf. Brahmasutra II 1.9 
24 Sarathchandra (1943) p. 96-7. 
25 Encyclopedia of Buddhism op. cit. p. 18-19 
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bhavanga is cut off (bhavangupaccheda) and a new state known as the 
process of cognition (vlthicitta) takes over. Bhavanga is not a condition of 
mind underlying the cognitive processes. Once cognitive processes begin, 
bhavanga ceases, only to return when cognition has ceased. 

Here we have a connection with the concepts of luminous mind 
(prabhiisvaracitta) and innate mind (cittapralqti). When in a state of 
bhavanga or vithimutti the Kathavatthu26 holds that the mind is in its 
natural condition (pakaticitta), while the commentaries identify it as shin
ing (pabbassara) and natural (pakati).27 It appears that bhavanga repre
sents a pure, uncontaminated phase of mental activity. It is to be distin
guished from those periods in which cognition is actively taking place, 
which for the un-enlightened person involves ignorance (avidya) and the 
production of karma. Abhidharmic treatises confirm this. We find that they 
hold the consciousness of a new-born child to be of the essential nature of 
bhavanga which flows undisturbed after birth until it is disrupted by the 
first burst of conscious thought precipitated by perception. From then on 
all conscious activities follow the same pattern. Thus, according to the 
Abhidhammatthasangaha: 

When a visible object enters the focus of vision, at the first moment of its existence, 
it would have no effect on the percipient (1). Next there is a vibration of the stream 
of bhavanga (bhavangacalana) for two moments, and a consequent interruption 
of the flow (2,3). There is no bhavanga any more, and instead there begins a 
conscious process, the first step of which is the moment of adverting (iivajjana) 
(4). In the subsequent moments there follow in succession the visual impression 
(cakkhuviiiiiii1)a), (5), recipient consciousness (sampatticchana), (6), investigat
ing consciousness (santira1)a) (7), determining consciousness (votthabbana), (8), 
seven moments of full perception (javana), (15), and finally two moments of 
retention of registering consciousness (tadiiramma1)a), 17). This completes the 
seventeen moments and after that bhavanga begins to flow again until it is 
interrupted by a stimulus.28 

Now the exact period of time supposed by the Abhidhiirmikas to be 
equivalent to the 17 thought moments taken for this process to be com
pleted, is of no particular importance to our present enquiry. However, 
the basic structure of the schema is, since it confirms our previous work. 
Bhavanga is disturbed by an external stimulus which ultimately leads to a 
period of full perception (javana). Now javana is held to have the property 
of volition (cetana); in other words it gives rise to future karmas. In fact 
the relevant texts break down the sevenjavana moments into three groups 

26 KVup.615 
27 AA. i. 60; DhsA. 140; KvuA. 193 
28 FromAbhidhammatthasangaha N.3 which summarises the stages: 

ettiivatii cuddasa cittuppiida dye bhavangacalaniini 
pubbeva atitakam ekacittakkha1)anti katvii sattarasa cittakkha1)iini paripilrenti 
Narada Thera (ed.) Rangoon 1970. 
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depending on their power to generate future karmas. The first moment of 
the seven is said to be weakest since it lacks any sustaining force and the 
karmic effect of this must necessarily operate in the present life only. The 
last moment is second weakest, its karmic effect only having the power to 
extend to the immediately subsequent life. The effects of the five remain~ng 
moments however are strong and held to operate at any time in the life 
continuum up until the final passing away (parinirvti1;za). 

What is of interest in this doctrine from our point of view is the basic 
structure given to cognition. The flow of bhavanga is interrupted, initiating 
a process which leads progressively to karma generating perception 
(javana), after which the stream of consciousness lapses back into bha
vanga. This description must refer to the process undergone by a mind 
conditioned by ignorance (avidya), since for an enlightened being the 
twelve factors of pratityasamutpada have been uprooted and future karmas 
are not produced. One must assume that for an enlightened being who 
sees things as they are javana is either inoperative, or it operates but 
without leaving any dispositions which lead to future action. Deciding this 
question is complex and leads us back to the essential difference between 
the Buddhist and Upan4adic concepts of mind. 

S.Z. Aung29 makes the comment that some authorities on the Abhi
dharma are of the opinion that javana never obtains in the dream process. 
On the other hand Sarathchandra30 points out that dreaming is "regarded 
as a cognitive process with the exception that it occurs through the door 
of the mind" (manodvara) in contrast to the previous example in which it 
takes place through the door of one of the five external senses (panca
dvara), e.g. the eye. Dreaming, according to Aung's authorities, would not 
be karma generating since javana does not obtain, even though a thought 
object is held to have been presented to consciousness throught he door 
of mind (manodvara). In such a theory dreaming must approximate to the 
state of understanding available to an enlightened being, since both seem 
capable of cognitions, though neither generates karmas as a consequence. 
TheAbhidhlirmika tradition of Sri Lailka31 does not agree with this. In its 
view, the obtaining ofjavana is not dependent on waking or dreaming but . 
rather on the intensity of the stimulus involved in initiating a process of 
cognition. In other words karma may obtain whether someone is awake or 
asleep. 

The overall impression of bhavanga related doctrines is that they 
represent an attempt to address some of the objections raised by 
Upan4adic theories of mind without generating identical theories under a 
different guise. Unfortunately by accepting the challenge of the soul theory 

29 Aung, S.Z. Compendium of Philosophy London, P.T.S. (1910) p. 47. 
30 op. cit. p. 101 
31 ibid. p. 101-2 
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of the Brahmanas while at the same time proposing a personal continuity 
represented by bhavahga, Buddhism is led three-quarters of the' way 
towards the Upaniyadic position. The only way to camouflage the close 
proximity of the two is for the Buddhist to propound a concept which 
remains deliberately difficult to pin down, and this seems to be what 
happened. Bhavanga was postulated to explain psychic continuity during 
deep sleep, and subsequently the carrying on of ko.nnic factors, yet is is 
said to be cut off (bhavangupaccheda) during cognition. If this is so how 
can it represent a "life continuum"? In fact bhavanga shows a strong 
functional correspondence to the Upaniyadic soul (atman) in that it is 
undisturbed in deep, dreamless sleep, yet it differs in that it ceases to exist 
when cognition arises. Under most conditions, when bhavanga is cut off by 
a stimulus which leads to cognition, processes take place which result in 
the generation of future acts. However when ignorance (avidya) is up
rooted this does not appear to happen. Someone having reached such a 
state is said to see things as they are (yathabhiltam), implying that there is 
cognition, though it is non-ko.nna generating. In the state of undisturbed 
bhavanga the mind is said to be innate (prakrti) and shining (prabhasvara) 
yet this may be blemished by adventitious defilements (agantuko.klesa). By 
its impreciseness bhavanga clearly becomes a device to protect Buddhist 
notions of moral and psychic continuity, while at the same time the soul 
theory of the Upaniyads is rejected. 

It seems likely that some idea of mental continuity pre-dates the rise 
of the Mahaytina. What then does Nagarjuna have to say on the subject? 
There is actually little positive evidence of Nagarjuna's adherence to a 
doctrine of psychic continuity in his writings, but there again, there is no 
evidence to suggest the opposite. We have noted that time and again he 
supports traditional postures and there is no reason to think that he does 
otherwise in this case. Certainly, it was common for schools of the proto
Mahayana to develop notions which served the same purpose in their 
system that bhavanga does in the systems we have already mentioned. The 
Mahiistilflghiko.s, for example, held to the idea of a root consciousness 
(millavijilana) visualised as the support (tisraya) of the visual consciousness 
(calqurvijilana) and other sense consciousnesses in much the same way as 
the root of the tree provides support for its leaves, branches etc.32 Along 
similar lines the MahiStisako.s distinguished between three different groups 
of sko.ndhas. The first were held to be instantaneous (lqalJasko.ndha), the 
second to endure throughout a lifetime (eko.janmavadhisko.ndha), while 
the final group were supposed to endure until the end of salflSara 
(salflStirakotin4thasko.ndha), i.e. until parinirvalJa is achieved. In his Kar
masiddhiprako.ralJa, Vasubandhu mentions these doctrines and holds them 

32 For information on these analogues of bhavaflga cf. L. de la Vallee Poussin: 
Vijliaptimiitratiisiddhi (1928) p. 178ff 
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to fulfill the same function as the idea of bhavanga, a doctrine which he 
attributes to the Tamrapa/7J.zyas. Ultimately they are synonymous with his 
concept of a store-house consciousness (alayavijfiana). 

Dans les siltras du Tlimrapamiyanikiiya, ce Vijiilina (i.e. lilayavijiilina) est nornme 
bhavlingavijiiana; dans les siltras du Mahlisli'flghikanikliya, millavijiilina; ,les 
MahiSlisakas Ie nomment sa'flSlirani.${haskandha. 33 

Commenting on these various attempts to introduce continuity into psy
chic processes over extremely long periods of time Conze maintains: 

All these theoretical assumptions are attempts to combine the doctrine of "not
self' with the almost instinctive belief in a "self', empirical or true. The climax of 
this combination of the uncombinable is reached in such conceptual monstrosities 
as the "store-consciousness" (alayavijiilina) of Asanga and a minority of Yog
liclirins, which performs all the functions of a "self' in a theory which almost 
vociferously proclaims the non-existence of such a "self'. The "store-conscious
ness" is a fine example of "running with the hare and hunting with the hounds".34 

Conze's judgement that the doctrine of a!ayavijfiana is a conceptual 
monstrosity clearly derives from his Prasaflgika leanings and from a strong 
opposition to Brahmanism in any shape or form. However are his opinions 
borne out by textual evidence? As we have already said Nagarjuna's known 
writings contain no treatment of conceptions such as bhavanga, while his 
only possible criticism of the Yogacara notion of alayavijfiilna is to be found 
in the almost certainly incorrectly attributed Bodhicittavivara1)a35 which 
contains a seering wholesale indictment of Yogacara doctrine lock, stock 
and barrel. This seems particularly strange considering the fact that there 
is no evidence to support the use of the 'term Yogacara as a school of 
thought at the time of Nagarjuna. Candrakirti, writing at least 400 years 
after Nagarjuna, certainly does quibble with the Yogacara however. His 
opposition is based on the fact that, from an ultimate point of view, there 
is no Buddhist teaching at all. 

What hearing and what teaching (can there be) of the syllableless Dharma? 
Nevertheless the syllableless (ana~ara) is heard and taught by means of super
imposition (samliropa).36 

J 

From his point of view the ultimate doctrine cannot be articulated, al
though at the conventional level (saY(Lvrti) articulation may convey prag-

33 Karmasiddhiprakarm;a Takakusu, (ed.) xxxi, p. 785 col. 1 ibid. p. 178 n 2. 
34 Conze, E. Buddhist Thought in India London (1962) p. 133-4. 
35 cf. Lindtner Nagarjuniana (1982) p. 193ff. 
36 Madhyamaklivatlira p. 178 

yi ge med pa/:li chos la ni 
iian pa gan dan ston pa gan 
hgyur ba med la sgro btags pas 
/:Ion kyan iian tin ston pa yin/ 
cf.la Vallee Poussin (ed.)p. 265. 
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matic truth. In other words all articulated truth must, by definition, be 
conventional. He claims that the Yogilcilra disregard this convention by 
holding their doctrines to be true from the ultimate point of view. By doing 
so, they are led astray. In fact throughout his critique of the Yogacilra he 
never disagrees with their doctrine from the point of view of conventional 
truth (sarrzvrruatya). He does not hold it to be incorrect or false (mithyil), 
but rather shows it to be a provisional position on the road to no position. 
As Olsen says: 

... it might be said that for Priisaflgiko Miidhyamika all terms of justifiable provi
sional meaning, whether ii/aya or cittamiitra, or tathiigatagarbha, can be defended 
as pragmatically useful conventional truth, but the terms of final, explicit meaning 
are always negational: emptiness, non-origination ... No positive statement what
soever can have final meaning.3? 

The criticism would be all very well if the Yogilcilra of Vasubandhu and 
Asailga held the views attributed to it by CandrakIrti, but this is just not 
so. They actually agree with him that all dogmas must be, by defmition, 
non-ultimate. They hold that the illayavijfiilna itself is overthrown on the 
path to nirva1)a. Similarly the idea that the doctrine of vijfiaptimiitra or 
cittamiitra implies the ultimate and sole existence of mind as CandrakIrti, 
and many modern scholars along with him suggest, is rather problematic. 

In a series of important articles Schmithausen,38 has attempted to 
trace the evolution of the cittamatra idea. He rejects the idea that the 
Yogilcilra system arose in opposition to the apophatic character of early 
Madhyamako., preferring instead to see the trend as one concerned pri
marilywith spriritual praxis. In this he has some support from Conze.39 In 
an initial study Schmithausen40 identifies the earliest layer of Yogilcilra 
tradition in the Yogilcilrabhflmi. For the most part, this text ... "presupposes 
the realistic ontology of the traditional schools of HI nay ana Buddhism ... "41 
and characteristic later terms such as mind only (cittamatra) and repre
sentation only (vijfiaptimiitra) are not to be found. However some later 
additions to the text, particularly the Bodhisattvabhflmi, develop a doc
trine, which Schmithausen denotes, "Mahilyilnistic illusionism".42 Here 
entities are taught to be designations only (prajfiaptimatra)43 and as such 

37 Olsen (1974) p. 410. 
38 Schmithausen (1973) and (1979) 
39 Conze op. cit. p. 251 
40 Schmithausen (1969) 
41 Schmithausen (1979) p. 238 
42 ibid. p. 239. 
43 Bodhisattvabhilmi Wogihara ( ed.) p. 43-4. 

tatra kayii yuktyii nirabhiliipya svabhiivatii sarvandharmiilJiilf! 
pratyavagantavyii yeyam svalak:;alJa prajiiaptir dharmiilJiilf! 
yad uta rilpam iti vii vadaneti vii pilrvavad antato yiivan 
nirviilJam iti vii prajiiaptimiitram eva tad veditavyalf! 
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they are conceived as real until the experience of suchness (tathatii) arises. 
For Schmithausen "Mahiiyiinistic illusionism" is the mid point on the path 
from traditional realism to full blown idealism. In the various discourses 
on meditation in the early Yogiiciira there is a parallel line of development. 
From a position in which meditational images (pratibimba) are held to be 
constituted by a kind of subtle matter (upadayarflpa) Schmithausen detects 
a gradual shift within the text of the Yogiiciirabhilmi to a later view, 
expressed particularly in the Sriivakabhilmi section that mediational ob
jects are of a "purely ideal character."44 It is classically in the Sahdhinir
mocanasiltra, especially in the eighth chapter, that the frequent use of the 
term vijfzaptimiitra is used not only of mediational images but also of 
ordinary objects of cognition. As such: 

... the Sandhininnocanasutra starts from the ideality of meditation objects ... and 
then simply extends this fact to ordinary objects, without justifying this procedure 
by any rational argument. Thus ... the oldest materials of the Yogacara school 
clearly speak in favour of the theory that Yogacara idealism primarily resulted 
from a generalisation of a fact observed in the case of meditation-objects, i.e. in 
the context of spiritual practice.45 

For Schmithausen, then, the development of an idealistic Yogiiciira phil
osophyis pragmatic, primarily designed to provide the metaphysical under
pinning for prior meditational praxis. While the Sahdhinirmocanasiltra 
appears explicitly idealistic, Schmithausen recognises the prior claims of 
the Pratyutpannabuddhasamf!1ukhiivasthitasamiidhisiltra (Pratyutpanna
siltra for short). Since this text was translated by Lokak~ema into Chinese 
in 179 AD it is obviously an early Mahiiyiinasiltra. It looks likely that this 
text represents an amalgamation of devotional "Sukhiivati" style texts with 
the more cerebral Prajniipariimitii corpus".46 Concerning itself primarily 
with meditational practice which ultimately leads to face to face contact 
with Amitabha, and other Tathagatas, we hear that such an experience 
culminates in the thought: . 

... those Tathagatas did not corne from anywhere. These Triple Worlds are nothing 
but mind (cittamatram) ... however, I discriminate things (vikalpyate), so they 
appear.47 J 

While this text may be the firstto "enunciate the thesis of universal idealism 
and to express this by the term cittamiitra"48 (i.e. well before the Dasabh
ilmika) Schmithausen goes to some pains to point out that while the 
Pratyutpannasiltra may intend to introduce the reader to the unreality of 
phenomena it does "not establish the mind as a higher reality".49 The text 

44 Schmithausen op. cit. 
45 ibid. p. 241 
46 Harrison (1978) p. 40. 
47 ibid. p. 46. 
48 Schmithausen op. cit. p. 249. 
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itself makes clear that the notion of cittamiltra is merely a preliminary stage 
in the move to silnyatiisamiidhi, "the intuition of complete emptiness." 
Thus in the spiritual life the idea of mind-only must ultimately be aban
doned. As such the designation "idealism" is at best highly provisional. 
Kambala in his Alokamillii, a popular and didactic poem on cittamiltra 
probably written in the early si,'{th century AD, when 

... the academic life ofMahiiyiina was totally governed by the religio-philosophical 
achievements and innovations of a large number of individual Yogacara philos
ophers.50 

tends to hold the same line despite a great deal of water having passed 
under the bridge. Despite its superficially idealistic flavour, Lindtner, in 
his study of the text which contains a good deal of material on the three 
nature doctrine, notes that for Kambala: 

The doctrine ofsvabhiivatraya ... is merely a meditational device presupposing the 
ontological doctrine of cittamfitra.51 

It looks likely that an equivalent degree of pra'{js and theory is retained 
throughout the Yogiiciira period. True, Lindtner regards this text as an 
idealistic document, but the same restrictive sense applies here as in the 
above mentioned siltras and siistras, i.e. idealistic only in the most prelimi
nary sense. 

Now for Vasubandhu the iilayavijfiiina performs a function parallel to 
that of bhavanga in other schools. It explains the continuity of thought after 
deep sleep and demonstrates how the mind can maintain its functioning 
after the attainment of cessation (nirodhasamilpatti). In his Karmasiddhi
prakarafla Vasubhandhu uses the fact of nirodhasamilpatti as his prime 
proof for the. existence of the store-consciousness (iilayavijfiiina). For him 
this samilpatti is a state with mind (sacittaka) as against the position of the 
Vaibhii$ikas who hold it to be non-mental (acittaka)-the complete anni
hilation of mind and mental activity. To account for the rising of the mind 
after such an experience the Vaibhii$ikas maintain that the power of the 
thought moment immediately prior to nirodhasamilpatti is sufficient to 
explain the continuation of thought once this state has ceased. Vasub
andhu objects to this view. He holds that the samilpatti is a state which is 
acittaka in the sense that the six categories of consciousness ($a4vijfiiina
kaya) do not proceed, but is sacittaka in the sense that an underlying 
consciousness, the maturing consciousness (vipiikavijfiiina) continues to 
operate.52 This maturing consciousness (vipiikavijfiiina) is a synonym for 

49 ibi£i. 
50 Lindtner (1985) p. 113. 
51 ibi£i. p.1l7. 
52 On this problem cf. Hakamaya (1975) p. 33-43 .. 
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the iilayavijfiiina. It quite clearly performs the task that bhavanga accom
plishes in other systems. 

Rahula has conclusively demonstrated that the idea of an iilayavijfiiina 
is not itself a novel idea for the Yogiiciira.53 The term iilaya is found many 
times in the Tripitaka of the Theraviidins. Asanga himself maintains that 
the idea is known in the Sriivakayiina, which is his general term for the 
Hlnayiina, and he refers to a passage from the Elwttariigama to back this 
point up.54 Lamotte has been able to find the parallel passage in the PaIi. 

Mankind are fond of the lilaya, 0 bhikkhus, like the iilaya, rejoice in the iilaya; 
with the Tathiigata they pay honour to the Dhamma, they listen and pay an 
attentive ear to perfect knowledge.55 

Actually the term iilaya crops up a number of times in the Pali canon and 
the commentaries explain it to mean "attachment to the five sense-plea
sures".56 The alaya then is craved after by mankind and involves some 
implication in the world of sense enjoyment. Consequently it has no 
ultimacy. In fact the expression "uprooting of the alaya" (alayasamugghata) 
is employed in the Pali as a synonym for nirvalJa,57 while in another place 
nirviilJa is said to be "without alaya" (analaya).58 AZaya is destroyed on the 
path to nirvalJa according to these early teachings. Since it does not survive 
the process of enlightenment it cannot be said in the ultimate sense to be 
truly existent. We have seen that bhavanga is a concept of the same order. 
It provides a continuous background on which to explain "personal" 
identity throughout existences, though since its operation is associated 
with the generation of karma one must assume that in the enlightened state 
it either ceases to function, or its mode of functioning is dramatically 
altered. 

In his analysis of vijfianaskandha Asanga makes the following obser-
vation: 

What is the aggregate of consciousness (vijiiiinaskandha)? It is mind (citta), 
mental organ (manas) and also consciousness (vijliiina). And there what is mind 
(citta)? It is the iilayavijiiiina containing all seeds (sarvabljaka) impregnated with 
the perfumings (viisaniiparibhiivita) of the skandhas, dhiitus and iiyatanas ... What 

53 Rahula (1964) p. 55-57. 
54 Mahiiyiinasaf!!graha p. 26. 
55 A. ii.131 

I 

iilayariimii bhikkhave pa}ii iilayaratii iilayasammuditii, sii tathiigatena aniilaye 
dhamme desiyamiine sussuyati sotaf!! odahati aiiliiicittam upat(hiipeti 

56 Papaiicasudanl-Ma}}himanikiiyiitfhakathii (MA). ii. 174 
iiZayariimii ti sattii pmicasu kiimagune~u iiZayanti 

57 A. ii. 34 
madanimmadano pipiisavinayo iiZayasamugghiito vattupacchedo tmJhakkhayo 
viriigo nirodho nibblinaf!! 

58 S. iv. 372. 39 
aniiZayaiica vo bhikkhave desissami aniiZayagiimiiica maggaf!! 
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is the mental organ (manas)? It is the object of alayavijnana, always having the 
nature of self notion (manyanatmaka) associated with the four defilements, viz., 
the false idea of self (atmadn#), self-love (atmasneha), the concept of "I am" 
(asmimana) and the ignorance (avidya) ... What is consciousness (vijnana)? It 
consists of the six groups of consciousness (~a4vijnanakaya), viz. visual conscious
ness (calqurvijnana), auditory (srota)-olfactory (ghra~a)-gustatory (jihva)
tactile (kaya) and mental consciousness (manovijnana).59 

Vasubandhu offers an identical scheme though he holds that manas, etc. 
are all evolved from consciousness by a process known as the transforma
tion of consciousness (vijfUinaparb:liima). This transformation (pariniima) 
or maturation (vipiika) also takes place in three stages, the first stage being 
the iilayavijfUina which is said to contain all the seeds of defilement 
(sarvabijaka ). 

It (i.e.alayavijnana) exists as a flow, (ever changing) like a torrent. Its cessation 
occurs in attaining arhatship.60 

This seems much the same as the early notion of bhavanga. The 
iilayavijfi.iina is a repository of karmic seeds due to reach fruition before 
parinirviilJ.tl. It therefore provides the necessary psychic continuity without 
at the same time assuming the proportions of the Brahmanic self for it 
ceases to function at the attainment of arhatship. The statement that it 
flows onwards like a torrent links us firmly into the traditional under
standing of mind as in a state of continuous flux. Commenting on the idea 
of evolution (pariniima), Sthiramati maintains: 

Transformation means change (anyatharva). At the very moment at which the 
moment of cause comes to an end, the effect, different from the moment of cause, 
comes into being. This is transformation.61 

Sthiramati is simply reiterating the classic notion of the mind in a condition 
of ignorance (avidyii). It is conditioned by the cause-effect relationship 
implicit in the forward sequence of the pratityasamutpiida formula. 

Going on to the second and third transformations, Vasubandhu re
peats what Asanga has already said. He does, however, add that the mind 
organ (manas), the second transformation, is entirely absent in nirodha
samiipatti. This is also the case for an adept on the supra-mundane path 

59 Abhidhannasamueeaya Pradhan (ed.) Visva-Bharati (1950) p. 11-12. The same 
definition is more briefly stated in Mahayanasutralal'!1kara p. 174 (xix. 76): 
tatra eittal'!1alayavijnaal'!1, manas tadalambanal'!1atmadnfYadi 
samprayuktal'!1, vijnananal'!1 ~a4 vijnanakayalJ, 

60 TrirrIS. 4d-5a 
tae ea vartate srotasaughvavat 
tasya vyav!1tir arhatve 

61 TrirrtS. bhii~a 16. 1-2 
ko 'yam parinamo nama anyathiitvam kara~a lqana 
nirodha samakalalJ, kara~a lqanavilalqa~alJ, 
kiiryasyatmalabha~1 parinamalJ, 
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(lokottaramarga).62 Regarding the six groups of consciousness which com
prise the third transformation, we are told that the mind consciousness 
(manovijfiiina) is continually in operation apart from in certain exceptions: 

The five vijfliinas rise in the root vijiiiina (mUZavijiiiina. = iilayavijiiiina) in accord
ance with the circumstantial cause (pratyaya), either together or alone; just like 

. waves in the water. At all times there is the rise of mind consciousness with the 
exception of unconsciousness (iiSa1]1jiiika), the two kinds of attainment (i.e. 
asa1]1jiiisamiipatti and nirodhasamiipatti), unconscious sleep and faint.63 

While this may certainly hold for the Tri""sikii many scholars have felt less 
convinced of the position of its companion work, the Vi""satikii. In his 
discussion of this text Dasgupta, for instance, claims it to teach that: 

... all appearances are but transformations of the principle of consciousness by its 
inherent movement and none of our cognitions are produced by any external 
objects which to us seem to be existing outside of us and generating our ideas.64 

Similarly, and more recently, May claims: 

La Vi1]1satikii est une sorte d'introduction au systeme, plutot critique que construc
tive ... Avant d'exposer en detail sa propre doctrine de l'idealisme absolu, l'auteur 
s'attache a refuter les objections .. .t'i5 

May maintains that Vasubandhu is constructing a system of absolute 
idealism, thereby repudiating the possibility of the existence of things 
independent of consciousness, while Dasgupta, though less explicit on this 
point, implicitly affIrms such an interpretation throughout the rest of his 
essay. More convincingly, in view of our interpretation, Kochumuttam has 
argued that while the Vi""satikii contains: 

A strong polemic against belief in objects (artha), it is very easily mistaken for a 
polemic against belief in things as such.66 

Kochumuttam goes on to suggest that the correct way to understand 
Vasubandhu's epistemological position in this text is as a transformational 
theory of knowledge.67 What he seems to mean here is that Vasubandhu 
holds knowledge to be, in some sense, a transformation of independently 
existing realities. In such a wa~ Vasubandhu avoids the unwelcome conse-

62 Tri1]1S. 7b-d 
... arhato na tat na nirodhasamiipattau miirge 
lokottare na ca 

63 Tri1]1S. 15 and 16 
paiiciinii1]1 mula vijiiiille yathii pratyaya1]1 udbhava~t 
vijiiiiniiniim saha na vii tarallgii(lii1]1 yathii jale 
mallovijiiiina sa1]1bhuti~t sarvadiiSa1]1jiiikiid {te 
samapiittidvayiin middhiill murcchaniid apy acittakiit 

64 Dasgupta, S.B. Philosophical Essays Calcutta (1941) p. 198 
65 May (1971) p. 296-297 
66 Kochumuttam (1978) p. 25-26. 
67 ibid. p. 202 
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quences of both subjective idealism and the realistic theories of the 
VaiSe~ikas and Kashmira-Vaibhiisikas, both of whom he argues with ill the 
VirrzS atikii. 

One of the principal problems for the realist is making sense of dreams, 
illusions and hallucinations. Vasubandhu accepts that such experiences 
can be fully coherent, being determined both as regards space and time. 
He explains this coherence to be the result of the maturation of im
pressions (viisanii) in consciousness itself. One does not therefore need to 
appeal to extra-mental entities to explain extra-sensory experience. The 
overall message of the early part of the VirrzSatikii is that the correspond
ence theory of knowledge will not hold in these special circumstances. It 
follows that: 

Experience does not guarantee one-to-one correspondence between concepts 
and extra-mental objects ... Experience starts not with extra-mental objects, but 
with consciousness, which alone can supply the forms of subjectivity and objectiv
ity which are necessary presuppositions of any experience in the state of sam
siira.68 

The most important section of the VirrzSatikii deals with a doctrine common 
to all our authors, be they Nagarjuna or Asailga. This is the notion of the 
non-substantiality of persons and things (pudgaladharmanairiitmya). Va
subandhu tells us that when the Buddha spoke about the twelve bases of 
cognition (iiyatana), six of which are supposed by theAbhidhiirmikas to be 
external (biihyiiyatana), the Enlightened One spoke with a hidden mean
ing: 

Conforming to the creatures to be converted the World-honoured One with secret 
intention said there are bases of cognition, visual etc., just as (there are) beings of 
apparitional birth.69 

In other words, the naively realistic belief that there are sense organs and 
corresponding objects is not true from the ultimate point of view. The 
purpose of the Buddha's secret intention is further expanded: 

By reason of this teaching one enters into the non-substantiality of person; again 
by this teaching one enters into the non-substantiality of things with regard to their 
imagined nature.70 

Expanding on this in his autocommentary (vrtti) Vasubandhu introduces 

68 ibid. p. 209. 
69 Vurz§.8 

rupiidy iiyataniistitvaTfl tad vineya janaTfl prati 
abhipriiya vasiid uktaTfl upapaduka sattvavat 

70. ViTfl$. 10 
yathii pudga/a nairatmya praveso hi anyathii puna/:! 
desanii dharma nairiitmya pravesa~l kalpitiitmanii 
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the important distinction between the imagined (parikalpita) and the 
ineffable (anabhiltlpya) natures of things: 

The theory of the non-substantiality of dharmas does not mean that dharmas are 
non-existent in all respects, but only in their imagined nature. The ignorant 
imagine the dharmas to be of the nature of subjectivity and objectivity, etc. Those 
dharmas are non-substantial with reference to that imagined nature and not with 
reference to their ineffable nature which alone is the object of the knowledge of 
the Buddhas .... Thus through the theory of representation-only (vijiiaptimiitra) 
the non-substantiality of dharmas is taught, not the denial of their existence.71 

His critique of the atomic theory of the VaiSe$ikas, and the notion of 
aggregates peculiar to the Kashmira-Vaibhiisika school of Buddhism, in 
stanzas 11-15 of Virrz.§atikil indicates Vasubandhu's view that speculative 
theories, are generated by the imaginative tendencies of the mind and do 
not therefore correspond with reality. It is worth noting here that this is 
precisely the same assessment of speculative thought as is found in 
Nagarjuna's condemnation of the own-being of dharmas (dharmas
vabhtlva) in MMK ch. xv. 

The sense of Virrz.§atikil16: 

Perception (can occur without extra-mental objects) just as it happens in a dream, 
etc. At the time that perception occurs the corresponding object is not found. How 
can one then speak of its perception.72 

is simply that, as Kochumuttam concludes, 

... the object arrived at in perception is never the thing-in-itself, but only the image 
constructed by the mind.73 

In the light of the foregoing, and since Vasubandhu has affirmed the 
existence of the ineffable nature of dharmas which is the object of the 
knowledge of Buddhas alone, we can with some degree of certainty claim 
that our interpretive scheme of two epistemological orientations to an 
indeterminate ontological existence realm fits this text. It is clear that the 
imagined natures (parikalpita tltmantl) and the ineffable natures (anabhil
tlpya tltmantl) correspond to the parikalpita and parin4panna svabhtivas of 
the trisvabhtlva theory of the Yagacara, bearing in mind our often repeated 

71 Vurzj. vrtti 10 
na khalu sUlvathii dharma niisti iti evam dharma nairiitmya pravesa bhavati. api tu 
"kalpita iitmanii" (Vims.10) yo biilair dharmiiniim svabhiiva griihya griihakiidil; 
parikalpitas tena kalpitena iitmanii te~artt nairiitmyartt na tu anabhiliipyena iitmanii 
yo buddhiiniirtt viJaya iti. evartt vijiiaptimiitrasya api vijiiapti antara parikalpitena 
iitmanii nairiitmya pravdiit vijfiaptimiitra vyavasthiipanayii sarva dharmiiniirtt 
nairiitmya pravda bhavati na tu tad astitva apaviidiit. 

72 Vurzj.16 
pratyalqa buddhil;! svapniidau yathii sii ca yadii tadii 
na so'rtho d,.syate tasya pratyalqatvartt kathartt matartt 

73 op. cit. 225 
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proviso thatparini$panna is the complete identification with the ontologi
cal existence realm (=paratantra) when the latter is free from the contami
nation of the imagined (parikalpita). It is interesting to note here that 
Kochumuttam74 sees the doctrine presented in VirrzSatikii as a seminal 
influence on the fully developed theories of the Pramiina school of 
Dignaga and Dharmakirti. This school holds that the moment of percep
tion (pratyah;a) is essentially pure and devoid of imagination (kal
paniipoq,ha). It is consequently incommunicable. On the other hand the 
process does not stop at this point for the unenlightened. New events 
follow the initial perception leading to distortion by the action of a 
multitude of thought constructions (vikalpa). We have noted previously 
that Liebnitz makes exactly the same distinction. 75 

In an interesting article, which dwells principally on the problem of the 
two Vasubandhus, Schmithausen76 notes that the VimSatikii contains no 
reference to the storehouse consciousness (iiZayavijiiiina) , preferring in
stead to use the term mental series (vijiiiinasantiina/:l) which like the iilaya 
is said to be the resting place of all traces (viisanii). Similarly VirrzS. makes 
the progression from initial sense perception (pratyalqa) to successive 
thought construction (vikalpa) the result of the workings of the mind 
consciousness (manovijiiiina)J7 To Schmidthausen this mode of ex
pression, which for him incidentally extends to the TrirrzSikii, shows "un
mistakable traces of the author's Sautriintika past". 78 If this is so we should 
not be surprised to note similarities between the doctrines of the VirrzSatikii 
and those of Dignaga and Dharmakirti, since the later pair preserve 
unmistakable Sautriintika influences in their own works. In the context of 
our overall thesis Vasubandhu's distinction between two states of knowl
edge is entirely appropriate and we can agree with Kochumuttam's sug
gestion that the epistemology of VirrzSatikii constitutes a transformation 
theory of knowledge. For the unenlightened transformation results in a 
world view with a status approximate to a dream. A Buddha on the other 
hand is awake and sees things as they are (yathiibhutam): 

... the apparent object is a representation. It is from this that memory arises. 
Before we have awakened we cannot know that what is seen in the dream does 
not exist.79 

Since the awakened state is a possibility, and the object of cognition in this 

74 ibid. 
75 cf. ch. 6 supra. 
76 Schmithausen (1967) p. 113. 
77 ibid. p. 125 cf. Vif!lS 16b and v.mi. 
78 ibid. p. 136. 
79 ViI!lS.17 

uktam yathli tadlibhasli vijiiaptil;! smarm}aTJ'l tatal;! 
svapne d.rgv~aylibhiivaTJ'l nliprabuddho'vagacchati 
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state (if one can speak of cognition in its normal sense in such an elevated 
condition) is the ineffable nature of dharmas, one may suggest that the 
Virrzjatikii gives tacit support to an indeterminate ontological existence 
realm as the source of both the enlightened and unenlightened state. 

In the final stanzas of the text Vasubandhu explains the mechanics of 
the operation of ignorance while at the same time demonstrating conclu
sively that he is not a solipsist. It is clear that in v.lS we find an explicit 
statement that a plurality of individual, though mutually conditioning, 
streams of consciousness do exist and that this situation is itself responsible 
for the ignorant world picture of the unenlightened: 

The representations of consciousness are determined by mutual influence of one 
(individual) on another. .. 80 

which the autocommentary (vrtti) glosses: 

... because a distinct representation in one stream of consciousness occasions the 
arising of a distinct representation in another stream of consciousness, each 
becomes determined, but not by external objects.81 

This strikes a surprisingly modern tone in the writings of such an ancient 
writer, though Vasubandhu quickly reverts to a more magical view of 
things by suggesting in the next few stanzas, again to justify the existence 
of a plurality of individual streams of consciousness, that a magician may 
have the ability to cause another being to have a particular dream through 
the power of thought. 82 

Vasubandhu concludes his Virrzjatikii in a sober manner, noting that: 

This treatise on the mere representation of consciousness has been composed by 
me according to my ability; it is not possible however to discuss this (theory) in all 
its aspects. It is known only to the Enlightened One.83 

He seems to accept the constraints put on him by recourse to language, 
and if the text appears to possess an excessively idealistic flavour this seems 
to be principally because he has allowed himself to expand provisional talk 
more fully than a strict Prasangika would permit. 

There is no question here of a doctrine suggesting the sole existence 
of mind (cittamiitra) as is so oftert attributed to the Yogacara. Vasubandhu 
has not left the mainstream of Buddhist thought to suggest that perception 
arises through no cause, or even that the causes for the arising of percep
tion can be contained entirely within the mental spehre. This is not 

80 Virrz.§. 18 
anyonyadhipatitvena vijiiapti niyamo mithal; 

81 Virrz.§. v.rtti. 18 
82 Virrz.§. 19 and v.rtti 
83 Virrz.§. 22 

vijiiaptimatrata siddhi(l svasakti sadrfi maya 
k.rteyarrz saTvathti sa tu na cintya buddha gocaral; 
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subjective idealism. Vasubandhu clearly points out that the sense con
sciousnesses, or evolved consciousnesses (pravrttivijfii1na) only arise' in 
accordance with a cause (pratyaya). The cause is objective, as it has already 
been shown to be throughout the history of the development of Buddhist 
doctrine. In fact this theory of the threefold evolution of consciousness 
bears a striking resemblance to the theory of cognition discussed in 
connection with bhavanga. We saw in the latter theory that an external 
stimulus caused a perturbation in the flow of bhavanga giving rise to a series 
of changes which led to both perception (with concomitant distortion) and 
its consequence, i.e. the generation of karma. The karma generated by such 
a process "abides" in bhavangaas the cause of future actions up until the 
time of parinirva1Jfl at which time bhavanga seems to cease. Exactly the 
same sequence is maintained in the Yogacara system. An external stimulus 
provokes the evolution of alayavijfiana, the resulting process "perfuming" 
(vasa~a) this root consciousness (mulavijfiana) in such a way that it acts as 
a store of all the seeds (sarvablja) of previous actions until arhatship is 
attained. At this point the alaya itself comes to an end. 

That this must be so is backed up by Asanga quoting with approval an 
excerpt from the Samyuktagama to the effect that the five skandhas are 
devoid of self (anatma), etc.84 This corresponds with the usual statement 
that the skandhas, and in this case we are dealing particularly with vijfiana
skandha, are marked by suffering (dubkha), impermanence (anitya), and 
non-self (anatma). Now since he clearly shows the alayavijfiana to be but 
one, even though the most fundamental, relation to the vijfianaskandha, 
we must assume that for Asanga the alaya itself is conditioned by these 
three marks of existence. Alayavijfiana then is the Yogacara term for the 
stream of consciousness (vififia~asota), an idea we have already en
countered in the early literature. It is said to progress like a stream, never 
the same from moment to moment, in a constant state of flux conditioned 
by ignorance until its momentum is impeded by the effort to destroy that 
ignorance by putting the praatyasamutpada into its reversal sequence 
through the application of the Buddhist path. This leads to a revolution at 
the basis (asrayaparavrtti), i.e. a revolution in the alaya. 

Until this point has been reached cognition is still contaminated with 
the adventious defilements and one does not realise the true meaning of 
representation only (vijfiaptimiitra). Only the achievement of vijfiapti
matrata is true enlightenment and in such a state one finally understands 
that all previous understanding was subjective (cittamiitra; vijfio;ptimiitra) 
for it was based on thought construction (vikalpa), and di£hotomous 
thought (prapafica), etc., generated by a mind conditioned byignQrance 

84 Abhidhannasamuccaya,op. cit. p. 15 
This quotation may be traced to S. iii.142 
... mliyupamaiica viiiiili(!am ... 
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after contact with external realities. In such a condition thought construc
tions is taken to be real, and things are not seen as they are (yathiibhutam). 
Enlightenment consists in the destruction of the subjective world view 
which results in the three domains of existence (tridhiitu). All the early 
authorities we have examined, be they Theraviidin, Nagarjuna, Vasul;>
andhu or AsaIiga hold to such a position. Enlightenment then is the 
destruction of the diseased mind in its manifold forms. At the same time 
it is not to be understood as total non-existence. Vasubandhu sums up such 
a realisation in his treatment of vijflaptimiitratii: 

This is no-mind (acitta) and no-perceiving, and this is wisdom (jiiiina) beyond this 
world. This is the revolution at the basis (iiSrayapariiv{tti) at which the two fold 
wickedness [the defilements of emotion and intellect = kleSiivaralJa andjiieyiiva
ralJa 1 are removed. This is the realm of no out-flow (aniisrava). It is inconveivable, 
virtous and unchangeable. This is bliss, the body of emancipation. It is said to be 
the dhanna (body) of the great sage.85 

This is clearly nirviir;a. Vasubandhu actually agrees with Candrakirti that 
in the last analysis it is inconceivable (acintya), and in consequence inarti
culable. It is the total suppression of the working of the vijiiiinaskandha 
since it is no-mind (acitta), but at the same time Vasubandhu avoids the 
implication that is non-existence, since he holds such a state to represent 
wisdom (jiiiina). As a result of the destruction of the avarar;as no further 
defilements are produced. For Yamada: 

Here the vijiiiina turns into supra-mundane jiiiina, transcendental wisdom in the 
higher level of the religious realm. In the jiiiina there is no more conceptualisation 
regarding Self and Elements.86 

There is nothing here that Nagarjuna could have any objection to on our 
interpretation, and I believe we have clearly shown that whatever dif
ferences there may have been between the early period of Buddhist 
thought and that reflected by Nagarjuna and the brothers Vasubandhu 
and Asailga, it is one of stress and not of essential discord. 

85 TrbrIS. 29 & 30 
acitto 'nupalambho'saujiiiinam lokottara1/1 ca tat 
iiSrayasya pariivrttir dvidhii da~thulya hiinita/:l 
sa eva aniisravo dhiitur acintyalJ kuSalo dhruvalJ 
sukho vimuktikliyo 'sau dhannlikhyo 'yam mahiimune/:l 

86 Yamada (1977) p. 171. 
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It is now possible to construct amode1 (diagram 1) to explain theintercon
nections, and essentially identical structure, of the Madhyamaka and 
Yogiiciira understanding of the enlightened and unenlightened states. 

THE ONTOLOGICAL 
INDETERMINATE 

I 
Prantyasamutpiida 

/' ~ 
Reverse 12 Link Forward 12 Link 

Formula Formula 

/ ~ 
Vijfiiina Paratantra Jfiiina 

Parikalpita Parini.ypanna 

Prapafica Atraya Dharmatii 

Defilement Purification 

Tattva/Satya 

Sarnv,-tisatya Paramiirthasatya 
,/ - TWO EPISTEMIC 

ORIENTATIONS 

Sarnsiira NirviilJ-a 

There is an ontological existence realm which is not amenable to 
predication. Any attempt to describe it is doomed to failure since, by 
definition, description is intimately associated with a dichotomised world 
view based on the abstractive tendencies of a mind infected by ignorance. 
Since the structure of language itself is so infected it will be impossible to 
state the precise status of reality. Any definition will be dependent on such 
basic dichotomies as existence or non-existence. This being so one is 
inclined, bearing in mind what has been said throughout this work, to refer 
that state of being uncontaminated by the processes of thought as an 
Ontologically Indeterminate Realm. What is clear is that this is not to be 
understood in a monistic sense. The general opposition of Buddhism to 
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the Brahmanical systems precludes this. All the Buddhist authors studied 
above, either explicitly or implicitly, acknowledge this realm to be depend
ently originated (pratityasumutptida) in the sense that it is not composed 
of separate entities but rather exists as a flux of mutually conditioned 
processes. It may be understood as truth (satya) since it is the ground of 
being (sat). It is often referred to as thatness (tattva). In the Madhyamaka 
it is not referred to by name, for obvious reasons connected with the 
Madhyamaka theory of language, but this does not mean that its presence 
may not be inferred in the writings of Nagarjuna, etc. In fact without such 
an existence realm at the basis of Nagarjuna's system, the teachings lose 
their coherence. The Yogtictira is less reticent at providing a name, but 
again clearly recognises the provisional nature of such denotation. In line 
with earlier Buddhist tradition, reality is characterised in its aspect of 
dependence and hence, in the Yogtictira, it is termed the dependent 
(paratantra) . 

Now this central, ontologically indeterminate existence realm may be 
understood as the base (tiSraya) for the arising of the purified and the 
defiled vision of the world. These ways of seeing are quite clearly the 
enlightened (bodhi) and the unenlightened respectively. The latter is 
intimately associated by thought construction (vikalpa) and dichotomous 
mental tendencies (prapaftca), which themselves mutually condition the 
language process (ntimarapa/prajftapti). As a result the mental processes 
of an unenlightened being (vijfttina) misinterpret reality as a conglomera
tion of entities (dharma) each capable of permanent and independent 
existence (svabhtiva). In such a situation the mind habitually constructs a 
picture of reality from which there is no escape (saf!1,stira), which is 
inherently unsatisfactory (dul;kha) and which leads to suffering. This 
condition unfolds itself in the forward sequence of the twelve-linked 
pratityasamutptida formula. The form of knowledge associated with this 
state is termed conventional truth (saf!1,vrtisatya) by the Madhyamaka, and 
the imagiried nature (parikalpitasvabhtiva) amongst the Yogtictirins. 

In line with the soteriological nature of Indian thought in general all 
the systems we have examined hold out the possibility of emancipation 
from this vicious circle through the destruction of ignorance. By putting 
into practice the Buddhist path (mtirga), and by refraining from metaphysi
cal speculation, unenlightened consciousness (vijfttina) may be extirpated, 
and gnosis (jfttina/prajftti) encouraged to flower. Such a transformation, 
since it is intimately connected with the destruction of the factors associ
ated with ignorance and its concomitants, is adequately represented by the 
reverse pratityasamutptida formula. When this process is successfully com
pleted one enters nirvti]Ja and sees things as they are (yathtibhiltam). 
Thought construction no longer operates (nirvikalpajfttina) and one comes 
to know the true nature of things (dharmatti). One is at peace (stinta). Such 
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a state is of course not knowledge in the conventional sense since it is empty 
(sunya) of the presuppositions, such as the dichotomy between self and 
others, being and non-being, which provide the ground for the unenlight
ened state. Human perfection then is to be understood as the total 
destruction of all the factors associated with ignorance. As such nirvalJa is 
inaccessible to the domain oflanguage and thought. This is what emptiness 
(sunyata) is all about. Again both the Madhyamaka and Yogacara are 
agreed on this. For the former the enlightened state is referred to as the 
ultimate truth (paramarthasatya), while for the latter it is the accomplished 
nature (parini.ypannasvabhava). In the writings of both groups this condi
tion is understood as the complete identification of knower and known. 
Both systems therefore regard the ultimate end of human perfection in 
non-dual terms. This being so it makes little sense to characterise early 
trends in Mahayana thought in either idealistic or realistic terms. The 
traditional Tibetan designation of Yogacara as teaching mind only (citta
mtitra; tib: sems-tsam) is particularly unhelpful in this regard, especially 
when retrojected into the writings of Vasubandhu and AsaIiga. If one 
persists in talking of nirvalJa as a state of mind one must constantly be 
aware of the provisional nature of such a statement. Both Madhyamaka 
and Yogacara authors are generally agreed on this matter. 

It is hoped that the above discussion will have established a shared 
epistemological and ontological structure common to both Madhyamaka 
and Yogacara, at least in the early period ofMahttyana philosophy. On this 
basis of general agreement one must regard scholarly attempts to highlight 
discrepancies between the two in a cautious manner. It is obviously true 
that from the time of Bhavaviveka a rivalry, sometimes gentle, sometimes 
less so, existed between the two systems. Assessment of this rivalry depends 
on ones's attitude to the final centuries of development of Buddhism in its 
native land. Some will regard the sixth century debates between Yogacarins 
and Madhyamikas as productive of the finest flowering of Buddhist phil
osophy. Others will see in these developments an indication of philosop
hical decadence and the start of the final slide into Tantric obscurity. 
Whatever one's perspective, the point is that all of these developments are 
late. Such rivalry cannot be traced in the seminal texts of either tradition. 
Nevertheless one should not be blind to the clear differences in style and 
terminology that exist between Nagarjuna on the one hand and AsaIiga 
and Vasubandhu on the other. It would be quite wrong to conclude that 
later traditions in Buddhist literature are simply restatements of former 
work. Newproccupations continually arise. Differing aspects ofthe Budd
hist path rise to prominence to meet contempoarary needs, be they 
pedagogical or apolgetic. It seems likely that the prime focus of 
Nagarjuna's attentions in his yukti corpus was directed towards matters 
ontological and logical, hence his extreme reluctance to explicitly commit 
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himself to a positive depiction of reality. Vasabandhu and Asariga, on the 
other hand, and as the term Yogtictira implies, appear to show a greater 
interest in the complexities of the path. In this context an apparently looser 
perspective on ontology may be expected. These two authors concentrate 
on the strong motivating factor necessary if one is to make the fundamental 
changes consistent with the life of a Buddhist. This said one hopes that the 
model which unfolds in the text above will help in the appreciation of the 
essential harmony underlying the thought of Nagarjuna, Asariga and 
Vasubandhu, particularly when seen against the background of earlier 
Buddhist traditions in ontology and epistemology. 
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